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All Inonii-Wigner contractions of the real four-dimensional Lie algebras are found. The results are 
summarized in tables. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the low-dimensional real Lie alge
bras have come under intensive study. A complete 
classification into isomorphism classes of all the real 
Lie algebras of dimension less than or equal to five 
has been found. 1 The real nilpotent Lie algebras of 
dimension six have also been classified into isomor
phism classes. 2 A complete classification into conjugacy 
classes of all the subalgebras of the real Lie algebras 
of dimension less than or equal to four has been found. 3 

All Casimir invariants, all rational invariants, and all 
general invariants of all real Lie algebras of dimen
sion less than or equal to five and of all real nilpotent 
Lie algebras of dimension six have been calculated, 4 

All Inonii-Wigner contractions of all real Lie algebras 
of dimension less than or equal to three have been 
found. 5 The deformations of the three-dimensional real 
Lie algebras have been studied. 6 

This interest in low-dimensional real Lie algebras 
(groups) stems mainly from the fact that the low-dimen
sional Lie algebras (groups) occur as subalgebras 
(subgroups) of higher-dimensional Lie algebras (groups) 
that are likely to be of direct concern in physical ap
plications. For example, in the theory of induced rep
resentations of groups, representations of subgroups 
are used to construct representations of the full 
group,7 In representation theory, chains of subgroups 
of a group can provide sets of commuting operators 
whose eigenfunctions provide bases of representation 
spaces for the group. Knowledge of the subgroups of a 
symmetry group supplies an approach to the study of 
broken symmetries. 8 Furthermore, the low-dimensional 
Lie algebras (groups) are of interest per se, by pro
viding a convenient supply of examples to use as a 
basis for trying to extend the mathematical theory of 
the structure and properties of real Lie algebras 
(groups) and their representations. 

Segal9 was first to suggest a kind of limiting process 
among Lie groups and Lie algebras. This was followed 
by the studies of Inonii and Wigner, 10 where a different 
limiting process was introduced and called a contrac
tion. Saletanll generalized the notion of contraction in 
such a way that the Inonu-Wigner contraction appeared 
as a special case. Doebner and Melsheimer12 intro
duced another generalized notion of contraction, called 
a p contraction, also having the Inonu-Wigner con
traction as a special case. Conatser13 has studied some 
of the relationships among these various ideas of 
contraction. 

Numerous physical applications of contractions of 
Lie groups and Lie algebras have appeared. In a study 
of dynamical group descriptions of interacting sys
tems,14 the contraction limit corresponded to the coup
ling constant going to zero giving noninteracting sys
tems. Contractions were used to explore the relation
ships among various kinematical groups that had been 
derived and to gain some insight into their physical 
meaning. 15 The Wigner coefficients of the three-dimen
sional Euclidean group were obtained by contraction 
from the Wigner coefficients of the four-dimensional 
special orthogonal group. 16 The relationship between the 
conformal group and the Schrodinger group was 
elucidated using contractions. 17 Contractions were 
used1B to study the relationships among various Lie 
algebras admitting a relativistic position operator. 19 
Finally, a contraction of the structural group of a fiber 
bundle with Cartan connection was studied in a pro
posed gauge theory of strongly interacting hadrons. 20 

It seems that the relatively simple Inonu-Wigner con
traction has found the most widespread application. 

The purpose of this paper is to find all Inonu-Wigner 
contractions of all four dimensional real Lie algebras. 
In Sec. 2, the method of Inonii-Wigner contraction is 
briefly discussed and a few basic theorems are men
tioned. In Sec. 3, the results of the contractions of the 
four-dimensional real Lie algebras are presented. 
Section 4 contains some concluding remarks. 

2. INONLi-WIGNER CONTRACTIONS 

L = (V, 11) will denote a Lie algebra, where V is the 
underlying vector space over the field of real numbers 
and 11 is the binary operation from vx V into V specify
ing the Lie bracket of any two elements X and Y of V, 
I1(X,Y)=[x,Yj. Let {Xi}' i=1,2",., ll=dimV, be a 
basis for V; then 

11 (Xi , X) = [Xi' Xi j = E c1 j X., 

where the numbers c1
j 

are the structure constants of the 
Lie algebra. 

Let T", be a family of linear operators on V, para
metrized by QI, 0 '" QI ~ 1, that is nonsingular for 
QI to. Define a family of Lie algebras Lex = (V, 11",), 
where 

l1ex (Xi'X j ) = [Xi' X, j", = T;,1[T ",Xi' T "Xj], (1 ) 

for all i, j = 1, ... ,11. Suppose T", depends linearly on QI 

and that there are complementary subspaces Wand U 
of V such that T" decomposes as 
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Ta =(~W ~)+a (~ 1~), (2) 

where lw and lu are the identity operators on Wand U, 
respectively, and A is an operator on W. Then, Inonu 
and WignerlO have shown that lima~oL: = L~ exists if 
and only if W is a subalgebra of L. L~ is called the 
Inonu-Wigner contraction of L with respect to W. The 
operator A in (2) can be taken equal to 0 without loss of 
generality. It was shownll that the result of contrac
tion is independent of the choice of the subspace U com
plementary to the subalgebra IV. Furthermore, the 
result of contraction is independent of the choice of 
representative subalgebra from a given conjugacy class 
of subalgebras. 

To calculate all Inonu-Wigner contractions of a Lie 
algebra L: 

(1) find all conj ugacy classes of subalgebras of L; 

(2) select a representative for each conjugacy class; 

(3) select a basis {Xl' ... ,Xp} for each representative 
subalgebra IV, where p=dimIV; 

(4) find a complementary subspace U and select a 
basis {Xp+l>'" ,Xn} for it, where n=dimV; 

(5) let T a act on the basis elements according to 
TaXi =Xi for i=l, ... ,J), and TaXi =aXi for i 
=p+l, ... ,II; 

(6) calculate the Lie brackets [Xi' X)a' for all i and 
j, using Eq. (1); 

(7) take the limit of ('t' going to zero; 

(8) identify the resulting contracted algebra L~ . 

In Sec. 3, the results of applying this prescription to 
the case 11 = 4 are presented. 

A contraction for which L~ = lUll' the l1-dimensional 
Abelian Lie algebra, is termed trivial. If L~ = L, the 
contraction is called improper. Let L' denote the 
derived algebra of L. Several theorems are now listed 
without proofs. 13 

(1) If IV = L, then L~ = L . 

(2) If W ={O}, then L~ =11./\. 
Thus, contractions with respect to improper subalge
bras are either improper contractions or trivial 
contractions. 

(3) If L = J/Al' then L~ = I1A l , for all IV Abelian Lie 
algebras have only trivial contractions. 

(4) If IV ~ Z, the center of L, then L~ = nA , . 

(5) For any contraction, dimL~" dim.L'. 

3. CONTRACTIONS OF THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL 
REAL LIE ALGEBRAS 

Each table displays the results of Inonu-Wigner con
traction for one four-dimensional Lie algebra. In the 
table, the nonzero Lie brackets of the algebra are 
given. The representatives of the conjugacy classes of 
proper subalgebras of the algebra3 are presented in the 
first column. All subalgebras leading to the same 
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contracted algebra are listed together. The improper 
subalgebras are omitted. The contracted algebras are 
given in the second column. A table for the Abelian 
algebra 4Al is omitted. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results of this paper are summarized in Tables 
I-XXIX. Several observations can be made. Two of the 
algebras (see Tables III, XX) have only improper and 
trivial contractions. Three of the algebras (see Tables 
XXII, XXVII, XXVIII) have no improper contractions 
with respect to proper subalgebras. There are many ex
amples where the equality in Theorem 5 is obtained. 

TABLE I. Contractions of A 2w 2A j • The range of parameters: 
_00<.\:<"', O~"'<1T, E=±1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 
algebra 

{CJ, {c:J coscP + c i sin",}, {c3' cl}' 4A j 

{c2' C'I sind> - C4 cosd>r, {C2. c3, cI } 

{C j + X (C'I cos'" + c4 sind>)}, {cj , CJo ell. A 2 t!J 2Aj 
1Ct + x(e 1 cOScP + C,I sinq,) , C2}, 

{Cj +x(c3cOSq,+c4 sind», c3 sinq, -e1cos"'}, 
{el + x(c3 cos'" + C4 sinq,) , c3 sind> - e 4 cos"', e2} 

h+ de:1cosd> +cjsind>j}, A;,jt:BA 1 
{C2 + C (c'1 cosd, + C I sind», <'I sin¢ - "I cosq,} 

TABLE II. Contractions of 2A2• The range of parameters: 
-oo<x<lf', ( ±1" 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{(' I}' {c:l;-' {C1, (' ~}, {c:~, C,t}, {C t , C 1 }, 
{c 2, c:3}, .flC1 , C2' (',i}' {C2' CJ , e 1} 

iCI : ('.::}, iC1-1 c;:;,(2),{Cl + c:1,c1t, 
~Cj + C:1, e" C41 
let - CII, JCI - (':), C21, {CI - £']0 cII, 
tel - c3~ cz, c.11 

2A2 

{e t XC: l}, {Ct '- XC:{, ('2}' {et'l xc'" e.I}, 
{Cl i XC:i,C;~,Cl} 

A\5,~AI'O< I xl <1 
Afl"A j , I x I> 1 

k J !- l (' 11, {e 2 j- r e l}, -let -+- (C ,1' c:!), 
ic ') -:- (C 2 , ('t} 

A.I,I 

TABLE III. Contractions of A" I'" A I' The range of parame
ters: -~<.Y,.v<co, 0~4)<7T. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative 

{et I .Yc,1}' {e ~}, {cl' e,1 -+- X(('2 COS(/) -! C -; sin~I»)}, 
Jp1 , C2 cosd> + "" sin¢}, {CI. C2 cosqJ + <'I sinc6, <' II 

JlC2 cosq, + C'I sind> +.'(<'4} , {e l , "2 cosd> "e I sinciJ} , 
{Cl L. XC.}, ('2 coS(D +- C:l SincfJ}, X -,.-- 0, 
{C2 1 XC1,(':1 \ .VChCt] 

Contracted 
algebra 
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TABLE IV. Contractions of A3,2EBAl' The range of parame
ters: _oo<x<oo, E=±1. 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{ell, {e4}, {el , e2}, {elt e4}, {elt e2, e4} 4Al 

{e! H e4},{e2+xe4},{el +xe4te2},x"o 0, 
{elt e2 + Ee4}, {e2, e4} 

{e3 + xe4}, {e3, e4}, {e3 + xe4, elt e2} 

{e3 + xe4, ell, {elt e3, e4} 

A 3,2 EBAl 

A 3,3 EBAl 

TABLE V. Contractions of A 3,3<1JAl • The range of parame
ters: - 00 < x < 00, 0", e/> < 7T, E = ± 1. 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{e! cose/> +e2 sine/>},{e4},h,e2}, 4Al 
{el cos~b + e2 sin¢, e4}, {elt e2, e4} 

{el cos¢ + e2 sind> + Ee4}, {el. e2 + Ee,I}' 
{el + Ee4,e2+xet} 

{e3 + xel], {e 3, e4}, {e3 + xel, el cose/> + e2 sin¢}, A 3,30Al 

{e 3 , e 4, el cos¢ + e2 sine/>}, {e 3 + xe,I' elt e2} 

TABLE VI. Contractions of A3,.lttJA j • The range of parame
ters: _oo<x<oo, E= ±1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative 

lCI}' {e2}, {e,I}, {el , e2}, {cI' el}' 
{e2, el}' felt e2, e4} 

Contracted 
algebra 

{C! + Ee2 + xc I}, {e! + Ee,I}' {e2 + Eel}, {el + E e2, e 4}, A 3,1 tt: Al 
{el, C2 + Ee4}, {e! + Ee4, e2 + xc!} 

{C;, + XC4}, F3, e4}, {e:l + XC,1t ell, {e 3 + xel, c2}, 

{e!, e3, C4}, ~2' C3 , C'll' Ie:] + xe4 , c!, e2} 

TABLE VII. Contractions of A~,5tbA!, 0 < I a 1<1. The range of 
parameters: _oo<x<oo, c=±1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative 

'[cl + EC 4}, {e2 + Ee4}, {el + EC2 + xe4}, 
{e! + Ee2, ej}, {eto e2 + Ee,I}' {e! + Eel, e2 + xe4} 

{e, + XC 4f' Ie:], e4}, {e 3 + xel , ell, {e, + xel> e2}, 
{e!, e3, e.j}. {e2, e3, el}' {c, + XCI' el , e2} 

Contracted 
algebra 

TABLE VIII. Contractions of A 3,GtbAI • The range of parame
ters: - 00 < x, y < 00. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{el}' {elt e2}, {elt e2, e4} 4Al 
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TABLE IX. Contractions of A~,7<i'Al,a > O. The range of pa
rameters: _00 <x,y < 00. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

SUbalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

TABLE X. Contractions of A3,stbAl • The range of parame
ters: - 00 < x, y < 00, E = ± 1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

TABLE XI. Contractions of A l 8\.C AI' The range of parame-
ter: 0" x < 00. ' 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

TABLE XII. Contractions of AI,!. The rang'e of parameter: 
_O('<x<oo. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

Subalgebra representative 

{e2r, {c:) + xet r, {cl' c;3)' {c2' co) -1 .yet j., 
-let> e4 + xe,} , {e! +xe:3' ('I, e2} 

Contracted algebra 

TABLE XIII. Contractions of A1,2' ({ 7 0,1. The range of pa
rameters: _oo<x<oo, c~±1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets 

SUbalgebra representative 
Contracted 
rllgebra 

A~,2 
Aa-!,a- I I a I > 1 1,:) , 

A~:", I ({ I < 1 
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TABLE XIV. Contractions of Al,z. The range of parameters: 
_oo<x<oo, O~ct><7r. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [eto e41 = eto [e2. e41 = e2. [e3• e41 = e2 + e3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 
algebra 

{et cos</> + e2 sin</>}. {eto e2}.{e2. e3 + xej}. 4Aj 
{eto e2• es} 

TABLE XV. Contractions of A 4,3' The range of the parame
ters: - 00 < x < 00. E ~ ± 1. 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 
algebra 

TABLE XVI. Contractions of A 4,4' The range of parameter: 
_oo<x<oo. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [elt e41 = elt [e2• e41 =et + e2. 
[eSt e4J = e2 + es 

Subalgebra representative 

{el +xe3}.X'" O.{eZ}.{e3}.{eto es}. 
{ej + xe3' e2}. x '" O. {e2• e3} 

Contracted algebra 

TABLE XVII. Contractions of At~. -1"" a < b < 1. ab'" O. The 
range of parameters: - 00 < x < 00. E = ± 1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [elt e41 = elt [e2. e41 =ae2. [eSt e41 = be3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 
algebra 

{et}. {e2}. {e:J. {elt e2}. {elt e3}. 4At 
{e2• es}. let. e2• e3} 

{ej + Ees}. {e2 + Ee3}. {et + Ee2 + xes}. x'" 0, 
{et. e2 + Ees}. {e2. el + Ee3}, {e3' ej + Eez}, 
{et + Ee3, e2+ xes}, x'" 0 

{e4}. {elt e4}, {e2• e4}. {eSt e4>' {et. ez, e4}, 
{eto es. e4}, {e2• es. e4} 

TABLE XVIII. Contractions of At~. -1 ""'a < 1. a'" O. The 
range of parameters: - 00 < x < 00, 0 "'" </> < 7r. E = ± 1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [el' e41 = eh [e2. e41 =ae2. [e3. e41 =ae3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 
algebra 

{ej}, {e2 cos</> + e3 sin</>}, {et. e2 cos</> + e3 Sin</>}. 
{e2. es}. ~j, e2• e3} 

{et + Ee3}. {ej + Ee2 + xe3}, {e3• et + Eeil. 
{ej + Ees. e2 + xe3} 

{e4}, {el' e4}' {e4• e2 cos</> + es sin</>}. 
{e2• e3. e4}, {elt e4. e2 cos</> + e3 sin</>} 
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TABLE XIX. Contractions of A1:!. -1"'" a < 1. a'" O. The range 
of parameters: _oo<x<oo. O""'</><7r. E=±I. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [et> e41 = eto [e2. e41 ~ ae2. res. e4J = es 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 

{e2}, {el cos</> + es sin</>}. {et cos</> + es sin</>. e2}. 
~to es}, {elt e2. es} 

{e2+ €es}, {et + Ee2 + xes}. fe3. ej + Ee2}. 
)el + xes. e2 + Ee3} 

{e4}. {e2. e4}. {e4. et cos</> + es sin</>}. 
{eto es. e4}, {e2, et cos</> + e3 sin</>. e4} 

algebra 

A a,t 
4,5 

TABLE XX. Contractions of Aa;!. The range of parameters: 
_oo<x.y<oo. 

Subalgebra representative Contracted 

{ej + xe2 + ye3}. {e2 + xe3}. {es}. {et + xes. e2 + ye3}. 
{ej}~ xe2. es}, {e2• es}. {et • e2• es} 

{e4>. {e4, ej}+ xe2 + yes}. {e4. e2 + xes}. {eSt e4}. 
{e4• ej + xe:l. e2 + ye3}. {e 4• ej + xe2• e3}, {e2. e3. e4} 

algebra 

TABLE XXI. Contractions of At~, a'" O. b -? O. The range of 
parameter: 0 "'" x < 00. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [et. e4J ~ael' [e2. e41 = be2 - e3• 
[e3' e4J = e2 + be3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{et}. {e2. e3}. {el. e2' e3} 4AI 

TABLE XXII. Contractions of A 4, 7' 

Nonzero Lie brackets [el' ejl = 2el , [e2' e41 = e2 
[e2. e3J = el. [e3• e41 = e2 + e3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{el}.{etoe2} 4A\ 

TABLE XXIII. Contractions of A 4,8' The range of parameters: 
_oo<x<cc, E=±l. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [e2. e31 = cI' [e2. e4J = e2• [e]. e41 = - e:j 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 
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TABLE XXIV. Contractions of At 9. 0 < I b I < 1. The range of 
parameter: (= ± 1. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [e2' esJ = et. (elt e4l = (1 + b)el 
le2• e4l = e2. le3, e4l = be3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

A-I/2,!/Z 
4,5 

TABLE XXV. Contractions of Aa,9' The range of parameters: 
O~1><1r. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [e2. e3l = el. [ej, e4l = 2el 

(e2• e4l = e2• (e3' ell = e3 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{ej}. {ej, ez cos1> + e3 sin1>} 4Al 

TABLE XXVI. Contractions of A2,9. The range of parameters: 
_oo<x<oo, E:::- ±1. 

At9 

TABLE XXVII. Contractions of A4,lO. The range of parameter: 
_OCl<X<OOo 

Nonzero Lie brackets [e2, e3l = e t , [e2• ell =- e3. Ie:], e4l = e2 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 
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TABLE XXVIII. Contractions of ALl> a> O. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [e2• e3l = el' [et, e4l = 2aej 

[e2. e4l = ae2 - e3' [e3. e4l = e2 + ae3 

SUbalgebra representative Contracted algebra 

{et} 4Al 

TABLE XXIX. Contractions of A.1,IZ. The range of parameter: 
_00 <x< 00. 

Nonzero Lie brackets [et, ell = e lo fez, e3l = e2 

[el, ell = - e2, fez, e4l = et 

Subalgebra representative Contracted algebra 
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We prove the following theorem: Classical spin-O and -I mesonic test fields that can be constructed on a 
given spacetime manifold determine at least some of its de Rham cohomological structure. We explore this 
result and give some examples. The extension of the present technique to higher spin is also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Teitler1 and Hestenes2 have consistently used and 
developed the Clifford-Dirac algebra along Riesz's3 
geometrical interpretation in order to unify geometrical 
and physical concepts in classical field theory. 
Hestenes4 has specifically suggested the search for a 
topologico-differential connection between fields and 
the underlying spacetime structure. In the present 
note we introduce one such bridge between physics 
and geometry with the help of Teitler's equation for 
spin-O and -1 mesonic fields. 5 It has the form of some 
theorems that relate mesonic test fields defined on a 
spacetime manifold to the underlying space's de Rham 
cohomology. We also show that despite the fact that one 
has a Teitler -like equations for the gravitational field 
itself,6 the present technique cannot be generalized to 
that equation. Actually it cannot be applied to spins 
higher than 1. 

2. THE MAIN RESULTS 

We start from Minkowski spacetime V, with a +2 
metric g"v and an associated Clifford-Dirac algebra 
C4 generated by the four anticommuting y'S subject to 
[ Y" , Y"J. = 2fifv. Teitler's equations are summarized in 
the Dirac -like equation 

(2.1) 

with V'=y"o", \jIo=-mJ+</!"Y", \jI1=-nz¢"Y~+~ciJ"vY~v 
(\jI 0 describes a massive spin-O field, \jI1 a massive 
spin-1 field, and \jIoy5 is Teitler's wavefunction for the 
pseudoscalar meson). 

We can identify C, with its associated exterior algebra 
A = eL;!=o lV. 7 This assoc iation induces an exterior
algebra representation of Dirac's operator V' = r/ - 0, 
where rl is the exterior derivative acting on A and 0 the 
associated divergence. With the help of this notation 
and of \jI(O)O=~, \jI(O)l=~"Y~' lJr(1)l=ciJ,,'''' 
lJr (1)2 = ¢ ~v y"V, the spin-O equations implied by (2. 1) 
are 

olJr (0) 1 = - m
2lJr (0)0' 

dlJr(O)l=O, 

lJr (0)1 = r/\jI (0)0' 

and the spin -1 are 

01}l (1)2 = - m 2
1}1 (1)1> 

r/1}I(1)2=0, 

a) Partially supported by FINEP. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

\jI (1)2 =d\jl (1)1> 

o\jl (1)1 =0. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

When going from Minkowski spacetime V to a pseudo
Riemanni~n one, ]VI also endowed with a + 2 metric 
g"v' V't-V'=y"V'", V'~ b~ingAth~ covari~nt s!erivative 
with respect to g"v and V' = d - 0, with d 2 = 02 = 00 
Equations (2 < 1)- (2A, 8) ke~p their for..m but for the 
substitutions V'I-V', dt-d, and ot-o. We have, 
however, no reason to assert now-on physical and on 
mathematical grounds -that the relationship between 
fields and potentials [Eqs. (2.4) and (2. 7)J may be 
smoothly extended over the whole manifold: Being 
differential relations, the field equations are a purely 
local affair, and we can always have nonsmooth and 
sectionally continuous potentials (see Sec. 3 for an 
example: the same remark has been made by Goldberg 
in a similar settingS). 

Now Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6) say that the fields \jI(O)l and 
1}1 (1)2 are 1- and 2-cocycles: we note their set, Zl and 
Z 2, respectively. Some of these cocycles will be 
coboundaries, that is, will have potentials smoothly 
defined all over the manifold: denote their collections 
/3 1 ( ,:1 and 8 2 

( ~2. The kih order de Rham cohomology 
groups for spacetime, !.: = 1, 2, are then Dk = Zk / /3 k

• 0 

To get D" see that Eq. (2.1) applied to the wavefunction 
1}1 oY" for a pseudoscalar massless meson leads to 

01}l (0)' = 0, 

r/1}I (O):l = 0, 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

where 1}I(O)1=(-gr
I

/
2 *W(I)1, * being Hodge's star 

operator. R Clearly the set of all such cocycles is Z', 
and from the obvious definition for /3' (~-' one gets 
D" =~-'/ /3'. The de Rham cohomology groups for M, 
D 1, D2, and D" have thus been obtained with the help 
of me sonic test fields defined on that spacetime mani
fold. DO=IR 10 since we suppose ill to be connected. 
!)1 is left undetermined if M is noncompact: for compact 
spacetimes (which are usually ruled out on the ground 
of causality considerations11 ) D4 = IR. 

We may summarize as follows the above reasoning: 

Pro/)usiiioll 1: Let ,\1 be a four-dimensional Hausdorff 
manifold endowed with a + 2 metric. Let ~1 be the space 
of all spin-O mesonic test fields defined over M, ~2 
the space of all spin-l fields similarly defined, and ~l 
the space of all zero-mass noninteracting pseudosealar 
fields on M. Then: 

(i) If M is noneo mpaet, : I ,~2, and ~' determine the 
de Rham cohomology groups D 1, /) 2, and !)' for J/. 
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(iil if Ai is compact, 2 1, Z2, and Z3 completely 
determine the de Rham cohomological structure 
f)=8z'k=of)k for M. 

Suppose now that one compactifies lid with the help 
of some standard technique-for instance, 
Alexandrov's, 12 which is equivalent to Penrose's'3 but 
for the identification of all infinite pOints. This can be 
conformally achieved as follows~ Let Xo (C M be a suitable 
reference-point; for any other point x EM, let d(x, xo) 

be the extremal path length (with respect to AI's 
Lorentzian metric) between x and Xo (since Al is path
connected, one has always such a value). For a fixed 
x"' put [d(x, XO)]-2 = no(x); no is a mapping J1l-lR, and 
n,,(x)=o over the pencil of lightlike geodesics with 
x" as its vertex. If we identify the set {XE: J1lI no(x)=Or 
with the infinite point x~, we get a compactification 
for M with no as the confor mal factor. 

Let M be such a compactification, the ~ilde denoting 
here no-conformally changed objects on 111. As it is 
well-known, for noninteracting zero-mass mesonic 
test fields, Eqs. (2.2)-(2.10) become: 

for spin-O scalar fields: 

o'lt (1)2 = 0, 

d'lt (1)2 = 0, 

for spin-l fields: 

o'lt (0)3 = 0, 

d'lt (0)3 = 0, 
-

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15 

(2.16) 

for spin-O pseudoscalar fields. The space /V' of all 
conformally chan%ed massless nonintera,£ting spin-O 
fields generates D 1; a similarly defined /V2 for spin-l 
fields generatesD\ and;\!3 generatesD 3

• Due to lV's 
compactness and connectedness, lJ4 =lJ 0 = lR. We have 
thus 

PropositiolL2: 1;et ,''vi b~a conformal compactification 
for M. Then N l

, N 2
, and N 3 completely determine the 

de Rham cohomology for lV1, 

Observe that this compactification obviously and 
drastically changes the manifold's topological 
properties. The compactification induced by the inverse 
Rie mann mapping p: 52 - lR2 changes a manifold that 
admits a Lorentz metric (lR2

) into one that does not 
(52, see Ref. 14), since the Euler characteristic 
X(5 2

) = 2 * 0, On the contrary the compactification of a 
cylindrical spacetime 53 xlR induced by the inverse 
map p : 53 x 51 - 53 X lR leads to one that admits a Lorentz 
metric, for X(S3 XSl) = 0. 

If we now write ilk for the dimension of f)k, we get the 
Euler-Poincare formula l5

: 

4 

X('U) =.0 (- l)kilk' 
k:::O 

(2.17) 

ilk' the Hh Betti number of if, is th,!l number of linearly 
independent classes of cocycles on M. It is thus an 
integer. Then, 
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Proposition 3: If M is orientable and admits a Lorentz 
metric, then it has at least one class of nonbounding 
cocycles that represent spin-O massless fields, If there 
are nonbounding zero-mass spin-l fields, their Betti 
number b2 Co 2. 

Proof: Since i1 admits a Lorentz metric, X (J~t) = ° 
=bo-bl+b2-b3+b4< Butbo=il4 =1. Asb l =b3 asa 

consequence of the Poincare duality, 10 we have 2b l = 2 
+ b2 • For b2 = 0, Ii, = 1. Concerning the second state
ment, see that /)2 = 2 is the smallest nontrivial 
solution for the preceding equations. 

This result leads to an immediate corollary: 

Corollary: Propostion 3 is valid for a compact space 
spacetime M. 

And also, 

Proposition 4: Let iV] (resp. in be a spacetime 
(resp. compactified spacetime) whose de Rham 
cohomological structure f) ([)) is given. Then every 
class of scalar, pseudoscalar and vector mesonic test 
fields defined all over At (resp. XI) must be compatible 
with f) (resp. lJ). 

That is, Propositions 1-3 are "if and only if" con
ditions. Many such results on test mesonic fields can 
be proved from standard theorems in de Rham cohomo
logy; we espeCially note that the fields given by Eqs. 
(2.11)-(2.16) are harmonic with respect to the pseudo
Riemannian metric gllv: there are thus further general 
generalizations of the above results along the theory of 
harmonic forms. 

3. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 

In the present section we give some examples in order 
to show clearly the difference between cocycles and 
coboundaries. We also discuss the cohomological 
properties of some simple spacetimes. 

Let us consider the cylinder C embedded in lR3 with 
rectangular coordinates and given by the equation 
x2 + y2 = 1. Define the two I-forms, 

QI = (xdx + ydy) /(x 2 + y2), 

i3 = (xdy - ydx)/ (x2 + y2). 

We will only consider the restrictions Qle = QlI C and 
{3e = (31 C. Trivially dOle = dPe = 0, that is, both are 
cocycles. We now show that while Qle is a coboundary, 
that is, admits a continuous and adequately differenti
able potential <Pc over C such that Qlc=drPe, there is 
no such construction for Pc' If we put z = x + iy, 
Ole = d(Re logz) I C and /3e = d(Im logz) I C, Re and 1m 
denoting real and imaginary parts of the function. 
Re logz C is a O-form over C, as a single-valued func
tion of z; that, however, is not the case with 1m logz I C, 
which is not single-valued. The potential <Pc for Qle 
is then <Pc = Re logz all over C (actually over 1R3 - S, 
where s is the z axis). 

Let now r be the closed path on C given by the equa
tions x 2 + .1'2 = 1, z = O. It is easily verified that 

JrQle = 0 
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while 

Jrtie = 211. 

In an elementary language we say that Ql e is a gradient; 
its circulation over a closed path must be zero. As 
Pc is no gradient its circulation has a nonzero value 
for a conveniently chosen path. 

The cylinder C is topologically S' xm, where S' is 
the I-sphere. From the Kunneth isomorphism, 111 

f) (,\1 XN) ~()( M):Af)(X), (3.3) 

where the dimension of at least one of the cohomology 
algebras f)(M), ()(X), is finitf, M and N being 
differentiable manifolds and: being the skew- symme
tric tensor product, and with the help of the relations l

" 

f)"(mn)=m, 

f)p(mn) = 0, P t- 0, 

j)O(sn) =f)n(5n) = m, 

f)p(sn) = 0, 1 ~ P ': II - 1, 

one can establish that 

f)°(SlXm)=m, 

f)l(Sl xm) =IR, 

j)2(SI xm) = 0, 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3 c 6) 

(3.7) 

(3 8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Being one-dimensional, the cohomology group f)l(Sl xm) 
admits just one cohomology class, which is represented 
by the cocycle Pc' 

For a more realistic example let us consider a non
compact manifold C' embedded in m 5 with topology 
52 xm2 described by the polar equation p = 1 (in m 3 with 
spherical coordinates p, &, cp), and the remaining 
rectangular coordinates II, {' em. Consider now the 
2-form given by 

(3.11) 

and restricted to C'. Over the close surface ~ defined 
by p = 1, 11 =1' = ° (which is a 2 -cycle) one has 

(3.12) 

This integral must be zero when taken over a close 
2-surface if its argument is to be a coboundary. 16 

But as we' represents the only cohomology class in 
the groupf)2(S2xm2)=m, it is nonzero. The manifold's 
cohmological structure is given by 

OO(S2 xm2) =f)2(52 xm2) = IR, 

f) 1(52 X m2) =D3(S2 xm2) =0 4 (5 2 x JR2) = 0. 

(3.13) 

(3,14) 

Another interesting example is given by a cylindrical 
spacetime l'vl with topology 53 x JR (the Einstein static 
universe and de Sitter spacetime have this structure). 
Its de Rham cohomology is given by 

f)°(S3 xm) =f)3(S3 x JR) = JR, 

j)i(S3x m)=0, it-O, 3. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Now let us get a conformal compactification for M. 
Given the projection 7T : 53 x JR - 53, one can suppose the 
fiber over any xC S\ 7T-1(X), to be a timelike path 
belonging to the manifold. For a fixed cross section 
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j:S3_S3 X IR, one can define the conformal factor 
~oC,) as a function of rl(x,xo), length of the fiber 
segment between xo' /(5") and xc" 7T- l (Xo), namely 
12 0 (x) = [rI(x, xo) t 2

• such a length being constructed with 
the help of ,u's Lorentzian metric. The compactified 
spacetime iJ'='=S3 XS\ and has the de Rham cohomology 

()i(5 3 xSl)=JR i=O, 1, 3,4, 

02(S3XS1)=0. 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

As we know from Proposition 3, Sec. 2, M admits a 
nontrivial cocycle class represented by massless 
spin-O test fields, and no spin-l nonbounding cocycles. 

4. DIFFICULTIES CONCERNING EXTENSIONS OF 
THE PRESENT TECHNIQUE 

Can we get a similar connection between higher spin 
and the spacetime topology? We have shown elsewhere1

? 

that higher -spin fields can be also derived from a 
Dirac -like equation defined over a Cartesian product 
x V of copies of Minkowski space. When passing to the 
pseudo-Riemannian structure of a spacetime M and 
its Cartesian products x M with itself, the interlocking 
of fields and potentials through an exterior derivative 
breaks down due to the noncommutativity of the covari
ant derivative operator. But one still has a Dirac -like 
equation for massless higher-spin fields interacting 
with the gravitational field, and for such an equation 
there is no fixed set of subsidiary conditions due to 
the gauge freedom associated with zero-mass fields; 
the spin-2 case has been described by one of us 8 and 
will be considered here. With the help of the notation 
ofG one may see that the field variable 8 (the Riemann
Christoffel tensor defined on the algebra C4 C.) is a 
4-form over the product M xM; more precisely 
(~ c ;,2 <:' 1,2, where, 2 belongs to ,\1's exterior bundle 
and '-:: is a symmetrized tenso~ pr~duc!. But the 
differential operators ci"V M = "VI::::' til - °1 a!:e no 
cohomology operators, that is, di*o and oit-O, and 
the field equations 

618 =0, 

J/, =0, 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

cannot be interpreted as we did in the spin-O and - 1 
cases. Actually f\ will never be a cocycle, for the 
Bianchi}dentities (4.2) may be written d18 + r = 0, 
where d 1 is the partial exterior derivative acting on 
first factors in a tensor product9 and r is a linear 
combination of Christoffel affinities. 8 is also a very 
particular object a symmetrized element of one of 
the various tensor products that add up to the module 
of 4-forms over MXAI, viz., 

i, 4(M x M)::; ;O(kJ)0:/\ 4(A1) El 1,1 (A1) 3 (AI) 

(i II 2(M)S /, 2(AJ) c;' 3 (1v1) ,,' I, l(A1). 

Being of a too restricted nature, it will not be useful 
as a source of information about the manifold)s 
topological structure associated with its exterior 
bundle. This reasoning easily extends to any zero-mass 
integral spin minimally coupled to the gravitational 
field with spin ~ 2. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

We can summarize as follows our results: Meson 
fields are naturally and directly connected to the global 
topology of spacetime; higher-spin fields, however, 
have no such clear-cut relationship with the manifold's 
geometry due to difficulties in the construction of 
cohomology operators associated with Dirac's 
differential operator. 
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Continuum S state wavefunctions for the Oebye potential 
by Ecker-Weizel approximationsa) 
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Analytical expressions for the continuum eigenfunctions for the Debye (Yukawa) or shielded Coulomb 
potential are derived by using Ecker-Weizel approximations. The results are used to obtain the S matrix 
in closed form. 

The eigenvalue problem involving the Debye or static 
screened coulomb potential V(rJ = - e2 exp(_ C"ir)/ r l(y 
= the screening parameter J is relevant to several areas 
of physics. 1 Particularly, the fundamental importance 
of this potential in studying the properties of interacting 
Boltzmann particles has motivated a large number of 
works, both numeric and analytic in nature. The scope 
of the analytical approach to the problem is, however, 
limited because of obvious reasons. In spite of this, the 
analytical work of Ecker and Weizel, 2 dealing with the 
discrete eigenvalue problem, has recently received a 
considerable attention. For example, Lam and Varshni 3 

have revised the expression for the Ecker-Weizel 
eigenvalue. The modified expression has been found to 
yield better energies than the original one. In the pres
ent note we shall derive analytical expressions for the 
eigenfunctions as well as the S matrix for the Debye 
Hamiltonian. 

The s state radial Schrodinger equation for this po
tential is given by 

1 d 2 [('-br_J 
-2-o (rR)+ --E (rR)=O. 

rlr r 
(1 ) 

We shall use atomic units (c = h = /fl e = 1) throughout. 
Here \) = C"il1o a dimensionless screening parameter. In 
the units used the first Bohr radius (70 = 1. The standard 
substitutions 

and 

01"= -In(1 - x) 

with 

transform Eq. (1) in the form 

d2 l' ell' 2 x 
x(1-x)~-{3x-d_-61 (1- )v=O, 

uX .. \ n x 

where 

I) = 1 + 20'1l/ \). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5 ) 

(6) 

The object (2/0)' lx/ln(l-x)J is a slowly varying func
tion of x and to a first approximation it is a constant2 

- y given by 

a)Work supported in part by the Department of Atomic Energy, 
Government of India. 

(7) 

where r represents some sort of a mean distance of the 
electron in the considered quantum stateo With this 
approximation Eq. (5) has been solved to get the ex
preSSion for the eigenvalue 

En=~[~.~('-fir _110J2 (8) 
2 n or 2 

To obtain the bound state eigenfunction of Eq. (5), we 
assume 

l'C\)=x~(I-x)Af(x). (9) 

The wavefunction vanishes at x = 0 r r = 01. It also van
ishes atx=1[r= cOl, Combining Eqs. (5), (7), and (9), 
we gel 

h(l - x)I" (x) + [2fl (1 - x) - (3x - 2:\x J.fl(X) 

+ :\(:\-1+/3lx _2:\fl+fl(fl- 1)(1- x ) -f3fl+,] rex) 
1- x x . 

==0. (10) 

Here primes on f denote differentiation with respect to 
x, If the parameters fl and :\ are chosen to be fl = 1 and 
:\ = 1 - (3, the factor of f does not depend on x and the 
equation reduces to the hyper geometric differential 
equation 

x(l-x)I"(x) +{2- (4- i3lx}tl(X)- {2- p-y}j(x)=O. (11) 

This leads to the well behaved (unnormalized) bound 
state solution 

(rR) = e"'nr(1 - e-fir ) 2F, (a, b;c; 1 _ e-or ), 

where 

I1=H3-iHn 

b=H3-Jj-n 

c=2 

with 

~ = [(1- I'll" +4y ]'/2. 

Interestingly, the power series expansion of 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

2F, (11, b; c; 1 - c- fir ) together with an = - .J2En delineates 
Eq, (12) in the variational form of the Yukawa wave
function used by Hulthen and Laurikainen. 4 For subse
quent discussion it will be useful to write the function 
(rR) as the sum of two parts. The desired result can be 
obtained with the help of well-known transformation 
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formulas among the hypergeometric functions. ' We 
thus have 

r(;3-1) '" r 

(rR)=rCW+;3_E»)rO(I+;3+~)}e n 

x2Fl(~(I-;3- ~), W - ;3+U; 2 - (3; (,-5r) 

+ 1 r(1 - ~) e-"'nr 
r(2(3 - (3 + ~ )}r(2(3 - ;3 - ~)} 

x2Fl(~(;3+~ -1), ~(;3-~ +1);/3; e-Or
). (15) 

The continuum state solution 11(1'), regular at the ori
gin, can be obtained from Eq. (15) through the analytic 
continuation an - - ik. This yields 

( ) _ 1 [ r(1 +2ik/lj) ikr 
111' -- ~(' 

2ik r(l +ik/6)r(1 +ik2/o) 

x F (- ik2 - ikl . 1 _ 2ik . ,-or) 
2 1 Ij' Ij' Ij' e 

r(I-2ik/o) -ikr 

- r(l- ik/lj)r(1 _ ik/o) e 

X F (ik2 ik l . 1 + 2ik. -o~J 
21 0' 6' o,e'), 

where 

kl = k + (k2 _ yo2)1/2, 

k2 = k _ (kZ _ yo2)1/2. 

(16) 

(17) 

The two addenda on the right-hand side of Eq. (16) 
transform into one another under the substitution 
k=- k. Following Newton, 6 therefore, we conclude 
that the nearest analog of the Jost function is given by 

r(l +2ik/lj) 
D(k) = r(l + ik/o)r(l + ik/Ij)' (18) 
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Obviously, the Debye 5 matrix is 

5 = D(- k)/ D(k). (19) 

As a usual check on the validity of the present approach 
we find that, in the limit 0 - 0, Eqs. (8) and (18) go 
over to the corresponding quantities for the Coulomb 
potential given in Newton. This can be accomplished by 
noting that for the limiting case, yo - 2, k/6 - 2/(/ Ij and 
k/ Ij -1/ I? The results of the present paper can be used 
for the purpose of investigating the properties of the 
Debye scattering amplitude. These can also be used as 
starting points of perturbation calculations. 
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Baylis and Huschilt pointed out that the Lorentz-Dirac equation with the usual constraint [i ~(T)-->O as 
T->OO] for physical solution, may permit two or more solutions to some problems. We impose another 
constraint to make the physical solution unique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Lorentz-Dirac equation 1 •
2 

• C 1(.. 1 .) l/~ = -. F~vu + - II~ - - u~uvli 
me v b e2 v 

(1) 

is usually accepted to describe the classical motion of 
a charged particle in a force field including the radiative 
reaction. Here 1/1) is equal to 2/3(c2 /mc3

), /I~ is the 
proper time derivative of the position x~: :(~ = l/~ and 
Il~ = dl/~ / dT. Equation (1) is a third-order differential 
equation. For given initial values of xl> (0) and :~~ (0), 
Eq. (0 has infinitely many solutions. To ensure an 
acceptable physical solution, one usually regards the 
initial acceleration x" (0) as a parameter and imposes 
the additional constrainU 

lim .\~ (T) = 0 (2) 

to implicitly determine the initial acceleration param
eter :x-" (0) and assume that one and only one such phys
ical solution exists. In Ref. 3, Plass made rather ex
tensive studies to determine the physical solution of 
Eqs. (1) and (2). He concluded that if the force field 
satisfies some general criteria, then there always ex
ists a unique physical solution to Eqs. (1) and (2) for 
given initial values of x~ (0) and .{~ (0), He then argued 
that one should accept the equation of motion including 
the force of radiative reaction, Eqs. (1) and (2), as an 
exact equation for a charged point particle within the 
framework of classical theory. But recently, Baylis 
and Huschilt4 pointed out that there are at least two 
solutions for a specific problem. The second solution 
of Ref. 4 exists only when the distance between the 
rest particle and the force field region is very small 
or the force field strength is very strong. Although we 
can argue that in the case of such a small distance or 
such a strong field strength, the classical description 
is no longer valid, we should also not that, as in the 
case of classical mechanics, when we consider the 
complete classical equation of motion, we always as
sume that the equation of motion is valid for all dis
tances no matter how small and for all force field 
strengths no matter how strong. We further assume that 
the solution if it exists is unique, that is, we assume 
that the mathematical description of classical theory is 
complete up to any small distance and any strong field 
strength in spite of the fact that in such a case the 

a)Works partially supported by the National Science Council of 
Taiwan. 

classical description is no longer adequate to describe 
the actual physical situation. Thus we should reexamine 
the constraint condition to determine whether it is 
complete or not. 

In Sec. 2, we use a specific problem to demonstrate 
the following point, which is pointed out first by Baylis 
and Huschilt in Ref. 4: 

"The constraint condition is not complete, that is, 
for a given initial values of x"(O) and x"(O), Eqs. (1) 
and (2) can have more than one solution." 

After examining these solutions, we find out that the 
constraint condition can determine only the magnitude 
but not the direction of the initial acceleration x" (0). 
Thus we suggest in Sec. 3 one more constraint condi
tion. The consequences of these constraints are dis
cussed in Sec. 4. 

2. SPECIFIC PROBLEM 

We consider a particle of mass m and charge c moving 
in the electric field E (r), 

1 
0 0 ~ r <rp 

E(r) = E ' . 
~or/r, Y 1 ~ r~ r2 

0, r 2 <r, 

(3) 

which may be regarded as the field created by an ideal 
spherical capacitor. In this case, Eq. (1) becomes 

(U'U)2 J} 
(1 +U2/C2)c2 ' 

(4) 

c (1/.2)1/2 1{ U[ u=- 1+2 E(r)+- ii-2 u'u-
m e Ii e 

where Ie =u' u and u =dr (T)/dT. 

Consider the following initial conditions: 

r(O)=O, r(O)=u(O)=O. 

The obvious physical solution of Eqs. (2) and (4) is 
r( T) = O. But if we assume the initial acceleration 
u(O) to be 

it(O) = ab, 

where a> 0 and b' b = 1, then we can integrate Eq. (4) 
step by step and easily see that 

r(T)=r(T)b. 

This nonlinear differential equation can be solved by 

(5) 

(6) 
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introducing the new dependent variable W(T) define by 
the equation 

lIt T) = csinh[ w( T)/ c l. 
It can be proved4 that if the distance r l is sufficiently 
small or the field strength Eo is sufficiently large, 
Eqs. (7) and (2) give us a physical solution with the 
initial acceleration a> O. The unit vector b can be any 
unit vector; this means that, for this specific problem, 
we have infinitely many physical solutions so long as 
r l is sufficiently small or Eo is sufficiently large. 

Now let us consider the following initial conditions: 

r(O) = 0, u(O) = lIOel , 

where 110> 0 and e l is a unit vector. If we assume the 
initial acceleration u(O) to be 

u(O) = aiel + ~e2' 

(8) 

where el • e2 = 0 and e2 ' e 2 = 1, then the motion of the 
charged particle will be restricted in the (el , e2 ) plane. 
If Uo is sufficiently small, we have good reason to be
lieve that Eqs. (7) and (2) have solution for a wide range 
of u(O). For the special case a2 = 0, it can be proved 
that for sufficiently small 1/0' Eqs. (7) and (2) have two 
solutions, one with al > 0 and the other with a l < O. 

3. ADDITIONAL CONSTRAINT 

From the analysis of Sec. 2, we see the following 
facts: 

(a) In general, the LD equation, Eq. (1) restricted 
by the condition, Eq. (2), has more than one physical 
solution for given initial position and velocity. 

(b) Among the physical solutions for given initial 
position and velocity, every solution corresponds to a 
direction of the initial acceleration u(O). 

The constraint condition, Eq. (2), seems to determine 
only the magnitude but not the direction of the initial 
acceleration. 

In order to make the LD equation a complete math
ematical description, we can assume one more con
straint to the LD equation. We suggest that the follow
ing additional constraint should be added to the LD 
equation: 

"The direction of the acceleration U( To) at any proper 
time To should be in the direction of u~ (Ta), that is 
U(To) = O/uro(Tb) with 0/ > 0, where Uro(T) is the classical 
solution without radiative reaction, i. e., solution 
corresponding to the case b - 00 with initial conditions 
r~(To)=r(To) and U~(To)=U(To) and Tb=min{TI T'?- To, 
U~(T)* O}. If Tb =00, then U(To) should be zero." (9) 

This additional constraint is very reasonable, for (1) 
it is a covariant constraint, (2) it is sufficient to isolate 
one solution for the specific problem discussed in Sec. 
2, and (3) the particle only begins accelerating notice
ably over a time interval of the order b- l before the 
force is applied and b- l is very small. 

Now let us consider the specific problem discussed 
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in Sec. 2. After introducing the additional constraint, 
Eq. (9), the problem becomes to solve the differential 
equation, Eq. (4), with constraint conditions, Eqs. (2) 
and (9). 

Consider the case of the initial conditions, Eq. (5), 
then the exact solution for the classical motion without 
radiative reaction is 

r~ (T) = 0, U~(T) = 0, i.dTh 0. 

Thus the initial acceleration u(O) should be zero accord
ing to the constraint condition, Eq. (9) and the unique 
physical solution is 

The other solutions discussed in Sec. 2 become non
physical solutions. We will come back,to this point 
later. 

Consider the case of initial conditions, Eq. (8): the 
classical solution without radiative reaction can be 
easily obtained and 

• c ( ug)J /
2 

u~ (T~) = m 1 + c2 Eoe l · 

Thus the initial acceleration !I(O) should be 

u(O)=alel' al>O. 

The problem becomes a one-dimensional problem. It 
can be proved that only one solution exists. 

4. DISCUSSION 

(a) For a given initial velocity and initial position, 
LD equation, Eq. (1), with constraint conditions Eqs. 
Eq. (2), does not give us a unique physical solution in 
general. The constraint condition, Eq. (2), seems to 
determine only the magnitude but not the direction of the 
initial acceleration. 

(b) If we impose another constraint condition, Eq. 
(9), which can be used to determine the direction of the 
initial acceleration, we find out that it is sufficient to 
isolate one solution among the many physical solutions 
in the problem discussed in Sec. 2. 

(c) The additional constraint, Eq. (9), is a covariant 
constraint. 

(d) It is still not an easy problem to prove that the 
LD equation, Eq. (1) with constraint conditions Eqs. 
(2) and (9), does have unique solution for general 
force field. 
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The asymptotic behavior of bound eigenfunctions of 
Hamiltonians for single-variable systems 
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An ext(emely simple technique for examining the asymptotic behavior of bound eigenfunctions of 
Hamiltonians for single-variable systems is presented. A few simple examples are studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last five years much work has been done 
in determining the asymptotic behavior of bound eigen
functions. 1-9 The specific case of a three-particle 
system with asymptotically vanishing potentials was 
studied earlier by Slaggie and Wichmann. 10 Very recent
ly discovered evidence strongly suggests that an opti
mal bound should satisfy the differential equation as
ymptoticallY,6-9 as does Slaggie and Wichmann's bound. 
We shall demonstrate this fact for a reasonably well
behaved single-variable system. (A precise definition 
of "well-behaved" will be given later.) 

Theorem: Let W(x) be a positive differentiable weight 
function defined on (a, cO), where a can be either finite 
or - cO. Denote W(x) (V(x) - E) by F(x). Suppose that 
j(x) and K(X) are solutions of 

1y (W(X) dx) = F (x)j (1) 

and 

1y (W(X) :;)= G(x)g, (2) 

respectively, wherej, g, f', and g' are all in L 2 «a,oa), 
W(x)dx). If there exists Xo such that F(x):o, G(x) and 
g(x) > ° for all x:o, xo' there exists X~? Xo such that 

Ij(x)lj(x~) I.,; g(x)1 g(x~) 

for all X?X~, If g'(x) <0 for all x?! x~, f'(x) <0 for 
all x ~ x~. 

Prooj: By Sturm's fundamental theorem, 11 j* ° for 

(3) 

x ~ x ~ for some x ~ ? xo , so we can take j to be positive 
for x :0, x~. We multiply Eqo (1) by g and Eq. (2) by j 
and take the difference between the new expressions to 
find that 

!!:.-- (W(x)(gj' - jg'»= (F(x) - G(x»fg· 
dx 

We integrate from Xl to x, where Xl ~ x~, to yield 

[W(t)(gj' - jg') 1: 1 = ((F(t) - G(t»j(t)K(t)dt. 

Since the integrand is nonnegative, if there exists a 
number X2 ? Xo such that W(x2 ) (g(xzlf' (x2) - j(x2 )g '(x2 » 
= b > 0, then W(gf' - jg') ? b for all x?! x 2 0 However, 
then 

I ~ (g(x)j' (x) - j(x)g' (x»W(x)dx= + 00, 

X2 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

which contradicts the hypothesis that j, K, f', and K' 
are inL2 «a,oO), W(x)dx). Thus for all x:o,xb, gf'-jg' 

<: 0, so f' Irs g' Ig. Integration yields (3). Further
more, since gj' - jg' sO, f' < ° if g' < ° for all X?! X £. 

QED 

Similarly, (1) can be subtracted from (2) to yield 
(WC!;' -I'»' = Gg- Fj, which in turn can be multiplied 
by (g- j) to yield (g- j)(W(g' - I'»' = (g- j)(Gg- Fj). 
Since (g- j)(W(J/ - I'»' = «(g- j)W(g' - f'))' - W(g' 
_f')2, «(!;- j)W(g' - f'))'?! (g- j)(GK- Fj). Hence 

[(g(t) - j(t)W(t)(g' (tl - f' (t») 1; 
1 

::. r x (g(t) -j(t))(G(t)g(t) - F(l)f(t) dt. 
< Xl 

(7) 

If it is assumed that each factor in the integrand is 
positive, it follows that g' - j' sOunder the hypothesiS 
of the theorem supra. If g' oS 0, 0 ~ 1f'ls Ig'l . The 
case x - - VJ can be treated analogously. 

Hartman and Wintner proved a similar theorem with 
no restrictions on f' and g' in which it was supposed 
that W = 1.12013 The restriction on W is unnecessary, 
for by letting j(x) =z (x)g(x) we obtain 

(8) 

to which Theorem 2.46 of Swanson's book is applicable. 
The method presented supra is more direct than the 
earlier techniques, and it also yields information relat
ing j' and g'. The bounds on the derivatives are better 
than some previously discovered ones .14_17 These re
sults are more general for radial Schrodinger equations 
than those found recently by Bardos and Merigot. 18 

If F(x) is approximated asymptotically by functions 
Go(x), where asymptotically FIGo~l if e~l [i.e., for 
any E > 0 there exists e such that 11- F(x)/Go(x) 1 <E 

for all x greater than some xo], then the solutions go 
will provide asymptotic upper and lower bounds for 
f for e < 1 and e> 1, respectively. For a reasonably 
well-behaved F, the asymptotic behavior of j is usually 
considered to be given by limO~l go' 

On a less abstract level, suppose that there exists a 
constant Xo such that V(x)? E if x ~ xo' Also suppose 
that (W(V - E)1/2)' is asymptotically negligible compared 
with W(V - E), which is true for almost all physically 
interesting systems, (This condition is the "reason
F(x) = W(x)(V(x) - E) and Go (x) = iPW(x)(V(x) - E) 
- e(W(x)(v(x) - E)1/2)'. The conditions outlined in the 
previous paragraph are satisfied, so since 
exp[- ef~ (V(t) _E)1/2dtJ is a solution of (W~)'=Go(x)go' 
we have ~symptotically for any eigenfunction ?jJ and for 
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any E > 0 

exp(- (1 +d rx (V(t) - E)I/2dt],; 11/J(x)/I/J(xB) I 
• XB 

,; exp[ - (1 -E) r (V(t) - E)1/2dt]. (9) 
. xe 

Under these circumstances we feel justified in saying 
that the "optimal bound" is given by lime_1 ge = gl' and 
it is clear that g1 satisfies the differential equation 
asymptotically. 

SOME APPLICATIONS 

This section is by no means intended to be complete. 
It should merely illustrate the facility of using this 
theorem to study the asymptotic behavior of bound 
eigenfunctions. 

This theorem allows one to derive the type of bounds 
which Simon discusses for eigenfunctions of Hamiltonians 
whose potentials are 0(1 XI2a). 6 If V(X) ~ k I Xl2a 
- c(k > 0, (}' > 0), for any 0 < a < 1 there exists xe such 
that 

IPklxI2a-Wkaixlaol=Ge(x),;V(x)-E (10) 

for all x ~ xe. Since exp( - alii I xl a+l! (C{ + 1)] is a posi
tive solution of g"(x)=Ge(x)g(x), it follows that the 
eigenfunctions of the above Hamiltonian in one dimen
sion are bounded asymptotically by a constant times 
this function. If C{ > 1, G1 (x) ,; V(x) - E asymptotically, 
so in this case the eigenfunctions are bounded as
ymptotically by a constant times exp[ - Ykl xl a+l/(a + 1)]. 
Since in one dimenSion, functions in the domain of the 
momentum operator are bounded, 19 these bounds can be 
extended to all x. Furthermore, if V(X),; k I x1 2

" + c, 
the reverse inequalities hold asymptotically for a> 1 
since the nth eigenfunction has at most n - 1 nodes. 20 

These results strengthen and generalize Simon's theo
rems for one-dimensional systems. 

The next example is a central potential V in three 
dimensions such that V is in L2+L~ and limT_~ V(r)=O. 
For this potential the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian 
are bounded. 21 For total angular momentum 1l(YTIY, 
an eigenfunction if! satisfies 

(11) 

Let I/J = rl1>. Since 

r-2 ((r 2if!')' - l(Z + 1)J) = rl (r -2/-2 (r 21+21>')'), (12) 

satisfies (Wcp')' =F(1')1> with W=r/+2 and F= W(V(r) 
- E). Assuming that E < 0 and letting 

Ge(1') = - IP Er2/+2 - (2l + 2) er:::E r2/+1, (13) 

we see that for any 0 < 8 < 1 there exists ro such that 
Go(r),; F(1') for all r~ ro. Since exp(-~ r) is a 
solution of (Wg')' = Go (r)g, the eigenfunctions of this 
Hamiltonian are bounded by Kerl exp(- er:::E 1') for all 
r. The factor of rl can be removed by choosing a new 
8' such that !3 < !3' < 1, 

In the example supra, suppose V(r) can be bounded 
from above or from below by a homogeneous function of 
r. We shall study the implications of these asymptotic 
bounds on the potentiaL It will always be assumed that 
the constant k is positive. 

(Ia): V(r),; kr-1 .. asymptotically, with 0 <E < 1. We 
let 
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(14) 

so 

Eventually the last term will overwhelm any centrifugal 
potential, so we conclude that there exists ro such that 
for all r~ 1'0 

(16) 

(Ib): V(r) '" kr-1+< asymptotically, with 0 <E < 1. We 
let 

so 

1'-1 (ra)" = {_ E + k1'-1., + r- 2 r(~ (1 _ E) _:.,.1'_-1_"_) 2 " L 4 kr- 1 
.. - E 

k ((-2+dr-1 .. 
+ 4" (1 - E) kr- 1 .. _ E 

+ k(1 -dr-
2

+
2 ')J} 

(k1'-1+E _ E)2 g. (18) 

The last term is asymptotically negative, so it eventual
ly will "underwhelm" any centrifugal potential, so we 
can infer that there exists ro such that for all r", ro 

I:(~:) I,; K~Q) exp(-i
T 

(kt-1+E _E)I/2dt). (19) 
TO 

In (I) the integral inside the exponential can be re
moved by expanding the integrand as a Taylor series 
in t-1 .. and then integrating this series term-by-term. 
Only a finite number of terms need to be kept, for the 
remainder tends to 0 as l' becomes infinite. It will be 
noted that these bounds have no dependence on the 
angular momentum channel. 

(IIa): V(r),; kr-1 asymptotically. We let 

g(1')=r-1r-"(1 +pr-1 )exp(-v'-Er), (20) 

where a = kl(2v' - E). It is straightforward to verify 
that 

r-1
(1'g )"={-E+ ; + r\ 1 +~r-l [(2v'-E{:i 

+ (a + 1)(a + p(a + 2)r-1 )]} g. (21) 

By chOOSing p sufficiently large it is possible to make 
the last term overwhelm any centrifugal potential, so 
we conclude that asymptotically an eigenfunction i/J of 
- V2 + V is bounded from below by a constant multiple of 

rk/ (2r-F)-l exp(-vC"Er>. (22) 

(IIb): V(r) '" kr-1 asymptotically. This case can be 
treated by letting E = 0 in (Ib). We infer the existence of 
an asymptotic upper bound of the form (22). 

(IlIa): V(r),; kr-1-' with E > O. We examine 
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(23) 

with a = min(1 ,E). Since 

r-l(rfi)" = {_ E + ~:r;:~~ (2r-E + (a + 1)r-l )}fi, 
(24) 

we can always choose i3 such that the right side of (24) 
exceeds V(r) + r- 2 Z(Z + 1) - E. Hence there exists an 
asymptotic lower bound of the form 

r-l exp(- v - E r) 

to an eigenfunction of - V2 + V. 

(IIIb): V(r)? - kr- l -' with E > O. We examine 

fi(r)=r- l (1-j3r-')exp(- v- Er). 

Since 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

we choose i3 so large that asymptotically the right side 
of (27) does not exceed V(r) - E·'S V(r) + y-2Z(l + 1) - E • 
Hence an eigenfunction of - V2 + V has an upper bound 
of the form (25). For potentials which are central and 
tend smoothly to 0 as r becomes infinite, this result is 
a generalization of one of de Alfaro and Regge. 22 

(IVa): V(r),::: - kr- l asymptotically. We let 

fi(r)=r- l r"(1 +i3r-1)exp(-v-Er), (28) 

where a = - k/(2v- E). We obtain the analog of (21): 

r-l(rfi)"=)-E-~+1. 1 [2v-EI< l r r 2 1+i3r·1 
fJ 

+ (a -l)(a + j3(a - 2»r.l )]}g. (29) 

By choosing i3 sufficiently large we can make the last 
term overwhelm any centrifugal potential, so asymp
totically an eigenfuncation 0 of - V2 + V has a lower 
bound of the form 

yI</ (2vq;).l exp(- ..r::Er). (30) 

(IVb): V(r} ~ - kr-l asymptotically. This case is 
treated by setting E = 0 in (Vb) infra. We obtain an upper 
bound of the form (30). 

(Va): V(r),::: - kr-1 .. asymptotically, with 0 <E < 1. 
Let 

g(r} =r·1(_ kr·1 .. - E)-1/2 exp[ - f (- kt·1 .. - E}l/2dt], 
o (31) 

so 

(32) 

The last term asymptotically overwhelms any centri
fugal potential, so we infer that there exist ro and 
K(ro) such that for all r~ ro, 

I~~~~) I? K~o} exp [ -J:o (- kt· l 
.. - E)1/2dt]. (33) 
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(Vb): V(r) ~ - kr· l .. asymptotically, with 0 <E < 1. As 
in (Ia) , we let 

g(r) = r· l exp(-.( T (_ kt· l .. _E}l/2dt), 
o 

(34) 

so 

{ 
k .2..} 

r· l (rg)" = - E - kr- l .. _ - (1 -d r g 2 (_kr-1+e_E}I/2' 

(35) 

The last term is negative, so it is less than any centri
fugal potential, so we conclude an eigenfunction of 
- V2 + V satisfies 

(36) 

for all r exceeding some roo 

Thus we have completely examined all cases in which 
the potential V(r) is asymptotically bounded above or 
below by a function homogeneous in r of negative degree. 
We have seen that there is no dependence of the gross 
asymptotic behavior on the angular momentum. Although 
the results of this section almost certainly are fairly 
old, the author does not know of a comprehenSive pre
sentation of them. 23 It has been seen that the method 
outlined in the Introduction easily yields very sharp 
results for the asymptotic behavior of bound eigen
functions of Sturm-Liouville operators. 

Of course, we could use (7) to study the asymptotic 
behavior of the derivatives of the eigenfunctions in 
these examples, but presumably the technique is suf
ficiently straightforward that doing so explicitly here 
is not necessary. 

Finally, we would like to present a general result on 
the effect of a positive tail of a potential. Suppose 
V=Vl +V., where V.~O, and -V2+Vand _V2+Vl 
are self -adj oint on the domain of - iV. Assume that 
- V2 + V has an eigenfunction ¢ of energy E, where ¢ has 
a finite number of nodes. If one can find a potential 
V2 such that V2 (r} = Vl (r) for all r exceeding some ro 
and - V2 + V2 has an eigenfunction <I> of energy E, then 
asymptotically <I> provides an upper bound to 0. Normal
ly one would find V2 by adding to Vl a suffiCiently posi
tive function with support in r,::: ro for a sufficiently 
large roo 

CONCLUSIONS 
The "direct comparison" method outlined in this 

article appears to be very useful for studying the as
ymptotic behavior of self-adjoint second-order ordinary 
differential systems. We see here a reflection of the 
physical intuition that the more positive the potential 
becomes asymptotically, the more quickly the eigen
functions decrease asymptotically. 

It is worth remarking that the applicability of this 
method is quite insensitive to the short-range behavior 
of the potential provided that the eigenfunctions are in 
the domain of the momentum operator, which is a phys
ically motivated restriction. This situation is in accord 
with our physical intuition, for we would not expect the 
short-range nature of the potential to influence the 
long-range behavior of the solutions. 

This theorem does not readily generalized to higher 
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dimensions. The main obstacle is that the left side of 
(5) is replaced with a surface integral of gVf- fVg, 
and the components of this vector need not be 
monotonic. 

The bounds discussed in Eq. (9) are very similar to 
the behavior of the wavefunction in the WKB approxima
tion. However, the assumptions made in our treat
ment are quite different, and indeed are completely 
rigorous. 

The theorem can be extended to the case of a finite 
interval provided that the product WIj;«I>', vanishes at 
the boundary for all 0, «I> in the domain of the momentum 
operator. 

It should be mentioned that similar "Sturmian" tech
niques have been used very recently to study the short
range behavior of "charmonium" wavefunctions. 24.25 
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Projected basis set for the irreducible representation 
{2N/2-S,12S} of U(n) 
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The transformation properties of a projected basis for the irreducible representation (IR), ! 2" /2 -5 ,1251, of 
U( n) under the elementary generators of the group have been studied. It has been found that these 
transformations are identical (to within a phase factor) with those of the standard bases spanning the given 
IR. The correspondence between this basis set and the standard basis set has also been indicated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The realization of an orthonormal basis spanning the 
irreducible representation (IR), {2 N /2-5, 125}, of the 
unitary group U(n) is of basic importance in the study 
of many-electron systems. The fact that the permuta
tions belonging to the symmetric group, 5 N' on the 
electron coordinates commute with the generators, 
E ij , of U(n) enable one to generate such a basis using 
the idempotents {w;s i r,s = 1, ... , f~; [1\]= [2N /2-5, 12S

]} 

defining the algebra of 5N • 1-3 In a recent series of notes, 
Harter and Patterson4

,5 carried out a detailed study of 
this problem and generated the canonical Weyl basis. 
Since these authors4

,5 defined only the matrix elements 
of the elementary generators, E 1;+! (E1+1) over the 
Weyl basis through a set of "rules," the handling of 
general Eij became quite complicated. Following this 
work,4,5 Sarma and Rettrup 6 used a slightly different 
choice for the reducible tensor basis of U(n) to obtain 
the Young projections spanning the IR {2 N /2- 5, 125} of 
U(n). A computer program was also developed to obtain 
the matrix elements of general E ij over this basis. 7 

The characteristic feature of the WeylB,9 or the 
Gel'fand10- 12 basis spanning the given IR of U(n) is that 
Eli.! (E 1+1i ) transform each of these basis functions into 
at most two others. 4,13,14 In this note we have attempted 
a detailed analysis of the projected basis6 under 
E ii + I (E i +1i ). We have shown that the transformations 
induced in this basis are similar to that of Weyl or the 
Gel'fand basis for {2 N /2-5, 12S} of U(n). The transforma
tion properties have been studied in Sec. 2, and a brief 
discussion is presented in Sec. 3. 

2. THE PROJECTED BASES AND THEIR 
TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES 

Let {: ¢~) il = 1,1'1; i = 1, ... ,n} form a basis for the 
fundamental representation of U(n). The direct product, 

I '+'. ) = I ,+,1 ¢2 '" ¢~p-Icb2P¢:P+I ••• cpN ) 
'+'(t,,) I 'fit 1 11 tp' lp 'p+l tN-p 

(1) 

i l < i2 < •.. < i p , ip+1 < iP+2 < ... < i N •
P
)' 

with [0, 1'1 - nJmu ~ p ~ 1'1/2 - 5, provides a reducible 
tensor representation for the given IR of U (n). Using 
the projection operators 1

,4 

w;s = (f~/N! )1/2:0 [P]~sp, (2) 
P0C5N 

for the IR [i\]'O[2N/2'5, 12S ] of 5 N , we find that the 

nonzero projections, 

!cb<ip):rs)A=w;,1 rP(I,»' (3) 

define a basis set spanning the given IR of U(n). 6 The 
transformation induced by a generator, E ij , of U(n) on 
the basis set defined by Eq. (3), can then be 
determined as 6 

E·I 0(. ); rs»). 
t) lp 

E .. \01·);r8»). 
t) l P 

== -?![-P(TiTil:l·.·rjf{j)];·s 

x I rP . rs'»). <if)' , 

E . 1 rP I· ); rs»). 
tJ 1, 

Xl ¢(I' ) ;rs')', 
(p+1 ) 

Restricting the above transformation to those 

(5) 

(6) 

induced E i i +1> it is worth verifying whether this 
projected basis also yields the same transformations as 
the standard basis of U(n). 4,13,14 For this purpose con· 
sider the projection resulting from a completely ordered 
tensor product, 

1 0(~): 1"s»). 

_ ). I ,+,1,+,2 ••• ,+,Zp-I,+,2p ,+,2P+l •• • ,+,N ) - wTS . 'f'1'PI 'f'p 'Pp 'f'p+1 'PN-p • 

If, further, in Eq. (7)p=N/2 -5, the only nonzero 
projection which results for a fixed value of the 

(7) 

index r is i rP iN / 2- S ): rl»)' in the Yamanouchi ordering. 15 
For such a state we can readily verify that all the 
raising generators, E ii+1> of U(n) yield zero transfor· 
mations implying that it is the highest weight state 
(HWS) of the basis set. For an arbitrary state ,I rP (P); 

rs»)., consider the effect of E,+1,' We have, using 
Eq. (5) and the fact that the matching permutation in 
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this case is the identity, 

(8) 

where 

1 

(b' . rs,) I. 
'p)' ' 

=w;, [6;6;'" 6~~~16~~I<P!P+I ..• 6"~_p). (9) 

Thus, Ep+ 1 P does not change the standard tableau and 
it replaces a doubly occupied orbital of I <p(P)) by a 
singly occupied one. This result is similar to the one 
given by Harter and Patterson4 except for a phase 
factor. 

Consider now E N_P+I N-p i <p(P): rs)1. where <PN-p+1 is an 
unoccupied orbital for i 6(p»' Using Eq. (4) and the fact 
that again the matching permutation is the identity, 
we have, 

E 
1 

'" " , )1. '[ ",,, . 1'S \1. N-p+' N-p '!'(p)' 1S = '!'(p)' !, (10) 

where 

lo/p): rs)" 

= wI. 161 6 2 ••• <p2P-162P62p+l ••• 6 N \" 
rS 1,1 fJ' P 'p+l N-p+l/· 

(11) 

This result is again similar to the one given by Harter 
and Patterson. 4 

We now consider the rest of the elementary genera
tors E i - 1i (i=p +2, ... ,N -p) which yield nonzero 
transformations on i 6(p): rs)". Each of these operations 
leads to a contraction (<Pi-I' <Pi) - (<Pi-I' <Pi-I) and 
according to Eq. (6) involves only the permutations of 
the electron coordinates of singly occupied orbitals 
of I <p(P»). Hence, without any loss of generality, we 
label the particle coordinates of these orbitals as 
1,2, ... , ,v -2p in place of p + 1, ... ,N. The same 
considerations also imply that any change in the 
tableau, s, due to the permutations of these coordinates, 
leads to others with relabeling in this portion of the 
tableau only. In view of these considerations we intro
duce a more convenient tableau notation. 

5= 
1 ql = (ql' q2' 0", qk)' 2 q2 

K qk (12) 

Using this definition, the projected state of Eq. (7) is 
represented as 

1 <p(P); rs)!' 

- wI. I'" ",1 ",2 ••• ""i-1 ","j ••• ",N-2P ) (13) 
- r(Ql,u·,lQ'k) "PO'Yp+l'Yp.2 'PP+qj ... l't"_+lQ'i '¥N-p' 

where <Po represents the doubly occupied portion of 
¢(P)' 

Consider, first, the effect of the raising generator, 
E p+"I-1 "'"1 on the state I ¢(p): r5)1. of Eq. (13). On using 
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Eq. (6) we have, 

E p •• ,_1 1>+01 1 ¢,P); '1"'S? 

where 

subject to p(2) = c, 

and 

I "" ) 1"'.+.1 ",2 ",3 ••• ",N-2 P ) 
'+''(1)+1) == "Vo'f'P+Q -l'f"p+Q -l'f'p+l '-PN-p· 

1 1 

(14) 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(16) 

The permutation pl·l) E S. is over the first ql particles 
defining the singly occupiJd portion of : <p(P) >. Further, 
since I <b;p+l) is symmetric in the first two particles, 
1<P;p+1):rs'»).=Ounlesss'=(2,q2, ... ,qk)' The use of 
these results in Eq. (14) along with the behavior of the 
IR's of 5.

1 
under elementary transpositions leads to 

Ep •• -1 p+. I<p(p): YS)" 
1 1 

xl ¢;p+l): y(2q2' ..• , qk»l' 

- ./2(_1_ [P(ql-l)]A 
- - ql -1 _(2d12f .... tQk) (QP(i2,...,,,fQ"k' 

+ ' (ql - 2)ql [pi. -1)]1. ) 
ql - 1 1 (2,Q2,o<O<l.4Ji!)(<I't-1,<12P"tQk) 

xl <P;p+l): r(2,q2' •.. ,qk))), 

= (-1)·1 [~J 1!2 
ql -1 

(17) 

In going through the successive steps leading to the 
bst equality of Eq. (17), we have made use of the fact 
that terms such as [P('1-I)J~2'.2'OOO"k)('1"."'k) = 0 since 
the Yamanouchi basis is sequence adapted to 
5 ~5 :J"':JS 3,15 

4'1 4'1 .. 1 1-

Consider, now, the effect of E p•
01

- 1 P+(1 on I <p(P); 
r(q1 -1, q2,." ,qk)?' We have 

-./2 [p(OI)]" 
- (2.f2fcoot4'k)(Ql'4'2,oeor'lk) 

xl <P'(p.l): '1"'(2, q2,'" ,qk))). 

x I.+. ",1 •• , ",'1- 1","] ••• ",N-2,) 
't' o'!' ,+1 't',... 't' P+o -1 'V N-p 

1 1 
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where the behavior of the Yamanouchi basis under 
elementary tranpositions and the results of Eq. (17) 
have been used and: dJ;p+1» is as given in Eq. (16). 
Comparison of the first and last equalities of Eq. (18) 
and simplification leads to 

Ep +
01

- 1 p+o
1

1 ¢(P): y(q1 -1, (je,'" ,(fk)). 

=(_1)"1[rJl -2Jl/2 
fir - 1 

xl ¢(P+1): y(2,{f2"" ,Cfk)).· 

Combining the results of Eqs. (18) and (19), we can 
also establish that 

and 

= (_1)0 1+1 [ql - 1J 1/2 
(fl 

xl ¢;'p+1): y(2, (f2"" ,qk))' , 

where 

I A, II ) _ 1 dJ A, 1 A,2 A,8 ••• A,N -2p) 
I 'i-J(p+1) , - ,O'+'P+Q'1 Yp+q l'-r'P +1 "VN-p , 

if (h*ql + 1. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Thus if the contracted orbitals have one of their 
particle coordinates in the first row of (ql' q2'" .qk)' 
then the projected basis yields results similar to 
those of Harter and Patterson4 for the canonical Weyl 
basis. The results obtained here for the matrix 
elements were given by them4 just as a set of "rules. " 

We now assume that for the contraction of orbital 
pairs (¢P+o.-l, dJ p+o ) (j = 1,2, ... , i) occurring in 
: dJ(P): y(ql: q2,'·· :qk»). results, similar to those in 
of Eqs. (17) and (19), are valid. The generalized form 
of these results for the pair is 

EP+o.-1 p+o.1 dJ 1P ): Y(Ql' (f2"" ,q.)). 
J J 

= (_ 1). j [Cf j - 2 ~ + 2J 1(2 

lj j - 2] + 1 

x I ¢;p+l): y(2,Q1 + 2, ... ,qj-l + 2, qj+u'" ,(jk)' , 

E p+ •. _1 p ••. 1 ¢(p): Y(fJl' Q2"" ,(ji - 1, ... ,(j.)? 
J J 

= (_ 1 ).j (Ii - ] 
[ 

2' J1 /2 
({i- 2]+] 

(23) 

x 1 ¢(p+l): y(2, fJl + 2, ... ,q j-l + 2, q i+U ••• ,q k)?' (24) 

where, in view of the orbital numbering used, j is the 
row index of the subtableau and 

(25) 

Using Eqs. (24) and (25) we can also obtain the further 
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results, 

and 

1 ¢(p): y(Qu Cj2"" ,Cjj' •• ,(jk»). 

-e - (P+Qj ... l t P+Q'j) 

where 

= [(Cjj -2j+3)(qJ _2j+1)]"1/2 

(27) 

x {((jj - 2) + 2)Ep+ •. +1 p+ •. E, ••. p+. - (qj - 2j + 3)}, 
J J J J+l (28) 

for qj-l < qj "" qj+1 -l. 

Using Eqs. (23), (24), and (26)-(28) we now attempt 
to obtain the results of the contraction of the orbital 
pair (cpp+o. -I, ¢P+o ) occurring in [1>(P): r(ql,'" ,q.»).. . ,+ 1 i +1 

ConsIder Ep'Oi+I-1 P+Oi+l[ ¢(P): r(ql, q2"" ,qi> qi+U"" 
Q.)).. Let Cji=qi+l-m. Ifm=1, it can be readily 
shown that this expression vanishes. If m"* 1, we have, 
using Eqs. (27) and (28), the result, 

xl ¢(P): y(qu q2"" ,qi> qi+I"" ,q.)? 

=E () 
P+Qi+l- 1 P+Qi+l <P+Q'iTl-m+ 1 ,P+Qi+l-m 

If m = 2, we terminate the above sequence at Eq. (29). 
If now we proceed further until we finally obtain the 
state i ¢(P): r(ql, q2"" ,qi+1 -1, qi+U'" ,qk) as 
follows: 

x 1¢(P):q1' q2"" ,qi+1- m , (ji+1,··· ,Cfk)' 
2 

:::::Ep+qi+l-1 P+qi+l 1.!Jm 8(p+Q'i+l"'1+l,ptQi+1-Z} 

ordered 

where the ordered product implies that the operator 
corresponding to l = j occurs at the extreme left 
followed by the next lower value of l and so on. For 

(30) 

m> 2, E,+oi+1 P+o i+1 commutes with each of the operators 
in the product on the right of Eq. (30) except 
e(p+o. -1 p+ ). Further Ep+o. 1-1 P+.i+11 ¢(P): r(CfI> Q2"'" 

t+ 1 qi+l ~ '+. 
qi+l -1, (ji+U'" ,(j.» =0. Usmg these results and 
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Eq. (28) we have 

2 · J' /2 = (_ l)q; +, -I r (j i + 1 - . I 

l,;+,- 2z -) 

(ordered) 

+ 2, (j;+" ••• ,(jk})A, 

where 

(31) 

(32) 

The orbital CPp+. -I is unoccupied in the product given 
'21'1-1 

in Eq. (32). Hence, using Eq. (10) we find that 
Ep+q;+,-I p+q;+1 just replaces CPP+q;+1 by CPP+qi+I-I. In the 
resulting state CP~+qi+I-2 is doubly occupied and ¢P+q;+I-I 
is singly occupied. The use of Eq. (8), therefore, 
implies that Ep+q;+I-1 P+q;+1-2 just leads to the reversal 
of the respective occupancies followed by a multiplica
tion of the resulting state by (-1). Thus, 

E p+q . -1 p+q. 1 ¢(P); 1'(CJ" CJ2'··· ,(jk)' 
I +1 l +1 

= (_l)q;+I[CJ;+l - 2(i + 1) + 2J 1/2 

q;+1- 2 (i+1)+1 

3 

x n B 
l=m (P+qi+l- Z+1 , P+Cliotl- 1 ) 

(ordered) 

x 1 ¢;~+l); 1'(2, (jl + 2, q2 + 2, ... ,(j ;-1 + 2, 

CJi+I'··· ,(jk)' , 

where 

1 
,f,'" ) - 1 dJ ,f,1 c1/ .•. c1/V- 2P ) 
"1--"(" ... 1) - ,o'+"P+q. 1-1, p+q. -1 N"p· 

1 + 1.+1 

(33) 

(34) 

Let us now consider the effect of B(p+q. -2 P+q. 1-3) on 
t+1 t 1.'" 

the state given On the right of Eq. (32). The generator 
E p+Q ;+1-3 P+o i .I-2 contained in this operator can yield a 
zero for this state only if CJ i-I + 2 = q;+ I - 1. This, in 
turn, impliesthatqi=qi+I-1 orqi+I-2. The first 
possibility yields zero and has already been omitted. 
If the second possibility is true, the right of Eq. (30) 
consists of just one term whose effect is given by Eq. 
(33) omitting the product of operators. 

Thus 

In these cases the effect of the generators contained in 
the operators on the singly occupied portion of 11>;~ +l) 
is assumed known. Hence after simplification we have 
the result 

()(p+qi+1-2t P+qi+1-3 ) 
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= 11>;';+ I); r(2, qi + 2, ... ,qi-I + 2, qi+ 1 - 1, ... ,qk)? . 

(35) 

Using similar arguments for the other operators in the 
product on the right of Eq. (33), we finally obtain 

= (_ 1)q i • 1 [q i + 1 - 2 (i + 1 ) + 2 J 1/211> '1/ • 

qi+ 1 - 2(i + 1) - 1 (p+I)' 

r(2, qi + 2, ... ,Qi-l + 2, qi + 2, .. , ,qk)/" (36) 

where we have replaced qi +1 - m + 2 by q i + 2. 

Thus we find that the contraction of the orbitals 
(1)p. _" ¢p+. ) yields a result similar to that given 

'iii +1 q\ ... 1 

by Eq. (23) weIghted by a coefficient which depends on 
the "city block distance. 4" The other results for this 
orbital pair can be obtained in the same way. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The transformation properties established in Eqs. 
(8) and (10) were relatively easy to obtain because the 
matching permutation in these cases was the identity in 
the corresponding Eqs. (5) and (4), respectively. Hence 
the standard tableau index was not changed. This is 
not generally true for the results in Eqs. (23), (24), 
(26), and (27). In order to take account of this, the 
transformation of Eq. (27) had to be considered first 
before obtaining the inductive proof leading to Eq. (33). 

The results of Sec. 2 were obtained for the restricted 
class of tensor products of the type given in Eqo (7) 
rather than the more general ones of Eq. (1). This, 
however, is not a serious limitation. The ordering of 
the orbitals given in Eq, (1) ensures that the transfor
mation given in Eq. (8) requires only the identity per
mutation. The proof for this case, then goes through 
as before. Similar considerations apply to the case 
given in Eq. (10). The transformations given in Eqs. 
(23) and (24) involve only singly occupied orbitals. 
Hence we could have replaced all the orbitals in this 
portion of Eq. (1) by a natural sequence which includes 
the reference orbitals and retrieved the rest after the 
transformation has been effected. 

The projected basis, 11>(p); rs)', of Eq. (7) permits 
a ready identification with the Weyl tableau basis. 4 

For such a basis function [cf. Eq. (7)] having complete 
ordering of the basis orbitals in the tensor product, 
the corresponding Gel'fand tableau is also uniquely 
defined.

2
As an illustration, consider I ¢:1>~1>~¢i¢~; 

r(2, 5)[2 ,II of U(5). This basis function corresponds 
to the Weyl tableau 

DJ
1 

2 5 

3 

and is, in turn, uniquely identifiable with the Gel 'fand 
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tableau 13 

On the other hand, suppose we have a projected basis 
of the type given in Eq. (1). We can then relate it simply 
to the nearest completely ordered basis through 
elementary generators and identify the latter uniquely 
as above. Consider I ¢;¢;dJi¢i¢1; r(2, 5)[2

2
,I J of U(5). 

We start with I ¢i<pidJ~¢i¢~; r(2, 5)[22
,I J of U(5) which 

has the correspondence with the Weyl and Gel'fand basis 

1 1 2 2 1 
2 4 2 2 1 
3 => 2 1 

2 1 
2 

respectively. 

Using Eq. (3) we have then 

I ¢~rp;dJidJ~¢~; 1'(2,5)122
,1] 

- -E I ~1~2~3~4"". r(2 5)[22
,1) 

- 21 '+"1'+'1'1/2"+'3'-f-J4" • 

In view of this result and the matrix elements of the 
Gel 'fand basis, we can obtain the unique identification 

I cDl~2d:>3+4dJ5. 1'(2 5)[22
,1] 

·2'+'2. }Y~·4' , 

1666 

221 
2 2 

2 1 
2 

1 

o 0) 1 0 
1 . 

1 
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The Lorentz group in the oscillator realization. I. The 
group 50(2,1) and the transformation matrices connecting 
the SO(2) and 50(1,1) bases 

Debabrata 8asu 

Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India 
(Received 14 March 1977) 

The unitary transformation connecting the 50(2) and 50(1,1) bases for the principal and discrete series 
of representations of the three-dimensional Lorentz group is determined by using the oscillator 
representation technique. The Hilbert space and the SO(l,1) basis, in this realization, have a simple 
appearance while the compact basis appears as the solution of an ordinary differential equation reducible 
to the confluent hypergeometric equation by a simple substitution. The Taylor expansion of this solution 
obtained by the use of certain functional identities yields the continuous spectrum of the SO(l, 1) 
representations and the unitary transformation from the compact to the noncom pact basis after the 
Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The unitary irreducible representations (VIR's) of 
the group 80(2, 1) can be studied either through the 
finite groupl or through the self-adjoint representation 
of the Lie algebra. 2 The representations in the former 
method deal with the finite group elements and there is 
no occasion to consider a specific subgroup in the re
duced form. A more detailed description which is of 
interest for further applications of the theory, however, 
requires an explicit construction of the generators of 
the Lie algebra in suitable Hilbert space and of the ma
trix elements of operators corresponding to the group 
elements. An investigation aimed at analyzing such a 
level of detail proceeds by reducing the representations 
under the compact3 or the noncompact4 subgroup. 

A class of realizations of this genre is the so-called 
oscillator representation, the discovery of which dates 
back to the pioneering work of 8chwinger5 in the early 
fifties. In this method the generators of the group in 
a given VIR are constructed out of a set of harmonic 
oscillator creation and annihilation operators in the 
coordinate representation. The Hilbert space, in this 
realization, has an especially simple form and consists 
of square integrable functions defined on the plane. 

Holman and Biedenharn6 derived such operators for 
the discrete series of UIR's of 80(2, 1) and used them 
to solve the Clebsch-Gordan problem for the group. 
Mukunda and Radhakrishnan' generalized these opera
tors to include the principal series of UIR's and used 
them to determine the Clebsch""':Gordan coefficients of 
80(2,1) in a continuous basis. Recently Wolf, 8 Boyer,9 
MoshinskylO and co-workers have established very 
similar realizations of the generators of the Lie algebra 
from entirely different considerations and have ob
tained some important results on their exponentiation 
to the group and on the representation spaces in which 
they act. 

It is, therefore, interesting to examine some aspects 
of the UIR's of SO(2, 1) in the light of these develop
ments. The object of this paper is to show that the os
cillator realization can be used in a simple and unitary 
way to evaluate the transformation coefficients from 
the compact 80(2) to the noncompact 80(1, 1) basis for 

any VIR of 80(2, 1) belonging to the principal or the 
discrete series. Our method is similar to that of a 
previous paperll in which we studied the reduction of 
the VIR's of 80(3, 1) in the 80(2,1) basis. In this meth
od, a certain degree of uniformity is achieved in the 
treatment of the discrete class of VIR's on the one 
hand, and the continuous class of VIR's, on the other. 
Similar problems have been conSidered by Vilenkin12 

(V), and recently by Kalnins I3 (K), and by Montgomery 
and 0' Raifeartaighl1 (MO'R) amongst others. 15 While 
V obtains the finite transformation matrices, K deter
mines the mixed basis and the overlap matrix elements 
for the principal series alone. MO'R, on the other 
hand, obtains the overlap functions between 80(2) and 
a non subgroup basis. Our result for the prinCipal 
series [Eq. (2.24)] agrees with that of K. We, how
ever, go, to some extent, beyond the work of our pre
decessor. While the principal series alone is con
sidered by K, we have succeeded in finding the trans
formation coefficients for both the principal and the 
discrete series [Eq. (3.9»). 

2. THE PRINCIPAL SERIES 
We start with a few remarks concerning the group 

80(2,1) or its covering group 8U(1, 1). The group has 
three infinitesimal operators, J o generating plane 
rotation, and Jj! J 2 generating pure Lorentz transforma
tions. In a unitary representation these are Hermitian 
and satisfy the commutation relation (CR), 

(2. 1) 

j.l, v,A=(O, 1,2), 

A possible solution to CR Eq. (2,1) is obtained by the 
choice7 

J o = Haia1 - aiaz ), 

J 1 = H(a
1 
t)2 + (a 1 )2 + (a;)2 + (a 2 )2], 

J 2 =f [{aD2 - (a1)2 + (a;)2 - (a2)2], 

(2.2) 

where aJ and a j are the familiar harmonic oscillator 
creation and annihilation operators in the coordinate 
representation, 

(2.3) 
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The operators (2.2) are Hermitian under the scalar 
product, 

(f, g) = f f dx ldx2 f*(x U x2 )g(XU x2 )· 

The Casimir operator has the form 

Q =<Pa -Ji -~ =- (t +52
), 

where 5 is a Hermitian operator given by 

i 
5 = -"2 (aia~ - al a2 )· 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

The construction (2.2), therefore, leads to the prin
cipal series of UIR of SO(2, 1). 

To obtain the explicit form of SO(2) or SO(l, 1) bases 
we need to consider the simultaneous eigenstates of 
one of the generators J o or J 2 and the Casimir invariant 
5. This is achieved by constructing the appropriate 
eigenvalue equations in the regions D, and D2 corre
sponding to x2 ~ 0, - x2 '" Xl'" X2 and Xl ~ 0, - Xl'" X2 '" Xu 

respectively. In Dl we introduce xl=r sinh1), x2 

=r cosh1); the corresponding transformation in D2 is 
obtained by interchanging Xl and x2 • Both in D, and D2 
the operator 5 has the form 

. 2 
5=_..1-2 (1) • 

(2.6) 

In a given UIR of the principal series, we, therefore, 
need to consider functions of the form 

f Dj(X X )=_i_ e2iSTJ'jDj(r) 
1'2 ili s • (2.7) 

The generators can then be rewritten as one-variable 
operators in D j : 

(2.8) 

where El = - E2 = 1. The eigenfunction of the compact 
generator in D j belonging to the eigenvalue m is ob
tained by setting 

x=r2
, f~~=xiSe'X!2y~(x). 

The function y:?J is then a solution of the confluent hyper
geometric equation which has two linearly independent 
solutions, 

y~(x) = ,F 1 (E/l1 + t + is; 1 + 2is;x), 

(2.9) 

It is evident that the solutions should be chosen such 
that they fulfill the requirement of orthonormality. A 
simple test shows that none of the solutions (2.9) con
stitute an orthogonal set and these are, therefore, un
suitable for use as basis functions. However, as we 
shall see presently, an orthogonal set can easily be 
constructed by taking insead of one solution a linear 
combination of the first and second solution of the con
fluent hypergeometric equation which are given by 
Eq. (2.9). The appropriate linear combinations in D, 
and D2 turn out to be 
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f D, - - _X!2[n- 2iS)r(m+ t +iS) is F( ~'. 
ms=Ums-e r( I. ) X, 1 m+ 2+ lS , m + 2- is 

1 + 2is;x) + r(2is)x-iS ,F,(m+t-is; 1-2is;x)1, 
'J (2.10) 

(2.11) 

To establish the orthogonality of the eigenfunctions 
we first rewrite the scalar product (2.4) with respect 
to which the solutions are required to be orthogonal in 
a slightly different form. Using Eq. (2.7) and noting 
that the Hilbert space consists of functions of either 
even or odd parity according as we restrict ourselves 
to a continuous integral or half-integral class of re
presentations, we obtain 

Urns' i"t) = 6(s - t) (m In), (2.12) 

where ( In In) stands for the following expression, 

(2.13) 

The rhs of the above expression can be evaluated in 
the traditional way by using the Sturm-Liouville theory 
of the second order differential equations and we have, 

I 1 I (dU* du ) (111 n) = 4( ) lim II"Sr~d -1I!sr~d' 
111 - n b- ~ r y 

a- 0 

- If 1'=-11* 1'= ( 
du* riu ) I b 

-ns dr oms d1' a • (2.14) 

Using the asymptotic form of the confluent hypergeo
metric function and its behavior near the origin we 
finally obtain 

(2.15) 

where g(s) is equal to cosh21Ts or sinh21Ts according as 
we consider the principal series of the UIR belonging 
to the integral or half-integral class 

Since J 2 is a first order differential operator and re
tains the same form in D, and D 2 , the normalized 
SO(1,1) bases are given by 

jDj __ 1_ ,/1'-'/2 
~s~i1r-\ , _CO<Jl<OC. (2.16) 

It must be emphasized that unlike the SO( 1, 1) bases 
gl which are orthogonal separately in Dj' the 80(2) 
bases are orthogonal in the entire x ,-x2 plane spanned 
by D, and D 2 • The former is a consequence of the double 
multiplicity of SO( I, 1) representations contained in 
80(2,1). 

To determine the unitary transformation connecting 
the two bases we expand the functions Il. ms of the 80(2) 
basis by using the Burchnall and Chaundy formula, u; 

_ f; (-)" F [1/' -I/J 
-n=o 1I!2" 2 1 (' ;2 x". (2.17) 

After simplification, the process finally yields 

(2.18) 

where 
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X' - i (-)" r( - 2is - n) 2-(;' ",+1/2+15+n) 

;''''-noo n! r(±m+t-is-n) 

l±m + i-is, ±m + i + is J 
X J1 ; ~ xn

+
ls • 

tm + i-is-n 
(2.19) 

The expansion (2.18) of the SO(2) basis function has 
desired analytic form but contains inadmissible values 
of 11. To circumvent this difficulty we express the sum 
as a contour integral in the complex z plane (z = ill) 
and apply the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. 
The various terms in the sum are easily recognized 
as the residues at z = 'f is - i - n (n = 0,1,2, ... ) of the 
analytic function 

() r(z + is + i) r(z - is + i) 
X z - 2 '''' +Z 

;,m - r( ±m + z + 1) 

. _~ -Z-1/2 ,2 X • 

(2.20) 

Since for fixed I z 1< 1, [l/r(C)]2F1(a, b;c;z) is an entire 
function of the parameters, \,.",(z) is a meromorphic 
function going to zero rapidly as I z I tends to infinity 
in the region Rez < 0. The Singularities of X;,m(z) are 
simple poles arising from the r functions in the factor 

r(z + is + i) r(z - is + i) 

and, as shown in Fig. 1, are located at the points 

z='fis- i-n, n=0,1,2, .... 

Let us now choose a contour C consisting of the in
finite semicircle S on the left and the pure imaginary 
axis. The Singularities enclosed by the contour are the 
simple poles mentioned above. Therefore, by Cauchy's 
theorem, 
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2!i cf dz X.m{z) =,ta Res [X;,m{Z~ z=-ls-1/2-n 

+ ;BRes [\,;,,,,(Z)J Z=+18-1/2-n' (2.21) 
n=O 

The first and the second terms on the rhs by our pre
vious analysis, are respectively equal to X!", and X;~ 
and the integral on the lhs, as can be easily verified, 
vanishes on S. The equation can, therefore, be written 
as 

r( ±m + i+ is1100 ()d 
u.",.. = 2' X.", z Z. 

1ft -1 00 

(2.22) 

Setting z = - ill and rearranging the terms, the above 
equation can finally be written in the form 

r( ±m +i+is)("" d r{-ill +is +i)r(- ill- is + i) 
u..",= 21i" J.oo 11 r(±m-ill+l} 

[

± m + i + is, ± m + i-is J 
X 2"I/H'" 2F] ; ], !IJ.s(x). 

tm-ill+l 

(2, 23) 

This formula immediately leads to the following ex
pression for the transformation coefficient for the 
urn's of the continuous integral class, 

cosh1fs 
(Jms'!IJ.t)=6(s-t) 1fV21f 

(
r(m + t+ is)r( - ill + is + t)r( - ill- is + t) 

x . 
r( m -111 + 1) 

[

n+t+iS, m+±-is ] ) 
x2- i l'-m 2F ). ; 1, + (111":-->- 111) • 

lfI-lll+l 

(2.24) 

For representations belonging to the continuous half
integral class the same expression holds with cosh1f s 
replaced by sinh1fs. Equation (2.24) exactly agrees with 
the overlap functions for the principal series obtained 
by Kalnins13 from entirely different considerations. 

3. THE DISCRETE SERIES D; 
To obtain the representations belonging to the dis

crete class nL we consider in place of Eqs, (2, 2) the 
following set of generators, 13-8 

J o = t(aia1 + a~a2 + 1), 

J 1 = t [(aD2 + (ay + (aV2 + (a2)2], 

J 2 = - ~[(aD2 - (a 1? + (a1)2 - (a 2 )21, 

These operators are again Hermitian under the scalar 
product (2.4) and since the eigenvalues of Jo are posi
tive definite the construction will lead to the positive 
discrete series n;. The corresponding generators for 
n; are obviously obtained by replacing J o and J 1 by 
- J o and - J p respectively. As there is no essential 
difference between n~ and n; we shall exhibit the de
tails for n; . 

The Hilbert space for n; consists of all functions of 
the form 

!(X1,X2)= ~ e i (2k-1)Bf(r), (3.2) 
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where r, e are the usual polar coordinates. The opera
tors (3.1) can then be expressed in the form 

J =l[r2_~_~~+(2k-1)2J 
o 4 dr2 r dr r2 , 

i [d ] J 2 = - 2" r dr + 1 . 

The normalized SO(2) bases are now given by 

w _~( r(m+k) \1/2 -x/2 
m-r(2k) r(m-k+1)) e 

X X·- 1/2 lF l ( - m + k; 2k; x), 

where x=r2, m=k, k+1, '" • 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The normalized SO(1, 1) bases, on the other hand, are 

f () - 1 i,,-1/2 
"kX ----,==-x • 

'111 
(3.5) 

Using the technique of the previous section we now have 
for D~, 

w _ ,(2 t (-)" r(m + Il + k) 
m'-~r(m-k+l)r(m+k)"=o n! r(2k+n) 

The series on the rhs can now be regarded as the sum 
of the residues at z = - k - n (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) of the 
analytic function 

() 
r(z + k)r(m _ z)2m+z 

X z = r(k-z) 

. -J v-z - 1/ 2 

'~r . [

- In + 1<, - m - k + 1 
x 2F, 

Z -111 +1 
(3.7) 

Note that the parameters of the hypergeometric func
tion appearing on the rhs are such ( I a I < I c I ) that 
this is nonsingular even when z is a negative integer. 
The only singularities of X (z) that are enclosed by the 
contour C of the previous section are, therefore, 
simple poles at z = - k - n (17 = 0,1,2, ... ). Since the 
integral on the semicircular part of C again vanished 
we have 
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The transformation coefficients are now given by 

(w f )_~ r(k-i/J.)r(m+i/J.) 
mk' ,,'" - ,(211 ~r(m _ k + 1)r(m + k) 

[

-m+k, -111 -k+ 1 

2Fl 

- i/J. - m + 1 

.J , 2J 
(3,9) 

Equation (3.9) strongly resembles the overlap function 
(2.24) for the principal series. 
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A simple derivation of the Onsager-Machlup formula for 
one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion process 
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Transforming the Fokker-Planck equation into a self-adjoint form the Onsager-Machlup formula for a 
one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion process is derived rigorously. By approximating the Wiener measure 
by an n-gate cylinder measure, an equation of motion for the most probable path is also derived. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Motivated from the monumental works due to Wiener! 
(Wiener process) and Onsager and Machlup2 (linear 
diffusion process), a program (i. e., the Onsager
Machlup formula) to represent the transition probability 
law of a nonlinear diffusion process in terms of integra
tion over sample paths has been pursued by several 
authors. 3-5 Although they obtained the generalized 
version of the Onsager-Machlup formula, their 
derivations can not be justified mathematically because 
they started with a formal expression of the Wiener 
measure. Therefore, rigorous derivation of the 
Onsager-Machlup formula for a general nonlinear 
diffusion process seems to still be an open problem. 

In the present paper we derive the Onsager-Machlup 
formula for a one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion pro
cess from a fundamental point of view: 

First of all, we transform the Fokker- Planck 
equation, which determines the probabilistic behavior 
of the diffusion process completely, into a self-adjoint 
form. Then making use of the Feynman-Kac 
formula we obtain a rigorous expression of the 
Onsager-Machlup formula, 

Secondly, approximating the Wiener measure which 
appears in the Feynman-Kac formula by an n-gate 
cylinder measure we obtain a more familiar expression 
of the Onsager-Machlup formula and derive an equation 
of motion for the most probable path, 

II. ONSAGER-MACHLUP FORMULA 

By the notion of a one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion 
process we denote a stochastic process X =X(t) on the 
real line lR described by the stochastic differential 
equation of Ito type, 

dX(t) = a(X(t» dt + b(X(t)) dB(t), 

where B=B(t) denotes a standard Brownian motion 
(L e" a Wiener process with diffusion constant equal 

(1) 

to unity), a=a(x) a drift velocity, and b=b(x) a diffusion 
coefficient, A special case with a = 0 and b = /l5 (D; a 
positive constant) is known to be a Wiener process with 
diffusion constant D, a = - (3x and b = m «(3; a positive 
constant) lead to the case of a linear diffuSion process 
(i. e., a Smoluchowski process) with damping constant 
(3 and diffusion cons tant D, 

The stochastic differential equation (1) is equivalent 

to the following Fokker-Planck equation, 

p(x, t iy, u) = - :)a (x)p (x, t iy, u)] 

where p =p(x, t iy, u) with t > u denotes a transition 
probability density of the process X =X(t). 

In the case of a Wiener process making use of the 
Chapman-Kolmogorov relation and an elementary 
solution of Eq. (2) with a = 0 and b = 1l5, 

p".(x,tiy,u) 1 exp(-4~(-Y)\)' (3) 
y 47fD(t _ u) t - u 

we can represent the transition probability density in 
terms of integration over continuous sample paths 

(4) 

where Jl D denotes a Wiener measureG with diffusion 
constant D and S1<; I~) a totality of continuous paths y'S 

starting from y at a time u and arriving at x at t. 1 

In the case of a linear diffusion process Onsager and 
Machlup2 derived a similar but rather approximative 
formula (i. e" the Onsager-Machlup formula) starting 
with an elementary solution 

( 
(3 \1/2 

Ps(x,tiy,u)=, 27fD(1- exp[- 2(3(t-zt)])} 

x ((3 {x - y exp[ - (3(1 - u) W 
ex)) 2D 1 - exp[ - (3(t - u)J (5) 

In the case of a nonlinear diffusion process X=X(t) 
we can no longer follow the same procedure as Wiener 
and Onsager and Machlup because it is difficult to find 
an elementary solution of the Fokker- Planck equation 
(2), Therefore, we approach the Onsager-Machlup 
formula for a one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion 
process X=X(t) from a fundamental point of view, 

If we introduce a stochastic process Z =2 (I) by a 
stochastic differential equation 

dZ(t) = b(X(t»"! dX(t) , 

we can transform Eq. (1) into 

dZ(t) = c(Z(t)dt +dB(t), 

(6) 

(7) 

where c(Z (I» = [a (X(t» - ~b '(X(t»b(X(I))Vb(X(t)) and X(I) 
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can be written in terms of Z(t) through Eq. (7).1 Namely 
it is enough, hereafter, to consider a diffusion process 
X =X(t) with constant diffusion coefficient 

dX(t) =a(X(t»dt +dB(t). (8) 

We start with the Fokker-Planck equation 

(3 \ 3 \ TtP(x, t y,u)=- ax[a(x)p(x, t y,u)] 

a2 

+a?P(x,t\y,u) (9) 

equivalent to the stochastic differential equation (8). 
By the substitution 

p(x, tl y, u) =q(x, t Iy ,u) exp{- ~[A(x) -A(y)]} (10) 

with A(x) = - f"a(x')dx', the Fokker-Planck equation (9) 
can be transformed into a self-adjoint form8 • 9 

a ( a
2 

) aTq(x,tly,u)= 3x2 + Vex) q(x,tly,u), 

where the "potential" function Vex) is defined as 

Vex) = - tA'(X)2 + tAf/ (x) 

=::: - ta(x)2 _ %a'(x). 

(11) 

(12) 

The Feynman-Kac formula 6 asserts that an elemen
tary solution of Eq. (11) is given by 

q(x,tly,u)= J exp(fl V(Y(S))dS)/l(dY), (13) 

0(: I~) u 

where /l denotes a Wiener measure with diffusion 
constant equal to unity. Correspondingly an elementary 
solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (9) can be 
represented in terms of integration over continuous 
sample paths 

p(x, t Iy ,u) = exp{- UA(x) - A(y )]} 

xi exp (fl V(y(S»dS)/l(dy ) 
o (~I~) u 

== f exp(-t ft dA(y(s)) 
o(XIY) u 

t u 

+ f I V(y(S))dS) /l(dy) , (14) 
u 

because we have 

r dA(y(s»=A(x) -A(y) 
u 

(15) 

with probability one. 

The mathematical techniques explained above [Eqs. 
(9)-(14)] are essentially the same as those of Benes 
and Shepp. 10 In their article emphasiS was put on the 
derivation of the Feynman-Kac formula from the 
Prokhorov formulall making use of transformation (10). 
In the present paper, on the contrary, emphasis is put 
on the derivation of a special case of the Prokhorov 
formula, which is relevant to the Onsager-Machlup 
formula, in utilizing the Feynman-Kac formula and 
transformation (10). 

Before we proceed with further manipulations with 
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Eq. (14) it is worthwhile to notice two types of 
stochastic calculus, that is, Ito calculus and Fisk
Stratonovich calculus. 7 Namely the stochastic chain rule 
in the Ito sense yields 

dA(y(s»==A'(y(s»dy(s) +Af/(y(s»ds (16) 

and the one in the Fisk-Stratonovich sense yields 

dA(y(s»=A'(y(s»ody(s), (17) 

where A'(y(s»dy(s) and A'(y(s»ody(s) are the Ito 
integral and the Fisk-Stratonovich integral, 
respectively. 

Finally we find that Eq. (14) can be written 

p(x,tly,u)= f exp(-t ft A'(y(s»dy(s) 

il(~I~) u 

- t J I A'(y(s »2 dS) /l(dy) 
u 

= f exp(~f t a(y(s»dy(s) 
oGI~) u 

in the Ito calculus and 

p(x,tly,u) 

= f exp(-t ftA'(Y(S»OdY(S) 

il("!Y) U 
t U 

_ t f t A'(y(s»2ds + % ! I A" (y(s »dS) /l(dy) 

= f exp(t fl a(y(s»ody(s) 
o(XlY) u 

t u 

(18) 

(19) 

in the Fisk-Stratonovich calculus. Equations (18) and 
(19) are rigorous expressions of the Onsager-Machlup 
formula for a one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion 
process X =X(t). Moreover those expressions seem 
to present a simple and special demonstration of the 
Prokhorov formulall which provides a Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of the path probability measure of the process 
X = X(t) with respect to the Wiener measure /l. 

It seems worth noticing that the inverse problem, that 
is, to renormalize such a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
into a path probability measure, has been fully investi
gated by Ezawa, Klauder, and Shepp. 12 

III. MOST PROBABLE PATH 

In the preceding section we have derived rigorous 
expressions of the Onsager-Machlup formula for a 
one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion process, Eqs. (18) 
and (19). Although there remains no ambiguity in those 
expressions, it does not seem clear that they are 
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generalizations of the original Onsager-Machlup 
formula for a linear diffusion process. Therefore, 
more familiar but approximative expressions of the 
Onsager-Machlup formula seems to be needed. 

We show, in the present section, that our expression 
of the Onsager-Machlup formula in the Fisk
Stratonovich calculus Eq. (19) reproduces an approxi
mative expression which may be a direct generalization 
of the original one obtained by On sager and Machlup. 2 

It is convenient, following Onsager and Machlup, 2 to 
approximate the Wiener measure J.1. in Eq. (19) by an 
n-gate cylinder measure 1

,6 

exp[ - h/l - y)2/4{t -u)} 
[ 4rr(t1 _ u)ph dyn ' •• dYl (20) 

with t> t n > ... > t 1> u. Namely, the transition 
probability density p(x,tly,u) of the one-dimensional 
nonlinear diffusion process X = xU) has an approxima
tive expression 

p(x,tly,u) 

ex: J exp[ - (x - I' n)2 / 4(t - tn)] ••• exp[ - (I'I - y)2 / 4(t1 .,. u)] 

x exp[ia (X ~Yn) (x - y n ) + ... + ~a~l ; Y1(Yl - y)] 

x exp{[ - ia(x ~Y~ 2 _~, (x +2Yn) ] (t - tn) + ... 

+ [-i a (Yl ;Y') 2 _~a'(Yl ;Y)] (t1-U)}dYn " 'dYll 

(21) 

where we have utilized Eqs. (19) and (20) and the 
definition of the Fisk- Stratonovich integraL 

Now what is left for us is to replace each integration 
in Eq. (21) by taking the maximum value in the 
exponent; 

p(x,tly,u) 

0: exp{! (x -Yn? + ... + 6"1 - y)2) 
4 t-tn t,-u 

1r(x+y\ _ (Y+v) 1{ +2" ~l T} (x -yn) + ... +a -To (Yl-y)Jj 

x exp ([_ ~a(X +tn) 2 _ ~a' (x ~ yn)] (t _ tn) + .. ~u 
+ [-ia(Yl ;y) 2 _~a{Yl ;y)] (t, -u)} 

{ [ 
1 (x -y n) 2 1 (x + Y n) X _ Y n mUI (x + Y n~ 2 =exp -- -- +-a -- ·----a--
4 t - tn 2 2 I - In 4 2 

_!.a1 (X +Yn)] (t _ t ) + ... + [_ !(~)2 + .!.a(tl + y) 
2 2 n 4 tl -u 2 2 

. YI-Y_!.a(71+y)2_.!.a /(Yl+Y } 
'l-U 4 2 2 2 (t,-u) 

_ ({ 1 G(X-Yn\ (X+Yn\J2 1 '(X+Yn)m}u( ) 
-exp -4 LI~} -a -2-) -2 a -2- t-tn 

n 

+ ... +{_~[(~ _a(Yl;y)]2_~a{Yl;Y)} 
x (tl - u») max' (22) 
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where Y
i 

denotes the most probable value of X(tj) for 
j=1,2,···,n. 

Passing to the limit n -00 we finally obtain an 
approximative expression of the Onsager-Machlup 
formula for the one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion 
process X =X(t), 

t' 
p(x,tly,u)ex: exp(- if. [;;-(s) -a(y(s»]2ds 

u 
t -H a'(Y(s»ds)l1lu 

u 

J
t • 

=exp[- LOM(Y(s), Y(s»ds]l1lu' (23) 
u 

where L OM is the Onsager-Machlup Lagrangian for the 
process X = X(t) defined as 

LOM(~(S), y(s» 

= Hy(s) - a (y(s »]2 + ta'(y(s» (24) 

Note that an equation of motion satisfied by the most 
probable path 7= y(t) is derived by a variational problem 
for the Onsager-Machlup Lagrangian 

I
t • 
LOM(Y(s), y(s»ds = min, 

u 

that is, the Euler-Lagrange equation 

~(OL?M)_ OL~M =0 
dt or 01' 

provides the most probable path y = y(t) for the one
dimensional nonlinear diffusion process X=X(t), 

An equation of motion thus obtained from Eq. (26) 
with Eq. (24), 

(25) 

(26) 

?(t) - a(y(t»)a'(y(t» - a" (y(t))= 0, (27) 

extends Onsager and Machlup's resule to the case of a 
one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion process. 
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Recoupling coefficients of the symmetric group involving 
outer plethysms 

John J. Sullivan 

Physics Department. University of New Orleans. New Orleans. Louisiana 70122 

In a series of papers we have examined the properties of certain double coset matrix elements (DCME) in 
the representations of the symmetric group SN that act as recoupling coefficients for outer products carried 
out via alternate subgroup sequences. In this paper we examine these same properties using symmetrized 
outer products in SN' which are also known as outer plethysms. The notions of double coset 
representative, symbol, and matrix element are extended to this case using the theory of semidirect 
products and little groups. The recoupling coefficients between bases symmetry adapted with respect to the 
usual outer product and the outer plethysm are examined in detail. Because of the Weyl-Schur 
construction of irreducible tensors, the recoupling theory of SN is central to a unified recoupling theory of 
the general linear group and its subgroups. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a series of articles1 we have been attempting to 
develop a theory of recoupling coefficients (Racah 
algebra) applicable to the integral representations of 
the general linear group of arbitrary dimension Gl(d), 
and by direct extension to its unitary U(d) and unitary 
unimodular SUed) subgroups, The distinguishing feature 
of this development is that the role of the symmetric 
group SN in designating the coupling scheme is always 
explicitly displayed. Extension of this development to 
the basis labeling scheme used in spectroscopic shell 
theory (see the following paper) has required a more 
thorough analysis of symmetrized outer products in 5 N' 

The operation of symmetrizing an outer product is 
termed by Littlewood2 an outer plethysm and is treated 
in some detail in his book and in a book by Wybourne, 3 

A general thesis of our development of the Racah 
algebra of Gl(d) is that the underlying vector space of 
whatever dimension simply acts as a carrier space of 
matrix representations of S N' The nontrivial aspects 
of the general recoupling algebra are in one to one 
correspondence with the algebraic structure in SN' 
Thus our development can be separated into considera
tion of the recoupling algebra of 5 N as in this paper, 
and consideration of the correspondence of this algebra 
with the Racah algebra of Gl(d) as in the following 
paper. 

The theory of recoupling coefficients developed so far 
has been based on a double coset (DC) decomposition 
® 5 .N\S N/® 5 NJ' iN I--N, N, I-- N (1 meaning a partition of). 
The recoupling coefficientb have been identified with 
double coset matrix elements (DCME) of S N in bases 
symmetry adapted to the DC decomposition, Weighted 
double coset matrix elements (WDCME) satisfy orthog
onality and completeness conditions in 5 N' Certain of 
these WDCME have been identified with the isoscalar 
factor of the Racah algebra, In this paper we extend the 
DC development of 5 N to consider the process of outer 
plethysm applicable when two or more of the parts iN 
or N, become equal. Designation of the DC and the 
DCME requires the use of semidirect group products 
and the representation theory of little groups, 4 The 
deSignation, let along the evaluation of a general DCME 
in this scheme is involved, Fortunately it is the simpler 

DCME (not to say trivial) that are required for extend
ing the development to the recoupling coefficients of 
shell theory, 

In Sec. II we review the general theory of DC de
composition and the pertinent results as applied to 5 N' 

Semidirect products and the representation theory of 
little groups are reviewed in Sec, III. The extension to 
outer plethysm is considered in Sec. IV. This is follow
ed by some brief comments on phase conventions in the 
final section 0 

II. NOTATION AND RESUME OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Any group G can be expressed as a sum of disjoint 

double cosets H\G/K with respect to any subgroups H 
and K (perhaps identical), 

G = 'J HqK, q a double coset representative (DCR). 
• 

A matrix representation of G can be considered that 
is symmetry adapted to (different or identical) sub
group sequences on the left (lower) and the right (upper) 
indices 

K-q-lHqn K="L 
I ' 

G 

\ 
H-Hl qKq-l=L., 

Note this is a representation in the normal sense only 
for H=K. The intertwining subgroups"L and L. are 
isomorphic under conjugation by q. Because q. L 
= L, q, Schur's lemma requires the intertwining matrix 
assigned to the DCR to have double coset matrix ele
ments of the form 

[
A q J=6i'A'iiAj6m•

m
[A A,], (2.1) 

iA;lI.'m' AljA,m i A i A, 

where A, iA, AJ' iA, label the irreps of the correspond
ing groups, G, H, K, and .LzL. respectively, The 
(assumed) unitarity of the matrix representation re
quires unitarity of the DCME, the pair (;A,Aj) designat
ing the rows and columns with A and ;Aj fixed 0 

The group completeness condition can be regarded 
as establishing an isometry between inducing from .'1 

subgroup H by action of the coset factors G/H, and in
ducing by action of matrix basis projectors (:\ I III I) 
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symmetry adapted to the subgroup. The isometry is a 
specification of the duality between inducing and re
stricting as expressed in Frobenius' reciprocity rela
tion. With matrix basis projectors defined as 

the orthogonality relations become 

(A' I m'n')+(A I mn) = O).1'Omm' (A In' n) 

and the completeness relation becomes 

~rA g](A1mn)=g, 
).mnLm n 

When the index n- nAJm
J 

is symmetry adapted to a 
subgroup H, the orthogonality and completeness rela
tions factor requiring for coset representatives, 
aEG/H; 

IAI ~A' ~-
a.mJ I GI m' 

and 

[

A 
~ IAI 
1mn I GI m 

Extension of this factorization to double coset repre
sentatives K\G/H leads to the unitarity of the WDCME, 

{
IHI IKI IAI IIAJI}1!2[A Aj] 
IGI ILlliAI IAJI .A .A. ' 

• ,J 

(2.2) 

the pair (A, q i\) designating the (square) rows and 
columns with iA, Aj fixed. In (2.2) IGI, IHI, IKI, and 
I L I denote the order of the groups G, H, K, and L. 
respectively and I AI denotes the dimension of the cor
responding irreps. It has further been shown 1 (c) that 
certain specific applications of the unitarity expressed 
in (2.2) give well-known dimensional results in the 
theory of induced representations in accord with 
Frobenius' reciprocity relation and Mackey's subgroup 
theorem. More exactly, Eq. (2.2) expresses the ele
ment of the transformation matrix between the two 
bases shown to be equivalent by Mackey's subgroup 
theorem. 

As applied to the symmetric group with the double 
coset decomposition S NSY S N\SNISN ® SN , the DCR are 

1 2 1 2 
in one to one correspondence with double coset symbols 

whe re K takes all integral values such that aU entires 
are nonnegative and 

S N®S NnSN SiSN =SlN1®S N ® oS N ~S N' 
1 2 1 2 12 21 22 

The DCME can be considered real and take the form 
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r1 : 1:11 l~l 
l2A 2A1 2~ 

where the rows or columns must couple according to 
the Littlewood-Richardson rules2 for outer products 
of the symmetric group. Multiplicity labels may be 
required to uniquely specify the outer product coupling. 
Such labels although supressed in the notion used here 
are implied in the process of carrying out the Little
wood-Richardson rules. 

Extension of the above procedure to subgroups signify
ing multiproducts S NI SY S N requires the additional 
specification of a series of binary couplings in arbitrary 
order. This complication can be avoided when the sub
groups are over equivalent sets as SnNI(Sn)N. An inter
mediate subgroup can be introduced, SnNIS N ® (Sn)N, 
where @ indicates a semidirect product, and the theory 
of little groups can be used to specify the coupling chain. 
This is the subgroup sequence used in shell theory, and 
the principal goal of this paper is to extend our double 
coset considerations to such subgroups. 

In the above and what follows we use the notation: 

® a direct product over the indicated terms, 

(!!') a semidirect product, 

G an outer plethysm (symmetrized outer product), 
Greek letters A, a, 11 label irreps of the various 
groups. 

III. TENSOR PRODUCTS AND THE THEORY OF 
LITTLE GROUPS 

Let GN be the Nth rank direct product group with 
elements 0;1' g2" •. ,gN) ""{g} which is a normal sub
group of the semidirect product group S N ® GN with ele
ments (7T, {m). The group comhination law is 

(3.1) 

where {7Tg} indicates the N-tuple {g} reordered in ac
cordance with the permutation 7T. Denoting the ir
reducible representations of G by ai' the irreps of eN 
are designated by sets {o: i} where Ni indicates the fre
quency of the irrep 0 i in the direct product. More ex
actly {a7i } labels an orbit of C N

, different irreps cor
responding to different orderings of the ai' but our 
notation need not make this distinction explicit. The 
irrep {a;'" i} has invariance (stability or little) group 
® (SlYi ® (Cti) with irreps designated by products of 
paired labels ® (AtO i) with Ai f- N i • In accordance with 
the theory of little groups these same labels suffice 
to specify the irreps of the normalizer group which we 
symholize by the set {\a i }. The induction relations 
are: 

{a7 i } t® (SNi ® (Cti) =® 61 \ 1 (t\0i) 

for any irrep in the orbit of {a;i}, and 

® (\a l , t SN ® (C)N ={Aia i }, an irrep. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Thlt lrreps {a~~}, ® (AiQ), and {\a i } have dimensions 
~laiINi,® 1\1 lail Nt , and®(~'>IAiIIO!iINi respec
tively. [(Zj) is the multinomial fif! /~Nj!.J As noted in 
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Sec, 2 the induction process can be considered in its 
specifically reduced form using matrix basis projectors. 
For simplicity we consider induction from the irrep 
{ Q '1 so that the little group is the normalizer. 

The matrix basis proj ectors for the irrep {AO'} of 
S N tID (G)N can be written as 

I : AI 10'1 [A (A ml)®{(alm.l.)}=-- -, ~ 
11 H! I GI n[g) 

m 

By considering the action of an element (iT', ),1i.l}) on 
the projector one verifies that a carrier space of 

(3.4) 

SN ~ (G)N is specified by the fixed set {lJ and index 
l with m varying over I A I values and the set {1J1 J 
varying over I ex: N value. By the above little group 
theory it is also an irreducible space. The I A I 
possible values of the index l specify the ffi'Jltiplicity 
in the induction {o' '1 t 5 N is) (G)N = Z I A I (A ex ). 

This basic construction of tensor product repre
sentation classified w.r,t. SN is used in several 
different schemes. The Schur-Weyl construction of 
irreducible tensor spaces takes G to be the general 
linear group in 17 dimensions GI(n) or one of its 
subgroups and considers the restriction to the diag
onal elements (g-l'g2"" "f.{N) - (g-,g"., ,g) and thus 
labels the spaces w, r, t, the subgroup link 

S ~ (G)N - (G)N 
N I I 

SN <gG --- G 

When CI is the defining irrep of GI(l1), the restric
tion to SN 3i G yields the basic Schur-Weyl scheme. 

If n is a tensor irrep of GI(n), the restriction to 
S N G yields the outer plethysm (0: COl A) evaluated in G, 

For G '" S n the subgroup link may be extended to 

SnN --SNIEJ (S)N_ (S),,' 

I 5 I S ~ 
Sn® (s,,)n __ 'N n--' n 

The restriction of {A 0' } to S N:9 Sn is termed by Little
wood an inner plethysm because it is the Ath sym
metrized power of the irrep 0' evaluated in S . The 
induction of {Au} to SnN is termed by Littlewonod an outer 
plethysm because it is the Ath symmetrized power of the 
irrep u evaluated in SnN' Again using the isometry 
between induction and projection, the matrix basis 
projector that realizes the decomposition of the outer 
plethysm can be written as 

(3.5) 

If the outer plethysm decomposes as {Aa} tSnN=iJA(A), 
then only f~ different values of L project independent 
elements in the algebra of 5 nN' By Frobenius' reci
procity relation, if the basis label L is symmetry 
adapted to the subgroup S\. '"' (S n)N, then the 11\1 different 
proj ectors for varying L are differentiated into fA and 
(11\ I -fA) projectors which when acting on the space 
{All'} give.fA independent spaces or the null result 
respectively. Because outer plethysms are important 
to the labeling used in spectroscopic shell theory we 
examine the DC decompOSitions pertinent to these 
subgroups in the next section. 

IV. OUTER PLETHYSM AND DOUBLE COSETS 
A. Semidirect products and DC symbols 

For direct product subgroups ;9 S.,,' Ss ,. s.v} the DC 

TABLE I. Examples of designating double cosets in various subgroup decompositions. 
DC symbol characterized 

DC composition by 0V-tuple or; array) 

(a) 52N_16' 51\52N/52 '(> (5N)2 

(b) 52N- 1'O 51\52N/52 .S (52)N 

(c) 52 ,~ (5N)2\52N/52 i§, (5N)2 

(d) 52 § (5 N)2\52N/ 5 N 'S! (52)N 

(e) 53 (§ (53)3\ 59/53 ~'" (51)3 (a) :300 
0:10 
OO:l 

(a) 300 
030 
003 
111 

(d) :lOO 
021 
012 
Lll 

(g) 210 
021 
102 
111 

(L,O) 

(1,0.'1·1) 

(N - h. k) 0~'k<:V/2 

V'Y/2)' h~N/2 

(2k, IN-2k. Ok) 0'~iI~N/2 

(b) :lOO 
021 
012 

(el) :no (e) III 
012 III 
III Lll 

(b) :100 
0:)0 

102 
012 

(e) 210 
210 
012 
012 

(h) 201 
021 
111 
III 

k) 210 
021 
102 

(c) :)00 

uo 
Ol~ 

012 

(f) 210 
201 
022 
OlL 

(i)lll 
111 
111 
ILL 

5N indicates the symmetric group on N items; eN indicates the cycliC group on JV items. 
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Intersection subgroup 

SIV_1 5 N 

S,v_l s (82)N-l 

S~ ,s (5,v_k : si 
8~ s (S,vfY 

51, s rSks (S,)kj2' 8N_2k 

(a) S; 's (S))': 

(b) 8:) rS2 (S; (S,)2) 
(c;) C: s (.'1':,)'; 
1(1) S, s (S,)" 

Ie) IS)' 

la) 51 s (so)' 

(1)) 82 s r5~.,:52 F 
1<.:) 51 ' 52 '82 s (52)' 

(eI) S, 52 s (S2)2 
(e) S2 s [82 s (52)2 j2 
([) 52 s r (52 )2 j2 
(g) C3 " (82 )3 

(h) S2 : 82 s (82 )2 

(i) "1'; 5, 
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(a) Character tables 
{ S2 ®r)2 

irrep\class 
(13) (24) 

(14) (12) (34) (14) (23) 2(2,12) 

S2® S2 

2(4) (14) )(12) (34)\ \(13) (24)( \(14) (23)( 

[2]~[2] 1 1 1 1 
[12]0 [2] 1 1 1 -1 

:t-----.- 1 1 1 1 _~SS 

[2]0 [12] 1 1 -1 1 
[12]0 [12] 1 1 -1 -1 

-l-----AS 1 -1 -1 r--
[(2)(12)] 2 -2 0 0 o..------.5A 1 -1 -1 

"---AA -1 -1 

(c) DCME for bipartition irreps 

[

[2
2
] [2J~[2J [1

2
hV[21 (~ -13/2 ) 

[2J~[2J SS ~ 

[ 2] [] -13/2 - ~ 1 'C') 2 

~
[3'lJ [2k[12] ~ ] (010) 
[2b[12] 0 AS'~SA 0= 1 0 0 

[(2)(12)] {SA' ~AS 0 0 0 0 1 
o 0 AA 

In Tables II and III the irreps {AOI} of SN -;i (SN)N are simply designated as [a] C!: [A]. The outer plethysm is then given by the com
patability relations with SnN' 

are designated by DC symbols which are simply a 
rectangular array of nonnegative integers iNj with 
L iNj = N J and Lj iNj = iN. The intertwining subgroup 
is isomorphic to the direct product 5 i,vj' The DC 
symbols for (5 n• )N·. SnN/ (5

n
)'V with n' N' = IlN are simply 

N ' by N arrays of positive integers inj different order
ings corresponding to different DC, The effect of intro
ducing the normalizers as subgroups 5 N' ® (5

n
• )N' \5

nN
/ 

SN~ (5 n)N is to coalesce all arrays Ln
j

} related to each 
other by permutations of the rows and columns into a 
single DC 0 That is the DC symbol can be considered to 
be an ordered H' by",..' array of nonnegative integers 
illj with L i illj = II and ~j illj = n'. The intertwining sub
group is isomorphic to C ® [<95 .n) where C is the per
mutation subgroup C ::: :iN' g, SN that leaves the array 
{in) invariant. A particularly simple example is the de
composition 5 1";;<; S "\5 "/5,, ~ (5 )N with the DC symbols 

2" nit l' n 
given by ordered partitions of 21) = ~ kw

k
, 0", k s: 11. The 

DC symbol is thus equivalent to the specification of a 
set of n + 1 weights {w

k
}. The intertwining subgroup is 

isomorphic to ® [SWk ® [5 n-k® 5ktk]. Table I gives sev
eral examples of DC decompositions using semidirect 
products. The order of the various subgroups in Table 
I can be used to check the normalization of Eq. (2.2) 
with .\=.\0 the identity irrep. 

B. Outer plethysms and DCME 

The DCME have irrep labels corresponding to their 
respective groups. In particular the irreps of semi
direct product groups are labeled in the manner dis
cussed above. The orthogonality relations with the 
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group order, irrep labels, and dimensions correspond
ingly modified are directly applicable. The DC are real 
and those related by association w. r. t. induction from 
the alternating group are equal up to a phase. Although 
semidirect products substantially reduce the number of 
DC to be considered, one m:lst be careful to correctly 
label equivalent irreps of the isomorphic intertwining 
subgroups. 

For example in the DC decomposition S "3 S "\S j 
1" 2" n.i' 

SN ® (S)N the equivalent intertwining subgroups on the 
left and the right are 

':>:' [S ® (S t k]® [Sw -'5"' (S tk] 
J Wk n"k k k 

"'<9 [5 Wk ® [Sn_k 2) 5kJ
Wk], (4,1) 

where {wk}f-N and {kwk}f- 21). The elements of SWk on both 
sides are identical and labeling the equivalent irreps of 
the intersection subgroup requires the use of the 
plethysm product rule (Ref. 3, p. 52) 

~ KxlL " (A. (0) (Ji))(13 ~ (v)) = (Ali (0) (.\), (4 0 2) 
IL'" 

where KxlL " is the inner product multipliCity in the sym
metric group. 

Fortunately the DCME required by shell theory do 
not require such attention to detaiL Two DCME are of 
particular interest for coupling within equivalent shells, 
O:l.e is with all irreps of S being the one-dimensional 
totally symmetric irrep (n"):= (2j), .\ f- N being limited to 
parts (length of rows) no greater than two or four for 
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TABLE III. Evaluation of transpose DCME for S2 Go lS3)2\S6/ S2 @ (Ss)2. 

(a) Character tables S2 @ (S3)2 

irrep \class 1(16) 6(2,14) 4(3,13) 9(22,12) 12(3,2,1l 4(32) 6(23) 18(4,2) 12(6) 

(3)~(2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
(3)®[12) 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
(13)~[2) 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
(13]0 [12] 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
[2,1) C0 [2) 4 0 0 0 -2 2 0 -1 
[2,1;:"; [12) 4 0 1 0 0 -2 -2 0 1 
[(3)(13») 2 0 2 -2 0 2 0 0 0 
[(2,1)(3») 4 2 -2 0 -1 1 0 0 0 
[(2,1)(13») 4 -2 -2 0 1 0 0 0 

S2 Ci (S2)2 
(16) 1(2,14) 1(22,12) 2(23) 2(4,2) 

[2)0[2) 1 1 
(2)8 (12) 1 1 1 -1 -1 
(12)\; [2) 1 -1 1 1 -1 
(12) (!) (12) -1 1 -1 1 
[(2)(12») 2 0 -2 0 0 

(b) Branching diagram (arrows indicate ascent in symmetry and help distinguish irreps of different groups). 

[f 
[3J g [2J 

~ 
[4,2J 

"" \~ ,,', / \ "'" \ 
/ 2 [2J e [l2J [l2J 9 [2J 3] ""\ ;"" 

"\~ "" 

(e) DCME for bipartition irreps 

[
[4,2] [2,l)0[2)J [[4,2J [(2,1)(3)JJ [[3

2
] 

[2,1]0 (2J [12]8 (2) = 1 = [(2,1)(3») [2]G [12] = [2,1]0 [12] 

[
[32 ] [2, l]IV [12JJ. [[5, 1] [3J0 [12J (2, 1)(3)]J 

= - (2,1)~ [12] [12]cv [12] [3kd12 j [2JG [12] 

[(2, 1)(3)] 

[2, 1J~1l2]J 
[(2)(12J 

~
4' 2] 

[3]8 [12] [2, 1]8 [12]J = (2,1]0 [2) 

[2]ev [12] [(2,1)(3)] 

[2,118 [2] [(2, 1)(3)~ 

[(2)(1
2
)] J' 
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T ABLE III. (Cont.) 

[[4.21 [3J0[2J [2,lJ0[2J 
[(2. 11(31) ] ~ l (M)1/2 (w''') [3J0[2J = (~)l!2 -~ [2, 1J0 [2J (2J0(2J 

[(2,1)(3)] 
(M)1/2 -i 5 

9 ~ 

The full 9 by 9 matrix representation of the tranpose nCR in the irrep [4,2] is 
row or {[3]0(2] [2,11®[2] [(2,1)(3)] [(2,1)(3)] [(2,1)(3)] [2, 11~) [2J [: ~J [2,11;0) [2] 

colllmnlabe\ [2](.)[2] [2](0)[2] [2J:') [2] [2](0)[12] [(2)(12)] [(2)(1 2)] [12] 'J [2] 

-~ (~)1/2 (~)1/2 0 0 

(~)1/2 5 -~ 0 0 
"9 

(~)1/2 -& 5 0 0 
~ 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 1 
-3 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 (p1l2 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

(dl R~oupli"" ooeffideo' mo',", of 8u(21 r" [ J jl j}J Ijl 

1 
2J 2" 

row or ~ll h] 
column label ljl zh [~ :] [: :] [: !J [~ :] 
_l (~)1/2 

9 
_(W I/2 _ (~)1/2 0 

(~)1/2 5 (1T)1/2 (it) 1/2 0 
~ 

_(H)1/2 (Ii.)! 12 -t 0 

_(H)1/2 <II.)!!? -~ 
9 

0 

0 0 0 0 1 
-3 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 (~) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

the atomic or nuclear cases, A being limited to bi
partitions UN + J, jN - J], and ;A being limited to the 
totally symmetric irreps UN + M] and UN - M] 0 The 
DCME then have the form 

[

UN+J, jN-J] [2j]('O)[.\] ] 

[jN + Mj ~ ([2j - kj G) [w
k

)) • 

[jN-Mj 0 ([kj(O) [wkj) 

(4.3) 

Such DCME are considered in Eq. (5.3) and in Table I 
(in their WDCME form) of the following paper 0 A sec
ond case of use in shell theory has IT}=n,N, 2T}=n2N 
and wo=,N, wn=2No These DCME have the form 
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0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 (~)!l2 0 0 

1 0 <~)1/2 0 -3 

0 + .~ 0 0 

(~)1/2 0 + 1 3 0 

0 0 0 

[1 3] 
~ : [: ~J [~ 1J G ~J 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 (3) 1/2 
~ 

0 0 

1 0 (8)1/2 0 -3 ~ 

0 0 0 

(~)1/2 0 0 

0 0 0 

[

1\ Cl(O\AJ 
11\ Cl' (oj /l 

2·l\ QI (6'; 2.\ 

(404) 

and are considered in Eq. (5,5) and Table II of the 
following paper 0 In either case the inner and plethysm 
product rules are trivial and these DCME are not direct
ly complicated by the nuances discussed in the pre
ceding paragraph, 

The orthogonality relations allow the evaluation of 
the DCME up to a sign in the case of only two DC [as 
in (a), (b), and (c) for N < 4 of Table Ij. As an example 
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we consider N = 2, and 3 for case (c) of Table 1. There 
are only two DC, one DC representative being the 
identity element with unit diagonal matrix representa
tion in both cases. The other DC representative may 
be taken as a transpose with a self transpose matrix 
representation. The DCME for I\. a bipartition rep
resentation are evaluated in Tables II (N = 2) and III 
(N = 3). One must first establish the appropriate labels 
for nonvanishing DCME. Character tables and com
patability relations are given in parts (a), and (b) of 
these tables. Any closed loop completing the subgroup 
linkage starting from a given irrep I\. (of 54 or 56) 
establishes the labels of a (possibly) nonvanishing 
DCME 0 The DCME evaluated via the orthogonality 
relations are given in part (c) of these tables. Orthog
onality of the matrices is obvious. The interested 
reader is urged to check the orthogonality relations in
volving the WDCME. The DCME for irrep [3, 1J in 
Table II(c) exemplifies some of the care that must be 
exercised in conSidering the isomorphism between the 
intertwining groups. Conjugation by the transpose q 

= (23) interchanges the irreps A5 and 5A of 52 0 52 and 
results in the permutation matrix listed. 

Because of the identification of DCME of 5 N and re
coupling coefficients of Gl(n), the values of DCME with 
bipartition irreps A can be checked with corresponding 
recoupling coefficients of SU(2). For example, the 9 by 
9 matrix representing the transpose DCR in the irrep 
[4,21 will have elements labeled in SU(2) by the angular 
momentum recoupling coefficients of the form 

l1 jl ~] 
1.~ 1~1 2 , 

2.1 " 02 

where Ij, J, j1' j2 have values t or % and 1]1' J2 have 
values 1 or O. Using well established procedures for 
SU(2), the 9 by 9 recoupling matrix evaluates as shown 
in Table III(d). A symmetrizing operation on the third 
and fourth rows and columns corresponding to con-
j ugation by the matrix 

[

1/Y'2 1/V2J 
-1/V2 1/v'2 

must be performed to obtain the states labeled by 
[(2,1)(3)], and [218 [2] or [2JQ [1 2 J. This leads to the 
matrix of Table III(c) up to a sign. The phase has not 
been adjusted because we wish to emphasize that while 
certain relative phases are fixed by the group algebra 
(the characteristics of the two matrices are the same), 
a consistent phase convention requires conSideration of 
both the groups 5 Nand Gl(n). 

The identification of DCME in 5 N with recoupling co
efficients in SU(n) relates different DCME in 5N via their 
equivalence in SU(n). E. g. 

[

[4,21 [31 [2,1

J
[[3,11 [3] [11~ 

[3J [2] [1] = [3J [21 [1J = - t 
[2,11 [1] [12] [1] [1J [01 
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=- [2,1] [2] [1] 
[

[3,11 [2,1] [11] 

[1] [1] [0] (4.5) 

f
r4 ,2] (2,1] [2,11 

=- [2,1] [2] [1J 

[2,1J [1J [F] 

as in the matrix of Table III(c). It is also easy to verify 
the trace and determinant of the matrices of Table II 
and III from the character tables of 5 N' 

V. PLETHYSM AND PHASE CONVENTIONS 

The operation of plethysm performs a symmetriza
tion over all DCME related to each other by permuta
tions of their rowS and columns. One might wonder if 
these related DCME are equivalent up to a phase, and 
if so, what is the phase convention. In earlier work we 
had noted that the phase convention advanced by Baird 
and Biedenharn5 for Gl(d) seemed plausible. That con
vention established a phase factor for each irrep 

d 

Pd(A)""t 6 (iA _J A), where A"" (lA, 2A, ••• ,dA). 
i<J 

This reduces to the standard convention for SU(2), and 
the phase factor Pd(A) - Pd(A) - Pd(A2 ) appropriate to a 
permutation in the order of coupling is independent of 
the dimension d and hence appropriate to coupling in 
the symmetric group. To be in accord with the plethysm 
operation one should require PtA) - 2P(A1 ) be even if 
A co Al (0) [2J and be odd if A E: Al (!) [12]. However some 
representations of the symmetric group are both even 
and odd, the simplest example of which is [3,2,1] 
c:: [2,1]'"'[2] and [3,2,1]-= [2,1]"'[12], whereas the above 
convention would indicate an even phase. The role 
played by the plethysm operation (a (OJ,\,) in the sym
metrization process, especially for I AI > 1, indicates 
a simple phase convention is not entirely adequate. 
Even in cases in which the DCME can be evaluated using 
the orthogonality conditions the value is determined 
only up to a sign. Some relative phases are fixed by the 
orthogonality requirements but overall phases are not. 
Moreover from the point of view of (11 - j) coefficients 
in the general linear group one should equally consider 
permutations involving the first row and column of the 
DCME. It seems the entire question of phase can only 
be assessed when the development of coupling theory is 
more complete. 

lJ.J. Sullivan, J. Math. Phys. (a) 14, :387 (1973); (b) 16, 
756 (1975); (c) 16, 1707 (1975); (d) Proceedings of the Inter
national Symposium on Mathematical Physics, Mexico City, 
Jan. 5-8, 1976, Vol. I, 253. 

2D. E. Littlewood, The Theory of Croup Characters 
(Clarendon, Oxford, 1950). 

3B. G. Wybourne, Symmetry Principles and Atomic Spectros
copy (Wiley, New York, 1970). 

4 A. J. Coleman, "Induced Representations with Applications 
to SN and Gl(n) , "Queen's Papers in Pure and Appl. Math. 
No.4, Queen's U., Kingston, Ont. (1966). 

5G. E. Baird and L. C. Biedenharn, J. Math. Phys. 5, 1723 
(1964). 
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Recoupling coefficients of the general linear group in bases 
adapted to shell theories 
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Recoupling coefficients for tensor representations of the general linear group GI( n) are identified with 
analogous quantities in representations of the symmetric group SN' Two basis labeling schemes in GI(n) 
are considered: (a) uses weights and outer product labels from SN' and (b) uses outer plethysms in SN 
and labels with respect to some elementary subgroup, usually SU(2). Scheme (a) corresponds to a 
generalized Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis and is the one usually adopted in elementary particle theories. Scheme 
(b) corresponds to the basis usually adopted in nuclear and atomic shell theory. The transformation 
between the two equivalent bases is identified with certain weighted double coset matrix elements 
(WDCME) of SN' Racah factors are generalized isoscalar factors in scheme (a) and have previously been 
identified with certain WDCME in that basis. In scheme (b) Racah factors determine the coefficients of 
fractional parentage (CFP) and are here identified with certain double coset matrix elements (DCME) of 
SN' Identification of these recoupling coefficients with the analogous quantities in SN exposes new 
symmetries and orthogonality properties of the coefficients which follow from the representation theory of 
SN' Some particular examples are verified by coefficients evaluated using well established techniques for 
SU(2). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Racah recoupling coefficients of the unitary group 
U(n) are used extensively in elementary particle physics 
and in atomic and nuclear shell theory. Nuclear 
theorists for the most part have been the initiators of 
introducing results for the symmetric group S N to sim
plify their shell calculations. 1 These applications have 
been mostly ad hoc and lack an explicit and/or general 
specification of the coupling in S N' In our previous 
developmenf of the theory of coupling coefficients we 
have employed tensors of the general linear group Gl(n) 
explicitly labeled with respect to (w. r. t. ) both S Nand 
Gl(n). The basis labeling scheme has utilized the gen
eralized branching theorem which is equivalent to a gen
eralized Yamanouchi3 scheme in S N and a generalized 
Gel'fand-Tsetlin4 scheme in Gl(n). Although this is 
the scheme frequently used in elementary particle 
theories, it is not the preferred basis for spectroscopic 
shell theory. In this paper we bridge this gap by giving 
a more thorough analysis of the basis labeling schemes 
in Gl(n) and the relations between them. Two particular 
coefficients of importance to shell theory, Racah fac
tors and coefficients of fractional parentage (CFP), 
are expressed in terms of double coset matrix ele
ments (DC ME) of S N' A central result of our previous 
work and this paper is the identification of recoupling 
coefficients in Gl(n) with matrix elements in S N' Aside 
from leading to the direct evaluation of certain of these 
coefficients, such identification allows the direct appli
cation of results that follow from the representation 
theory of S N' Two such results are of prime impor
tance: (1) Matrix representations of S N can be assumed 
orthogonal and any transformation between equivalent 
representations is also orthogonal. Hence, the matrix 
elements are real. (2) The completeness and group 
orthogonality relations of S N apply to the recoupling co
efficients. In considering the recoupling process primi
tive tensors of Gl(n) simply provide a carrier space for 
the realization of irreps of S N and the recoupling co
efficients have significance independent of the dimension 
n. 

Because the basic orthogonality we utilize derives 
from the theory of S N' we will in this paper generally 
refer to (integral representations of) the noncompact 
group Gl(n) although the specific applications we have 
in mind are in the compact unitary and unitary uni
modular subgroups U(n) and SU(n). The preceding paper 
gives a resume of the notation and pertinent results 
developed so far w. r. t. S N' Section II analyzes the 
basis labeling problem in Gl(n). Section III considers 
the process of tensor coupling in GI(n) and the utility of 
Racah's factorization lemma. 5 Coefficients of fractional 
parentage are related to Racah factors in Sec. IV. Sec
tion V identifies the transformation matrix between 
equivalent bases labeled as in elementary particle 
theory and as in shell theory with a weighted double 
coset matrix element (WDCME) in S N' The Racah factor 
of shell theory is identified with a DCME in S N' 

II. BASIS LABELS OF Nth RANK TENSORS OF 
GI (n) 

The Schur-Weyl construction of Nth rank tensors of 
an n-dimensional defining vector space provides an ir
rep label A, a partition of N into no more than n parts 
(A hV), that labels the irrep with respect to both SN 

and Gl(Il). The basis with respect to Gl(n) can be 
labeled by the weight W = {U'k}, 1 <; 1, s; n, an Nth rank 
ordered n-tuple (Wr N), the components of which give 
the ranks of the totally symmetric subtensors in each 
of the n dimensions from which the weight is built up. 
The remaining basis labels w. r. t. Gl(n) can be indexed 
exactly as in the group S N' I. e., let a primitive weight 
state be designated by the simple Nth rank product 

(2.1) 

which is by construction the basis of the identity irrep 
of ®Sw

k
, All independent (and mutually orthogonal) 

states with the same weight Ware realized by action of 
the coset representatives S N/c<,SWk on the primitive 
weight state. By construction they are a basis for a 
representation of S N' the representation induced by the 
identitity irrep of®Swk' As shown in Sec. II of the pre-
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vious paper there is an isometry between inducing by 
action of the coset representatives and inducing by 
action of matrix basis projectors the second index of 
which is symmetry adapted to the subgroup ®Sw

k
' The 

second index of the projector acts as an intermediate 
coupling specification of the weight and hence as a 
label w, r, to Gl(n), 

(A I mm ') I W) a:!v }~I I~. 
\11 1 

(W) "I (2,2) 

If one considers the basic defining space separated into 
two defining spaces of dimensions nt and n2 =fl - nt such 
that the primitive weight state factors as a product of 
two weights I W) = I Wt) I W2) of ranks Nt and N 2, then the 
labels in SNare symmetry adapted to the subgroup 
SNt 5!)SN2• Thus in terms of the outer product in SN the 
following labeling w. r. t. Gl{n)N /Gl(nt)Nt0Gl(n2(2 cor
responds to the general branching theorem 

\ 

"
" '~I ) tv /\ Ilt +n2 

m{~~t) m2~~2) 
with At f- Nt, A2 f- N 2, W=Wt -+ W2, (2,3) 

where Wt is an Nt rank Ilt-tuple and W2 is an N2 rank Il2-

tuple. The labeling scheme is a generalization of the 
Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis which starts with the dimension 
n and sequentially reduces it by one. In the same sense 
the analogous labeling scheme w. r. t. S N/S N 5!)S N is a 

t 2 
generalization of the Yamanouchi basis. The third rank 
tensors of Gl(3) for example have 33 = 27 independent 
elements WhICh can be separated w. l'. t. S3 into a totally 
symmetric irrep [3] of dimension ten, a totally anti
symmetric irrep [1 3] of dimension one, and two [corre
sponding to the two values of 111 in Eq. (2.2)] eight
dimensional irreps [2,1]. The weights correspond to 
3-tuples (W O,lt'j,W2) with u'o+Wt +1t'2=3. The weight 
specification is sufficient to label the bases for the 
irreps [3] and [1 3], and six of the basis members in the 
[2,1] irrep with weights of the type (2,1,0). In the ir
reps [2,1] two members of the basis have weights (1 3) 

and are differentiated by the two possible values of Ill' 
in Eq, (2,2). 

Similarly the inner product in SN provides a labeling 
w.r,L Gl(ntn2)N/Gl(nt)N®Gl(n2)N as 

(2.4) 

with /l f- N, (A)E(/l)X(V), v f- N, W = Wt W2, where Wt is 
an N rank nt-tuple and W 2 is an N rank 1l2-tuple. The 
present paper does not exploit this labeling scheme. 

In shell theory applications one forms symmetrized 
species out of a basic defining representation that can 
itself be considered as a symmetrized tensor of a more 
fundamental defining space, For example in atomic 
shell theory one has the following decompositions for 
equivalent p or d electrons: 
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(pj2 _tn, ts, 3p, (d)2 _te, tn, ts, 3F, 3p, 

(p)3 _ 2n, 2p, 4S, (d)3 _ 2H, 2e, 2F, 22n, 2p, 4F, 4p, 

The symmetrization of a tensor basis is termed an 
outer plethysm by Littlewood due to its action as a 
symmetrized outer product in the symmetric group. 
Corresponding to the above third rank tensors one has 
the plethysms: 

[2]0 [3]=[6]+[4,2]+[23], 

[2] cv [2,1] =[5, 1] +[4, 2] +[3, 2,1], 

[2]0 [13]=[32] +[4, 12], 

[4] 0 [3] =[12] + [10,2] + [9,3] + [8,4] + [6 2], 

[4] € [2,1]=[11,1]+[10,2J+[9,3J+2[8,4J+[7,5], 

[4J C!) [1 3] =[9, 3J +[7, 5], 

where in the decomposition of the latter three plethysms 
we have listed only the bipartition irreps. Nuclear and 
atomic shell theories decompose plethysms w. r. t. 
SU(2), i. e" the subgroup sequence involved is S2iN 
;BSU(2)2iN/S N'-S[S2i(SSU(2)2ijN. Symmetrization within a 
defining SU(2) space requires the plethysm be ctecom
posed only up to bipartition representations. Further
more because of the Pauli principle the symmetrizing 
irreps can have parts no larger than four for nuclear 
isospin shell theory, and two for atomic shell theory. 
Thus [(2)](~[(3)] and [(4)]0[(3)J have no physical reali
zation in atomic shell theory, but they do occur in 
nuclear shell theory, The bipartitions contained in the 
above plethysms [2,1] and [1 3J correspond to the doublet 
and quartet decompostions in atomic shell theory, 

Shell theory requires the decomposition of plethysms 
of totally symmetric irreps [2j] of SU(2). The corre
sponding tensor labels are 

where the angular momentum J indicates the bipartition 
[jN +J,jN -J] with basis UN + MJ;;;; [jN - !'vI], -J' M 
<. J, In the general case J and !'vI may be considered as 
simply labels w. r, t, any defining subgroup SU(n'). One 
of the principal results of this paper is to identify the 
unitary transformation between the basis sets 

\ 

/II ) I til \ 

N ,\ 2j + 1 and \ N ,\ 2j + 1) 

1I1'(W) \ J 

\ M 

with a WDCME in the symmetric group. The defining 
irrep of Gl(2j + 1) is the identity (in SN) tensor irrep 
[2j] of SU(2), The 2j + 1 dimensions expressed in terms 
of the two- dimensional weights (a, [3) of SU(2) are 
(a 2i-k, [3k) with 0 <. 1? <; 2j. The weights of the Nth rank 
tensor basis in Gl(2j + 1) are given by 2) + 1 tuples TV 
= {w k } such thati:1U k =N and 'j,!ru'k=jN-M, The desired 
unitary transformation therefore has rows and columns 
designated by III' (W) and J with '\, M, and) acting as 
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parameterso For example, the 6 x 6 matrix for j = 1, 
A = [2] is unit diagonal for 1>U 0 and 2 x 2 for M = 0 with 
W=(O,2,O), (1,0,1), andJ=2,0. Thel0X10matrix 
for j = 1, A = [3] is 2 x 2 in the blocks 1'v1 ± 1, W = (2,0,1), 
(1,2,0);andllJ=0, W=(0,3,0), (1 3)withJ=3,1. The 8 
x 8 matrix for j = 1, A = [2,1] blocks into two 1 x 1 for M 
= ± 2, two 2 x 2 for AI = ± 1, and a 2 x 2 for Nl = ° that 
further decomposes for reasons discussed in the final 
section. The nontrivial matrices are displayed in Table 
I of Sec. V. Note that additional multiplicity labels may 
be necessary to completely specify the basis in either 
scheme. Such is the case for the irrep [8,4] in the de
composition of [4] 0) [2,1] for which a seniority label' 
can be used to differentiate the multiplicity. The prob
lems of multiplicity labels is further discussed in the 
Appendix to Ref. 2(a). However the multiplicity is re
solved, such labels can simply be appended to the sym
bols discussed here. 

III. TENSOR COUPLING IN SN AND Gl(n) 

Tensor coupling can be accomplished by using the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the group and/or using 
matrix basis projectors in 5 N' The result of projecting 
on a tensor product is the tensor sum 

, (3.1) 

where 

is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in SU(n). Equation 
(3.1) is readily verified by multiplying both sides by 

(~; I,:), 
and summing on AI} to obtain the identity 

~ (> I"" ;m;)\N 
Aj nlJ 

n) A' 

,\1' 

~5H{V 
k \ A (3.2) nj' 

Jl' 

Whenever the basis label M has explicit subgroup signi
ficance, a partial Clebsch-Gordan coupling can be car
ried out w. r. t. this subgroup. This leads to a direct 
(Racah) factorization of the coupling coefficients which 
we proceed to demonstrate for the two labeling schemes 
considered here. For a basis labeled w. r. t. the gen
eral branching scheme we may define an isoscalar fac
tor as 
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/111 

,n+)~, 
1112 

,n +,n I ~\N' Al A2 

• J 
lAl 2Al lA2 2A2 

IMj 2i'vll 1M2 2M2 

(" ", I'>~ (', ,A, n 
x 11'v11 liH2 1M ,Ml 21>12 2M 

1" 2" 

1111 11/2 

Al A2 

=6 A In +211 

lA 2A 

11'v1 21v1 

[,> > ,> I 
Al " ] (3.3) x 

lAj 2Al lA2 2A2 

The isoscalar factor does not depend on the subgroup 
basis indices jili as can be ascertained by considering 
the action of raising or lowering operators of SU(ln) 
® SU(2n) on both sides of Eq. (3.3). Projecting in SN and 
bringing the coupling coefficients of the subgroup to the 
right side via the unitarity conditions gives the usual 
factored form 

C 
Al A2 

jA 2A lAl 2Al lA2 ,A, ) 
1M 2M IjH j 2Ml 1M2 2M2 

1 n+2 n 

{, ',A I 
Al >, ] 

lAl 2Al jA2 2A2 

(' I'" "') C> I'>' "') x 1M jMj jM2 2M 2Ml 21>12 • 
(3.4) 

1" 2" 

The isoscalar factor is unitary on the labels (A, jA}) and 
has been identified2

(d) with the WDCME on the symmetric 
group as 

[~, I ,;,] ~(~~'''~:~(~i,:~::) '''l, ~;J (3.5) 

showing the isoscalar factor may be considered real and 
independent of the dimension n. 

In the basis using the plethysl11 operation similar ar-
guments lead to the factorization 

(

A :: A
2
\ fA I Al A~ (J I Jl J2

\ (3.6) 

~ Ml ~;2) =l! Jl JJ n M lvl1 M 2)". 

" Here again although symbols J and M normally asso-
ciated with SU(2) are used they may be considered 
generically w. r. t. to any fundamental defining group 
SU(n'). Since it is the transformation between equi
valent orthogonal bases, the square bracket is unitary 
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on the labels (A, J j ). A second principal result of this 
paper is to connect the Racah factor 

[
A) Al A] 

J J l J n 

to a DCME in the symmetric group. Some examples are 
given in Table II of Sec. V. We first demonstrate that 
these Racah factors determine the coefficients of frac
tional parentage of shell theory. 

IV. COEFFICIENTS OF FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE 
(CFP) 

In the LS coupling scheme the CFP factor into two 
parts each being a modified Clebsch-Gordan coeffi
cient in the unitary group of dimension appropriate to 
the external (orbital) or the internal (spin-isospin) 
space. Using the result of Sec. III these modified 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are identified as the 
Racah factors for this labeling scheme. 

For Fermi particles the external and internal spaces 
are coupled to form the totally antisymmetric irrep 
using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in 5 N 

(
" A' 1 [

1N1\ 
ill Ill' o) 

~N 

A "A'). 
-~~ 
- IAI1I2 , (4.1) 

where 1\~ is a phase such that for subgroup speCification 
111 - lA 1111, 2A 2111 the product phase 

, l' 2' ( ) 1\ , m A m A m A m = cP A, 1 A, 2A 
1 1 2 Z 1 2 ' 

(4.2) 

is independent of 1111, 2111. This is the only significant ef
fect of phase on what follows. 

The CFP is defined as the scalar product of an anti
symmetrized state 

INAO' j3L:11 L5M S)a 

- 6 1\~, 1 m, 2',m 

1 'z' 1 A 11/2 

l m2m 

xl 
1111 2111 1111 2111 

lA 2A 1;\ 2;\ 

A A 
\ 

\ 0' L 13 5 

ML Ms 

and a partially symmetrized state 

IN(1 A2 A)(1 0'20' )(lj32j3)(I L 2L )LM L(15 2S )5Al s) 

1684 

l m2m 
lML 2ML 
1M S 2M S 

+ 
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II' (4.3) 

(4.4) 

In Eq. (4.4) multiplicity labels 0',13 are speCifically 
exhibited. Expanding the Nth rank tensors of Eq. (4.3) 
by Clebsch-Gordan coupling in U(n) as 

(N 

1 ill 2)11 

1.:1 2A 

A Jl 

O'L 

;1/ L 

6 
1"'2'" 

lL2L 
1.11L 2ML 

and taking the scalar product of Eq. (4.4) on Eq. (4.3) 
gives 

X5'M's INA 0' j3L,1h5M s)a=oL' LOM£M L' 

« 1 A 2A)(1 0' 20')(113213)(1 L2L )(1525) I} AO' j3L5) 

1'\/ L 2.11 L 

1,\1 S 2'\/ S 

lA 

10' lL 20' 

A 
2A 

2L 0' L x( 
lML 2ML AIL 

2A A 

) 

C x 11315 21325 13 5 - ) (4.5) 

l1V1 s 21VI s A1s 
n' 

Use of Eq. (3.6) allows the CFP to be expressed as 

«I A2 A)(1 0' 20')(1 j32j3)(I L 2L )(15 25) I} AO' j3L5) 
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(4.6) 

For the atomic case n I = 2, n = 2l + 1, the last factor 
is trivial and writing 1:\ = IS, etc., we have 

«la2a)(IL2L)(IS~) l}aLS)1 

=±{[(~ +S + I)! (~ -s)! IN! ~! (2 1S + 1)(22S +1)] / 

(~ + IS + 1) ! (I; - IS) ! (~ + 2S + 1) ! 

x(~ -2S)! (2S+1)]f
/2 

X[iS 25 ! 5 ] (4.7) 
la l L 2a2L ai I 

CFP are usually defined with ~ restricted to unit value. 

V. CONNECTION WITH DC OF THE SYMMETRIC 
GROUP 

A. Basis transformation and WDCM E 

The unitary transformation between the basis utiliz
ing the general branching law and that using the opera
tion of plethysm involves the double coset reduction 

[SI" ~ Gl(dl )1"] 0[S2" ®Gl(d2)2"]\SnN ® Gl(d)nN / 

SN~[Sn ®Gl(d)n]N. (5.1) 

For the purposes of shell theory we may take d = 2, dl 
= 1 =d2, and n =2j. Since the general linear group 
simply provides a carrier space for the irreps of the 
symmetric group we may restrict our considerations to 
the latter group. The DC symbol is the type Eq. (4.1) 
of the previous paper 

[

snN S N ® (Sn)N l 
SI" W 

52" 0(Swk ®[Sn_k 0Sk] k) 

(5.2) 

and is designated by the Nth rank n + I-tuple {w k }, ° ~ k 
~n, withL;wk=N andL;kwk=217. For shell theory appli
cations the DCME are of the form 

[ 

[jN +J, jN - J] [2j] ~[A] J 
[jN+M] 0([2j-k]0[wk ]) , 

[jN - M] 0 ([k] ° [w k ]) 

(5.3) 

where the dimensionality of the underlying linear groups 
limit the irreps to the totally symmetric single parti
tions, or the bipartitions as indicated. The equivalent 
bases are those generated by Mackey's subgroup 
theorem. The WDCME has been shown to be the unitary 
transformation between these bases. The matrix ele
ments have the form 
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( 
(2J + l)(jN +M)! {jN - M)!N! (2j! )N ) 112 

(jN +J + I)! (jN -J)! I A f 0[wk l[(2j- k)! kl] wkJ 

r
jN+J,jN_J] [2j] 0[:\] J 

x UN+M] 0([2j-k] 0. [w k ]) , (5.4) 

UN -M] 0([k] (0) [w k ]) 

where j, M, and:\ are parameters and the rows and 
columns are designated by (J, {w k }). The matrix ele
ments for J = jN evaluate directly as the weighting fac
tor. The orthogonality relations can be used to evaluate 
any two by two matrix that includes J = jN. As exam
ples, Table I gives some of the transformations between 
the equivalent bases discussed in Sec. II. 

It is to be noted that only the relative phase is deter
mined by orthogonality and in Table I we have chosen a 
convention with positive determinant. Besides the totally 
symmetric irrep J = jN, the DCME is also trivial for 
N = 2, Wo = 1 = w2J (it is the matrix element of the iden
tity operator) leading to the direct evaluation of the 
WDCME in those cases. For M =0 one may use the DC 
decomposition S2 ~ (S IN)2\S2JN/S N ~ (S2J)N. This leads to 
the additional diagonalization indicated for j = 1, :\ 
=[2,1];j=2, :\=[3]; andj=2, :\=[2,1]. In these cases 
an additional factor of two may appear in the radical of 
Eq. (5.4) ifWk*W2J-k such asj=2, M=O, {w k } 

= (0, 2, 0, 0, O. A subscript s or a is addended to the 
weight to indicate a symmetric or anti symmetric combi
nation. Such a subscript is also required for M = 0, {wk } 

= (13), to distinguish the basis members in the two-di
mensional A = [2,1] irrep. The dash simply indicates the 
matrix element is not easily calculable by the present 
considerations. The matrix for j = 2, A = [2, IJ, M = 0 is 
presented to demonstrate the diagonalization and to em
phasize that additional multiplicity labeling, such as a 
seniority label to distinguish J = 2, may be required to 
uniquely specify the transformation. 

B. Racah factor and DCME 

The Racah factor for the shell theory labeling scheme 
corresponds to the DC decomposition 

[SUN ® Gl(2)
2JN1] ® [S2iN ® Gl(2)

2JN
2]\S2JN ®Gl(2)2JN / 

I 2 

SN®[S2J ®Gl(2)2J]N, 

for that DC with intertwining subgroup 

[SN ®[S2J®Gl(2)2Jt l ]0[SN ®[S2J®Gl(2)2Jt 2]. 
1 2 

The DC symbol is of the form of Eq. (5.2) with wO=Nl' 
w 21 =N2• The DCME has the form 

[

UN +J, jN-J] [2j ]0(A)] 

[jNt+Jt,jNt-Jtl [2j]0(Al) =rA!Al A2l. (5.5) 

[jN2+J2,jN2-J2] [2j]0(A2) l' J 1 J21 

For fixed j, J, AI, and A2 the DCME is orthogonal with 
rows and columns indicated by (JI J 2, A). This being the 
unitary transformation between the equivalent basis 
schemes, the DCME is identified with the Racah factor. 
Whenever for fixed J, j, Al> and A2 the intertwining is 
unique, the DCME is trivially ± 1. Such is always the 
case for the DCME with J = jN or J = jN - 1. Examina
tion of the plethysms for N = 3 evaluated in Sec. II 
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TABLE 1. Transformation matrices: WDCME of Eq. (5.4); j, '" M parameters, rows and columns designated by (J, w
k
). 

j=I, ,,=[21, i1I=0 J 1i'k (0,2,0) (1,0,1) 

~ I (2/3)1/2 (1/:])1/2 
_ (1/3)1/2 + (2/3)1/2 

)=1, ,,=[:)1, ,1[=1 ,J 1('k (2,0,1) (1,2,0) 
., (1/5)1/2 (4/5)1 2 .) 

1 _ (4/5)1/2 + (1/5)1/2 

j=I, ,,=[3], M=O J H'k (0,3,0) (1, 1, 1) 

3 (2/5)1/2 (;J/5)1/2 
- (:1/5)1/2 (2/5)1/2 

j= I, ,,= [2, 1], A/= 1 J IVk (2,0,1) (1,2,0) 

~ I l/n l/n 
-1/1Z 1/{2 

j=l, ,,=[2,1], .11=0 J U'k (1, 1, l)s (1,1, 1)la 

~ I 1 ° ° 
)=2, ,,=(2], M=2 J 1{'k (1,0, 1,0,0) (0,2,0,0,0) 

; I (3/7)1/2 (4/7)1/2 
_ (4/7)1/2 (3/7)1/2 

)= 2, ,,= [2], M= 1 j wk (1,0,0,1,0) (0, I, I, 0, 0) 

~ I 0/7)1/2 (6/7)1/2 
_ (6/7)1/2 (1/7) 1/2 

)=2, ,,=(2], M=O .J U'k (1,0,0,0,1) (0, I, 0, 1, 0) (0,0,2,0,0) 

4 (1/35)1/2 (16/35)1/2 (18/35)1/2 
2 (4/7)1/2 (1/7) 1/2 _ (2/7)1/2 

0 _ (2/5)1/2 (2/5)1/2 _ (1/5)1/2 

.1=2,1..=[12], kl=O J l!'k (1,0,0,0,1) (0, I, 0, 1,0) 

3 (1/5)1/2 (4/5)1/2 

1 _ (4/5)1/2 (1/5)1/2 

11,0,0,2,0) (0,2,0,0, 1) 
j= 2, 1..= [3], M= ° ,J it'll (1,0,1,0,1) (0,1,1, 1,0) (0,0,3,0,0) (O,2,0,0,1)s (1,0,0,2,0)a 

6 (3/77)1/2 (48/77)1/2 (18/77)1/2 (8/77)1/2 ° 4 ° 2 ° 0 ° :1 ° ° ° ° 1 

(1,0,0,2,0) (1,0,0,2,0) 
j=2, 1..=[2,1], M=O J wk (0,2,0,0,1)5 (1,0, I, 0, 1)s (0, I, 1, I, O)s (O,2,O,0,1)a (I,O,I,O,1}a (0,1, 1, 1, O)a 

4 

I 
° 0 ° 2 0 ° ° 2 ° ° ° 5 0 0 ° 3 ° 0 ° 1 0 0 0 

- means the entry is not easily evaluated by the techniques described in this paper. 

shows all DCME are trivial except for those listed in 
Table II. The DC matrices listed in Table II are two by 
two exc ept for a three by three matrix for j = 2, J = 2, 
Al =[2). Although the DCME are not directly calculable 
by methods discussed in this paper, the orthogonality of 
the WDCME does determine the values for j = 1, J = 1, 
AI = [2] and this matrix is given in Table II(a). The dou
ble occurrence of the label [2,1] in the DCME for irrep 
[8,4) indicates the necessity of a seniority multiplicity 
label to uni quely differentiate the DCME in that case. 

For the case Nl =N2 the DC decomposition 
52@(52JN/\54iN/52NI ® (52j)2NI with intertwining sub-
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group 52 ® [5 N1 ® (5 v ) NI F may be used. This allows NI 

= 1 =-N2 to be considered trivially and introduces some 
simplification in cases of higher rank. 

The WDCME and the DCME of this section both re
duce to the unit factor for j =- ~ as should be the case. 
Interestingly the WDCME has been identified as form
ing the transformation matrix between equivalent bases 
labeled by weights and the generalized branching theo
rem on the one hand and by a plethysm scheme on the 
other. The DCME forms the Racah factor in the 
plethysm scheme. Our earlier work has shown the 
DCME forms the transformation matrix between equiva-
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TABLE II. Rowand column labels of Racah factors DC ME 
of Eq. (5.5) for N= 3, [2jl = [21 or [41 [} I }11~2Ij. 

(a) [2jl = [21 J= 1 ~ [4, 21 A1= [21 A2 = [II :. J2 = 1 
A- [31 [2, II 

J 1 

2 (4/9)1/2 (5/9)1/2 
0 _ (5/9)1/2 (4/9)1/2 

(b) [2jl=[41 A2 = [II J2 = 2 

J Al= [21 Al= [121 

4 ~ [10, 21 A [31, [2, II 
J 1 4, 2 

3~ [9, 31 A [31, [2, II [2, II, [131 
J 1 4, 2 3,1 

2 ~ [8,41 A- [31, [2, II, [2,11 [2, II, [2, II 
J 1 4, 2, 0 3, 1 

1~ [7,51 A- [2, II, [131 
J 1 3, 1 

lent bases labeled by different generalized branching 
schemes and the WDCME forms the isoscalar (Racah) 
factor in these schemes. Two outstanding problems in 
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our general development remain: exposition of a consis
tent phase scheme in GI(n) and SN exhibiting to what ex
tent relative phases are fixed and which phase conven
tions are arbitrary, and elucidation of an algorithm for 
the convenient evaluation of a general DCME in S N. 
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Unitarily equivalent multiparticle Hamiltonian systems 
yielding equal scattering for corresponding states 

A. w. Saenza) and W. W. Zachary 

Naval Research Laboratory. Washington. D. C. 20375 
(Received 19 December 1977) 

Consider a pair of nonrelativistic N-particle (N?: 2) systems with unitarily equivalent Hamiltonians Hand 
W· HW. Typically, W· HW involves nonlocal multiparticle interactions even when only local pair 
interactions are present in H. For the respective cases when H involves short-range interactions alone and 
also when it involves long·range ones, sufficient conditions are established in order for a scattering 
amplitude of the first system pertaining to any states in given entry and exit channels to equal the 
amplitude of the second system pertaining to corresponding states. This is accomplished by a time
dependent approach. The correspondence in question assigns to each channel state of the first system a 
channel state of the second system in a bijective and intuitively natural manner. Nontrivial examples are 
given of unitary operators W for which the above equality holds for all channels of these systems. This 
applies to a large class of interactions in H, including interactions with suitable long-range parts. The 
present work is the theoretical foundation of a new method of the authors, discussed elsewhere, for 
investigating many-body nuclear forces phenomenologically. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous publication, 1 we derived necessary and 
sufficient conditions for two unitarily equivalent nonrel
ativistic Hamiltonians to yield the same S operator for 
single -channel scattering. Our work was based on a 
time -dependent approach similar to that of Ekstein, 2 

whose sufficient condition is generalized. An important 
contribution of Ref. 2 was to exhibit the power of time
dependent scattering theory for obtaining criteria of 
scattering equivalence. Unfortunately, the formalism of 
that reference has the essential limitation of being in
applicable to scattering phenomena involving bound-state 
fragments in the initial or final channels. Time-depen
dent methods are also used in the present publication, in 
which the approach of Refs. 1 and 2 is extended to 
multichannel scattering. 

This extension is of direct relevance to nuclear 
physics, since it forms the basis of a new method3 for 
the phenomenological study of many -body nuclear 
forces. The method has been successfully applied re
cently4,5 to the bound trinucleon systems. However, the 
present paper is focused on the basic issues of scatter
ing theory concerned and is understandable without any 
knowledge of its nuclear applications. 

Let Hand W*HW be two unitarily equivalent, non
relativistic, N -particle (N:C- 2) Hamiltonian operators 
acting in L 2(1R3 N). Typically, W* HW involves nonlocal 
multiparticle interactions if N:>- 3, even if only local 
pair interactions occur in H. 3 In Sec. 2, only the case 
when the interactions in H are of short range is con
sidered. The set of channel subspaces defined in that 
section for the case when the Hamiltonian of the N 
particles of interest is W*HW is in bijective corre
spondence with the set of channel subspaces appropriate 
to the situation when their Hamiltonian is H. The defini
tion is very natural physically. Given any pair of chan-

a)This paper was completed when A. W. S!ienz was on 
sabbatical leave at the Department of Physics, Princeton 
Uni versity, Princeton, N. J. 

nel subspaces H"" He of the latter type, it is proved 
under rather weak assumptions that the scattering am
plitude for the process!", -Lis is equal to that for the 
process f", - gil for each in state 1",- H '" and each out 
state gs E' Hil . Here I",(ife) is the in (out) state into which 
/",(gs) is mapped by the bijective transformation in 
question. In Sec. 3, the theory of Sec. 2 is extended to 
a large class of nonrelativistic Hamiltonians H whose 
interactions can have both short-range and long -range 
parts. Suitable Coulombic potentials are included 
among these interactions. The generalization of the 
main results of Secs. 2 and 3 to short-range interactions 
with hard cores and the inclusion of spin and statistics 
is straightforward, but we have elected not to discuss 
these matters to avoid cumbersome notational complexi
ties. It is also possible to formulate our results in the 
language of two-Hilbert space multichannel scattering 
theory'; but, although elegant, this way of expressing 
our theory is less transparent physically and less con
venient for applications than the standard multichannel 
scattering formulation employed in this paper and will 
not be mentioned any further here. 

In Sec. 4, we consider two nontrivial examples of 
unitary operators W for which the above equality of 
corresponding scattering amplitudes holds for all entry 
and exit channel subspaces fi", and fiB' This equality 
holds in a large variety of cases in which H involves 
only short-range interactions or interactions which also 
have a long-range part. One of these examples is an 
operator W of the form I + K, where K is related to a 
compact operator in a certain L" space. The other 
example is an operator W which is a multichannel ver
sion of the transformations termed Bohm -Gross -Baker 
transformations in Ref. 1. Single -channel analogs of 
our examples have been extensively applied in nuclear 
physics. 7 Certain formal unitary operators used in 
Refs. 4 and 5 for N = 3, when expressed in standard 
Hilbert space language, are essentially special cases of 
the multiparticle operators W investigated in Sec. 4. 

An asymptotic theorem on the long -time evolution of 
wavepackets when certain long-range potentials act, 
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which is needed in Sec. 4, is stated and proved in the 
Appendix. 

2. SCATTERING EQUIVALENCE WHEN THE 
INTERACTIONS IN H ARE OF SHORT RANGE 

We consider N- 2 distinguishable particles with a 
Hamiltonian operator H, self-adjoint in 1/= L"(IRlN). 
Typically, II is given in a formal sense by 

(2.1) 

where the V ij are pair interactions of short range, 
i. e., operators of multiplication in II by appropriate 
real functions ViJC'i - x) on IR'. For the general pur
poses of this section, detailed definitions of H and most 
of the other Hamiltonians therein are irrelevant. B 

Let D = {C" ... ,Cn } be a partition of the N integers 
(particles) {1, ... , N} into 1/ "clusters" C" ... , Cn' 
where we always assume that II >, 2. The number of 
integers in each C I is denoted by III' Consider a linear 
mapping X= (x" ... ,x",) f-.. (XDl ~D) of IR'N onto itself 
having a Jacobian of absolute value unity. Here X D 

= (X" ... , X,l Ec IR'n specifies the center-of-mass vec
tors X 1= ':, j ~ C I JJI jX/;UI of the particles in the various 
clusters, where MI='.:jfCCllllj' For II <N, ~D 

= (~ll ... , ;V-n) (' IR,IN-nl determines their relative posi
tions in each cluster, ;r (r= 1, ... ,N - II) being a linear 
combination of differences Xj - x k such that i and Ii are 
in the sam2 cluster. We write ~ (1) for the vector 
(;) " IR31 nl- 1) whose components ~r involve only differ
ences of this kind with j, Ii ~ C I' -

We associate with D the "free" Hamiltonian H D' a 
self -adjoint operator in II, formally obtained in the 
case (2. 1) by omitting from this expression all Vi} 
linking different clusters. This property will be as
sumed in the sense that 

+ t(Jllrpl)(~lll) {'r rpl,(~1 1'1) (2,2) 
1=1 [:f-['=1 

(n , ~2) 

for all (Icl/ of the formf(x)=F(XD)117drpl(~Il»), where 
FE- D(H'b), rp I c DUll) (rp 1'= 1) if III >, 2 (III = 1). Here Hb 
is the unique self -adjoint operator in L 2(IR3n) which is an 
extension in L 2 (IR 3n ) of -Z~d(2MlrlD.x on C~(IR3n) and, 
for III ~ 2, "I is the inte rnal Hamiltoniin of C /l a self
adjoint operator in L 2(IR'1 nl-I '), formally constructed 
in the above example from the operator of type (2.1) in
volving only i, j t' C I by eliminating the center -of -mass 
motion. 

Let D be such that either 11 = N or that II ~ N and that 
each 71( with 111 :, 2 has a nonempty point spectrum. Let 
QI be a channel consistent" with D, i. e., a pair QI = liD 

= (b Dl D), where b D is empty for 11 = N and is otherwise 
a set {<p IlI1 I > 2} of eigenstates of lz Il one for each 1 with 
III ~ 2. The corresponding channel subspace Ii" is the 
set of all 1>'" "'. II of the form 

(2.3) 

where FE L2(IR3n) and <PI ':0 1 for III = 1. 

An immediate consequence of (2.2) and (2.3) will be 
needed, namely, that 
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(H D1>' ,,)(x) = [(H'b+ E"I)FI(XD ) IT IjJI(~Il)) (2.4) 
1"1 

for each of the states (2.3) with FE- D(lib). Here E" is 
the sum of the energy eigenvalues of all the bound states 
4'1 when II < N and is zero when 11= N. 

For each channel QI = QI Dl the M¢ller wave operators 
are given by 

n~=s-limn",t 
t_±oo 

if the respective limit exists. Here 

n",t = V'jU D,t E" 

for -00 </ <oc, with 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

over this range of f, 10 E" denoting the proj ection from 

Ii onto Ii". 
When H is of the type (2.1), the existence of the wave 

operators (2.5) has been proved for general N> 2.11 
The more delicate property of asymptotic completeness 
has been proved for N~ 3 only in a relatively small 
number of cases. 10 These proofs of existence and 
asymptotic completeness apply to appropriate short
range potentials. 

We now consider the case when the Hamiltonian of the 
N particles of interest is 

11= W*HW, 

where W: 1/ - II is a unitary operator. We shall also 
need to define "free" Hamiltonians ii D which will play 
a role with respect to Ii analogous to that of the opera
tors lID in relation to H. Before defining the operators 
liD' we shall impose certain conditions on W. 

In addition to being unitary, it will be supposed in 
this section that W has the following two properties for 
each D={C I , ••• , CJ (n> 2): 

(1) The limits 

s -limUD* t wUD f = TV D t - too ' , . 
(2.7) 

exist, their common value being a unitary operator WD • 

In terms of the mapping x 1- (XD, ~D) we define U D, t: II 
- Ii as the unique unitary operator such that 

WD , t f)(y) = [exp( - iIH'b)F I(XD)rp( ~D) 

for functions f 1-1 of the form 

f(\') = F(X D)rp(tD), 

with F E- L"(IR3n) and rp E L2(IR3IN-nl) (rp '= 1) if n <N 

(II=N). 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2) For each f E 1/ of the type specified immediately 
after (2.2), 

(W j)(x)=F(X ) IT (II' ,n )(tlll) 
D. D 1=1 I'+" 1 S , (2.10) 

where lUI is a unitary operator on L 2(IR3
(n l-I») when 111 

> 2 and is unity when "I = 1. 

Examples of unitary operators W satisfying these two 
conditions for all D will be given in Sec. 4.22 As far as 
we know, the problem of characterizing such operators 
in general is open at present. 23 

For a given D, (2.7) asserts that W D arises from W 
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by making an infinite time displacement, toward the 
past or future, of the centers of the pertinent clusters. 
In a rough intuitive sense, this is the same as spatially 
displacing these centers infinitely far away from one 
another. Of course, the obvious precise statement of 
this equivalence is only true under suitable conditions. 24 

For each D, we define 

HD= W~HDWD' 

Because of (2.9), iiDl satisfies an equation of the same 
product structure as (2.2), with the h/ replaced by 
?:;Ji ll /w / and so forth, but with the same If'v and F, where 
(=W~r, with(as stated immediately after (2.2). That 
is, loosely speaking, ifD contains no interactions be
tween different clusters of the D considered and WD 

does not affect the center-of-mass motion of the 
clusters. 

Let o! = O! D be a channel in_the sense defined previous
ly. We define the subspace H Ol of channel states of the 
transformed system corresponding to H Ol as the set of 
all states 

Since (2) holds for all D, ;r;. Ol has the same type of pro
duct structure (2.3) as the corresponding >¥ Ol' 

The properties of the operators if D and subspaces f! Ol 

stated in the proceding two paragraphs appear to be 
essential to construct a physically reasonable multi
channel scattering theory when fl is the Hamiltonian of 
the N particles. This was our motivation for imposing 
condition (2). Nevertheless, it is not necessary to 
assume that this condition is satisfied for any D in order 
to prove the main results of this section -those stated 
in Theorem 2. 1. 

For each channel O! = O! D> the M!liller wave operators 
appropriate to the case when the Hamiltonian of the N 
particles of interest is H are defined by 

when the respective limits exist. Here 

nOl,t = ViUDjiOl' 

where 

U D,t = exp( - itii D) = w;t; U D,t WD> 

V t= exp(- Uif) = W*VtW, 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

and where E Ol denotes the projection from H onto H Ol' 

Let Cl' = aD and i3= i3D, be channels consistent with the 
respective cluster decompositions D and D'. Provided 
the pertinent wave operators exist, we define partial 
scattering operators SBOl and SSOl for the original and 
transformed system, respectively, in the conventional 
manner: 

s8",=n,i*n~, S80l=n~*n~. 
(Theorem 2.1 entails that SSOl exists if SSOl does.) We 
shall be interested in the case when the scattering 
amplitude from each in state of HOl to each out state of 
H Ol and Hs is equal to the scattering amplitude between 
corresponding in and out states of H Ol and Hs: 
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('ifB,SBOlfOl)=V!B,SSOlfOl ), 'tI f",ecH"" 'tI gsEHs. (2.13) 

Here 

fOl = W'D f OlE iI Ol,'ifS= w;t;,gs ec Hs. 

Theorem 2.1: Let a = Cl'D be a channel consistent with 
a decomposition D and such that n~ exist. Then n~ 
exist. Moreover, if i3 = (3D' is a channe 1 consistent with 
D', then (2.13) obtains for the channels Q! and {3, 

Remarks: Let n~ exist for all channels and suppose 
that the familiar pairwise orthogonality property 
R~ n R~ = {a} holds for O! * {3, where R~ are the ranges 
of n~. USing, in particular, (2. 17) in the proof of 
Theorem 2. 1, one easily shows that asymptotic com
pleteness holds for the ranges R~ of the wave operators 

n~ iff it holds for the R~. That is, R. = lL = Hac(ii) iff 
R.=R_=Hac(H), where R±=Gl",R~, R±=GlOlR~, the direct 
sums running over all channels and Hac(H),jla/iI) being 
the subspaces of absolute continuity of H, H, 
respectively. 

A remark similar to that in the penUltimate sentence 
can be made about the scattering systems considered 
in Sec. 3. 

Proof of The01'em 2.125: We first observe that 

(2.14) 

as follows directly, in particular from tiLe appropriate 
definitions, (2.4), and the facts that WDHOl=HOl and that 
WD commutes with UD t and is unitary. This commuta
tivity follows from the' assumption that W D exists and 
is equal to the limits (2.7), together with the fact that 
{UD,o _00 <t <oor is a unitary group. 

Using (2.12), (2.14), and the identity 

we can write 

nOl,t= w*nOl,t W D + exp(- if Oll) 

XW*Vt(WUD,t - UD,tWD)EOl • 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

In view of (2.7), the unitary of UD t and the uniform 
boundedness of e;'p( - iEOlt) W* Vi, the second term on the 
rhs of (2. 16) converges strongly to zero as t - ± 00. 

From this fact, the assumed existence of n~ and (2.14), 
we infer that n~ exist and are given by 

(2.17) 

under the present hypotheses. 

We now prove that (2.13) obtains for the channels 
O! = O! D' (3 = f3D,. Using, in particular, (2.15) and its 
analog for channel (3, it is easily seen that (2.13) is 
equivalent to 

(2.18) 

Expressing SBOl in terms of the operators n~ and r2,i as 
given by (2. 17) and its analog for channel {3 and invoking 
the unitarity of the relevant operators~ we find that 
(2. 18) is satisfied for the channels O! and {3 considered. 
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3. GENERALIZATION TO THE PRESENCE OF 
LONG·RANGE INTERACTIONS IN H 

In this section, we find it necessary to be rather 
specific about the Hamiltonian H of the N particles. 
This is due primarily to the complications introduced 
by the occurrence of long-range interactions. H is de
fined here as the unique self-adjoint extension in H 
= L 2(JR3N) of a differential operator of the form (2. 1) on 
C;(JR3N), with each Vij (1 ~ i <i c: N), an operator of 
multiplication by a function Vij(x i -x)(xpXj C JR3), with 

(3.1) 

The short-range and long -range parts of Vij('), V!/·) 
and Vi~(')' respectively, are real functions on JR3. We 
also suppose that there exist three positive constants, 
15, C, and p, with 0 <p ~ 1, such that 

(1 + I x I )1+5 I Vf/y ) I C U(JR3) + C(JR3), 

I vPVf/y) I ~ C(1 + I x I t(P+PI, 

for all positive integers p. 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

For every D, H D and the 11 1 are as defined for systems 
of the type (2.1) by the third paragraph of Sec. 2 and the 
second sentence of Ref. 8. In particular, H D is the 
unique self -adjoint extension in H of the differential 
operator (2.1) on C;(R3N) for the V ij in (3.1). Naturally, 
the terminology a = 0' D and H", will be understood now in 
terms of the latter operators lz I" Hence (2.2) and (2.4) 
are satisfied for elements of H of the respective indi
cated types in terms of the operators H D and h, of this 
section. 

Consider a cluster decomposition D = {C" ..• , Cn}' 
For every nonnegative integer r, rg,\ is an operator of 
multiplication in the momentum -space representation 
by L 2(JR3n) by a function r~r~(p) defined recurSively by 

rji>,lt(p) =0, 
(3.3) 

r(rl (P) = J t V (sM-Ip + \7 r(r-ll (P)) ds D,t 0 L P , 

1'= 1,2, ... , 

for P= (Pu "" Pn) C JR3n. Here sM-IP 

= (sM~1 P u '" ,sM~IP), with M 1 = 2,jcc,mj as before, 
\7 P = (\7 PI' ••• , \7 p), and /I L is the following real function 
on R 3n

: 

VL (X l1 ... ,Xn)= .0 6 Vi~(XA-X~). (3.4) 
l::50i\<j.l::S:n iEC\ 

icc ... 

At each such r, let Gb',ll be the unique bounded self
adjoint operator for which 

(3.5) 

when{is of the product form (2.9), with F and rp as 
specified immediately after the latter equation. 

For every channel 0'= O'D consistent with D, we define 
modified wave operators: 

O~ = s-limO" 1 
t-±oo ' 

(3.6) 

if the respective limits exist, where now 

0",1 = ViU~,tE". 

Here E", is the projection of H onto H", interpreted in 
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the present sense, Viis given by (2.6) in terms of the 
H of this section, and 

U~,t = UD,I exp(- iG~~p, 

where U D ,I is defined by (2. 6), with H D understood as 
in this section. We denote by In the smallest positive 
integer greater than p-I - 1. 

It can be shown that the wave operators (3.6) exist for 
all channels when the conditions (3.1)-(3.2b) on the 
Vij are satisfied. Actually, we have proved this under 
much weaker hypotheses on the VL, with m understood 
in a generalized sense. 26 

We again consider a unitary operator W: H - H. In 
the present section, W D is a unitary operator having the 
properties (1') and (2) for all D, where the latter prop
erty was stated in Sec. 2 and the former property is as 
follows: 

(1') The equations 

WD=s-limU~*1 WU~ I' t-±co ' , 

hold. Here U~,I: H-H is the unitary operator 

U~,t = UD,t exp(- iGb~n, 

with UD,I as in (2.8). 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Since U~ 1 controls the long -time evolution of the 
centers of ~ass of the clusters of the D of interest for 
the interactions now being considered (Lemma A.l of 
the Appendix), (3.7) can be interpreted physically, 
f[rosso modo, in a manner similar to that mentioned in 
connection with (2.7).27 The motivation for imposing 
condition (2) here is the same as in Sec. 2. 

We define ff, ff D> !l ", and E ",in this section just as in 
the previous one, but of course with Hand H D under
stood in the sense of the present section. When ff, in
stead of H, is the Hamiltonian of the relevant N parti
cles, the modified wave operators corresponding to each 
0' = O'D are defined by (2.11) when they exist, but with 

n",,1 = ViU~,tE",. 
Here if t is as in (2.6) in terms of the present if and 

fJ~,t= WbU~,t WD· 

Naturally, the partial scattering operators Se" and 
S6", of this section are given by the same formulas of 
Sec. 2, with 0;, O~, nii, and n~ signifying the respec
tive modified wave operators of the previous paragraph. 

Theorem 3.1: Let 0' = O'D be a Channel consistent with 
the decompOSition D and let O~ exist. Then O~ exist. 
In addition, let {3= {3D' be a channel consistent with the 
decompOSition D'. Then (2.13), interpreted in the sense 
of this section, holds for the channels 0' and (3. 

PrOOf: A proof similar to that of Theorem 2. 1, with 
U~,I playing the role of UD,I in the earlier proof, serves 
to establish the present theorem. In particular, one 
employs equations of the same structure as (2.14), but 
with UD,t replaced by U~,t. To derive these equations, 
one inVOkes, among other properties, the commutativity 
of W D with U~, t> which follows by using condition (2), 
(3.5), (3.8), and the corresponding commutativity 
property of U D, t. 
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4. EXAMPLES OF OPERATORS W FOR WHICH 
(2.13) HOLDS FOR ALL CHANNELS 

These examples are of two types. In subsection A of 
this section, we consider a unitary operator W = TV, 
= I + K, where K is defined in terms of a certain com
pact operator. In subsection B, we discuss a unitary 
operator W= W2 of the Bohm-Gross-Baker type. From 
results of this section, it follows for all D that WI and 
W 2 have property (1') of Sec. 3, and therefore (1) of 
Sec. 2, as well as property (2) of Sec. 2. 

Suppose that one of the following cases obtains: (i) H 
and every HD are self-adjoint operators, with each HD 
satisfying (2. 2) for the indicated functions ( and with 
the wave operators (2.5) existing for all channels; (ii) 
H and every H D are as prescribed in Sec. 3, with the 
p -independent constant p in (3. 2b) obeying 1 < p < 1. 
Th('11 (2.13), IIIldcystood ill cithcr thr "rllSC oj Src. 2 
or Scc. 3, 1/Oids (or (II! chmli/cls a (llid {3 II'lirll W= Wi 

(i= 1,2). This follows by applying Theorems 2.1 and 
3.1 to WI and W2 , the application being legitimate in 
view of the properties of these operators stated in the 
penultimate sentence of the previous paragraph and of 
the assumptions made in the first sentence of the pres
ent paragraph. 

It is physically reasonable to demand that the inde
pendence of the relative motion from the center-of
mass motion, which holds for typical nonrelativistic 
N -particle systems with translationally invariant inter
actions under suitable technical assumptions, should 
also hold for the corresponding N -particle transformed 
systems. More precisely, let the Hamiltonian H of the 
original system satisfy the equation 

for each gE. D(H) of the form g(x) = G(X)X(1)), with 
G E D(Ho), X E DUI), Ho(h) being the usual self-adjoint 
Hamiltonian in L 2 (R 3 )(L 2(R 3

(N-ll)) governing the latter 
(former) motion. Here a transformation X= (x p ••• ,x,.) 
1- (X, 1) with Jacobian of absolute value unity is under
stood, where 1) = (111) ..• , 11,v-I) E IR3 (.v-I '), each 11k being 
a linear combination of differences Xi - x j • Plainly, for 
all such g an equation of the same structure will obtain 
for kif, where jj = W*HW andi7= W*g for the unitary W 
of interest, the same Ho and G appearing in both equa
tions, if 

(Wg)(x) = G(X)(,f'X)(1) (4.1) 

for every such g, with 1U a unitary operator. The opera
tor WI in subsection A evidently has this property and 
the operator W l in subsection B can be specialized to 
possess it. However, the property in question is irrele
vant with respect to whether (2.13) holds for any chan
nel a and {3, either in the sense of Sec. 2 or Sec. 3. 

A. Example W = WI 

Let us express the position vectors xl> ••• ,X N of the N 
particles in terms of the variables X, fli (i = 1, ... , 3N 

-4), R. Here X is the center-of-mass vector 6~=I>njX/ 
'[,J=lmj of the particles and the fliEIi and R=('[,l"'i(j"'NCij 
x IXi -Xj 12)1/2 E [0,00) are the so-called hyperspherical 
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angles and the hyperspherical radius, respectively. The 
cij are positive constants and each Ii U= 1, ... , 3N -4) 
is a finite interval. We set I 3 (N-ll = [0,00) for conve
nience. The 3(N -1) variables flp R are such that each 
coordinate difference Xj - x k can be expressed solely in 
terms of them. 28 

More precisely, we consider a mapping h : (X,.l', z) 
f-- X= (xl>'" ,xN) of IR3 x!YixN into IR3N , where j}; 
= x iC 8Ii' A being a nonempty subset of {I, ... , 3(N -1)~ 
and B= {I, ... , 3(N -l)l\A. In addition, we suppose 
that 3(N -1) B. The intervals Ii in the cartesian prod
ucts j}; and N are ordered in a fixed, but arbitrary 
manner. If we regard, as we shall, Ii1 and N as sub
spaces of appropriate linear spaces IRP and IRq, normed 
in the usual way and with j) and q positive integers such 
that j) + If = 3(N - 1), it is clear that!11 is bounded and N 
is unbounded. The boundedness of Ih will play an essen
tial role in this subsection. 

For any positive values of the C ij> there are many 
ways of selecting the & i and Ii so that h has the following 
properties, which will be assumed to hold henceforth. 
First, h (0) is a one -one differentiable mapping onto an 
open subset 0 of 1R3N differing at most from 1R3N by a 
set of measure zero, where 0 is obtained from R3 x,/h xN 
by deleting the endpoints of all the Ii' Second, the 
absolute value of the Jacobian of ;. at any (X, 1', z) EO 
equals a(z), where a is a real-valued function on j}; 
which is positive at each of the latter z values and 
bounded on each bounded subset of N. 

Hyperspherical coordinates j)('1' sr are of little 
interest here. They were introduced merely as a sim
ple, convenient way of defining a mapping ,{ with the 
stated properties. 

Let WI: 1,'- A' be a unitary operator of the form 

WI=I+K, 

K:H - A' being a bounded operator such that 

(Kf)(d=a- 1/2(z)(k](X,y, '))(z), 

for / E fl, where 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

and where, of course, x is the image of (X,v, z) under 
;.. The assumption that f E H together with the stated 
properties of h entail, via a change of variables in the 
pertinent integral, that ](X,l', ')EL 2(N) a.e. The sym
bol/( in (4.3) denotes a compact operator from L2(N) 

into itself, but it is easy to see that K is not compact. 29 

The factor a- 1/2 (z) has been introduced for convenience. 

Consider the simple example in which 

/,= [exp(ia) -1]p, 

where a is a real number and P is a projection operator 
from L 2 (N) onto a one-dimensional subspace spanned 
by if> c UrN), with 

(4.5) 

Hence 

K= [expUa) -lIP 
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in this example, p:H - H being a projection of infinite
dimensional range, obviously given by 

(4.6) 

for each f E H. That P is a projection follows easily, 
in partic~lar, by changing variables in the integral of 
interest and uSing (4.5) and Fubini's theorem. [Argu
ments of this type will be used henceforth in this sub
section without explicit comment. ] Hence the operator 
WI = I + [exp{iQ') - I]P = exp(iQ'p) appropriate to this 
special case is unitary. For future use, we remark that 

II PfW = f
IR

3
X 

AlI(..p,](X,y, .» L2(Nl12 dXdy <00 (4.7) 

at each such f, II· II standing as before for the H 
= L 2 (lR3N

) norm. 

Theorem 4. 1: For each D, let U~ t be the operator 
defined by (3.8) for >n = 1, where ea'ch function Vfj(') 
(1 e;; i <i e;; N) occurring impliCitly in this definition is a 
real function on lR3 satisfying (3. 2b) for P = 1 with a 
constant p > ~. Let WI: H - H be the unitary operator 
(4.2), with K as defined in the paragraph containing 
(4.2). Then (3.7) [and therefore (2.7)] holds for all D 
with TV-= WI and WD=I, 

s-limU~*t WIU~ t=I. 
t .. too' , 

Remar1?s: Let W~ be a unitary operator of the form 
I+K', where (K'f)(x) = (KH(X, '))(1)) for eachfEH. Here 
H(X,1)=f{x), the linear transformation x=(xH ••• ,xN ) 

t- (X, 1) mentioned in the paragraph containing (4.1) 
being understood and K:L 2 (lR3 (N-I')_L 2(lR3(N-ll) is a 
compact operator. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 
holds with WI replaced by W; as follows by an approach 
analogous to that used in the proof of this theorem be
low. When the action of K' on f E H is expressed in 
terms of suitable hyperspherical coordinates, an equa
tion similar to (4.3) is obtained, as expected, but with 
1? in (4.3) replaced by a compact operator from L2(N') 

into L"(N'), where N' = x~~tIllj' In contrast to the 
usefulness of these coordinates elsewhere in this sub
section, this is merely a cumbersome restatement of 
the above definition of K' . 

Proof of Theorem 4.1: In the proof, K and k will be 
as defined in the paragraph containing (4.2). The 
assertion of the theorem is clearly equivalent to the 
statement that 

s-limKU~. t = 0 
t .. too 

(4.8) 

obtains for each D. To prove this statement, we make 
a series of simplifying remarks. 

Since k is compact, there exists for each E > 0 a 
finite operator sum 'Z/=laiPi such that 

y 

II k -£ aiPill L 2(Nl <E, 
l=l 

(4.9) 

the a i being complex constants and each Pi a projection 
from L 2 (N) onto its one-dimensional subspace spanned 
by CPu with IlcpjIIL2(Nl=1. One easily sees that (4.9) is 
true when k, Pi> and 11'II L2(N) are replaced by K, Pi> 
and II ·1I(i= 1, ... , r), where Pi is defined by (4.6), with 
cP i replacing CP. With the aid of this last result and of 
the uni tari ty of each U~. t> we conclude that 
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IIKU~ tflle;;t laiIIIPiU~,tfll+Ellfll 
• i= 1 

for fE': H and all D. Whence (4.8) holds if 

s-limPU~ t = 0 (4.10) 
t-±oc I 

for the same D when P is given by (4.6). From now on, 
we fix CP, and therefore P. 

It is enough to prove (4.10) for every D in the case 
when CP, besides satisfying (4. 5) is a bounded function 
of bounded support. To see this, observe that for each 
E >0 there exists a cp' EL 2(N), bounded and of bounded 
support, and such that II cP -CP'II L2(N) <E and IIcp/IIL2(Nl 
= 1. Define P' by (4.5), with cp' replacing CP. Then 
elementary results of integration theory, together with 
(4.5), the last two properties of cp/, and the unitarity 
of each U~. t yield 

IIPU~.tfll <IIP'U~.tfll +2Ellfll 

for f E H and all D, from which the asserted sufficiency 
follows. Henceforth, cP will be a bounded function of 
compact support. 

In the remainder of this proof, D={Cl>"" Cn} will 
be fixed and f will be a fixed function of the product form 
(2.9), with FE 5 D and cp a bounded function in 
L 2(R 3 (N-nl) for 11<N and cp = 1 for 11 = N. The space 2D is 
defined in the first sentence of the paragraph following 
Eq. (AI) of the Appendix. Since II PU~)I = 1 and since 
the closed span of the elements of the type (2.8) just 
specified equals H, it suffices to show that 

limll PU~. tf II = o. 
t-too 

(4.11) 

An important simplification in the proof arises from 
the fact that, under the present hypotheses, Lemma 
A. 1 entails that 

(4.12) 

ZD.t being defined by (A3) of the Appendix for thef, F, 
and cp presently under consideration. In (A3) and else
where, F denotes the L 1(R 3n

) Fourier transform of F. 

Because of (4.12) and the boundedness of P, (4.11) 
will follow if it is proved that 

lim II PZD tfll = O. 
I tl-<Xl ' 

(4.13) 

We proceed to do this. 

Let 1<= suppCP. Using, in particular, (4.7), (A3) 
interpreted in the present sense, the boundedness of cp, 
the boundedness and support properties of CP, the fact 
that C1 is bounded on the compact subset I< C lRq, and 
making the change 

of integration variable for t"* 0, we find readily that 

II PZ D, tfW e;; const I t 1-3(n-I) 

X J R3 xNUX I F(Yt(u,y, z»1 dZ]2 dudy (4.14) 

at every such t. The vector-valued function Yt(u, y, z) 
is rly=(rIM1X p ... ,rIM~n) expressed in terms of the 
indicated vector variables and is thus of the form 
(Mju+ r1fJ1(Y, e), .•• , Mnu+ r1fJn(y, z», where, for each 
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l = 1, ... ,II, {3/ : /Y, xN _1R3 is I independent with 
I {3/(V, z) [ bounded on each bounded subset of /11 x N. 

Since F is of compact support and I {3/( v, z) I is bounded 
on Ii1 xK for each l, it is easy to see that, for any pre
assigned 11> 0, we can replace 1R3 in the domain of 
integration in (4.14) by some compact, t-independent 
subset of 1R3 when t'" 11" Thus the integral on the rhs of 
(4.14) is bounded by some finite, t-independent number 
for t ? t l' It follows that 

lip ZD.t/11 '" constl t 1-3(n-11/2 

at each such t and therefore that (4.13) holds. 

B. Example W = W 230 

For each D = {C" ... , C n}, it will again be necessary 
to consider the transformation X= (XU'" ,xN ) 

t- (XD , ~D)' For notational convenience, we shall denote 
X D = (X" ... ,X") and ~D = (~" ... , ~N-") by X and ~, 
respectively, in this subsection. We introduce mappings 
hand hD having the following properties for every D: 

(a) h : 1R3N - lR?N and hD
: lR3N _lR3N are injective and 

continuously differentiable, and their respective 
Jacobians J(x) and JD(x) are nonvanishing on 1R3N. More
over, h is independent of D and hD is the identity map 
on R 3N for 11 = N. We write h(x) = (hI (x), ..• , hN(x» and 
hD(x) = (hf(x), ... , h~(x)) for each x = (x" .•• , xN) E: 1R3N. 

(b) If n < N, hD leaves each X 1 invariant, i. e. , 
N N 
Lm.hD(x)=L mx, xE:R3N • (4.15) 
j= 1 J } j= 1 J J 

(c) If i E: C leD and Ill? 2, then hf(x) - p depends on x 

only through Xj - x k with j, k E C. We can thus write 
pf(~>= hf(x) -Xi for each i and x, where the lhs is 
independent of X [in this notation, which is abusive for 
the case '1 = N, each pf(~) is identically zero by (a) 
and (c) in this case]. 

(d) Define Pi (X, ~)=hi(X) -Xi for each i and x. If n <N, 
then at each (X, ~) E 1R3N XlRJ(N-n" 

lim IPi(X,O-pfWI=O~ 
v(X)-oo 

lim I api(X, o/ax I,P 1= 0, (4. 16) 
v(Xl-~ 

lim I api(X, ~)/a~r p- apfW/a~r pi :=;0, 
.,(X) .... a;:l • I 

foralli=l, ... ,N, 1=1, ... ,n, r=I, ... ,N-n, p 
= 1,2,3, where veX) = min1E'''m'''n(X , - Xm) and p labels 
the pertinent CarWsian components. If n= N, then the 
first two EqlJ. (4.16) are satisftelt at each X E: lR3N over 
the lJtated range of indl~.es.. 

(e) At every i, r, l, and pin (4.16), Pj(X, 1;), pf(~), 
and their partial derivatives with respect to Xl,p and 
~T,p are bounded over lR3n xIR3

(N-nl when n "" N. This 
statement holds for the partial derivatives with respect 
to Xl,p with lR3n xIR3(N-nl replaced by 1R3N when n=N. 

Remarks: 

1. For any given D, (a), (b), and (c) jointly guarantee 
that property (2) of Sec. 2 holds when WD is replaced by 
W2 D in (2.10) and that W2 D [defined in (4.18) below 1 is 
the' unit operator in L 2(1R3(N-nl) when D corresponds to 
the free channel. However, it is not necessary for (b) 
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to hold in order for Theorem 4,2 to be true. Assump
tion (d) states for each D that h(x) and hD(x), as well as 
their derivatives, agree at large intercluster separa
tions [l'(X) - 00 I. A number of the hypotheses about h 
and the tzD have been made to avoid annoying complica
tions. Specifically, the conditions on differentiability 
and the nonvanishing of the pertinent Jacobians can be 
slightly relaxed. 

2. It is perhaps not obvious that mappings hand tz D 
with all of the above properties exist. Here is an exam
ple and many more can be easily devised. For each 
XElR3N andD={C" ... ,Cn}. let 

h.(x)=x.+ £.:.:.::L g .. (lx .. 12)X, IV (m )'/2 
t l itj=l nl i lJ 11 t1 

i=I, ... , N, 

hf(X)=X j + L (mj)I/2gjj(lxjJI2)Xjj, iEC"l=l, .•• ,n, 
j'IEC, mj 

where, of course, the summation in the expression for 
hf(x) is to be omitted if i E: C / with n l = 1. Here mj is 
again the mass of the ith particle and Xjj=Xj -Xj' For 
each i * j (i, j = 1, ... , N), gjj: [0,00) -IR has the proper
ties: f{jj =f{ji> f{ij E: C' ([O, 00», gij(r) =0(1'1/ 2

) as r- 00, 

and 21'1 df{i/r)/dr 1 + If{j/r) I'" con [0,00), c being a 
positive constant. Invoking, in particular, the contrac
tion mapping principle in lR3N

, it follows that (a) is 
satisfied by this example for every D if c is small 
enough. It is easy to verify that the remaining conditions 
on h and the hD are also satisfied for all D. 

For every iJi E: Hand D, the operators W2 and W2 ,D 

are defined by 

(4.17) 

(WZ.DIP)(x) = uD(x) lP(hD(x)), (4.18) 

where u(x) = I J(x) 1'/2 and uD(x) = I J D( "() 11/2.30 

Using assumption (a) and elementary theorems of 
integration theory, one can show that W2 and W2 , Dare 
unitary for all D. Notice that W2 satisfies (4.1) for each 
f{ of the indicated form if h fulfills the following addi
tional conditions: (4.15) holds with hD replaced by hand 
each hj(x) -Xi depends on x= (Xl>" • ,xN) only through 
differences Xi -XI' 

Theorem 4.2: Define each Un.! as in Theorem 4.1. 
Then (3.7) holds for all D With W-== W2 • D: 

S~HmU~~ I W,#UD, I:::: Wa,D' 
t ... ±oo 

PYoof: In it, D == {C" ... , Cn} will be considered fixed 
and we will assume that n < N. The case n = N yields to 
analogous, Simpler arguments. 

The operators W2 • D and Un,t commute, since 
W2,DU~,t and U~,tW2,D are equal when restricted to ele
ments of H of the type specified by (2. 9) and the line 
following that equation. Combining this commutativity 
with the unitarity of U~, to one sees that the theorem will 
follow if 

s-lim(W2 - W2 •D )UD,t = 0. 
I tl-~ 

(4.19) 

In this proof, f will again be fixed and of the form 
(2.9), with FE: SD and with cp a continuous complex
valued function on 1R3

(N-nl of bounded support. Reasoning 
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similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that 
(4.19) will hold for the D being considered if we estab
lish that 

lim II (11', - W2 D)ZD t rll = O. 
It 1- 00 ~ , , . 

(4.20) 

To prove (4.20), we first change the variables of 
integration in the integral II (W2 - W 2 ,D)ZD,tfW to X=Xm 
~ = ~D and employ (A3) and the other pertinent defini
tions, thus obtaining 

II (W2 - W2,D)ZD,tfW 

= const 111-3" J
IR

3n'R 3(N-n) I a '(X, ~) .\(X, ~,t) 

XF(t-ly)qJ(Z) - a~WF(t-lY)qJ(~D) hiXd~, (4.21) 

where a'(X, ~)=a(x), a~(~)=aDCr) [aDh') can be ex
pressed in terms of ~ alone by our assumptions on hD' 
including (c)], and the other new symbols in (4.21) have 
the following meanings. We define 

A(X, ~,I)= exp[~iI-l t }\,,1/ 15U2 - IXI12)] 
1 =0 

xexp{ - i[r D, /r'Y) - r D,tU-1y) I}, (4.22) 

with r D t(') given by (AS) of the Appendix. We have set 
y=(JH,Xu ... ,2VI~n)' x=(Xu""X), Y=('Y" ... ,Y), 
~=aU''''~N-n)' and ZD=(~f, ... ,~~-"). Over the in
dicated range of indices, Xl and ~j are obtained from 
Xl and ~j' respectively, by replacing x by h(x), and 
Ef is obtained from Ej by replacing x by hD(x) 
[Eu ... , /;N-n were defined in the second paragraph of 
Sec. 21. 

Next we change the variables Xl of integration in 
(4.21) to 

(4.23) 

leaving the remaining N -n variables /;j unchanged. In 
terms of the vector variables u = (uu ..• ,un) and ~ 
= (/;" ... , ~N-n) (4.21) assumes the form 

II (W2 - W2,D)ZD,tfI12 

= cOnStJ
IR

3n
X

IR 3(N-n) Ian (u,~, t)A' (u,~, t) G(li,~, t) 

-aDWGD(II,~,t)12d1ld~, (4.24) 

where 

and 

a"(II, ~,t)=a'(X, 0, 
A' (11, ~, t) = A(X, ~,t), 

G(II, ~, I) = F(r' Y)qJW, 

GD(lI, ~,t) = F(r'Y) qJaD)' 

The following assertions, proved below, entail jointly 
the truth of (4.20). First, the integrand of (4.24) tends 
to zero for a. a. (u,~) as I t I - "". Second, one can inter
change the integral in (4.24) with the limit I t I - 00. 

Let 11 = (u" ... ,un) be fixed and such that v(u) 

= min'~l~m"'nl U z - um I> 0 and also let ~ be fixed. Then 

lim [a" (u, ~,t) -a~W]= 0, 
Itl- oo 

(4.25a) 

lim [G(u, ~,I) - GD(u, ~,t)]= 0, 
I II - 00 

(4.25b) 
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lim A'(II,~,t)=1. 
It 1- 00 

(4.25c) 

The first assertion of the previous paragraph follows 
by combining (4. 25a)-(4. 25c) with the boundedness of 
aD and GD • This boundedness results from assumption 
(e) together with the hypotheses that Fcc: SD and that qJ 
is bounded and the appropriate definitions. 

Before proving (4. 25a)-(4. 25c), we mention two 
essential reasons why these equations hold at the in
dicated pOints (II, U: (i) II and II D have been required to 
agree asymptotically for v(X) - <XC in the sense (4.16); 
(ii) taking the limit :/1- 00 in (4.25a)-(4.25c) is roughly 
the same as letting v(X) - 00. 

Equation (4. 25a) follows directly at the stated pOints 
(II, 0 by employing the pertinent definitions [including 
(4.23)] together with (4.16). 

To prove (4. 25b), we first remark that (b), (c), and 
(d) entail jointly that the vectors 

~z(X,~) :",X I -Xl 

1 -
=- 0 m .p(X, ~), 1= 1, .. , ,n, 

:11
1 

jfCe
l 

J J 

and 
N-n 

t - E~ = L IJ rj [Pj(X, U - pf(X, ~)I, r= 1, ... , N -n, 
j=l 

vanish for fixed ~ when v(X) - "". Here the brj are con
stants. Combining this vanishing property with the con
tinuity of F and <p and the relevant definitions, we see 
that (4. 25b) is satisfied at the desired (11,~) values. 

Next we establish (4. 25c). The vanishing of ~1(X, ~) 
for each I in the last mentioned limit entails directly 
that the argument of the first exponential in (4.22), 
when expressed as a function of u, ~, and t, vanishes 
when I t I - 00 for fixed (u,~) such that v(u) > O. 

We proceed to show that the argument of the second 
exponential in (4. 22) has the same property, and hence 
that (4. 25c) is true at each such (11, O. Using (A8) of the 
Appendix, we see that this will follow if for all integers 
i, j, A, and 11 such that i E: Cl.' j E: C", 1"" A < 11 <; n, the 
function 

vanishes for every given (11,0 with v(u) > 0 as 1/1- "". 
Henceforth in this proof, i, j, A, and 11 will be 
as stated in the previOUS sentence. 

Because of (e), I ~z(X, ~) I is bounded for each I. 
Employing this fact, the hypotheses on Vfj made in the 
present theorem, an elementary inequality, and the 
appropriate definitions, one finds for I s I '" III '* 0: 

I V7j(f(Xl. -X~)) - Vfj(f(xl. -X,J) I 
""constlf I (1~).(x,~)1 + I a,,(x,~)I) 

x [1 + I ~). (X, ~) I + I ~ " (X, ~) II (1 + I f I I X). - X Jr (1+ p) 
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constlfi(l+lsllu,-u"I)-ll+p), (4.26) 

where the proportionality constants can be chosen to be 
the same for all II, ~, and I, P being the constant 
greater than ~ mentioned in Theorem 4.1. The estimate 
in the last line of (4.26) and an elementary computation 
yield 

HAi,,,/II, ~,t)cc- O(III-p) 

as i I: - oc for fixed (II,~) such that V(It} '0. The proof 
of (4. 25c) is complete. 

There remains only to justify the validity of inter
changing the limit ,I: - c<: with the integral in (4.24). 
This follows by dominated convergence. Indeed, there 
exists a positive constant 12 such that, when III . In 
(4.24) is dominated for all (II, ~) by a function propor
tional to the characteristic function of a compact subset 
of lR3n XlR3lN -n

), the proportionality constant being in
dependent of I. This dominance is easily proved by 
using, in particular, the relation Fc C~(1R3n), the 
boundedness and support properties of <{J, and the 
boundedness of 1 pf(X, U I for every i. 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF AN ASYMPTOTIC TIME
EVOLUTION THEOREM WHEN CERTAIN LONG
RANGE POTENTIALS ARE PRESENT 

In this Appendix, we establish an asymptotic theorem 
on the time evolution of wavepackets under the action of 
the renormalized propagators U~, t when 111 in (3.8) is 
unity. This theorem applies to types of long-range 
potentials which include a wide class of Coulombic 
interactions. Before stating it, some definitions are in 
order. 

Henceforth, we consider a fixed cluster decomposi
tion D = {Cl> ... , Cn}. Since in this Appendix we will only 
consider the functions rb",lt(p) of (3.3) for r= 1, we find 
it convenient to set 

r D,t(P) = r~l}t(p) (A1) 

for P = (P J) ••• , P n) ~ lR3n
, 

Let SD be the set of all complex-value? functions lz 
on lR3n with L I(R3n

) Fourier transforms lz E: C~(1R3n) and 
such that supp II does not inte rsect the set {(Pl>' .. , P n) 

c R 3n
i M~1 P k=M;IP Z, 1 <" <7 <; II}. It will be convenient 

to work with elements r E II of the form. 

(A2) 

where Y, X D = (Xl>'" ,Xn ), and ~D are related as in 
Sec, 2, Fi SD' and<pc-L2(lR3(N-n»)(<p=1)ifn<N(n=N). 

When r D t(P) exists as a real measurable function, 
as it does ~nder the assumption of this appendix, there 
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exists a unitary operator ZD,t: II-H, uniquely defined, 
in particular, by its action 

[n(HJ3/2] (.n ) 
(ZD,t/)(Y)= Dl Tt; exp -it{t M/lxzl2 (A3) 

xexp[ - ir D,t(r 1 y) )i(r1y) <P(~D) 

on the elements 1" of the type (A2) just specified, whose 
span is dense in H. Here Y = (MIX" ... ,M "xn) and F 
may, and will, be interpreted as the Ll(lR3n) Fourier 
transform of F. Hence F is in the Schwartz space 
S(lR,n ) of functions of fast decrease. 

The promised asymptotic result is given by 

Lemma A. 1: For 1 c: i < i c: iV, let Vfj(') be real func
tions on lR3 satisfying (3.1) everywhere on lR3N for p = 1 
with a constant p > ~. Then 

s-lim(lj~ t -ZD t)=O, 
I t I·~' , 

(A4) 

where U~,t is the operator (3.8) for m = 1. 

Remarks: 

1. When the Vfl are Coulomb potentials, this lemma 
follows from an estimate of Dollard. 31 

2. In the case 111 = 1, the lemma applies under condi
tions weaker than the sufficient conditions for the exis
tence of the wave operators in this case stated in Sec. 
3. As far as we know, it is an open question whether 

results of the type (A4) hold when p is merely required 
to be positive and, a forliori under the very weak condi
tions on the vt considered by Alsholm32 in the context 
of single -channel scattering by long-range potentials. 

Proof ot' Lemma A.1: In this proof f will be a fixed 
element of II as specified by (A2) and by the definitions 
immediately after that equation. 

The existence of the unitary operator U~.t(111 = 1) 
under the hypotheses of the lemma should be clear. 
Since the linear manifold spanned by elements of the 
latter type is dense in II, it suffices to show that 

lim I[ (lj~ t -ZD tlf II = 0 
I t I· oc ' , 

(A5) 

for the operators under discussion, II ·11 again denoting 
the L 2 (IR 3N

) norm. 

In the case m = 1 of interest, the relevant definitions 
of this Appendix and of Sec. 3 and standard properties 
of Fourier transforms yield 

[(U~,t -ZD,tlr](Y) 

=[l~/~~/) 3/]exP(2 i
t It M/IX/IZ) 

xG t(r
1y) «J(~D)' 

where G
t 

is the L2(IR3n) Fourier transform of 

G/Z)= {exp[;t I~C71,1/1 Zz I} l}F t (Zl 
for Z= (2 1" 0., Zn) E: R 3n

• Here F t is such that its 
LZ(IR3n) Fourier-transform is given by 

F tC~)= exp[ - irD,t(z)]F(Z). 

Directly from the definitions, making use of the 
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assumed properties of the pertinent functions and pro
ceeding in a manner similar to that of Reed and 
Simon, 33 we obtain for {,* 0: 

II W~,t -LD,t}f:1 

(r+-),/2 ~ Mi12111 V p / t 1112 (A6) 

" (~\ 1/2 . .tAl~/2[llilvp rD.tl 112+11 Ivp iII1 2 ], \(I) !ol I I 

where II .11 2 = II . II L2( lR 3") and where the notation I z I 
= O~t, Z iZYU has been used for Z = (z" Z2, z) E ([:3. In 
(A6), we have employed the inequality 

I exp (i \,) - 11 s z I V 11/2 , I' E 1R, 

Minkowski's inequality, and familiar properties of 
Fourier transforms. Specifically, in obtaining the 
penultimate from the antepenultimate line of (A6), we 
have used the facts that F t E L 2 (IR3n

), that it is differ
entiable, that Ft and t:.p f t are in L'(IR3 n) rl L 2(IR3n ) 

~ I 
(Z = 1, ... ,II) and that F(P) tends to zero as the 1R3n norm 
of P tends to infinity. 

Let P = {p" ... , P J E 1R3n be such that for each 
1 c" < 1 <: 11, M~'P k - M~ Ip I lies in a fixed compact subset 
of 1R3 -{a}. Then 

Ivp r D t(p)1 =O(I/I'-p), k=l, ... ,n, (A7) 
k ' 

for II! - <Xl if the hypotheses of the present lemma are 
satisfied and if, in addition, p < 1. The latter condition 
entails no loss of generality. The constant entailed by 
the 0 symbol in (A7) depends on the above compact sub
set. One can derive (A 7) by an elementary estimate of 
the gradients v p I of the rhs of the equation 

rD,t(p)= Z; .~ r Vf)s(Alx' P, _M~'p,J)ds, (A8) 
l~A<j..l.:!:;n 1,-::C A 0 

lEC" 
which is itself an immediate consequence of (Al), (3.3), 
and (3.4).34 

Employing, in particular, (A6), (A7), and the as
sumption F (= JD we directly conclude that 

IIW~,t-LD)rll =0(1/111 2-p)-0 

as 1- 00 if t < p < 1. Hence (A5) obtains under the con
ditions stated in the lemma. 
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Vij zero except for V12 , which is an operator of multiplica
tion in L 2(JR:1N) by a real-valued function v( I Xl - Xz I), say in 
LIoc(JR:l). This function is assumed to be such that the free
channel Mpller wave operators (2.5), say StTI, exist, are uni
tary, and have the property S'o '" Slii, so that Soo'" [t1i*Slii ;£1. 
Since in this example Slt are related in an obvious manner to 
the wave operators for scattering of particles 1 and 2 in the 
center-of-mass frame, it is known that many such v exist. 
Setting IV= Slii, one readily proves for the free channel that the 
rhs of (2. 7) is Soo for t ~ 00 and I for t ~ - ex-. This example 
is a \'ariant of one devised by Ekstein2 (Sec also p. 411 of 
Ref. 1). 

23Satisfactory necessary and sufficient conditions for the solu
bility of an analogous, simpler problem arising in the single
channel context of Ref. 1 are known. In a more general 
setting than that of Ref. 1, this problem is to determine all 
unitary operators u:H' ~ fI' on a separable Hilbert space 
fi' such that I1.W) =11.W) = unitary operator. Here 11±(B) 
=s-limt_±~exp(itA)Bexp(-itA) for each B:H'-II' for which 
the respective limits exist, A being ajixcd self-adjoint 
operator inN' whose spectrum is absolutely continuous 
[in Ref. 1, U=IV, A=Ho, and I1±W) = W±1. It is elementary 
to prove that such unitary operators U are those of the form 
Uo + Z, where uo:H' - H' is unitary and commutes with A 
and Z E: Kerl1+ (~I Kerl1.. The nontrivial problem of character
izing the kernels Kerl1± of 11± was solved by H. Baumgartel, 
Math. Nachr. 58, 279 (197:}), Theorem 1, for more general 
11± than those considered here. 

24The statement is that s-limv(o)_oo TlJ,aIVTD,a exists and equals 
both limits s-limt_ ±oo U~, t IV U D,t for the D = {c I' ••• , en} con
sidered. Here T D,a' where a= (ai' ... , a,) CCR 3n, translate s 
each center of mass X by at: (T D aK)(x) = G (X D + a, ~ D)' for 
each g ~ H, where G(X D' ~D) is g(x) ex-pressed in terms of 
center-of-mass and internal variables. We define l'(a) 

= minl~i<j~n I ai - aj I. The penultimate sentence of Ref. 22 
entails that this equality of the strong limits lJ(a) - 00 and 
t - ± 00 does not hold for the example IV = Slii of that Reference. 
[A more general result of Hunziker9 implies that s-limv(a)_oo 
x TlJ,a WT D = 1 for that example if v (I x I ) is square-integra
ble over R't, 1 The condition that these three strong limits 
exist and are equal for each D is expected to be satisfied by 
physically reasonable operators IV and obtains for the per
tinent examples of Sec. 4. 

25Theorem 1 of Ref. 3 can be proved similarly. 
26Unfortunately, the proof of the existence of multichannel 

wave operators for long-range potentials given by one of 
us (W.W. Z.) inJ. Math. Phys. 17, 1056 (1976) is incorrect 
except for a relati vely special case [Erratum: J. Math. 
Phys. 18, 536 (1977)1. The generalized existence proof to 
which we allude in the text establishes the existence of the 
wave operators s-limt_±oo exp(itH) exp(- itH D) exp(- iGb7P for 
each D by (essentially) reducing the problem to the corre
sponding one for the free channel. Under the same conditions 
imposed in this proof, these wave operators have the usual 
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intertwining property and the ranges of the wave operators 
Sl~ of type (3.6) are pairwise orthogonal. 

27More precisely, for physically reasonable opcrators \1', one 
expects that s-liU:v(a)_ooTlJ,aWT D,a exists and equals both 
limits s-limt_±ooLfD;t IV U D•t for each D. '!1lCre are unitary 
operators IV for which this equality fails, namely \I' = Son, 
where Soo is the S operator in Ref. 22, \\'ith u(y) a repulsivc 
Coulomb potential. [This can be established by using, in 
particular, a result of W. Ross, quoted as Eq. (IV. 10) by 
1. W. Herbst, Commun. Math. Phys. 35, 19:1 (l9H). I 111e 
stated equality of these spatial and temporal limits obtains 
for each D for the examples of operators lV in Scc. 4. 

28There is extensive literature on the use of 11yperspherical 
coordinates in nuclear physics. See, e. g., the following 
references and the pertinent papers cited therein: 1\1. Fabre 
de la Hipelle, C.R. Aead. Sci. Paris 268, BL21 (1%9); 
269, BI070 (1969); Sov. J. l\'ucl. Phys. 13, :279 Wl71); Imel 
A. M. Badalyan, E. S. Gal'pern, V. N. LYllkhovitskir, V. \'. 
Pustovalov, Yu. 1\1. Simonov, and E. L. Surkov, So\,. ,J. Xud. 
Phys. 6, 345 (19GS). 

29Let lVo:/( -II be unitary and of the form] I- Ko, where Ko is 
compact. Then s-limt_±ooU~,tWoL/D,t=1 for all D and there
fore properties (1) and (2) of Sec. 2 holel for each D with 
W= WOo Indeed, for every D one has w-limt_±ooL! D t =, 0 anel 
hence s-limt_±~K(/D,t~ O. But this example is physically 
unnatural. In fact, suppose that the wave operators Sl~ of 
type (2.5) corresponding to an N-particle sysiem with 
Hamiltonian H obey an equation of type (4.1) for each channel 
Cl' and each of the stated functions~, with Wand Ii' in (4.1) 
replaced by Sl'i, and by the pertinent wave operators (c'~ in the 
center-of-mass system, respectively. ~ow, the compactness 
of Ko makes it impossible for IV 0 to obey (4.1) for all such .1;0 

Hence, the wave operators fl~ = won~ pertaining to thc N
particle system with Hamiltonian lVil' HlVo do not have for any 
Cl' the tensor product structure (4. 1) possessed by the opera
tors Sl'i, just mentioned. In other words, IF 0 fails to preserve 
the independence of the center-of-mass anel relative-motion 
degrees of freedom in scattering events which holds for the 
system with Hamiltonian H. The fact that 11'0 does not possess 
the indicated tensor-product structure makes it useless for 
the practical nuclear physics applications discussed in nefs. 
3-5. 

30D. Bohn, E. P. Gross, and G. A. Baker pioneered the use of 
such operators in the context of nonrelativistic two-body 
quantum mechanics in the center-of-mass framc [Sec Her 
21 of Ref. 11. M. Eger and E. P. Gros8, ,\nn. Phys. (l\'. y.) 

24, 63 (1963) defined N-particle tran.sformations of thc typc 
(4.17) and applied them to many-body phyroics, but did not 
conSider the question of scattering equivalence. 

31J. D. Dollard, thesis, Princeton University, 196:1, estimate 
(52), p. 126. 

32p. K. Alsholm, thesis, UniverSity of California, Berkeley, 
1972. 

33 M• Reed and B. Simon, Mctliods of :llori(,nl .1Ialilcllla/icaT 
Physics (AcademiC, New York, 1975), Vol. II, pp. 1;0-1. 

34The estimate (A7) is a very special case of estimates ob
tainable for the functions r)j,)t(p) (Y' 1), defined in i:J.:;) hy 
the use of the methods of Hef. :l~. 
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This article gives a complete description of the scattering for the spin 1/2 Heisenberg ferromagnetic chain 
in its ground state representation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this article is to give a complete 
description of the scattering for the spin-1 one
dimensional Heisenberg chain with nearest neighbor 
interactions, in its ground state representation. 1-4 

In Ref. 4, an explicit, complete eigenfunction expan
sion based on Bethe's solution1 was obtained for the 
ground state Hamiltonian. Here, we use this eigen
function expansion to obtain explicit expressions for the 
wave operators and S matrix. 

The qualitative picture for the scattering is a 
simple one. Recall that the ground state Hamiltonian 
commutes with a spin wavenumber operator. The 
Hamiltonian, restricted to its N-spin wave sector, is 
unitarily equivalent in a natural way to a second 
differencelike operator - t:.N acting in an l2-space. 
Within the ,V-spin wave subspace, the N spin waves 
can combine to form bound state complexes. The 
manner in which they combine, eo g" III unbound 
spin waves, 112 two-spin wave complexes, etc., with 
2,jjllj=N we refer to as an N-binding. The scattering 
therefore involves channels. However, we show that no 
inelastic processes occur, i. e., the binding is pre
served in a scattering process, a result which seems 
to have been known already for the anisotropic ferro
magnetic chain5 and the one-dimensional N-body 
problem with repulsive or attractive 6-function 
interaction. 6 The S matrix, restricted to a particular 
N-binding in the appropriate (momentum) representa
tion, is thus multiplication by a phase function of 
modulus one, which we compute explicitly for each 
N-binding. 

The form of this phase can be described pictorially 
as follows: At t = 0, imagine r nonoverlapping wave
packets on a line with sharply peaked velocities, 
As t-±oc, and depending on the relative velocities 
of the packets, some of the packets will necessarily 
penetrate each other. The corresponding wave opera
tor will then be a product of phase factors, one for 
each penetration, Note that for unequal velocities, two 
wavepackets penetrate each other, either for t - + 0() 

or for 1-- ex). The S matrix itself will also be a product 

alHesearch supported in part by NSF Grant No. MCS-76-05857. 
b)Hesearch supported in part by NSF Grant No. MCS-74-07313-

A02. 

of such factors, For the spin wave model the velocities 
of the complex packets are in fact their group velocities o 

In Sec, 2 we review the ground state representation, 
set up notation and define the wave operators and 
S matrix. The wave operators and S matrix are calcu
lated in Sec. III. An appendix is included in which a 
particular limit needed in Sec, III is computed, 

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITION OF THE 
WAVE OPERATORS 

Wherever possible we follow the notation of Refs. 3, 
4. LetZN={m=(m 1O m2, ".,mN)EZNlml<m2<,,·mN}' 
Then the generalized eigenfunctions of - t:. N acting in 
l2{i.r) are described as follows, Let {3 = (1110 1l2' ... , I1N) 
with I1

j
?; 0 and 2;~jnj=Nbe an N-binding; nj is the 

number of j-spin wave bound state complexes. Partition 
{I, ... ,N} into a disjoint set of intervals Ijk = {N jk 
+1,,,.,NJk +j}with NJk=2:i:ilnl+(k-l)j for k 
=1, ••• ,nJ' j=I, ••• ,N. Let SN be the permutation 
group of {I"., ,N} and let pa={pESNlp(NJk +1) 
< P(N jk + 2) < ... < P(N jk +j) for each jk}, Set Z'" (Z1> Z2' 

""ZN)EC
N

, za"'(zu, ZI2"",zlnl' Z21>·O.,ZNnN), ZJkEC, 
(the variables Z Jk are suppressed if n j = 0), and 

Let r j = {z E C I IjZ - j + 11 = I}, fa = {zp I Z jk E r J' 

o ~ arg{jz jk - j + 1) '" argUz jk' -.i + 1) .", 271 if k < k/}. 
The variable Z jk parametrizes the momentum of the jkth 
complex 1", k '" I1j' i. e., the kth complex consisting 
of j bound spin waves. Define the fractional linear 
transformation 

l( )_ (1+1)z-[ 
t Z - lz _ l + 1 ' Z cC, l 'C' Z 

and 

II ( 
z.z.-2Z.+]) ex _ i Z = ._ I J J 

p( !pp)() i<jwlth z.z-2z.+] 
P(i)P(j) I 1 I 

for N>- 2. For za' 1f!s(za, m) is a generalized eigen
function for - t:.N, with 

and it is understood that ZNjk+j-l=tl(Zjk) if 0 'Z<j. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 
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The corresponding eigenvalue is given by 

N n· ( )2 
( ) _ ,,~ j Z ik - 1 A 

EaZa --LJ0 2(' . 1)' zsEra o 

i k=1 J Z ik - J + 
(2.4) 

{Equivalently, in a notation closer to that of Bethe, ' 

(2.4') 

with Z 1= e ik1 
0 In general, the kl's are complex. } The 

associated Plancherel measure !-Ls(zs)dza on fa is 
given by 

N i'i [(_1)i-'. 2 j 
!-La(Zs) = n k=1 -2 -.- [(J - 1)!] -. ---;--+ 1 

J 7ft JZik-J 

X n _ Jk • i-' ( z. - 1 ) 2 ] 

1=1 lz jk - l + 1 
(2.5) 

The </is's, in association with these measures, provide 
a complete orthogonal eigenfunction expansion for 
_ Ll.

N
·3.4 

Let Ua: Z2(Z;N) - L2(ta' !-La) be defined by 

and let Ea be the projection onto the range of Ui/. 
(The Ea's are mutually orthogonal for distinct j3's; 
they are complete in the sense that their sum is the 
identity,) Set Ej=E(o.o.oo.,l)' where (0,0,. 0.,1) 
is a j-tuple. 

Define the j3-channel Hilbert space Hg to be the 
range of ur': L2(I'a, !-La)-?Jj?JniE/(zj) 
defined by j - J ljIg(Za)j(zs)!-L a(zB)dze with </i~ =®j®n j/f /z jk) 
and </iJ(Zik) = </i<o.o .... l)(Zjk)' (0,0, •.. ,1) aj-tuple. Thus 
ug: Hg - L2(I' a' !-La) is unitary. Define the channel 
Hamiltonian - Ll.g acting in Hg by 

Finally, define the channel wave operators 
W± (j3): Hg- L 2 (ZN) 

and the S matrix 

(2.6) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Remark; Our motivation for the definition (2.8) is 
the analogy with Schrodinger operators in one dimen
sion with Bose statistics, For example, suppose in 
the Schrodinger case an N-body state evolves asympto
tically into a j3-channel state, 
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with P a permutation operator, Note that the rhs of 
this expression must be symmetric, hence the sym
metrizing operation. The factor (N! )"1/2 is the correct 
one since the individual terms in the sum are asym
totically mutually orthogonal. This suggests defining 
the wave ope~ators W.(j3) = (N! )-1 /2s_lim e+itHZpp 
x exp(- itHg). If we regard the wave operators as 
acting into L2(RN) (R N = {x E RN [Xl'" ••• "" x N}) instead 
of L2(RN), we obtain 

W±(j3) = s-lim exp(itH)~ppexp(- itHg), 

the analog of (2.8). 

3. THE SCATTERING MATRIX AND WAVE 
OPERATORS 

Recall the definition of the basic phase factors 
exp(-iepij):=(ziZj-2zi+1)/(ZiZj-2zj+1) (Ref. 4, 
Sec, 2). In terms of these factors, we define the phase 
factor 

exp(- iep Jk. jOk' )(za) 

11 (. ) := l"m"J exp -repN_+m,N. +m' 
l~m'''''ij' Jk J'k' 

where z,vik+m=tJ-m(zik) for 1", m ,:oj. Since tl(Zjk) 

= [f i - l -
l (z ik)]-1 for za E i\, it follows that 

exp(- iep,vk+m,N- ,+m,)=eXP(iepN +i-m+'.,v +i'-m'<l) 
J J'k ik iOk' 

and hence that exp(- iep jk. j' k') indeed has unit modulus. 
We write,ik </ k' if j <j' or j = j' but k < k'. The main 
results are the following theorem and corollary, 

Theorem 1: The wave operators satisfy W. (i3) 
= EeW.(j3). The operators W± (iJ):= [TaW.(j3)[r(: 
L2(fa' Jla)-L 2(r i3 , Jla) are multiplication operators 
with multiplication functions given a. e, respectively 
by 

with 

(3.2) 

Remark: The quantity v ik is the f{roup relccih' of 
the jkth complex, L e" the derivative of the energy 
with respect to the momentum Kik with exp(iKjk)=jzik 
_ i + 1, Thus the wave operators are simply products 
of phase factors, one factor for each pair of complexes 
which penetrate each other in the evolution I - 'JO or 
t - - co. 

From Theorem 1, the mutual orthogonality of the 
projections Ea 4 and the definition of the S matrix, we 
have the corollary: 
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Corollary 1: The 5 matrix satisfies 5 "s = 0 for ex ;< {3. 
- -1 2 A 2 A • • 

For ex = {3SBll;: ugSs{!.ug : L (r a' Ma) - L (r a' Ma) IS multI-
plication a. e. by 

n exp(-iqJk' \ n exp(iqJjk,j'k')' 
jk<i' k' J ,J k" jk<i' k' 

v ik)v fit' "ik<1I j' k' 

Proof of Theorem 1: The proof that W,,({3) = Ea W±({3) 
is essentially the same as that used to establish 
orthogonality of the eigenfunction expansion in Ref: 4; 
see particularly Lemmas 3,1. 3, 3.1. 4. We need to 
show that, for ex;<{3, E"W,,({3) =0. LetfEL2(I'", M,,), 
gEL2(ta' Ma) be C~ functions with f having support 
away from the analytic sets of codimension one in t '" 
corresponding to the singularities of the phase factors 
exp(- iqJ ij) in 1/1", and, in addition, both f, g having 
support away from the hypersurfaces Z jk = 1 in t ", t a' 
respectively, for eachjk, Suchf's and g's are dense 
in their respective Hilbert spaces, and it suffices to 
show that 

(3.3) 

where 

Now 

again with 

and as a distribution, 

x X (Z~-1 (1)' •• Z~_1 (N_1)Z Q-1 (1)' •• Z Q_l (N-1») 

(3,5) 

where zj is parametrized by the binding variables of 
ex, the bar denotes complex conjugation, and 

( ) ( ( ) _ 1. - 2y 
X z ;: lim z - 1 + y )-' , 6 z = 2- 11m (1 )2 2 

Y'O rr 110 - Z - Y 
(3,6) 

in the sense of distributions. Thus Eq. (3.4) can be 
written symbolically as 

(3.7) 
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(cL Ref, 4, Eq. 3.1. 4). In the proof of Lemma 3.1. 4 
of Ref. 4 the individual terms on the rhs of Eq, (3.7) 
were shown to vanish in the limit t - ± 00 by a Riemann 
Lebesgue argument. Thus limt_,,~A~(j, g) = 0 and the 
first part of Theorem 1 follows. 

Proceeding to the computation of W,,({3), we let g 
be as above. Then 

W±({3)g(Za) 

= lim 6 j ii!a(za' m)Jl/Ig(za, m) 
t-,,~ mEzN 1'a 

(3.8) 

We consider the individual terms, labeled by P, Q, 
on the rhs of Eq. (3,8), We say that Q fills its com
plexes successively if Q-1(i + 1) = Q-l(i) + I for each i 
if Q-l(i) ;<N jk +j for some jk, Now if P;< Q or P = Q 
but Q does not fill its complexes successively, then, 
for almost every Z8' at most r - I of the X or 6 
factors are simultaneously singular (X or 6 is singular 
when its argument is one) as z~ ranges over the support 
of g. Here, r is the number of complexes of the binding 
(3. For such terms, one makes a change of variable, 
treating Ea(Za) - Ea(Z~) as an independent variable. One 
then performs the integration with respect to the re
maining variables to get an L' function of Ea(Za) - Ea(Z~), 

which, on integration against exp {it [Ea(Za) - Ea(Z~)]}, 
vanishes for 1- ± 00 by the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma. 
Further details of the argument are contained in the 
text following Lemma (3.1. 4) of Ref. 4. 

Thus Eq. (3.8) is equal to 

2rr 6, exp(- iqJQ)(za) lim]'. (X(ZQ-1(l)Zq.1(l)) 
QCPi3 tA±~ 1'8 

(3.9) 

whe re (! ~ denotes the successive pe rmutations of P a' 

The limit in this expression is evaluated in the 
appendix (Lemma AI) so that (3.9) is equal to 

g(za) 6,exp(-iqJQ) II &(±(VQ-l(j'k,)-VQA1Uk))) 
QEP B Jk< j' k' 

(3.10) 

which concludes the proof of Theorem 1. • 
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APPENDIX 

The objective of this appendix is to compute the 
limit encountered in Sec. 3. Let Q be a successive 
permutation (see Sec. 3); then Q has the effect of 
permuting the subintervals 1jk' and so we write, 
e.g. j'k'=Q-l(jk). By jk<j'k' we meanj<j' or j=j' 
but k < k' 0 Let S be the union of all codimension one 
hypersurfaces in fa of the form {Za! Zik = 1 for some 
jk}and {ZaI SJk(Z/3)=O}, where sik(Z/3) is the rXr 
Jacobian (r is the number of complexes), 

(AI) 

with (V z Z ik)" denoting deletion of the row V z Z ik; 

V"/3 is tj{e gradient with respect to ZRo a 

Lemma A.1: Let Q be a successive permutation and 
let g (za) be a C~ function with support bounded away 
from the set So Then 

(A2) 

where 

_ . (jz ik - j + 1 OE/3(Z/3)\ 
V jk = \ j a Z jk } (A3) 

and in Eq. (A2) it is understood that 

The distributions X, [) are defined in Eq. (3,6L 

Proof: We consider only the case where Q is the 
identity permutation; the case of an arbitrary permuta
tion involves only an elementary permutation of indices. 

The first observation is that, althou[;h there are N X 
and [) factors in the integrand, only r of these are sin-
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gular in the sense that their arguments can equal one. 
The remaining factors have arguments of modulus 
strictly greater than one, by the restriction on the 
support of g. The (potentially) singular factors are the 
ones with arguments 

The second observation is that the limit is zero if 
g vanishes at z/3 for almost all z/3' The proof of this 
assertion is a Riemann-Lebesgue argument; one 
makes a change of variable with E/3(Z/3) - E/3(Z~) regarded 
as one of the independent variables. (The change of 
variable is permitted by the restriction on supp g. ) One 
then does the integral with respect to the remaining 
variables to get an L i function, which on integration 
against exp{it[Ea(Z/3) - E/3(Z~)]} vanishes for t - ± C/O 

(cf. Ref. 4, Lemma 3.1.4). If g(zp)*O, this observa
tion allows one to replace g (z~) by g (z/3)CP (Z~), with 
cp(z~)C~ equal to 1 at z/3 and having support ~ supp g, 
and still obtain the same limit, (A particular <p will 
be constructed latero ) The observation can also be 
applied to the nonsingular X factors and /-La' Thus 
L±(zp, 1) can be written 

x n X (z 1 ••• Z. Z 1 ••• z ) 
it-N jkTj Z 

for any jk 

{ 
"j[(_l)i-l i-l( Z -1 )']} 

X n n '2?'. (U- 1)!)2n I Jk 1+1 
j k 1",7Tt) 1=1 Zjk-

xlim . IIX(zl'" Zi Z;··. Z'i) 
t-±<x L:Njk+J 

i::N 

nrl" jd~ 
XCP(ZB) n -(-. -,- .+1)' 

J k JZ ik -.1 
(A4) 

where we have used Eq. (2.5). 

The factors before the limit on the rhs of Eq. (A4) 
can be simplified. On fa' Z.," +1' •• Z V +J" is of unit 

"Jk ' ik 
modulus, 

Z., 1"'ZV" "_I=(jzJ"k-i+1)/lU-l)zJ"k-j+l+l], 
"jk+ , lk+J . -

and 

Z.v ik+l ••• Z,v jk+ i-I = (lz ik - 1+ 1 )-1 

so that 

(A5) 

Thus Eq. (A4) is equal to 
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x n x 'I) , 
(

Xl" •• x~ 1 (X'l'" x~ 11<;1=1;<, Xl' "X; X1"'X, 

(A6) 

where, within the integral, we have made the substi
tution of variables x= (xu' • " x,) with Xi = (jz jk - j + 1) 
for i=:=k+~~7~1 n j " Here E8(X)=~~=lEi(Xj) with 

(A7) 

the energy of the jth complex parametrized by xi' 

We now make the substitution of variable Yi =X1X2 " ,xi> 

i = 1, •. , , r to obtain 

= g (Z8) lim [211/ (21Tit] 
t .. t: 1fO 

where in the last step we have used the RiemalUl
Lebesgue argument which effectively evaluates 
(Yl' •• Y,-l)! (y; ... y,-J at y~ ... Y~-l = Y1'" Yr -1 and we 
have done the y~ integration, using the fact that 

LI.ll)(Z)h(z)dz =ih(I). 

(A8) 

(A9) 

We next consider just the Y~-l integration, first 
making yet another change of variable, while imposing 
some conditions on q;. Let /J. =Er(Y/Yr_1) - E,(Y,/Y;_l) 
+E,_1(Yr_/Y;_2) -Er_1(Y~_/Y~_2)' (The transformation Y;-l 
- /J. is locally 1-1 about y for almost all y and hence 
Z8') Assume q; is of the form q;(y~." Y;-l, Yr ) 

= flY;, .•• 'Y;_2)S(Y;_2' Y;-l) with t as yet arbitrary but 
s given implicitly below (y, is treated as constant). We 
have that 
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(
" + °Y:_1 ( , ) -1[1 + ( , II)] (A10) = 'Y,-l /J. o/J. Yr-2' Y,-l V}I, Y,...2' .. 

with v=O(/J.) uniformly in}l, so that in terms of this 
new variable 

L±(Z8' 1) 

= (2g(~)~~i lim fil fy~ - (1 - O)y ;J-1 M(t) 
1Tl t-±oo ,=1 

(All) 

where 

M(t) 

(A12) 

Now we simply define s in such a manner that the 
:juantity within the large brackets in the integrand of 
(At) is in fact only a c~ function of fl which is identical
ly one in a neighborhood of fl = D. [Note s(Y,_z, Yr.l) = 1]. 
Denote this function w(/J.). Then it is straightforward to 
show by complex integration that 

M(t)=lim 
1'0 

= 2rri3(t(v r - II ,-1)) + 0(1/ f), 

for Y~-2 near 31,-2 and the term O(I/t) independent of 
Y;-2' Here, 

l=1,2, ... ,r. 

(A13) 

(AI4) 

Now note that the integral (All) is precisely of the 
form (A8) with r diminished by one [and M(t) indepen
dent of Y~-z for Y~-2 near :l'r-2]' Hence the argument may 
be repeated for ";-2' 31;-3, etc" and we obtain 
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Taking an arbitrary successive permutation, and 
writing v I in terms of Z~, we obtain the lemma. _ 
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The problem of defining conditional probabilities and the notion of statistical independence in quantum 
theory is analyzed. It is shown that (unlike in classical probability theory) the conditional probabilities of 
a given set of events can be determined only if the sequence of all the experiments performed on the 
system is also specified. Such a specification is necessary also for the concept of statistical independence to 
become physically meaningful. 

Recent investigations l
-

3 have shown that the statistics 
of successive observations in quantum theory should be 
studied in a framework of quantum probability theory. 
In the present investigation we shall examine the prob
lem of defining conditional probabilities, and also the 
related notion of statistical independence for experi
ments performed on a quantum system. First, we de
fine operationally meaningful joint-and conditional 
probabilities of a set of events when a given sequence of 
experiments in performed on the system. We shall de
monstrate that these probabilities depend not only on the 
set of ellents considered, but also on {he sequence of 
experiments performed on the system. ThiS, in fact, is 
the essential physical content of the various nonclassi
cal properties of the quantum theoretic probabilities, 
which are sometimes collectively referred to as the 
"quantum interference of probabilities. ,,2,4 

We shall also show that an operationally meaningful 
notion of statistical independence can be formulated for 
a set of experiments, or the corresponding random 
variables; however, such a notion cannot be defined just 
for a given set of events alone, as is possible in classi
cal probability theory. Once the notion of statistical 
independence is clearly formulated, one can proceed 
to a study of situations where there exists some kind 
statistical dependence between the set of experiments 
performed on the system. In order to illustrate this 
point, we finally make a few remarks on quantum 
Markov chains defined on a discrete value space. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

Let (n, J, Il) be a classical probability space. 5 Let 
{Au A 2 , ••• , An' Bu B 2 , ••• , Bm} be a set of events. Then 
the joint probability Pr{A o A 2 , ••• ,An} for the set of 
events {Ai} (1", i"S n) to be observed, and the condi
tional probability Pr{A p A 2 , ••• , A n/B"B2 , ••• , Bm} for 
the set of events {Ai} (1 '" i '" n) to be observed, given 
that the set of events {By} (1 ~ y <:: m) are observed, are 
defined by the following equations: 

(1. 1) 

=1l(B,nB2 n '·"IBmr'JAln .. ·nAJIIl(Bln .··nBm)· 

(1. 2) 

It is clear that the joint probabilities (1. 1) and the con-

ditional probabilities (1. 2), depend only on the set of 
events {Au A 2 , ••• ,An' B l , •.• , Bm} considered. One 
need not make any reference at all to the set of experi
ments in which these events have been observed-or 
equivalently, to the set of random variables that are 
being considered. 6 

In order to study the joint and conditional probabilities 
in quantum theory, we shall make use of the framework 
of quantum probability theory outlined in Ref. 2. In 
quantum theory there is, corresponding to each event 
that a particular outcome is observed in a given experi
ment, an associated "measurement transformation" or 
operation. The set of all operations constitutes the 
event space, which has now a structure quite different 
from that of a Boolean a-algebra. Here, we shall out
line only some of the salient features of quantum prob
ability theory (mainly to set up the notation), and refer 
the reader to Ref. 2 for a detailed exposition. 

Let V be the ordered Banach space (under the trace 
norm) of all self -adjoint trace -class operators on a 
Hilbert space H. Then the set of all operations 0, is 
the set of all positive, norm-nonincreasing linear 
transformations on V. 0 is partially ordered by the 
relation 

(1. 3) 

for all!' C V'. 0 has a subset 6 (conSisting, in general, 
of more than one element) of maximal elements, which 
have the property 

(1. 4) 

for all }J C V'. In 0, the conjunction of two events [0 
[2 is given by 

(1. 5) 

for all " EC V; this corresponds to the event that both the 
events [1 and {2 are observed in that order. If [, + {2 
(c G also, then we say that the events [, and {2 are 
mutually disjoint and define their disjunction [, V [2 
by the relation 

(1. 6) 

Given an event [c- G, there are in general se1leral 
complementary el'ellls l (= 0, such that [v l ('C 6. 
Hence, given any [c 0, there exist sel'eral maximal 
el.'(,l1/S ~ C L: such that ~ " ~. 

By a quantum probability space we mean an ordered 
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pair (0, /-L) where the state /-L is a strongly continuous 
linear mapping from 0 into [0,1], which satisfies? 

/-LW=l, (1. 7) 

for all ~ E ~ and 

(1. 8) 

for all ~ E ~ and [E O. In particular, there are states 
{/-Lp} which can be specified by the density operators 
{P}, (Le., pEV+andTrp=l), in the following way: 

/-Lp([) = Tr[[(p)], 

for all [EO. 

(1. 9) 

An experiment X whose outcomes all lie in the value 
space R (in general, a complete separable metric 
space) is specified by the corresponding random vari
able (which shall also be denoted as X), which is a a
additive map from B(R) into 0, such that X(R) E~. X(E) 
corresponds to the event that the outcome of the experi
ment X is found to lie in the Borel set E EB (R); /-L(X(E» 
will be the probability for this event to be observed 
when the experiment X is performed on a system in 
state /-L. 

In this paper we shall employ the Heinsenberg picture 
of evolution-L e., under a time evolution only the ran
dom variables are assumed to evolve with time. Hence, 
if we say that an experiment Xl was conducted at time 
11 and an experiment X 2 at time t2 (with 11 </2), it is to 
be understood that the time evolution up to the time 1 i 
is already taken into account in the specification of the 
random variable Xi' Then /-L(X1(EJ /\ X 2 (E2» will be the 
probability for the event that the experiment Xl (at 11) 
yields a value in El and the next experiment X2 (at tJ 
yields a value in E2 when a system in state /-L is sub
jected to the sequence of experiments {Xu X 2 }. 

We have So far summarized only the formal structure 
of quantum probability theory. There still remains the 
question as to what meaning is to be attached to state
ments such as "the probability for observing the 
event ... is .... " This question is definitely of great 
impot'tance' as it could possibly be said8

-
w That the 

diff~tences between the various interpretations of quan
tum theory ess~ntiaUy arise out of the differences in 
the interpretations of the probabilities ll predicted by 
the theory. For the purposes of the present paper we 
shall adopt the following "relative frequency" interpre
tation of the probabilitiles such as /J.(X 1(E) /\ X 2(EJ/\ 
/\ Xr(E»): 

Let 

n j~~ X2', ••• ,xJX1(EJ.), X a(E2), ••. , Xr(Er )} 

be the number of systems for which the outcome of the 
experiment Xi is found to be in Ei for all 1"" i "" r, when 
N systems all in state /-L, are separately subjected to 
the sequsnce of experiments Xl, X 2, •• ,Xr' Then we 
shall make the following identification: 

/-L(XI~l) /\ X 2 (Ez)1I. •• 0 ",3,(E)) 

1706 

=1i~n~~~X2, ... ,Xr{Xl(El)' X 2 (Ez),.,., Xr(ErWN. 

(1.10) 
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It Should, of course, be noted that the identification 
of probabilities with relative frequencies gives rise to 
several difficulties (both in the definition and measure
ment of probabilities), which have not been completely 
resolved even in the context of classical probability 
theory. 12 However, for the purposes of the present 
paper, the identification (1. 10) is sufficient to provide 
operationally meaningful definitions of conditional prob
abilities and the notion of statistical independence. 

2. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES 

We shall consider the following general situation 
where a sequence of experiments {Xl> X z, ••• , XJ are 
performed on a system in state /-L at times 1, < 12 
< ... < I r • For simplicity, we shall assume that all 
these experiments have the same value space Rand 
write 

(2.1) 

If {il) i 2 , ••• , ik } is a subset of {I, 2, ... , r}, with ele
ments all distinct, 13 and {E, , E, , ... , E, }~- B(R), we 

l] t2 lk 

shall denote by PrXl,X2, ... ,xrtXi/Ei1)' X i2 (E i ), ••• 

Xik(E
ik

)} the joint probability that the outcome of the 
experiment Xi", is found to lie in E i",(1 "" Cl' S Iz), when the 
system is subjected to the sequence of experiments 
{Xl' X 2 , ••• ,Xr }. This will be operationally identified 
with 

limll~,Nx x {X" (E,. ), X,. (E, ), ... , X,. (E,. nlN, 
N-<lC l' 2' .. 0, r 1 1 .2 2 k k 

(2.2) 

where ni;'\2, ... ,x)X i /E i1 ), X i2 (E,), ..• , Xi (E ik )} is the 
number of systems for which the outcome 01 x. is 

'''' found to lie in E i ", ((11 = 1,2, ... , /(), when a total of N 
systems, all in state /-L, are subjected to the sequence 
of experiments {X I' X 2 , ••• , X r 1. It is clear that 
Il~,NX x {X" (E,. ), Xi (E,. ), •.. , Xi (E,. )} is the same 

1- 2.···' r 1 1 2 2 k k 
as the number of systems for which the outcome of Xi", 
is found to lie in Ei (QI = 1,2, ... , k), and the outcome 
of the rest of the experiments {xel lies anywhere in R, 
for each {3E {1, 2, ... , r}\{i" ... , ik }. 

If 1T is the permutation of the indices {ill i 2 , ••• , i k } 

such that 1Ti1 <1Ti2 < ... <1Tik, and if we write 

(2.3) 

then, from our remarks above and the basic prescrip
tions of quantum probability theory (outlined at the end 
of Sec. 1), we can conclude that the limit (2.2) is 
nothing but 

(2.4) 

By USing (2.1) and (1.8), we obtain from (2.2), (2.4) the 
equation 

(2.5) 

where, as we noted earlier, P",= 1Ti", (1 <: QI sh) and 1T is 
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the permutation of the set of indices {i l' ••• ,ik } such 
that rri 1 <rri2 < ... <rri k • 

We now proceed to the operational definition of condi
tional probabilities. Let {i" i 2 , ••• , i k , 1'""" I'r} be a 
subset of {1, 2, ... , r} with elements all distinct. 13 We 
shall denote by 
Prx x x {Xi (E l ),.", Xi (Ei )/Xy (Ey ), •• , , XYr (Ey )} 

l' 2,·0., r 11k k 1 1 I 

the conditional probability that the outcome of Xi"" is 
found to lie in Ei (1:;:; C1! :;:;k), given that the outcome of 
Xy is found to li; in Ey (1:;:; f3 ~ Z), when the system in 

B 8 
state I.L is subjected to a sequence of experiments 
{X" X 2 , •• , ,Xr }. This shall be operationally identified 
with 
lim ([ni-,Nx x {Xy (Ey ), Xy (Ey ), ••• ,Xy (Ey ), Xi (Ei ), 
N-.oo l' 2"'" r 1 1 2 2 l I 1 1 

••• , Xik(Ei)}/N] 

x [n~,NX x {Xy (Ey ), ... , Xy (Ey )}/Nj-l). 
l' 2'··" r 1 1 I I 

(2.6) 

Hence we conclude that 

prXloX2 ..... X)X;,(E;,)' •• " X;/E;.)!XYI (E y,), •• " Xy,(Eyr)} 

Prx x x{Xi(Ei),,,,,Xi.(Ej),XYI(EYl),···,Xy/EYrl} 
_ l' 2'"'' TIl k 

- prXI.X2 ..... X)X"(Ey,)' ••• ' X,/Eyr }} (2.7) 

where the numerator and the denominator on the right
hand side can be obtained by a relation like (2.5). From 
(2.5) we can also conclude that 

prXI ..... X)X'I(Ey,)' X,/Ey), .•• , X,/E'r}} 

= PrX,.X2 ..... xJX,,{E,,}, X'2(E,), ••• , X,/E,), X,,(R), ... , X'k(R)} 

= PrXI.X2 ..... X)X,,(E,,)' .•• ' X,/Ey,l, X"(E;,)",,, X'k(E,)} 

+ PrX, .X2 ... "x)X,I(E,,), ... , X,,(Ey,), x,/E), ... , Xi/E,.)} 

;:, PrXI.X2 . .... x,{X,I(E,,), X'2(Ey), '" , Xy/E,,), Xi/Eil)' 

(2.8) 

where E. is the unique complement of E,. in !3(R) and 
''''' QI we have used the a-additivity of the random variables 

X iQl • From (2.8), we note first that the numerator in 
(2.7) vanishes when the denominator does, and then we 
take the conditional probability (2,7) to be zero. We 
have therefore the relation 

0:;:; Prx x x {Xi (Ei ), X" (Ei ), ••• , Xi (E i )/Xy (Ey ), 
l' 2'···' r 1 1 2 2 k k 1 1 

, , . , Xy (Ey )}:;:; 1. 
I I 

(2,9) 

In order to illustrate the essential nonclassical fea
tures of these conditional probabilities, we first con
sider the situation where just two experiments {X" X2} 

are performed at times tI> tz , with t, <t2 • We have then 
the following joint and conditional probabilities: 

Pr X,. X
2
{X, (E , ), X 2 (EJ} = JJ.(X,(E j ) 1\ Xz(Ez»; 

PrX, • X
2
{X, (E , )} = JJ.(X,(E ,»; 

Prx x {X2 (E2 )}= JJ.(~, 1'. X 2 (E 2 )); 
l' 2 

Pr {x (E )/X (E )}= I.L(X,(E , ) 1\ X 2(E 2» 
X , .X2 2 2 1 1 JJ.(X,(E, » 

Pr {X (E )/X (E )1.= JJ.(X,(E , ) 1\ X 2(E2» 
xl'x2 1 1 2 2 f JJ.(~11\ X

2
(E

2
» 
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(2, lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

(2.l0c) 

(2.11a) 

(2,llb) 

It is important to realize that 

{ ( )/ ( )} Jl(Xl(E,) 1\ X 2(E2» 
PrX1 'X2 Xl E, X z E2 of Jl(X

2
(E

2
» (2. 12a) 

In fact the quantity on the right-hand side is not con
strained to be less than unity and has no operational 
interpretation whatsoever as a probability. In the same 
way, we see from Eq. (2. IOc) that in general 

Pr Xl'X
2
{X2(E 2)};< Jl(XZ(E2». (2. l2b) 

However, the quantity on the rhs of (2. 12b) has an 
operational interpretation as the probability 
Pr X2{X2 (E 2)} for the outcome of X 2 to in E2 when X 2 is 
the first experiment conducted on the system in state Jl. 
Therefore, the inequality (2. 12b) (which has sometimes 
been considered as an expression of a certain" quantum 
interference of probabilities" 2 .4) is equivalent to the 
following relation: 

(2.13) 

This brings us to the central point that we want to 
emphasize which is that, in quantum theory, for any 
given set of events, operationally meaningful joint and 
conditional probabilities can be (defined and) determined 
in general, only if the sequence of experiments per
formed on the system is also specified. For example, 
the probabilities (2.10c) and (2.11b) depend not only on 
X j (E 1 ) and X 2(Ea) (the events considered), but also on 
~l' We have alreadY noted in Sec. 1 that for any given 
event Cl [X,(E, ) say j, the maximal element ~, E 6 such 
that L'" C, is not unique, but depends on the experiment 
(X,) we have chosen to perform. This is because there 
are, in general several maximal elements ~l E 6 which 
satisfy ~l '" CIl and the maximal element X,(R) can be 
anyone of them. 

In the general case we see from (2.5) and (2.7) that 

PrXl.X2 ..... X,{Xil(Eil)' X i2 (E i),·.·, Xjk(E i)}, 

Pr X x x {X,. (E,. ), ... , X,. (E,. )/Xy (Ey ), ... , Xy (Ey )} 
l' 2····' TIl k k 1 III 

depend in general also on {~ll ~2"'" ~,-J. From Eq. 
(1. 8), we can easily show that probabilities ilZllolning a 
given set of enents depend only Oil those experimenls 
7vhich are> performed prior 10 the> time at 7vhich Ihe last 
even! (among the set Of e1'enls c07lsidered) is obser1led. 
For example, in Eq. (2.5), since Pk is the largest of 
{i II i 2 , ••• , i k}' we have 

PrXI .X
2 
••••• x r{X)E), ... ,Xik(Eik)} 

=Prx x X {X. (E ), ..• X (E. )}. (2.14) 
l' 2"'" Pk il t1 't k tk 

In particular, the probabilities (2.10) and (2.11) would 
remain the same even in the case when arbitrary ex
periments X31 X 4 , ••• , X y , etc., are performed after 
X,, X z• 

Equations (2.5), (2.7) are extremely general and can 
be used to determine operationally meaningful joint-and 
conditional probabilities for any set of events when an 
arbitrary sequence of measurements is performed on 
the quantum system. If, in particular, the times ti 
(1:;:; a~ k) in (2.7) are all greater (lesser) than tYa Oi 
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(1 ,:; {3 '( l), then we have the case of prediction (retro
diction. Equation (2.7) can also be used in the general 
case when 

(i) some of the {Iy } lie between different I. " 
B to< 

(ii) the set {i" i 2, .•• , ik, 1'1' 1'2' .•• , ')II} is a proper 
subset of {I, 2, ... , r}-i. e., the events considered 
refer only to a proper subset of the set of all experi
ments performed. 

We shall now briefly review some of the earlier in
vestigations on conditional probabilities in quantum 
theory. At the outset, we may note that (barring Refs. 
1,2) all such studies have been confined to a class of 
events which correspond to the so called "ideal mea
surements." An ideal measurement event may be rep
resented as an operation [ of the form 

[II=PIIP, (2. 15) 

for all 71 e V, where P is a prejection operator on H. 
As we have already mentioned, the nonclassical fea
tures of the quantum conditional probabilities for ideal 
measurement events were first noted by de Broglie. 4 

Later, Watanabe14 emphasized the fact that the purely 
retrodictive conditional probabilities (for which such 
nonclassical features were first discovered) were also 
physically very meaningful. For an elegent calculation 
of the purely retrodictive probability given by (2. lIb) 
when only ideal measurements are considered, the 
reader is referred to the recent book of d'Espagnat. 15 

Conditional probabilities for ideal measurement events 
which are not restricted to be either purely predictive 
or purely retrodictive were first considered by Ahara
nov, Bergman, and Lebowitz. 16 The general case re
ferred to as (1) above, has been discussed in detail by 
Houtappel, Van Dam, and Wigner. 11 

Apart from the restrictions already mentioned, most 
of the above investigations also suffer from the follo~
ing limitation: They also assume that the operation [ 
complementary to the operation [of Eq. (2.15) is 
always given by the relation 

11'=(1-p)v(1-P), (2.16) 

for all 11 E V, where 1 is the identity operator on H. 
This is completely justified as long as the operation [ 
corresponds to an event of the following form: "In an 
experiment to measure the observable represented (in 
the conventional framework of quantum theory) by the 
self -adj oint operator 

A=A.1P+,\)1-P), (2,17) 

the outcome was found to be AI'" However, we can also 
consider the operation [ to be associated with the event 
"in a measurement of the observable represented by the 
self -adj oint operator 

(2.18) 

(where the projection operators Q, R are such that 
Q + R = 1 -P), the outcom~ was found to be JJ.l'" Then 
the complementary event [ is given by the relation 

[11 = QI'Q + RvR, (2.19) 

which is completely different from (2,16). Therefore, 
it should be noted that, e1len IlJhen '!Ie res/riel ourselves 
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10 ideal measurement events [such as in Eq. (2.13) I 
only, the complementary event is not unique, a'nd de
pen.ds on the parlicular experiment (slIch as measure
menl of A or B ab011e) performed 011 the syslem. 

We shall finally make a few remarks on the notion 
of conditional expectations in quantum theory. The 
notion of conditioning has been discussed in the lattice 
theoretical approach to quantum logic by Pool. 18 There 
have also been several investigations 19 on the definition 
of conditional expectations on Von Neumann algebras. 
However, as we have emphasized elsewhere, 2 both 
these approaches are not well-suited for a discussion 
of joint and conditional probabilities in quantum theory 
because, in these approaches, the mathematical 
characterization of an observable does not include a 
specification of the associated measurement 
transformations. 

Recently Cycoon and Hellwig20 have introduced a 
notion of "generalized conditional (GC) expectations" in 
the framework of quantum probability theory. They have 
also exhibited conditions under which the GC expectation 
corresponding to a given random variable X coincides 
with the dual mapping X*: 8(R)-L(V', V'), where V' 
is the dual of V, and, for each E Eo B(R), X*(E) is the 
transposed operator of X(E). However, the relation 
between these GC expectations (which have been intro
duced based on an anology with certain relations involv
ing conditional expectations in classical probability 
theory) and the conditional probabilities is not trans
parent as in classical probability theory. 

3. STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE 

The concept of statistical independence occupies a 
central position in probability theory. In fact, as 
Kolmogorov 21 has pointed out, "Historically, the inde
pendence of experiments and random variables repre
sents the very mathematical concept that has given the 
theory of probability its peculiar stamp." In classical 
theory the notion of statistical independence can be 
defined for a given set of events as well as for a given 
set of experiments. 22 We shall now show that in quantum 
theory the notion of statistical independence can be 
defined in an operationally meaningful way only for sets 
of experiments (random variables), and that too only 
when the sequence of all the experiments performed 
on the system is also specified. 

Let us again consider the general situation where a 
system in state J1 is subjected to a sequence of experi
mr"nts {Xl> X 2 , •• " Xr~' It is operationally meaningful 
to say that the set of random variables 
{Xi' X , ... , X" \ are statistical independent whenever 

1 12 h 

lim II ~,Nx X {Xi (Ei ), Xi, (E i ),. > " X (Ei »)/N 
N-:.o l' 2' "'1 r 1 1 2.2 lk k 

" 0= IT limll~,t\ xix (E. )VN, (3.1) 
0l=1/\'-00 l' 2,"" r 10: lo: 

for all E i E: B(R). We are thus led to the following 
definition~ 

A set of random variables {XiI' X i2 , ... , X ik } is said 
to be statistically independent in the state JJ. when a 
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sequence of experiments {XI> X 2 , ••• , X r } are per
formed, iff 

Pr X1 ,X2'''' ,X)Xi1(Ei1), X i2(E i),··., Xik(E ik)} 

k 

= tEl [Pr Xl,X2, ... , xr{Xi,,(E i)}], 

for all E i " EB(R) (1 ~ a ~k). 

(3.2) 

If in (3. 2) we take some of the E i ex to be R itself and 
use (2.5), we arrive at the result that any subset of a 
set of statistically independent random variables is also 
statistically independent, in the same state when the 
same sequence of experiments are considered. 

From the above result and our definition (2.7) of 
conditional probabilities, we can establish the following 
conclusion (valid in classical theory also 19

): 

A set of random variables {X" , X" , ..• , Xi } is 
12k 

satistically independent iff 

prXI,X2, ... ,XJXq,'El)/Xql(El)' X q2(E 2 ), ••• , Xql_I(El-I)} 

= Pr XI,X2, ... ,Xr{Xq/El)}' (3.3) 

for all Eex E B(R) (1 ~ a ~ n, for all subsets {qI> q2"" , 
qJ of the set of indices {iI> i2 , ••• , ik } for all I ~ k. 

We shall now illustrate the above definition of statis
tical independence when just two experiments Xl' X2 

are performed at II> t2 with 11 <t2• For simplicity, we 
assume that the value space is the set {O, 1}, and we 
write 

X j ({1J)=Cp 

xi({ol) = lp 

(3.4a) 

(3,4b) 

(3.4c) 

for i = 1,2. Then Xu X 2 are statistically independent in 
state J.l iff the following conditions are satisfied: 

J.l([l I> [J = J.l([ 1) J.l(~l!\ [2)' 

J.l(CI.t· ~)= J.l(Cl)J.l(~I!\ f), 

J.l([ll>· c) = J.l(ll)IJ.(~l /\ c), 

1J.([I/'·lJ= J.l(lI)J.l(~I/\ [2)' 

However, it is sufficient to demand say 

J.l([1!\ [2) = 1J.([1) 1J.(~l'~ c), 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

(3.5d) 

as (3. 5b), (3.5c), and (3. 5d) follow from (3. 5a) once 
we use (3.4) and (1.8). 

It should be remarked that unlike (3. 5a), the equation 

IJ.(CI/\ [z> = IJ.([) IJ.([) 

docs 1/ot hI gcncral !zanc allV ojJcralional mcaning of 
indcpendencc in quantum theorv (unless, of course, 
~I =1, where 1 is the identity operation). From (3. 5a) it 
is also clear that enen for jlls I two events, the conccpt 
of statislical indcpendence cannot be defined in quantllm 
theory loi!lzoul making reference to the sequence of 
experiments performed. 

The operational definition of conditional probabilities 
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and the concept of statistical independence that we have 
outlined is but the first step in the general analysis of 
statistical relations among a series of experiments 
performed on a quantum system. However, it is also an 
essential step before analyzing the various forms of 
statistical dependence that may exist between successive 
experiments. For example, we may consider a simple 
generalization of (3.3) which leads us to the following 
notion of a Markov chain. 

A quantum Markov chain on a discrete value (state) 
space is a sequence {Xu X 2 , ••• , X" ... } of random 
variables defined on the value space {I, 2, ... , n}, which 
satisfy 

PrXl'X2' ... 'Xr ... ·{Xr({a'rf)/Xl({alf), X,({a 2 t), ... , Xr-l({fl'r-l})) 

= Prx I.X2 .... ,x"," . {xr({ ar})/Xr_l({a r-J)}, 

for all akE' {1, 2, ... , n} (1 ~ k ~ r), for all r'Jo 2 

If we write 

X r({1,2, .•. , n})=~r' 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

for all r ~ 1, then the singlet probabilities p r(a r) and the 
transition probabilities Pq,r(a q , a r) are given by the 
relations 

(3.8) 

p q, r(a q, a r> = Pr XI,X
2

, ... {Xr({a r})/Xq({ a q})} 

PrXl'X2 .... {Xq({a q}), X r ({a r1)} 
PrXl ,X

2
, ... {Xa({a q})}---' 

(3.9) 

The following relations can be easily deduced: 

Pr(a r)= t Pq,r(aq,ar)jJq(a q), 
aQ=l 

(3.10) 

n 

L jJ q r ( a q' a) p r s (ri d et .) = j) q s ( a Q' f}I s) , 
CX,..::1 • • , 

(3.11) 

for all distinctq, Y, s?·1 and etq , 1'\'" 1'\'.,c{1,2, ... ,lIj. 
The relation (3.11) is the famous Smoluchowski
Chapman-Kolmogorov (SCK) relation which is of funda
mental importance in the theory of classical Markov 
chains also. 23 

It is important to realize that the relations (3.10) and 
(3. 11) hold only between the ope ra tionally meaningful 
singlet and transition probabilities. If we had proceeded 
just by analogy with classical probability theory, we 
would be led to consider quantities like wq"'etq, f}I,) 
given by 

(3.12) 

Wq,s is meaningful as a transition probability of the 
Markov chain24 {Xu X 2 , ••• ,Xr , ••• ) only when 
q=s-l=1. 

In conclUSion, we may note that our considerations 
clearly show that in general the various joint and con
ditional probabilities in quantum theory, which refer to 
situations where different sequences of experiments are 
performed on the system, are nol related to each other 
as in classical probability theory. However, relations 
such as (3.10), (3.11) illustrate also the following im-
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portant property of the quantum theoretic probabilities 
[which can be easily established on the basis of Eq. 
(2.5), (2.7)]: The various joint and conditional probabi
lities, all of which refer to the same situation (i. e. , 
the same sequence of experiments being performed on 
the system), satiSfy among themselves all the relations 
of classical probability theory. 
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Entropy and phase transitions in partially ordered sets 
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We define the entropy function S(p) = lim._~2n -zin N(n ,p), where N(n ,p) is the number of different 
partial order relations definable over a set of n distinct objects, such that of the possible n (n - I )/2 pairs 
of objects, a fraction p are comparable. Using rigorous upper and lower bounds for S(p), we show that 
there exist real numbers PI and Pz; .083 < PI ~ 1/4 and 3/8 ~ pz < 48/49; such that S(p) has a constant 
value (In2)/2 in the interval PI ~ P s pz; but is strictly less than (In2)/2 if p ~ .083 or if p ~ 48/49. We 
point out that the function S(p) may be considered to be the entropy function of an interacting "lattice gas" 
with long-range three-body interaction, in which case, the lattice gas undergoes a first order phase 
transition as a function of the "chemical activity" of the gas molecules, the value of the chemical activity 
at the phase transition being I. A variational calculation suggests that the system undergoes an infinite 
number of first order phase transitions at larger values of the chemical activity. We conjecture that our 
best lower bound to S(p) gives the exact value of S(p) for all p. 

In this paper we discuss the asymptotic enumeration 
of partial order relations defined over a set of n distinct 
objects when a finite fraction p of the n(n-l)/2 pairs 
are comparable. 

Let N(n) be the total number of partial order relations 
defined over n objects. It is easy to show that 

N(n)?--2n2
/ 4• (1) 

Kleitman and Rothschildi have shown that 
n2 

In N(n) """4 In2 +An3/21n n, (2) 

for some finite constant A. Combining these two results 
we see that 

lim ;.- In N(n) = tin 2. (3) 
n-~ n 

Weare here interested in a more detailed asymptotic 
enumeration of partial order relations. For this purpose, 
we define the function 

S(p)<l!! lim 2n-2 In N(n, p), (4) 

where N(n, p) is the number of partial order relations on 
n distinct objects such that pn(n-l)/2 of the n(n -1)/2 pairs 
are comparable. [We call a pair (a, b) comparable if 
a> b or b> a. ] If pn (n-l)/2 is not integral, we round it 
off to the nearest integer. The difference is clearly 
unimportant for large n. Clearly we have 

5(0) =5(1) = 0, 

and from (2) 

(5) 

5(p)""~ln 2. (6) 

Our first results about S(P) are given in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1: (i) S(P)/ p is a monotonic nonincreasing 
function of p. 

(ii) S(P)/(I-p) is a monotonic nondecreasing function 
of P. 

Proof: (i) From any partial order relation on n objects, 
we can generate a partial order relation on (n +~) ob
jects by introdUCing ~ new elements, incomparable to 
all of the n elements and to each other. We thus have 
the trivial inequality 

N(n,p)""N0+ E, (n:~~~:-l~-I) ). (7) 

The theorem follows if we take the logarithms of both 
sides and the limit of n and ~ going to infinity. 

(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). Add of a chain 
of ~ new elements to the original set of n elements such 
that any of the new ~ elements is less than any of the 
original n elements. The density of comparable pairs 
in this new set of (n +~) elements is 

p'= __ 2 ___ (n(n-l1p+nE+dE-l»). (8) 
(n + E)(n +E - 1) 2 2 

The result follows from the ineqUality 

N(n +E, pi)? N(n,p), (9) 

by taking the logarithms of both sides and going to the 
limit of large nand E •• 

We note that Theorem 1 implies that S(P) is a continu
ous function of P. It is quite likely that the results of 
this theorem can be made stronger. In particular, we 
would like to prove that S(P) is a convex function of p. 
At the present time, however, the convexity of 5(P) is 
an unproved conjecture. We now derive a lower bound 
for S(P). 

Theorem 2: Letf!> p be any positive real numbers 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) fl? 0, 

(ii)O~P~l, 

(i ii) "6 fi = 1, 

(iv) t [j/ + 2 f;/i+1 (1- fJ)1 = 1- P. 
i 

Then 

S(P)? 2[; /;fi +1)[ - p In p - (1 - P) In (1 - p)l, , 

Proof: We consider a set of n distinct elements where 
n is very large. This may be divided into disjoint sub
sets so that the ith subset contains nfi elements, (For 
Simplicity, we assume that nfl are all integers, This 
is clearly inessential as we let n tend to infinity in the 
end. ) W:! now construct a partial order relation amongst 
these objects as follows; 
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1. Any element in the ith subset is greater than any 
element in the jth subset if j > i + 1. 

2. Elements belonging to the same subset are noncom
parable. 

3. In no case is an element in the (i + 1 )th subset greater 
than an element in the ith subset. 

Any relation which satisfies these conditions is a par
tial order relation. To complete the construction, we 
have to specify the relation between the n2 ('2,JJi+1) 
=N, (say) pairs of the type (a, b), where a and b belong 
to the ith and (i +1 )th subsets repectively for some i. 
We arbitrarily set a> b for pN1 of these pairs and a in
comparable to b for the rest. The resulting relation has 
a fraction p of all the pairs comparable. 

Total no. of such relations = N1CpN1 < N(n, pl. 
Taking the logarithms and going to the limit of large n, 
we get Theorem 2. 

Corollary 2. 1: If i < p < ~, then S(P) = ~ In 2, • 

Proof: Choose 

1 (3 p \ 1/2 1 1 (3 p) 1 / 2 
f1=4:+ 16-2)' h=;;.,fs=4:- 16 - 2 ,P=~. 

Then Theorem 2 gives us S(P) ~ ~ In 2. 
Combined with Eq. (6), this proves the corollary. • 

Corollary 2.2: If P'" i; then 5(P) ~ H- 2pln(2 p) - (1 
- 2p) In (1- 2p)], 

Proof: Put f1 =h =~, p = 2p in Theorem 2. • 
3 4 

Corollary 2.3: If P '>"8' then S(P) ~"5 (1- p) In 2. 

Proof; This follows from Theorem 1 by putting 5(t) 

= tIn 2 •• 

We can determine better lower bounds for 5(P) than 
given by Corollary 2.3 by using Theorem 2 and varia
tional calculus to choose fi so that the largest lower 
bound is attained. Using Lagrange's multipliers, it is 
easy to show that the optional choice of Vio p} = Lt/ , p*} 
satisfies the conditions 

*U:!:!i.1-P*) _ 1) _ .. _ * i = :'fl, if l > 0, 
fi \ In p* f l -l fi+l * 

? ;}l, if i l =0. 
(10) 

p* and ,11 are chosen so that the corresponding solution 
{liT satisfies conditions (i)-{iv) of Theorem 2. This 
determines p* uniquely for a given P. If however 

In(l - P*) 27T 
--=.:..:-=-~--"- - 1 = 2 cos -- r = 4 5 6'" . 

In p* r ' " , 
(11) 

* then the corresponding solution Vi}, and hence p, is not 
unique for a given value of p*. The graph of p*, as a 
function of p, shows intervals of p for which the value 
of P* is a constant. It is easy to verify that in each of 
these intervals 5*(p), our best lower bound to 5(P), is a 
linear function of P. 

It is quite plausible that the optimal lower bound given 
by Theorem 2 gives us the exact value of S(P). The only 
partial order relations not counted in Theorem 2 are 
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those containing at least one incomparable (a, b) such 
that a and b belong to the ith and jth subsets respectively 
with j '> i + 1, for some i ,j. Th is however implies that 
no element of the (i + l)th subset is simultaneously com
parable to both a and b; and the probability of such an 
event tends to zero exponentially for large n. We con
jecture that the best lower bound to S(P) given by Theo
rem 2, coincides with the exact value of S(p) for all p. 

We now obtain upper bounds for S0), which are 
stronger than (6) in some interval of P. 

If p is very small, it is easy to see that 

S(P) "'Oln2 - plnp - (1- p) In(l - p), (12) 

To prove thiS, we just observe that there are 
n(n-l)/2C n(n_, )p/2 ways of choosing pn(n -1)/2 comparable 
pairs out of n(n-l)/2, and there are at most two possi
bilities of ordering for each comparable pair. Taking 
the logarithms and limit of large n gives us (12). In 
particular, we note that (12) implies that 

S0) < 11n 2 if p <.083, (13) 

While (12) gives a fairly good upper bound if p is very 
small, it is quite worthless if p is close to 1 and (1 - p) 
is small. In this case a better upper bound is given by 
the following theorem: 

Theorem 3: 5(P) c 41n 2 (1_p)1/2. 

Pyoof: We note that the maximum number of mutually 
noncomparable objects in a partial order relation on n 
objects with pn(n-l)/2 comparable pairs is less than 
n(l- p)l12 + 1 = III (say). Hence, by Dilworth's theorem, 2 

we can choose III chains such that their union contains 
all the Il elements. 

Let the lengths of these chains be 110 12, l3 •••• 0' lm 
in decreasing order of magnitude. ConSider now any two 
chains ith and .ith. Let Nij be the number of different 
ways we may assign a partial order relation on the 
set formed by the union of these chains consistent with 
their chain structure. Then we have 

(14) 

This may be seen as follows: Let the elements of the 
ith cha in be {/ 1 ~. a2 '> a 3' • > {/ I., and the elements of the 
jth chain be b1 " /)2"" li lf • then a partial order relation 
over the combined set of (li + lJ) elements is uniquely 
specified by a list of (Ii + 2l) elements. {/IY.' /)s and Ii; 
(O' = 1 to li' J3 = 1 to l) of the type 

{/1a2b j{/3b2 (/4{/5 b,;b;', ••• 

In this list li6 occurs after all the elements of the 
ith chain which are greater than b~, and before all the 
elements of the ith chain which are not. Similarly /)~ 

occurs after all elements of the ith chain which are not 
less than b~, and before all elements that are. Clearly 
if iJ , '. P2' then /J~, occurs after /)6

2 
in the list, and b~2 

occurs after b~2' We further assume that if in this list, 
there is an uninterrupted string of /J 's, then all I)~ 's 
occur after /)6'S in that string, 

The number of ways we may insert a chain of b;/s in 
the chain of a's is (Ii +IJ)I/(l;lljl). Similarly for b~'s. 
Hence the total number of such lists is equal to 
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(15) 

Not all these lists correspond to partial order relations. 
In particular, b8 must precede b; in the list for all {J, 
for the list to correspond to a partial order relation. 
This proves (14). 

Now, the number of ways m disjoint chains may be 
chosen out of n elements is n + III - 1Pn. Hence the total num
ber of partial order relations having at most m noncom
parable elements is 

"" n+m-1 P max [ Ii (l, + 1 t) I] 2 (16) 
n [I,} ',1.1 l,I l,I 

'<I 

where the maximum value of the term inside the square 
brackets is to be taken over all m partitions of n (i. e. , 
z: i.1 l , = n). The maximum is attained if all li are equal 
to n/m. We drop here the constraint of l, being integers. 
Taking the logarithm of the resulting inequality and re
taining only the terms of order n2

, we get 

n2 n2 

'2 S(P)"""2 (l-p)1/24In2+0(n2). (17) 

Taking the limit n -~, we obtain 

S(p) "" (1- p)I/2 4 In 2 .• (18) 

Corollary 3.1: If p>48/49, then, S(p)«ln 2)/2. 

FYoo!: From Theorem 3, S(48/49) "" (2/49) In [14!/(7 
! )2] < t In 2 •• 

Theorem 3 is not the best possible. Of all the possible 
decomposition of a partial order relation into chains; 
we may choose the one which gives the largest value of 
z: 1':\ li2

• (Some of the l/ s may be zero. ) Then each of 
the elements of the ith chain is incomparable to at least 
one element in each of the preceding chains j < i. This 
give the inequality 

'" ~ (i-I) lj""(1-p)n(n-l)/2. (19) 
ial 

This constraint, in addition to sharper bounds on N i " 

may be used to obtain an improved upper bound to S(P). 
These bounds are, however, still far above the true 
value of S(p). In any case, Theorem 3 is quite sufficient 
to prove that S(p) is nonanalytic. 

Putting together the results of this paper, we see that 
S(p) is a continuous function of p in the allowed range of 
variation of p, 0"" p "" 1. It, however, is a nonanalytic 
function of p, and there exist numbers PI and P2 such 
that 

S(p)=tln2 for PI ""P""P2' 

We have shown that S(p) is strictly less than tin 2, if 
P"" • 083 or if p ~ 48/49. Hence we get from Corollary 
2.1 

(20) 

and 

t ""P2 < 48/49. (21) 

We may interpret S(P) to be the entropy per particle of 
an interacting "lattice gas." Here the "lattice sites" are 
the n(n - 1)/2 pairs of elements. The three possible 
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states (a > b, a < b or a I/. b) of a pair (a, b) under a 
reflexive antisymmetric binary relation correspond 
to three possible "states" of a lattice site in the inter
acting gas language. A "configuration" of the 'gas' 
corresponds to a reflexive, antisymmetric binary 
relation on n elements, and is specified by specifying 
the "state" of eqch "lattice site." We call the (aI/.b) 
state the "unoccupied" state of the lattice site (a,b). 
a> b and a < b correspond to two different possible 
states of the gas molecule at the "occupied site" (a, b). 

The transititivity property of the partial order rela
tions corresponds to a 3-body interaction between lat
tice sites, The interaction is hard-core type, in the 
sense that it excludes certain configurations from the 
statistical sum, or alternatively puts their weight equal 
to zero, This condition may be relaxed and the proper
ties of soft core systems may be of interest. 

The flat portion of the S(p) curve corresponds to a 
first order phase transition in the interacting lattice 
gas. The corresponding value of the chemical potential 
of the lattice gas is zero i.J. = - as/ap . This corre
sponds to the chemical activity of the gas being L We 
may speak of the states with p < PI and p> P2 constitut
ing the 'disordered phase' and the 'ordered phase' 
respectively, In the language of partial order relations, 
the ordered phase is characterized by a larger value of 
'average maximal chain length, " 

The greatest lower bound approximation to S(p), as 
given by Theorem 2, shows that S(p), as a function of p, 
contains an infinite number of linear segments. In the 
language of phase transitions, the system exhibits an 
infinite number of first order phase transitions, The 
different phases corresponds to different values of "ave~ 
rage maximal chain length, " which serves the role of 
the order parameter in this system. The order para
meter jumps by one unit across a phase transition. 

The relationship of these phase transitions to phase 
transitions in realistic phYSical systems, if any, is not 
very clear. The transitions are governed by the strong, 
long range nature of the 3-body interaction here, not 
usually encountered in physical systems, While the 
asymptotic enumeration of partial order relations is of 
sufficient interest intrinsically, the study of the mecha
nism of these tranSitions may be of some interest in 
statistical physics, In particular, the distribution of 
zeros of the grand partition function 3

,4 of this system 
may be of some interest. 
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Exact formulas for the calculation of two-body central interactions in the K -harmonics method are 
derived. These formulas hold for any approximations and account for diagonal and off-diagonal matrix 
elements as well. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The K-harmonics method of Simonov and Badalyanl -4 

have proved to be a very convenient approach to the 
problem of finding the energy levels and the correspond
ing wavefunctions of the bound states of the nuclear 
many-body problem with two-body interactions. 

An approximation scheme was set in the method by 
expanding the wavefunctions of the bound states of the 
system, in the c. m. frame, in terms of angular func
tions which form a complete set of functions in the unit 
sphere of E 3(A-l» the vector space spanned by the rela
tive vectors of the A particles which constitute the 
nuclear system. These angular functions also contain 
the spin and isospin coordinates of the nucleons and 
are referred to as K-harmonics when they are totally 
antisymmetric and constitute the angular part of 
harmonic and homogeneous polynomials of degree K 
in the spatial relative variables. The successive ap
proximations of the method are obtained by considering, 
in the expansion of the wavefunctions and in the matrix 
elements of the two-body interactions, only the K
harmonics with K up to Kmin , Kmin + 1,00 0, where K min 

is the minimum value, compatible with the Pauli princi
ple, that K can assume for the A-particle system under 
study. 

The K-harmonics method has been applied with great 
success to light nuclei such as 3H, 3He, and 4He (Refs. 
1-10) to all orders of approximation with an excellent 
convergence rate. It was also applied to less light 
nuclei such as IOHe, 15-110, and 40Ca (Refs. 11-13) in 
first approximation using the approximate formulas of 
Baz and ZukOV14 and more recently to 160 (Ref. 15), us
ing the exact first-approximation formulas of 
Gorbatov. 16 

In order to study the convergence of the method for 
any nuclei it is necessary to derive formulas which give 
the scalar products as well as the matrix elements of 
the two-body interactions for any K-harmonic. The 
difficulty in obtaining these formulas is the fact that 
the integrations have to be performed in S3(A-l» the unit 
sphere of E 3(A_1l instead of E 3(A-1l' Despite this dif
ficulty some progress was made in the program of ob
taining these formulas. The first step in this program 
was given by Baz and ZUkOV14 who derived approximate 
formulas for the first approximation, Further steps 

a) On leave from Instituto de Flsica Teorica, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
under a Post-doctoral fellowship of the Fundagao de Amparo 
a Pesquisa do Estado de Sao Paulo (FAPESP), Sao paulo, 
Brazil. 

were given by Gorbatov16 and Castilho Alcaras11 who de
rived exact first-order approximation formulas for 
diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements respectively. 

In this paper we complete this program deriving 
exact formulas for any K-harmonics. We shall use the 
same techniques as Ref. 17, from which we borrow, 
whenever possible, the notation, 

In Sec. 2 we introduce what we call the K-angular 
functions and show that working with these functions is 
equivalent to working with the K-harmonics. In Sec. 
3 we restate Gorbatov's theorem16 and use it to derive 
the scalar products of two K-angular functions and the 
matrix elements of the two-body operators between such 
functions, Finally, in Appendices A and B, we derive 
some results that are needed in Sec. 2. 

2. THE K-ANGUlAR FUNCTIONS AND THE 
K-HARMONICS 

Antisymmetric and homogeneous polynomials of de
gree K can be constructed by filling a Slater determinant 
with orbitals cpj(i) whose space parts are homogeneous 
polynomials of degree K j in the spatial relative coordi
nates PI =R - rl of the A nucleons such that the sum of 
the degrees equals K. Following Gorbatov we shall use 
the orbitals 

'"- (')_ ,"-iJ.jTj (') ( )aj( )b j( )ej
A (') 

'Vj l = 'Vajbjcj l = Pxl Pyl P~ J1.jTj t , 

i,j=I,2, ••• ,A, aj,bj,cj=0,1,2,ooo, 

JlJ>Tj=+~,-L (2.1) 

where Pxl, Pyl, P.I are the Cartesian components of PI 
and AiJ. jTj(i) accounts for the spin-isospin variables of 
particle i. We call a K-angular junction with orbital 
labels set {cp}, the following angular function, 

where N is a normalization constant, 
A 

K=6 (ai +b i +Ci), 
1=1 

P=[t piJ 112 
.=1 

and {cp} denotes the set of orbital labels: 

(2,2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 
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(2.5) 

The Slater determinant in Eq, (2,2) is an antisym
metric and homogeneous polynomial of degree K. When 
K =Km1n and Km1n + 1 this polynomial is also harmonic 3 

and the corresponding K-angular function U~({<t>}) is a 
K-harmonic. When K ~ Km1n + 2 the Slater determinant 
will no longer be a harmonic polynomial and consequent
ly U~({<t>}) will not be a K-harmonic. Even so those K
angular functions are still useful as can be seen by the 
arguments that follow, 

In Appendix A we show that the Laplacian of E 3(A_tl 

may be expressed in terms of the PI as 

V2 = t V~I - A~ (t V P,.) . (~ V p ). (2.6) 
1:1 1"1 1=1 j 

Observe that, written in this way, the E 3(A-1l 
Laplacian becomes a function of one-body operators 
acting on the relative vectors. In Appendix B we show 
that the one-body operators acting on the relative 
vectors transform a Slater determinant into a linear 
combination of Slater determinants. One then concludes 
that one can easily find the effect of V 2 on a Slater 
determinant with orbitals (2. 1). 

Denoting by IK - 2; i), i = 1, 2, 0 , , the linearly inde
pendent harmonic Slater determinants of degree K - 2, 
and by IK;j) a Slater determinant of degree K, one has 

V2IK;j)=L; D jj IK - 2; i). (2.7) 
I 

It follows from Eq. (2.7) that, in order to have 

V2 (y Aj IK;j») =0, (2.8) 

the coefficients Aj must satisfy the following over
determined system of linear equations, 

L; DIJ AI = O. (2.9) 
I 

In conclusion, one finds that the K-harmonics are 
some suitable linear combinations of K-angular func
tions. Therefore, the scalar products of two K
harmonics and the matrix elements of the two-body 
interactions between two K-harmonics is determined 
if we know the corresponding scalar products and matrix 
elements for the K-angular functions U!({<t>}). For this 
reason we shall be dealing exclusively with K-angular 
functions instead of K-harmonics. 

3. SCALAR PRODUCTS AND MATRIX ELEMENTS 
OF TWO-BODY CENTRAL INTERACTIONS 

Following what was done in Refs. 16 and 17 for the 
Km1n K-harmonic, we write the K-angular functions (2.2) 
in the operatorial form 

U!({<t>}) = (.N)KD1'({<t>}h,exp{i~ k j OPj } , (3.1) 
tp j=1 

by defining the antisymmetrizer operator of degree 
K and orbital labels set {<t>} for a system of A particles 
as 
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( 
a ) 4pt ( a ) bPI ( iJ ) CPI (3.2) 

x iJhxl ahYI iJhzj 

In Eq. (3.2), P= (Pl,P2, ••• ,PA) is a permutation of 
A objects, hXI' hYI' kZI are the Cartesian components 
of kt and {<t>} is the set of orbital labels (2.5) subject to 
the degree condition (2.3), 

Gorbatovl6 proved that for a function S({kt}) that is 
symmetric in kl' k2' ••• ,kA one hasi8 

D~({<t>})kS({ki}) 

=i1 L~o 8~ Y~O (:1,) (~:) (~:) {!~~o (oL) Q/ 

X (a:J 8i (a!J YI S({kt}~D~({<t>(aj' /3j, 1'j)})t, 

(3.3) 

where, for each one of the (3A) tuples (aI' /31, 1'1>"" 
aA,{3A,1'A), t'!..e ~bitallabels set {<t>(aj,{3j,1',)} and asso
ciate degree K=K({<t>(a j , (3j, 1'J)}) are given by 
{<t>(aj, (3" 1'J)} 

1

a1 - a1 , bj-{31> cI-1'j, /1j,T1> 

~:~_~:'_ ~~ ___ ~:'_ ~~ ___ ~:'_ ~2~ _T~, 
aA-aA,bA-/3A,CA-1'A,/1A,TA, 

A 

R = L; (a i + b i + C j - a i - /3 j - l' j) ~ K , 
i=j 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

When K =Km1n Eq. (3.5) implies that only R :=Km1n is 
actually present in (3.3) since all the antisymmetrizers 
with K < Km1n vanish identically, Then in that case one 
has 

D~mln({<t> })tS({kt}) = S({kt = O}) D1
m1n

({<t> })k, (3,6) 

for any symmetriC function S({kl }). 

Let us consider now the scalar product of two K
angular functions 

(Ur({<t> , }) I U~({<t> }) = J U~'({<t>, })tU~({<t>}) dn3(A_1l (3,7) 

and the matrix elements 

<U~'({<t>,}) 11'\ I U~({<t>}) = J Ur({<t>/})ti2U~({<t>})dn3(A_1l 
(3,8) 

of the two-body central operator 
A 

;2= L; v(lpl-PJI)O(i,j), 
/>j=j 

(3,9) 

where O(i,j) is an operator which acts only on the spin
isospin variables of the pair of particles (i,j). 

The rhs's of Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) are evaluated by 
using Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) and Eq. (16) of Ref. 17. Since 
this program was already carried out in some detail in 
Ref. 17 for K =Km1n by use of Eq. (3.6) instead of 
Eq. (3.3), it is unnecessary to repeat that material; it 
suffices to examine the effects of replacing the men
tioned equations. 
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In Ref. 17, Eq. (3.6) was used to replace 

Ff({<iJ}, {<p'}, t) 

= jdf exp t A:r) l)1'({<p'})~,l)1({<P}hS({k;}, {k;},f, t) 

(3.10) 

by 

Ff({<iJl,(<p'}, t) = Jdf exp t A4
it) D1'({<p'})i,D1({<p}h 

(3.11) 
since 

S({k;}, {k;}, f, t) 

=exp (- ft ~[(k;+k~2)+2f'(ks-k;)J) (3.12) 

is a symmetric function of both {k;} and {k;} which goes 
to one when {k/} and {ki} go to zero and in that case one 
had K =K' =Kmin • 

Now, instead of (3.11) one has, using (3.3) twice, 

Ff({<p}, {<p'}, t) 

":1 o~o & ,~, .~, ,*, ,~, (::) (::) (::) 
x(:',) G;) G:)[ ~.,/.,,",., (,:J "(,U 0, 

x (aL) Yl (aL) al (al:~l) Sl (aL) Yl 

x f df exp (- ¥t
2

) 5 ({k;}, {ki}, f, t~ 

From Eq. (3.12) one has 

lim (alo ) n S({kJ,{ki},f,t) 
kx I - 0 'x I 

(3.13) 

where in the last step use was made of the generating 
function of the Hermite polynomials, 19 Hn(x). 

From Eq. (3.14) it follows that the quantity between 
brackets in Eq. (3.13) is equal to 

(_)K-K (:t) (K-K+K'-K'-K')!2 j dfexp ~ Ai{) 

XL~lHal((:t) 112 fX) Haj ((:t) 1I2fx) Hal((:t)1/2f~ 

XHsi(Ut) 1I2f ,) HY1((:t) 1/2f .) Hy.l((it 1/2f .)]. 

(3.15) 
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Now, for each component fi of f one expands the 
product of the 2A Hermite polynomials which depend 
on it in powers of 1i74t fi' Since each Hermite poly
nomial has a definite parity, the resulting polynomial 
in fj will also have a definite parity given by the sum of 
the degrees of the 2A Hermite polynomials involved 
and therefore the integration in fi will vanish when such 
parity is odd. Performing the integrations in f" f" f. 
one then obtains 

(al) (bl) (C1) (a1)(b1) (Cj) 
x 0'1 (31 YI a; i31 yl 

XB A ({ (l' J, {a j}) B A ({(3j}, {i3;})B A(b}, {yj}) 

x Ut) (K-K+K'-Ih/2 (i ~t) 3/2 

XD!'({<p'(a;, i3j, yj)})i,Di({<p(aj) (3" Yj)})t, (3.16) 

where the BA({ni}, {nl})'s are defined through the follow
ing four steps: 

A 

(00' = 6 (nl +nj), nl,nl = nonnegative integers; (3.17) 
1=1 

(ii) for a = odd, BA({ni},{nl})=O; (3.18) 

(iii) for a = even, define C~A)({ni}' {n;}) by 
A a/2 
n Hn (x) Hn,(x)= 6 C~A)({n/},{n[})x"'-2m; 
1=\ I I moO 

(3.19) 

(iv) for a = even 
01./2 

BA({ni},{n[})=m~ C~A)({ni},{nl})(4A)}fL:(~~!_m!)' 
(3.20) 

[In Table I we list the BA({ni}, {n;}) necessary when 
K +K' "" 2Km1n +8.] 

From now on, one follows the same steps of Ref. 17, 
taking into account that the integrand in t has now an 
extra factor 

( it) (K-K+K'-ih 12 

and the antisymmetrizers are now D~'({<p'(aj, t3j, yj)})t' 
and D~({<p(ah (31) Yj)}>t. 

(3.21) 

where 
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TABLE I. Values of BA (in;}, {II;}). It follows from Eqs. (3.17) 
that, for a given a, the B's depend on {IIi} and {lin only through 
a partition of a into 2A elements (not necessarily distinct). 
The notation {) in column 2 means that the number 0 must be 
repeated as many times as necessary. 

a Partition B 

0 {a} 1 

2 {2oi -212/A 

{llO} 2/A 

4 {40} 12-24/AI12/A2 

{31b} -12/A+12/A2 

{220} 4-8/A+12/A2 

{2110} -4/A+12/A2 

{llllO} 12/A2 

6 {60} -120 + 360/ A - 360/ A2 + 120/ A3 

{510} 120/A - 240/A2+ 120/A:l 

{420} - 24+72/A-168/A2+120/A:l 

{41l0} 24/ A -144/ A2 + 120/ A3 

{330} 72/A -144/ A2 + 120/ A3 

{3210} 24/A - 96/A2 + 120/A3 

{31ll0} -72/A2+120/A3 

{2220} 8+ 24/A _72/A2 + 120/A3 

{22110} 8/A -48/A2 + 120/A3 

{211 11 O} -24/A2+120/A3 

{llll110} 120/A3 

8 {80~ 1680 - 6720/ A + 10080/ A2 - 6720/ A3 + 1680/ A4 

{7l0} -1680/A+5040/A2- 5040/A3 + 1680/A4 

{620} 240 - 960/ A + 2880/ A2 - 3840/ A 3 + 1680/ A 4 

{6ll0} - 240/A + 2160/A2 - 3600/A3 d680/A4 

{530} - 720/ A + 2160/ A2 - 3120/ A 3 + 1680/A 4 

{5210} - 240/A + 1200/ A2 - 2640/A1+ 1680/A4 

{51110} 720/ A2 - 2400/ A3 + 1680/A4 

{440} 144 - 576/ A + 2016/ A2 - 2800/ A 3 + 1680/A4 

{4310} -144/ A + 1008/ A2 - 2160/A3 + 1680/A4 

{4220} 48 -192/ A +768/A2 -1920/ A3 + 1680/ A4 

{42ll0} - 48/A+432/A2_1680/A3+1680/A4 

{411110} 144/A2 -1440/ A3 + 1680/ A4 

{3320} -144/A + 720/A2 -1680/A3+1680/A4 

{33ll0} 432/ A 2 -1440/ A3 + 1680/ A4 

{32210} - 48/A+336/A 2-1200/A3+1680/A4 

{321110} 144/ A2 _ 960/ A 3+ 1680/ A4 

{3111110} -720/A3+1680/A4 

{22220} 16- 64/A + 288/A2 - 960/A3+ 1680/A4 

{222110} - 16/A+144/A2_720/A 3+1680/A4 

{2211110} 48/ A2 _ 480/ A3 + 1680/ A4 

{21111110} -240/A3+1680/A4 

{111111110} 1680/A4 

(3.22) 
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the fir_st value being attained when Di'({cp/(aJ, {3;, yj)}\" 
and D~({cp(aj, (3j, Yj)})k have no repeated orbitals and 
their sets of orbital labels are the same up to a permu
tation P of the orbitals. The zero value is attained if 
anyone of the above conditions is not fulfilled. It follows 
from the definition of the E's and from Eq. (3.22) that 
K-angular functions whose K values have opposite pari
ties are orthogonaL This is an expected result since 
the parity of Uf({cp}) is (_)K. 

For the matrix elements (3.8) one obtains the 
expression 

(Ur({cp/}) li21 U~Wcp}) 
A [al bl Cl ai bi cj 

=;;1 a~o 8~O r~o ato ~o r~o 

(3.23) 

where (/(1, {cpl(aj, (3j, yj)} li2 1/(, {cp(al' {3j, Yj)}) haE almost 
the same formal expression that (Ur({cp/}IF2IU~({cp}) 
would have if /( and /(1 were both equal to K m1n ; that is, 
it is zero when D~({cp(aj, {3j, Yj)})k and D~'({cp(ai, (3j, yj)})k' 
have repeated orbitals and/or their sets of orbital 
labels have less than A= 2 orbitals in common and, 
when none of these vanishing conditions prevails, it 
assumes the value 

x[r«K +K' +3A)/2 - 3 - s)(2s + 1)1 1]-1 

x J t dz zS+1I2(1 _ Z)(K+K')/2-s+3A /2-4 v (p/2Z) 

o 

x {C(t) (i,j; s)[ (ij 10(1,2) I ij) + (ji I 0(1, 2) Iji)] 

- C(2)(i,j; s}[ (ij 10(1, 2) lji) + (ji I 0(1,2) I ij)]} , 
(3.24) 

The value of [ and the range of variation of i and j 
depend on the number of orbitals that D~'({cp/(Q'j, {3j, yj)})k' 
and D}({cp(O!j, {3j, Yj)})k have in common: 

(i) [=(-V and j>i=I,2",.,A (3,25) 

when the orbitals of one set differ from those of the 
other set only by a permutation P; 

(ii}[=(-V(-V', j=A andi=1,2, .•. ,A-l (3.26) 

when the sets have only (A - I) orbitals in common, 
brought to the order 1, 2, ••. ,A - 1 by the permutations 
P and pI; 

(3.27) 

when the sets have only (A - 2) orbitals in common, 
brought to the order 1,2, .•• ,A - 2 by the permutations 
P and Pl. 

The other constants of Eq, (3. 24) have the same 
formal expressions of Ref. 17 adapted to this new 
Situation; i. e. , 
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11= [A (a z - O'z)! (b l - i3/)! (cl- Y/)0 112 , 
/=1 'J 

1I,=[ii (a i -O'O!(b i - i3 j)!(Ci-Yj}!]1I2, 
/=1 

(3,28) 

d[j= (at + bi + Ct +aj +b j +Cj +aj +bi +ci +aj + bj +cj 

- ai - i3i -Yi - aj- 13,- Y,- ai - 13[- y[- aj- i3j- y,)/2, 

(3.29) 

(i'j' 10(1,2) I ij) = A: ~.,.." (1) A: '" T'" (2)0(1,2) A" 'T' (1) A"J'Tj(2), 
" J J J '" " 

(3.30) 

d; ,-8 ~ ) C(Q)(' '.) ~[j(- )8 +. di, - S 2-21 J({Q) q -1 2 
t,},S = 2Ss!(di;-s)! ~ l 'J' -" 

(3,31) 

~i;=[(ai- a;)!(b t -i3t )!(ct-Yi)!(a,-a j)!(b j -i3,)!(c,-Yj)! 

X(ai - O'[)! (bi - i3j)! (ci - yn! 

~t= (i~l) 112 (rt+l-i ~ r~ , i=1,2, .. ,,(A-l), 
(A2) 

One uses Eqs. (A2) and (A3) to define a matrix C 
whose entries C tj are given by 

A 

~i=6Ci,r" 
J=I 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Comparing Eq. (A4) with Eqs. (A2) and (A3), it is 
easy to verify that the matrix C is orthogonal, i, e. , 

- -
CC=CC=l, (A5) 

(A6) 

x (aj-aj)!(bj-i3j)!(cj-yj)!]-1I2, (3.32) from which it follows that 

x (a:~) b,-8, (a:~J bj-Sj (aL) Crrj (a:i2) 
x (kj - k2 - kf + k2)2( 1+8) (kj • kf + k2 • k2)"-1 , 

, , (3.33) 
Ji}2) = lim (~) at-c'! (_il_) aj-"'i (~) bl-81 

(ttl. {til~O ilk"'1 ilk~2 akyj 

( il ) cj-rj 
X ilk;1 (kl - k-.! - k{ + k2)2<l+S) (k1 • kf + k-.! 0 k2)"-1 • 

(3.34) 

It follows from the definition of the E's and from the 
above equations that the matrix elements (3.8) of the 
two-body central operators (3.9) vanish when K and K' 
have opposite parities. 
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APPENDIX A: £3 (A -1) LAPLACIAN IN TERMS OF 
Pi 

The Laplacian in E 3(A_I) is defined as 
A_I 

v2=6 V~" 
t=1 ' 

where the ~! are the Jacobi coordinates 
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(Al) 

A 

Vf.=6Cki'Vp, k=1,2, ••• ,A-l 
,=1 j 

(A7) 

and, consequently, 

(A8) 

APPENDIX B: THE EFFECT OF ONE-BODY OPERATORS 
ON SLATER DETERMINANTS 

Let us denote a Slater determinant with orbitals 
(2.1) as 

and define the one-body operator 
A 

0=60(i), 
/=1 

where O(i) are operators which act on the relative 
vector of particle i as well as in its spin-isospin 
variables. 

Using Eqs. (Bl) and (B2) one obtains 

0(¢1, ¢2,"" ¢A) 

JA Castilho Alcar~s 
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(B2) 

(B3) 
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Now 

O(<Pl(it )<P2{i2)· o. <PA(iA)] 

= [O(i1)<Pl(it )] <P2(i2)' 0 0 <PA(iA) 

+ <Pl(it )[O(i2)<P2(i2)] <P3(i3) , 0 0 <PA{iA) 

(B4) 

Substituting Eq. (B4) into Eq. (B3) one sees that each 
term of Eq. (B4) leads to a Slater determinant. There
fore. one has 

O(¢t. ¢2"'" ¢A) = (1)t, ¢2.···, <PA) + (¢h 1)2. <P3"'" ¢A) 

+. , 0 + (¢1. ¢2 ••••• ¢A-t. 1)A), 

(B5) 
where 

(B6) 
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Bifurcatio~ in the presence of the rotation group is investigated. The covariant bifurcation equations are 
denved usmg the famlhar angular momentum operators of quantum mechanics. Variational methods are 
also discussed. It is sho~n that the quadratic terms either vanish for odd I or possess a gradient structure 
for even ~. ThiS result IS generalt~ed to the case of an arbitrary simply reducible group. Applications to 
problems m geophysIcs and elastiCity theory are discussed. 

1. SYMMETRY BREAKING INSTABILITIES 

There are a number of situations in classical mech
anics in which the onset of instability of a physical 
system is accompanied by a spontaneous symmetry
breaking bifurcation. For example, the onset of con
vection in a spherical mass or the buckling of a per
fectly uniform spherical shell leads to a bifurcation 
which breaks complete rotational symmetry. In such 
cases one is led to an investigation of the branching 
of solutions of a nonlinear functional equation G(?c, II) 
= 0 in the neighborhood of a known solution (?co, lio). 
If G)lco' liD) (G u denotes the Frechet derivative of G) is 
a Fredholm operator of index 0, the problem is re
duced, via the Lyapounov-Schmidt method, to a finite
dimensional problem 

(1. 1) 

where l1=dim kerGu (lco,llo)' 

If the original equations G(lc, Il) are covariant with 
respect to a representation T g of a group C; -that is, if 
T g G(lc, 1/.) = G(lc, T gu)-then the bifurcation equations 
(1. 1) are covariant with respect to a finite-dimensional 
representation of q. A direct computation of Eqs. (L 1) 
by numerical methods is often a major obstacle in 
their analYSis, certainly if the original system of equa
tions is very complicatedc Using the covariance of the 
equations, however, the structure of the bifurcation 
equations can be computed up to unknown constants. 
In the case of the rotation group Busse, 1 using classical 
formulas of Gaunt for triple integrals of spherical 
harmoniCS, constructed the quadratic terms of (1. 1) 
when kerGu transforms according to an even irreducible 
representation of SO(3L In this paper we give an 
algorithm for obtaining the full structure of Eqs. (1. 1) 
at all orders based on the Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
generators of the rotation group. The methods are 
familiar in the theory of angular momentum coupling 
in elementary quantum mechanics. 

Group theoretic methods allow one to determine the 
bifurcation equations only up to unknown scalar con
stants, the dependence of these scalars on the original 
physical parameters of a particular problem could be 
determined by a direct computation of the bifurcation 
equations, say from the Lyapounov-Schmidt method. 

a)This research was supported by grants from the National 
Science Foundation MCS 73-08535 and the U. S. Army Re
search Office DAAG 29-77-G-0122. 

Rather than proceed in that direction, one can follow 
an approach similar in spirit to Thom's catastrophe 
theory2.3: The unknown parameters are regarded as 
free parameters, or control parameters, and one seeks 
a classification of the types of transitions (i. e., 
singularities) which may OCCUL In this way one can 
obtain a universal classification of the bifurcations 
which may occur in a physical system which is based 
on the geometry of the problem and is independent of 
the particular physical mechanism involved. 

In resolving a bifurcation problem one is interested 
in determining the stability of the bifurcating solutions, 
and these questions are also discussed in the present 
paper. Since there is a three-parameter group present 
the solutions appear in three- (or sometimes two-) , 
dimensional orbits; hence they will at best be orbitally 
stable, with two or three neutral modes. 

In Sec. 2 we review some of the basic ideas of bi
furcation theory, adding some modest improvements 
to cover the present case. In Sec. 3 we discuss the 
Lie algebra of angular momentum operators J+, J_, 
and J 3 and show how these may be used to construct 
Eqs. (1.1) when kerG u is irreducible; in Sec> 4 we 
discuss the modifications which must be made when the 
kernel is reducible. We also construct the generating 
function for the number of covariant terms in (L 1) 
of any given degree. The derivation is closely related 
to that of the Molien function (Jaric and Birman4

). 

Given a finite-dimensional representation r of a com
pact group C;, the Molien function counts the number 
of times the identity representation is contained in the 
symmetric part of r 19n • In the present case we are 
interested in counting the number of times r is con
tained in the symmetriC part of r <)1; the generating 
function in that case is 

where djJ.(g) is the normalized invariant measure on 
q and X is the character of r. We calculate ]"\11 1 ex
plicitly for the rotation group 0(3). 

(1. 2) 

The extremum principle discovered by Busse l is 
discussed in Sec. 5 and its relationship to the sym
metry of the 3-j symbols for 80(3) explained. More 
generally we show that the result continues to hold 
whenever Eqs. (1. 1) are covariant with respect to an 
irreducible representation of any simply reducible 
group. A theorem of Wigner5

•
6 on representations of 

simply reducible groups then implies that the quadratic 
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terms in (1. 1) vanish for an odd representation or 
possess a gradient structure for an even representation. 
This is a striking result, since it implies the bifurca
tion equations may possess a gradient structure even 
though the original problem did not arise as a varia
tional problem. 

In Sec. 5 we also show that the variational problem 
associated with the bifurcation equations can, in the 
case of SO(3), be formulated as 

min ±trA 3 

subject to the constraints 

~trA2 = 1, trA = 0, trABj = 0, 

where A is a symmetric matrix and the B j are sym
metric matrices which transform according to certain 
representations of SO(3). For 1 = 2 this leads to the 
Euler-Lagrange equations 

(1. 3) 

where A is a 3 x 3 symmetric traceless matrix and! 
is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. This problem is easily 
resolved, giving an especially simple resolution of the 
bifurcation problem in the case 1 = 2. (The results 
described in this paragraph were obtained jointly with 
L. Green) The approach is compared with that discussed 
by Michel and Radicati7

•
8 in their investigations of sym

metry breaking in elementary particle physics. 

Section 6 contains an analysiS of the relationship 
of the stability properties of the bifurcating solutions 
to the extremal properties of the solutions of the 
variational problem. Results of this type have pre
viously been obtained by Sather. 9 

In Sec. 7 we discuss the resolution of the bifurcation 
equations when kerG u transforms according to an ir
reducible representation D' of SO(3) for low values of 
l. Busse's solutions for even 1 are discussed, and 
their stability is analyzed. 

Finally, in Sec. 7 we discuss situations in classical 
physics in which questions of bifurcation in the pre
sence of 0(3) arise. These are generally problems in 
geophysics'O and elasticity theoryll.12.9 which are 
modeled by nonlinear systems of partial differential 
equations. We close with a brief discussion of some 
of the open mathematical problems. 

2. L YAPOUNOV-SCHMIDT METHOD 

The Lyapounov-Schnidt method, or alternative 
method, discussed at length by many authors, enables 
one to reduce an infinite-dimensional problem to a 
finite-dimensional one. We present here, very briefly, 
a slight modification of the argument in Ref. 13 which 
deals with the case in which the equations are covariant 
with respect to a transformation group. 

Suppose the equilibrium states of a physical system 
are represented by solutions of the nonlinear system 
of equations 

G(~,u)=o, (2.1) 

where G: A xX - Y is a smooth (Frechet differentiable) 
mapping, A is a finite-dimensional vector space, and 
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X and Yare Banach spaces. We assume here that all 
spaces are Banach spaces over the complex numbers. 
Let (Ao,Uo) be a solution pair of (2.1) and let Lo=Gu(Ito, 
uo) (Gu denotes the Frechet derivative of G). LetN 
=kerLocX andR =RangeLoc Y. We assume that Gis 
regular in the sense that for any (.\0' uo) I~ is always 
a closed subspace of finite codimension, N is finite
dimenSional, and dinvV = codimR. If N is trivial and 
1< = Y, then by the implicit function theorem there is 
an analytic curve of solutions u = I/.(~), defined for 
sufficiently small I ~ - ~o I, with lI(~o) = uo' From now 
on, for simplicity, we shall always assume ;\ = 0, 

If/V is nontrivial, then (0,0) may be a bifurcation 
point of solutions of (2.1): That is, there may be 
several distinct solution branches which confluesce at 
(Ito, uo)' Let dimN =11 and choose vectors 'Pi, •. 0 ,'P~ 
in y* such that 

R={j: (j,'Pj>=0, j=I, ... ,n}. 

Then the 'P; must be null vectors of the adjOint opera
tor L;. Choose vectors 'Pu ... , 'Pn E Y such that 
('Pi' 'Pj)= Ojj; then the linear operator 

P2f= l:t (j, 'Pj) 'Pj 

is a projection, and Q 2 =! -P2 is a projection of Yonto 
f?.. Similarly, let P, be the projection onto the kernel 
iV(LoP = 0). We can write 

P,u = t (u, 1jij)1jij' 
j=' 

where the vectors IjJ j span N. Let Q, =! - Pl' 

To reduce (2.1) to a finite-dimensional problem in 
a neighborhood of (0,0), we decompose the problem 
as follows: 

u=PIU+ Q,u= v+ljJ, 

G(~, u) =P2G(.\, u) + Q2G(~, u) =0. 

We first solve 

H(A, v, 1jJ) = Q2G(A, v + 1jJ) = 0. (2.2) 

At the point A = 0, v = 0, IjJ = 0, the Frechet derivative 
of H(~, v, 1jJ) with respect to IjJ is 

H.(O, 0, 0) = Q2 Gu(O, 0) = Q2LO' 

Now Q2LO is an isomorphism from the subspace Q,X 

to Q 2 Y. In fact, Q2 L ou = ° implies LoU = ° and therefore 
that uEN; but if UE Q,xnN then u=O. Therefore, Lo 
is a bounded one-to-one mapping from Q,X to Q2Y' By 
the closed graph theorem Lo is invertible, hence an 
isomorphism. It follows from the implicit function 
theorem on a Banach space that there is a smooth 
solution IjJ = 1jJ(>", v) of (2.2). Since X and Yare complex 
Banach spaces, IjJ is analytic in ~ and v. The solutions 
of the full equations (2.1) are obtained now as solutions 
of the bifurcation equations 

(2. 3) 

Equations (2. 3) comprise a system of n equations in 
n unknowns; by writing v = ZIIjJ, + ... + znl/Jn we can re
write (2.3) as 
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Fj'(X,Zl>""Zn)=(G(X,Zl<P1+'" +Zn<Pn 

+ <p(X, v), <,OJ) = O. 

Now suppose the nonlinear mapping G is covariant 
with respe ct to a representation T g of a group C;: 

TgG(X, u)=G(X, Tgu). (2 4) 

We have 

Theorem 2.1: Let G(X, u) be covariant with respect 
to a representation Tg of g. Then.v reduces Tr Assume 
the projections Pi> Q, commute with T,. Then the bi
furcation equations themselves are covariant with 
respect to the finite-dimensional representation r 
=T1IN: that is, rF(X,1') =F(X, rv), where F is given 
by (2.3). 

Theorem (2.1) was proved in ReL 13 where it was 
shown that commuting projections Pi and Q i can be 
constructed if Xc Y. [In that case the resolvent opera
tor (X - L)"1 is well defined and the commuting pro
jections can be obtained by the standard residue for
mula 

where C encloses the isolated eigenvalue of L at the 
origin. ] The assumption Xc Y is quite natural if G is 
an elliptic system of partial differential operators; 
then a natural choice for X and Y is typically X = C k 

Y=Cm+l>, where Cj+l> are the Banach spaces of funct~o~~ 
with Holder continuous derivatives. We note here, 
nevertheless, that if g is compact, we can drop the 
assumption XC Y and construct commuting projections 
as follows. 

Lemma 2.2: Let T, be a representation of the com
pact group g on the Banach spaces X and Yo Let L 
be a bounded mapping from X to Y which intertwines 
with T,; T ~ = LT I' Let V =kerL eX be a closed 
finite-dimensional subspace and let R =RangeLcy be 
a closed subspace of finite codimension. Let Q be any 
~rojection ont9 Rand P =1 - Q. Then the projections 
Q and P =1 - Q, where 

Q = J~ T g-lQT ,d/l(g) (2.5) 
j 

commute with T h for all hEG. The same result holds 
for the projections P 1 and Q1 =1 - P u where P 1 is any 
projection onto kerL in X. 

Proof: The fact that Q as given in (2.5) commutes 
with T h follows from the invariance of the measure 
d/l(g)~ Since P.. is invarian} under T, and Q, it is clear 
that P.. is invariant under Q as well, and also its range 
is contained in P.. ~ It remains to show that Q is a pro
j~ction, and to that end it is enough to show that 
Qf=fiffER. We have, whenever f=Lu, 

Qr=QLu=J T g-1QT,Lud/l(g) 

=J Tg-1QLTi~d/l(g) 
= J T g_lLT lud/l(g) = Lu = f. 

The proof for the case that P 1 is a projection onto 
kerL in X goes similarly. 

We remark that in the case of representations of a 
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noncompact group a reducing subspace need not possess 
a projection which commutes with the representation. 
For example, the action of R1 on R2 by (~n leaves the 
x axis invariant, but all projections onto the x axis 
take the form (~g), and none of these commute with the 
action. 

In order to analyze the bifurcation equations (2,3), it 
is often convenient to reduce them further by scaling 
them, as follows. A uniformizing parameter E is in
troduced by setting 

(2.6) 

where W = Wo + EW1 + E2W2 + . . . . The appropriate powers 
of m and n are determined by a Newton diagram. 13 Now 
suppose 

F(Ema, EnW) = ekQ(a, wo) + O(E k
+

1), 

where k> max{m, n}. Dividing by Ek and letting E - 0, 
we arrive at the reduced bifurcation equations 

(2.7) 

where a may be chosen conveniently. If the Jacobian 
Qw(a, wo) is invertible at a solution (a, wo) of (2.7), then 
solutions of the full bifurcation equations may be ob
tained from the implicit function theorem. In the case, 
however, that Eq. (2.3), hence (2.7), are invariant 
under a Lie group the solutions of (2.7) may appear in 
k-parameter sheets; and in that case the Jacobian 
Qw(a, wo) will possess a k-dimensional kernel, spanned 
by the vectors L jWO' where the operators L j are the 
infinitesimal generators of the Lie group g. 

Given a solution (a, wo) of (2.7) we examine the full 
solution curve (2.6). If m is even, the bifurcation is 
one-sided (that is, solutions appear for X> 0 or X < 0). 
When a> 0, the bifurcation is supercritical, and it is 
subcritical when a <0. When m is odd, the branches 
appear on both sides of criticality (transcritical case). 

Stability of the bifurcating solutions: Let a non
trivial one-parameter branch of solutions of (2.1) be 
given by (X(E),U(E)) and put L(E)=Gu(X(E),U(E)). Ac
cording to the principle of linearized stability the local 
stability of the solution U(E) is determined by the 
eigenvalues of L(E). When E =0, L(O)=Lo has (by as
sumption) an eigenvalue of multiplicity n at the origin; 
and, if the trivial solution u = 0 is just lOSing stability 
as A crosses zero, all other eigenvalues of Lo must 
lie strictly in the left half-plane. The stability of the 
bifurcating branch is therefore determined by the 
behavior of the n-fold eigenvalue at the origin as E 

varies from zero. The following theorem is proved in 
Ref. 14. 

Theorem 2.3: Let E(E) denote the analytic projection 
valued operator whose range is the n-dimensional in
variant subspace of L(E) corresponding to the n-fold 
eigenvalue at the origin. Then the eigenvalues of L(E) 
in the vicinity of the origin are precisely those of the 
n-dimensional operator B(E)=L(E)E(E). Furthermore, 
if the scaling of the solutions have the form (2.6), then 

Accordingly, to lowest order in E, the behavior of the 
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multiple eigenvalue 0 under the perturbation along the 
bifurcating branch is determined by the eigenvalues of 
the Jacobian of the reduced bifurcation equationso 
Supercritical solutions are stable if all eigenvalues of 
Qw(a, wo) are negative and subcritical solutions are 
stable if all eigenvalues of Qw(a, wo) are positive. 

When a continuous transformation group is present, 
one or more of the eigenvalues of Q w(a, wo) are zero 
(depending on the dimension of the manifold of solu
tions); in that case one can at best conclude orbital 
stability from an analysis of the reduced equations: 
There will always be a number of neutral modes pre
senL 

3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COVARIANT 
BIFURCATION EQUATIONS IN THE CASE 
SO(3) 

We denote by r the representation T8IN. Let us ex
pand F(:>c, v) of (2. 3) in a power series in v: 

F(:>c, v) =A(:>c)v + B 2 (A, v, v) + B 3 (:>c, v, v, v) +.0. 

Then we must have 

r A(:>C)v=A(:>c)rv, 
(3. 1) 

r B 2 (:>c, v, w) =B 2 (:>c, rv, rw), 

Therefore, each multilinear operator B is covariant 
with respect to the representation r. 

We first make the assumption that r is irreducible, 
that is, that r =Dz, where DZ is one of the irreducible 
representations of the irreducible representations of 
SO(3). The contrary case, when N is reducible, is 
sometimes called "accidental degeneracy" by physicists 
(Ref. 5 p. 161); Ruellel5 suggests the situatien is 
nongeneric. Indeed, that is clearly the case in a prob
lem analyzed in detail by Chow, Hale, and Mallet
Paret. 16 They consider the buckling of a rectangular 
plate. Since the symmetry group of the rectangle is 
Abelian, the irreducible representations are all one 
dimensional; but when the ratio of length to width is 
..[2, the principle eigenvalue has multiplicity 20 This 
situation is clearly nongeneric, for it depends on a 
speCific chOice of physical parameters. 

The reducible case is discussed in the next section. 
When r is irreducible, the linear term in (301) is a 
scalar multiple of the identity by Schur's lemma. Thus 
A (:>c) =a(:>c)I for some scalar (10 The quadratic term 
B(i\, v, w) must be symmetric in v and wand transform 
as DZ 0 The quadratic mapping B may be regarded as a 
subspace of symmetric second order tensors which 
transform as D Z under the action of SO(3). The 
Clebsch-Gordan series 

(3.2) 

tells us that the tensor product space N 0 N decomposes 
into a direct sum of subspaces, precisely one of which 
transforms according to DZ, as follows: 

N0N =V2z ffi'" ffi VZE!""EB 0., EBVO. 

In this decomposition V2z consists of symmetric tensors, 
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V2Z-1 antisymmetric tensors, and so forth. Accordingly 
VZ consists of symmetric tensors iff I is even. There
fore, for odd I the quadratic term vanishes, and we 
must go to cubic terms to get the reduced bifurcation 
equations. (We shall show below that a Similar result 
holds more generally when g is a simply reducible 
groupo) 

Since we are interested solely in symmetric tensors 
over N, we can work with polynomials (due to the 
natural isomorphism between the ring of polynomials 
and symmetric tensors over N). We therefore identify 
N with the vector space of linear polynomials in the 
variables z_z' ••• ,zz rsince dimD z = (21 + 1)] and denote 
by K[z_z,"" zzl the ring of polynomials in the indepen
dent variables z_IJ"" zz. K is then isomorphic to the 
algebra of symmetric tensors over N. 

Let the bifurcation equations be 

Fm(z_z,""zz)=O, m=-l,ooo,l. 

The linear terms of F m are of the form 

F m(z_Z" 0., zz)=azm 

since, as we have said, the linear term must be a 
scalar multiple of the identity. The quadratic terms 
are given by 

F m = L C(l, ml ;m2 ;1, m 2 ;1, m)zmlzm , (303) 
ml.~=m 2 

where C(l, ml;l, m2;1, m) are the C1ebsch- Gordan co
efficients for SO(3), or 

F m= (_1)m L (rhl rh2 _1m) zmlz~, (3.4) 
'"1 +'"2=m 

are the Wigner 3-j coefficients for SO(3). 

In the general case the terms F m can be constructed 
by the following algorithm. Let the infinitesimal gener
ators of SO(3) be J u J 2 ,J3; these satisfy the commutation 
relations 

[J;, JJl =EIJkJk' 

where ElJk is the completely antisymmetric tensor. 

Putting J. = ±~ + iJl and J3 = - iJ3, we obtain instead 
the commutation relations for sl(2) 

(3.5) 

By well-known algorithms (see Ref. 17, po 234), using 
the commutation relations (305), we can construct a 
basis f m for the complexification of the vector space 
N such that 

J 3fm=mfm' 

J.fm =f3. mf""I' 
where 

-l';'m.;,l and f3 m =W-m)(1+m+l)ll/2 0 

In addition, thefm can be normalized so that the reality 
condition 

(3.6) 
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is satisfied. 

Since I have not found (3.6) in the s.tandard references 
I will give a proof here. First note that the operators 
J u J 2, J 3 are real operators, and so J3 = - J\ J+ = - J-, 
J-=-J+. It follows that:FJ;,,=m!m=-J3f:n and there
fore that J 3!:" = - J11 fm' The vector 1;" has weight - m. 
Since N is irreducible there is only one vector with 
weight -Ill, and that isf_m• Sofm=cmf-m' On the other 
hand J+fm = {3mfm+l so J+fm = {3mfm+l ={3mc m+lf-(m+l) 
= - J-f m = - J- C mf-m = - C mJ-f -m = - C m{3 mf- m-l 0 Consequen t
ly, c m+1 =_- c m and we can take cm= (_l)mc. For m =0 
we have fo = C fo. Choosing C = 1, we obtain that fo is 
real and fm = (- 1)mf_m" 

The reality condition (3,6) is important when we wish 
to restrict ourselves to real solutions of the bifurcation 
equations (1.1). 

We now require the variables zm to transform as the 
fm under J 3 and J •• We extend J 3 and J. to be derivations 
over J(: 

J(C'if + {3g) = C'iJf + {3Jg, 

JUg) = fJg + (Jf)g, 

where f, g E J( and C'i and {3 are scalars. It is natural to 
extend the J's in this way since they are Lie deri va
tives. 

If the functions F m(z -I' ... , Z I) are to transform as 
DI they also must transform as the zm: 

(3,7) 

For example, the quadratic polynomials F m are ob
tained as follows. The action of J 3 on ZjZk is 

J 3(z jZk) = (J3 z j )Zk + Zj(J3Zk) = (j + k)z jZk 

so J 3 z jZk = mZjzk if j + k = 111. Therefore, 

Fm(Z_I"",ZI)= I; IImmmzmzm' 
mt "'m2 =m 1 2 1 2 

In particular, when l is even, 

FI = aoz 1zo + alzlnlzl + ... + al /2(ZI /2)2. 

Furthermore, J.F 1 ={3IFI = 0, and this condition gives 
us a set of linear equations for the coefficients 
ao .•• a l /2' In the case l = 2 we have 

F 2 = az2z 0 + bzi, 

J+F2 =a{3oz2z 1 +2b{31Z 1Z2 

= (a{3o -l- 2b{31)Z lZ2 = 0, 

a{3o + 2b{31 = 0. 

The last equation determines the coefficients a and 
b, hence F 2 , up to a scalar multiple. Once FI is known 
we get F 1-1 from 

J - Fl ={3.,IF1_1 

and so forth. In this way we can construct all the F ",'s. 

This procedure extends immediately to higher order 
terms. For example, to get third order terms we 
write 

FI = I; aijkzizjZk 
i ... j+k=l 

and apply 
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J+FI =0 

to get a linear system of equations for the al}k" For 
l = 1 there is only one solution but for 1 = 3 there are 
two independent solutions. In fact, the condition J +F 1 = ° 
in that case leads to five equations in seven unknowns 
(see Sec. 7). 

4. THE CASE r REDUCIBLE 

We begin by deriving a generating function which 
gives the number of covariant n-linear symmetric 
mappings for arbitrary n. We first derive a general 
formula for arbitrary compact groups, and then apply 
the formula in the specific case of 0(3). We denote the 
irreducible representations of (j by rv and suppose 
r = 2:av rv, where av is the multiplicity of rv in r. The 
characters of rand rv are denoted by X and XV re
spectively, 

Theorem 4.1: Let r be a representation on the vector 
space fI/ of the compact group (j and let cn = cn(r, (j) 
denote the number of completely symmetric n-linear 
operators B on NoN to N which are covariant with 
respect to r, Then a generating function for the coef
ficients cn is 

i: cn(r,(j)zn=MI ((j, r,z)=jqdet[I -zr(g)J·l'X(g)dll(g), 
n=O 

(4.1) 

In the above expression Il(g) denotes the normalized 
invariant measure on (j; we set co(r, (j) = 1 by 
convention. 

Proof: Let IV* be the dual of IV; let the n-linear map 
B be covariant with respect to r; and put 

F(u1 , • , , , Un;Un+l) = (B(ul> ' , , , un), UnoI) , (4.2) 

where un+1 EN* and ( , ) denotes the bilinear pairing 
between Nand N*, Let r(g)=r+(g-l) be the contra
gradient representation. (Here r+ denotes the adjoint 
of r relative to the bilinear pairing ( , »), F is a tensor 
in N®n'i)N* which is invariant under the representation 
r'i),,'i) r; in fact, 

r'i)n ':9 r F(ul> •• , ,un; UnoI ) 

=F(ruu ' ,., rUn; rUn+I) 

= (B (rul> ' , . , rUn)' rUn+! ) 

= (rB(ul> .," un)' run+1) 

= (B(ull ' 0 • , Un), Un+I) =F(uu ' , . , Un; Uno1 )· 

The correspondence (4.2) between covariant n-linear 
maps and (n + 1 )-linear invariants is one-one, On the 
other hand, the number of invariants is equal to the 
number of times the identity representation is contained 
in the tensor product representation r®n® r. This 
number is given by the expression 

jq Xn(g)X(g)dll(g), 

Now, however, we must modify the argument to take 
into account the fact that B is completely symmetric, 
We do this by restricting the representation r®n to 
the symmetric part of NOn; the restriction of r®n to 
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this subspace is denoted by (r S)n) s. The character X (n) 

of (r gn) s is given by the generating function 

. 
det[I - z r( g) ]-1 = ~ Xn(g) zn , 

n==Q 

where X (Ol g) =' 10 The result (4. I) now follows 
immediately. 

A derivation of (4.3) may be found in Littlewood18 

in the chapter on Schur functions; but for completeness 
I will present a simpler derivation in the Appendix. 

The expression (4.2) for the covariant mappings is 
very closely related to the Molien function (see Jaric 
and Birman4

) which counts the number of completely 
symmetric invariant tensors of each order. The Molien 
function has been calculated by Jaric and Birman for 
various space groups. Let us calculate the function 
(4.1) in the casey =0(3). First note that the determi
nant of the direct sum A EB B of two matrices is det A EB B 
= (detA)(detB); for the determinant of an operator 
is the product of its eigenvalues, and the eigenvalues 
of A EBB are the union of those of A and of B. Therefore 

det(I - z~ avr)-l = n [det(I - zrvll"'v, 
v 

where I on the left is the NxN identity matrix (N =dimr) 
and the 1's on the right are the NvxIVv identity matrices 
(lVv=dimr). 

It remains to calculate det(I - zr vl for the irreducible 
representations 0(3). We first carry out the calculation 
for SO(3) and then indicate the modifications which 
must be made to treat 0(3). Let g be a rotation through 
an angle 8. The eigenvalues of D'(g) are then exp(±im8, 
111 = - I, . 0' ,1, and therefore 

I 

det(I - ZD') = n (1 - z exp(im8»(1 - z exp(- im8» 
m=-l 

= C~Q (1 - 2z cosm8 + Z2») 0 

The invariant integral for SO(3) is 

!f' (1 - cos8)d8 
IT 0 

and so our expression for (4.1) is 

M (SO(3); r;z) = - n n (1 - 2z cosm8 + Z2)-<11 If' I 
IT 0 I moO 

xL- a,x,(8)(1 - cos8)d8 
I 

1 f' , =-2 n n (1- 2zcosm8 +Z2)-<1, 
IT -, I moO 

x~ a,X1(8)(I- cos8)d8, 

which can be evaluated by residues. 

(4.4) 

As to 0(3) there are two types of representations, 
positive and negative, which are closely related to 
those of SO(3), (See Miller, 17 p. 249). When g is a pure 
rotation, m(g)=D~(g)=D'(g); but when g is a rotation 
reflection, D!(g) = - D~(g) =D'(g). The negative repre
sentations thus contain the inversion v - - v. Since the 
spherical harmonics satisfy Y~(8, l) = (- 1)' Y~(IT - 8, 
1T + rp) the subspaces V' transform according to positive 
representations for even I, and negative for odd 1. In 
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order to correct (4.4) for the case 0(3), we cut (4.4) 
in half and add another term corresponding to the inte
gral over the rotation-reflections of the group. For 
this portion of the integral the eigenvalues of the re
presentations are multiplied by a factor of (- 1)' . 
Therefore, the correction term is 

-2
1 f' n I1 (1- 2z(- I)' cosm8 + Z2)<tI1 
1T alm=O 

XL a,(- I)IX, (8)(1 - cos8)d8, 
I 

Now let us turn to algorithms for constructing the 
covariant bifurcation equations in the reducible case. 
Such an algorithm was given for the case of a finite 
group in Ref. 13. Here we present a method using again 
the Lie algebra of infinitesimal operators. We look 
first at two simple examples, from which the general 
algorithm will be clear. 

Suppose first that the kernel IV transforms according 
to the representation Dl EB D2, and represent the vector 
space N as linear polynomials in the variables xo, x.1 
and YO,Y.HY.2' We then seek polynomials Fo,F'1 and 
Go, G"H G. 2 in these variables which transform as Dl 
and D2 respectively. Let J. and J 3 be the operators 
discussed in Sec. 3. We have 

J 3Xj =jx j , J 3Yj =j}'j, J 3Fj =jFj , J 3Gj =jG j , 

J.Xj=[lldXj.H J"xj=[l,._jX j_H 

J'Yk = {32,.jY j±H 

J.Fj ={31.kFj±H J.G j = [l2,jG j±1 

where {31,j = [(1- j)(l + j + 1)]1/2. 

Since Fl must have weight 1, we write it as a sum 
of all possible terms of weight 10 For the quadratic 
case we have 

and we require J.Fl =0. We have omitted such terms 
as x1XO and YIYO because Dl is not contained in 
(Dl@Dl)S or (D2(9D2)S. (In fact, D1!?JD1=D2EBDIEBDo, 

where the first and third invariant subspaces are sym
metric tensors, and the subspace which transforms 
according to Dl is antisymmetrico A similar situation 
is true in the case D2@D2. ) Terms such as XiX} show 
up in the representation D 1 0 Dl; terms YjYj come from 
D20D2; and terms xjYj come from D10D2. 

The condition J.F 1 = 0 leads to the equations 

b{32,1 +C{31._1=0, a{32.0+ bf310 0 =0, 

of which there is one solution. Similarly, for G2 we 
take 

G2 = axi + bY2Yo + cyi + dX1Yl + eXoY2 

and apply the condition J.G 2 = O. This leads to the 
equations df3 2 1 + e{31 0 = 0, b{32 a + 2cf32 1 = 0 and no 
restriction o~ a. W~ get thre~ lineariy independent 
solutions in all, so there are four covariant poly
nomials of degree 2: one of weight 7 and three of 
weight 2. There are therefore four parameters in the 
reduced bifurcation equations. 

For the second example consider the case that N 
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transforms as 2D1, or D1 iD D1, In this case choose 
variables xo, X±l and Yo, ~'±1' and look for polynomials 
F1 of weight one such that J.F1 = 0. The reader will 
easily determine that there is only one such polynomial, 
namely (x 1.\'a - XO)'l)' This may be repeated Iwice in the 
bifurcation equations, so there are two parameters. 
The reduced bifurcation equations are therefore 

Xl =A(x1.\'" - X".I'l)' Xo = A{2(X1Y_1 - X_L"l)' 

X_I =AC"\O-"l - X_1.1'O), .\'1 =B(xL,'o - X".\\), 

Yo = BI2(x L"_1 - X -1'\), .1' .. 1 = B(XO)'_l - X -1.1'0)' 

The general algorithm now follows, When r = !pIDI 

put N = '2/11 and choose N different sets of variables 
x, Y,'" and N different sets of polynomials F, G,'" . 
Each set of variables and polynomials is to transform 
irreducibly under the Lie algebra so( 3) - with a one
one correspondance among variables, polynomials, 
and the irreducible representations DI occurring in r. 
Each chain of polynomials of a given weight can occur 
in any part of the bifurcation equations of the same 
weight. Thus, to (Iv occurrences of D V and b v covariant 
polynomial chains of weight v there correspond {/vbv 

independent parameter in the bifurcation equations
that is, (I))v independent occurrences of the poly
nomials of weight v, 

5. GRADIENT STRUCTURE OF THE 
BIFURCATION EQUATIONS; SIMPLY 
REDUCIBLE GROUPS 

Suppose that the kernel V is irreducible and that the 
reduced bifurcation equations take the simple form 

(5.1) 

As we have already seen, IV must transform according 
to an even representation of 0(3) [DI(g), where I is 
even], for otherwise the quadratic term is antisym
metric. In that case Eq. (5. 1) possess a gradient 
structure, as Busse1 has observed. This gradient 
structure is a consequence of a symmetry property 
of the 3- j symbols which holds in the more general 
context of a "simply reducible group. " 

Recall that the quadratic terms of the bifurcation 
equations are given (for even 7) by 

(The 3- j symbols vanish whenever 1 III 1 > 1 or nil + Jf1 2 

+111 3,*0, hence we may drop the limits of summation.) 
Consider the homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 

I 

J)(Z_I>'" ZI)= }LF mZm 
~I 

restricted to the real subspace of IV for which 
zm = (- 1)mz_ ... There we have 

For 1 even the 3-j symbols are completely symmetric 
in the integers nll'11Z2' 111 3 , (Ref. 5, p. 159), and there
fore 
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In as much as (5.1) can be written in the component 
form as 

(5. 1') 

we see that these equations possess a gradient structure 
and in fact are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the 
variational problem 

min 1p, 
lzl "1 

where 

2 I I 

I Z I = 6 ZmZm =6 (- l)mzmZ _m' 
m= .. l -I 

The function P is the third order invariant for the re
presentation DI(g) of 0(3); that is, p(DI(g)Z)=p(z) for 
all g E 0(3). The norm 1 Z 12 is the second order invar
iant. In vector form these invariants take the form 
(u,u) and (B(u,u),u), where (, ) denotes the scalar 
product on the vector space N. The variational pro
blem is accordingly 

min ~<}j(II,U),lI). 
(u ,u)=l 

(5.2) 

In general, let IV be a complex inner product space, 
T~ a unitary representation, and B a covariant symme
tric bilinear mapping from IV xIV to IV. The trilinear 
form F(lI,v,w)=(B(u,v),w) is always an invariant of 
f'-'\ as we saw in Sec. 4. Under what conditions, how
ever, is B(u, u) also the gradient of the function 
J (11) = ~ F(Il, U ,It)? The answer is given in the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 5.1: Let B,F andN be as above, Then B is the 
gradient of the functional J iff the trilinear form (B(u, 
v), w) is completely symmetric. 

Proof: The operator B(u) is the gradient of the func
tional J (11) if J (11 + Eh) = J (u) + E( B(u ),h) + O(E2). First 
suppose the trilinear form < B(u, v), w) is completely 
sym metr ic. Then 

J(x +Eh) 

=J(x) + (E/3)[(B(h,x),x) + (B(x,h),x) + (B(x,x),h)] 

+ O(E 2
) 

=J(x) +E(B(x,x),h) + O(E2
). 

By definition, then, the gradient of J is the bilinear 
operator B. 

The converse is a little harder to prove. By the 
symmetry of B, 

J (x + Ell) = J (x) + E[(B(x, x),h) + 2 (B(h,x),x)] + O(E2), 

whereas, if B is the gradient of J , 
J (x + Eh) =J (x) + E (B(x ,x), h) + O(E2). 

Comparing terms of order E, we have 

(B(x ,x), h) = (B(x ,h) ,x) (5.3) 

for all vectors x and h. Replacing x by x + y in (5.3) and 
using the symmetry of B, we obtain the identity 

(B(x ,y), h) = H (B(x ,h),y) + (B(y ,h),x)]. (5.4) 
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Interchanging x and h in (5.4), we get 

(B(li ,y ),x) = M (B(lz,x),y) + (B(y ,x),h)] 

= H (B(h,x),y) + M (B(x ,h),y) + 

+ (B(y,h),x)}] 

= ~ (B(x ,Il),y) + i(B(y,h),x); 

hence (Blv,h),x) =(B(h,y),x) =(B(x,lz),y). Conse
quently, the trilinear form F is invariant under the per
mutations (12) and (13) and so is completely symmetric. 

Summarizing the above discussion, we have 

Theorem 5.2: When the kernel N transforms accord
ing to the irreducible representation DI(g) of SO(3) the 
quadratic term in the bifurcation equations vanishes 
altogether for I odd and is the gradient of the third order 
invariant if I is even. 

The above theorem continues to hold, with appropri
ate modifications, in the more general context of simply 
reducible groups, Simply reducible groups (S. Ro groups) 
were introduced by Wigner in 1940. (References for 
the following remarks may be found in Wigner6 and 
Hammermesh,5 pp. 151-59). A group is simply reduc
ible if 

(a) Every element is equivalent (conjugate) to its 
inverse (i. e. , for every p there is an h such that 
jJ = IIj)-111- 1). 

(b) The tensor product of any two irreducible rep
resentations contains no irreducible representation more 
than once. 

Many of the groups occurring in applications 
are S. R. groups: the symmetric groups S3 and 54' the 
quaternion group, the three-dimensional rotation group, 
the two-dimensional unimodular group, and most of the 
crystal point groups. An immediate consequence of 
property a is that all the group characters are real 
[since .\(g-I)=.\(;;) and the character is constant on con
jugacy classes] and so every representation is equiva
lent to its complex conjugate representation. 

The irreducible representations of a compact group 
can be classified into three groups: Those which 
possess a real matrix representation; those which do 
not possess a real representation but which are never
theless unitarily equivalent to their complex conjugate 
representation; and those which are not equivalent to 
their complex conjugate representations. Representa
tions of the first kind are called integer representa
tions; those of the second are called half-integer 
representations. 

Lemllla 5.3: The tensor product of two integer 
representations or of two half-integer representations 
of an S. R. group contains only integer representations, 
while the tensor product of an integer and a half
integer representation contains only half-integer 
representations. 

The proof of this lemma is given in Wigner's article. 6 

The tensor product of a representation with itself can 
be decomposed into a symmetric and an antisymmetric 
part. For a representation T denote the symmetric part 
of Tg T by (T0 T)s and the antisymmetric part by 
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(T01')a. If T is an integer representation, the irreduc
ible parts of (T0 T)s are called even representations and 
and those in (TO; T)a are called odd representations; on 
the other hand, this nomenclature is reversed if T is 
a half-integer representation. Wigner has proved that 
no representation can be simultaneously odd and even, 
but there are integer representations which are neither 
even nor odd. 

Let the irreducible representations be denoted by D' 
and introduce the convention that (- 1)i = 1( - 1) if j is 
an even (odd) representation and (- 1 f' = 1( - 1) if j is 
an integer (half-integer) representation. 

Theorem 5.4: (Wigner6 po 92) For an So Ro group it is 
possible to normalize the 3-j symbols in such a way that 

(
jl 12 13) . . (j2 .il 13) 

=(_1)h+J2+J3 0 

KIK2 K3 K2KI K 3 

Hence the 3 -j symbols remain unchanged under an even 
permutation of the columns but are multiplied by 
(-Oit(-1)h(-1)j 3 for an odd permutation, 

The following is an immediate consequence of 
Wigner's theorem. 

Theorem 5.5; Let C; be a simply reducible group and 
let Dj be an irreducible (unitary) integer representation 
of C; acting on the vector space NoLet the bilinear map
ping B be covariant with respect to DJ, Then the third 
order trilinear invariant (B( Il, v), w) is completely sym
metric if DJ is an even representation and completely 
antisymmetric if DJ is an odd representation. Conse
quently, the quadratic terms of the bifurcation equations 
vanish for an odd representation and possess a gradient 
structure for even representations. 

More generally, 

Theorem 5.6: Let r be a unitary representation on a 
Hilbert space II such that r 0

(n+l) contains the identity 
representation precisely once. Then there is a convar
iant n-linear map B:l! - II which is either completely 
antisymmetric or is completely symmetric and the 
gradient of a completely symmetric invariant of order 
(n + 1), 

Proof: Since r(n + 1) contains the identity represent
ation once there exists a unique invariant F(x u ... , 
X n + I)' Define a representation of 5n+! by ToF(x II ••• , 

x n+l ) = F(xo-I(1P ••• , Xo-l(n+I» for uE5n+1 • Since the 
subspace of invariants is 'one-dimensional, TqF=X(q)F 

where X is a character of 5n+1 o Since the only one di
mensional representations of the symmetric group are 
the identity and alternating actions, F is either com
pletely symmetric or completely antisymmetric. The 
associated covariant operator B is therefore the same. 
Remark: Given the (n + 1) linear form F the mapping 
B is obtained as follows; Fix xI" o. ,x. and consider the 
linear functional u- F(xl"" ,x.,u). This may be re
presented as u- (B(xl"" ,.\),u) where B(xl"'" 
x.)ElI. The linearity and transformation properties of 
B are readily derived.) Finally, if F is completely sym
metric, then its gradient is easily seen to be the map
ping x- (n + l)B(x, ... ,x) by the argument of the first 
part of Lemma 5.1, Theorem 5.5 may be obtained 
directly from Theorem 5.6 without recourse to Wigner's 
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theorem. For if r is an irreducible integer represen
tation of a simply reducible group, then it is equivalent 
to its contragradient. If r is contained in r 3:1 r pre
cisely once, then the identity representation is contained 
precisely once in r:9 3 (R3:I S contains the identity repre
sentation precisely once iff Rand S are unitarily equi
valent irreducible representations; see Ref. 13, The
orem 8,1). If r is an even representation, it is con
tained in (r ,'i) r)s, hence the third order invariant must 
be symmetric, while if r is odd it is contained in 
(r ;;;r)a and the third order invariant is antisymmetric. 

In the case of the rotation group Professor L. Green 
(School of Mathematics) and I have succeeded in casting 
the variational problem in slightly different way. For 
even l we have the Clebsch-Gordan series 

and the associated representation 

UtA = D 1 / 2 (g)ADI/ 2 (g-1) 

(5.5) 

on (1 + 1) x (l + 1) matrices A 0 This representation is 
unitary relative to the inner product 

(A,B) =~trAB* (5,7) 

(B* = Hermitian conjugate of BL The third order invari
ant (there is only one, since DI ® Dl <?; Dl contains DO 
only once) is 

j'i.,A) =.~ trNA*. 

The highest weight space, the one that transforms like 
Dl in (5.5), consists of symmetric tensors, so we may 
restrict ourselves to Hermitian symmetric matrices 
and rephrase our variational problem as 

min!, trA' 

subject to 

1 tr.'F = 1 and tr AB j = 0, 

where the B
j 

are symmetric matrices which lie in the 
lower weight invariant subspaces. In particular 
trAI=trA=O. For 1=2, (5.5) reads Dl®Dl=D2 tJ?Dl 
(I, DO; but the tensors transforming according to Dl are 
antisymmetric, so we have only the constraint trA=O, 
trA2 = 2. The Euler-Langrange equations are therefore 

A 2 =iIA+yl, (5.8) 

where A and 1 are 3 x 3 matrices. (The gradient of the 
functional itrA' is the mapping A - A2). Equations (5.8) 
can be completely solved as follows. 

Taking the trace of (5.8), we get y=2/3. In the case 
1= 2, A is a 3 x 3 matrix and we can choose a rotation 
g as that Dl(g)AD1(g-1) is diagonal, since Dl(g) ranges over 
over all orthogonal matrices as g ranges over 0(3). So, 
assuming A is diagonal, we can write (5. 8) as 

where 1111 11" 113 are the eigenvalues of A. The 
constraints are 

11~ + 11~ + 11~ = 2, 

ILl + 112 + 113 = 0, 

(5.9) 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

There are two sets of solutions to (5.9), (5.10); viz., 
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A~~T 0 

-2~Ji) A= -1/{3, 1/v'3 
0 

and 

. (-1/,'3 0 

2/f3) A== 1/v'3 , A= 0 -1/ v1 
0 0 

The order of the eigenvalues on the diagonal is im
material, for any permutation of the diagonal entries of 
A produces a point on the same orbit, Indeed, any such 
permutation is accomplished by the operation PAp-I, 
where P is a permutation matrix, and such a P is an 
element of 0(3). One of the orbits above gives the 
maximum of the functional ~ tr A' on the sphere 1tr A 2 = 1 , 
the other orbit is the minimum. The isotropy subgroup 
in each case is 0(2) (rotations which leave (~) invariant), 
so each extremal is axisymmetric. 

The results above were obtained jointly with 
Professor L. Green. The method, while quite straight
forward in the case I = 2, becomes extremely compli
cated already in the case 1=4 and so does not seem to 
be a practical approach to the resolution of the bifurca
tion equations (5.1) in the general case. It is interesting, 
nevertheless, to compare this approach with that of 
Michel and RadicaW in their work on symmetry break
ing problems in physics. 

They study the action of SU(n) on the vector space 
Q of Hermitian traceless matrices A with the inner 
product (5.7). It can be proved that there are two 
linearly independent trilinear invariants of this action, 
vizo, 

{A,B, e}= ~vn tr(AB + BA)e, [A,B, e1 = - htr[A, Ble 

with {, , } completely symmetric and [ , , ] completely 
antisymmetric. The bilinear form (5.7) is the only 
second order invariant. From this it can be concluded 
that there are only two linearly independent algebras on 
A with SU(n) as automorphism group. One is the Lie 
algebra whose multiplication law is 

x 1\ y = - h[x ,Y ] 

and the other is that with multiplication law 

xV Y= ~-rn (xy + yx) - (l/m )trx:v. 

Michel and Radicati are led to study the equation 
[(III. 17), p. 194 of Ref. 7] 

q v q +N(q)q == 0, (5.10) 

where N(q) is a real number. Equation (5.10) is pre
cisely equivalent to (5.8). 

6. EXTREMAL METHODS AND STABILITY OF 
BIFURCATING SOLUTIONS 

Having shown in the previous section that the reduced 
bifurcation equations sometimes possess a gradient 
structure as a consequence of their symmetry, we 
investigate in this section the relationship between the 
extremal properties of solutions and stability of the 
bifurcating solutions. Let us again assume v is a solution 
of the reduced bifurcation equations (5.1). The Jacobian 
of these equations at v is the linear operator 
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Ja(v)x = ax + 2B(x ,x). 

We know from Theorem 2.3 that the stability of the 
bifurcating solutions is determined by the eigenvalues 
of the linear operator Ja(v). Now suppose B is the 
gradient of the functional 

](v)=~<B(l',r),I') 

and that v is the extremal of the variational problem 

max](v). 
(v, v)=l 

We calculate the second variation of the variational 
problem at v. Let x(t) be a curve on the unit sphere 
such that X(O)=l'. Then, if ](v) attains a maximum at 
v, 

and 

d2 
.) • -2] (x(t)) = (B(v,v),x) + 2(B(v,x ,x) <; 0 

dt 

d
2 

1 ( '(" ) (. .) 0 dt2 2 x,x)= v,x + x,x = . 

From (5.1), av +B(v,v)=O, so 

- a(v,:\-) + 2 (B(v,x),x) <; 0, (ax + 2B(v,x),x) <; 0 

for all tangent vectors x and v. Consequently, 

for all tangent vectors x 0 Furthermore, Ja(v) leaves 
the tangent plane at v invariant. In fact, the equation 
< v, x) = 0 describes the tangent plane at v and also 
(B(v,x),v)=(B(v,v),x)=-a(v,x)=O. Therefore, if 
(v,x)=O, then (Ja(v)x,v)=O as well, and the tangent 
plane at v is preserved. So Ja(v) maps the tangent plane 
to itself, and (6.2) tells us Ja(v) is negative semi
definite at a local maximum v. The normal vector to the 
tangent plane is l' itself, and J a(v)v = av + 2B(v, v) 

= B(v, v) = - av. Therefore, t he remaining eigenvalue 
of Ja(v) is - ao Since at an extremal v 

- a= (B(v, v), v )/ (v, v), 

the eigenvalue - a is positive at a positive maximum 
of (B(v,v),v). We have proved 

Theorem 6 0 1: Suppose the reduced bifurcation equa
tions (5.1) have a gradient structure and that a solution 
v is obtained as a maximum of the variational problem 
(5.2). Then one eigenvalue of the Jacobian Ja(v) = a] 

+ 2B(v) is positive and the rest are nonpositive. 
Accordingly, from Theorem 2. 3 it follows that the 
corresponding branch of solutions, which in this case is 
transcritical, has one unstable subcritical mode: 

( stable 

\ 
~ 

~~a~l_e ___ ~\... _ ~n.!'!::?~:' 
\ 

\ unstable 

This situation occurs often in bifurcation problems 
and is depicted schematically in the above figure. When 
the effect of higher order terms is included the sub
critical branch may "bend back" and regain stability. 
Such a situation is called "hard excitation" in nonlinear 
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oscillation theory or "snap through" instability in the 
case of buckling theory. The situation depicted in the 
figure of Theorem 6.1 can lead to sudden jump dis
continuities and hysteresis effects as the parameter A 

is varied in the vicinity of its critical value. 

A similar analysis can be carried through the cubic 
case, when the reduced bifurcation equations take the 
form 

ax - B(x ,x ,x) = O. (6.3) 

Again, if B is the gradient of the functional t(B(x),x) 
then equations (6.3) are the Euler-Lagrange equations 
for the variational problem 

min t(B(x,x,x),x). 
(x,x);l 

It can easily be Shown, by the same analysis as before, 
that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are always non
positive at a positive minimum of the quartic (B(x, x, x), 
x) on the sphere (x ,x> = 1. Hence at a positive mini
mum (which does not necessarily exist) we get stable 
supercritically bifurcating solutions. The bifurcations 
are one-sided-supercritical positive extrema and sub
critical at negative extrema. Subcritically bifurcating 
solutions are always unstable. (For further results 
see Sather. 9) 

7. SPECIAL RESULTS 

In this section we discuss the special results which 
can be obtained by direct calculations for low values 
of l: 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

For 1 = 1 the reduced bifurcation equations are 

aZ l = azl(z; - 2z l z_l ), 

aZ 2 = azo(z~ - 2z l z_ l ), 

aZ_l = aZ_l(z~ - 2z l z_ l ), 

(7.1) 

where the parameter a is to be considered a fixed real 
constant. For real solutions we require zm= (-l)mz_m' 
hence z~ - 2z1z_1 = z~ + 2 I Zi /2. A nontrivial solution of 
(6.1) must satisfy 

(7.2) 

from which we see that a/a must be positive. Therefore, 
the bifurcation is supercritical (a> 0) if a> 0 and 
subcritical if a < 00 The full set of solutions of (60 1) is 

Zo = raj a cosO, Z.l = ± ra/2a sinO exp(± iCPL (7.3) 

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian are constant on orbits 
and are most easily evaluated at Zo =.faTa, Z.l = 0; 
they are 0, 0, - 2>., reflecting the fact that the orbit of 
solutions is two-dimensional. Since the Jacobian is not 
invertible, the implicit function theorem cannot be 
used to continue solutions of the reduced bifurcation 
equations to the full equations. One can a fortiori 
restrict oneself to a subspace of axisymmetric solutions 
where the problem reduces to bifurcation at a simple 
eigenvalue; but the question remains as to whether all 
solutions of the full bifurcation equations are obtained 
in this way. The case 1 = 1 arises in spherical convec
tion problems when the inner and outer surfaces are 
free surfaces (Chossat, 19 p. 19). 
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Now let us turn to the case I = 2, which was first 
treated in full by Busse1 and in Sec. 5 of the present 
paper. The reduced bifurcation equations are (setting 
a/a = 1 without loss of generality) 

z2=(212/7z2 z o- J3/7z~), 

ZI = (- 2!I /14z1Z0 + 2V3/7z2Z_J, 

Zo = (- v'2/7z~ + 2!I/14z1Z_1 + 2v'2/7z2z_2 ), 

Z_1 = (- 2.ff/14z_1z 0 + 2V3/7z_2Z1), 

Z_2 = (2\,'2/7z_2 z0 - .f3/7z:J. 

(7.4) 

This system of equations is already quite complicated 
(and is destined to get worse). However, one can obtain 
a special class of solutions by setting ZOI = 0 and taking 
Z2 to be reaL The equations then reduce to two equations 
in two unknowns (since Z_2=Z2)' vizo, 

Z2 = 212/7z 2z o, 

zo= - f'i/7z; + 2v'i /7z~o 

Two solution sets are 

z02=v'-21/16, ZOI=O, zo=I7/8 (7.5) 

and 

(7.6) 

One can evaluate the third order invariant P3(Z) = t 
"iF mZm at the two solutions (properly normalized) and 
one finds P3 = v'2/7 for the first solution and - v'2/7 
for the second. Thus these two special solutions lie on 
the maximum and minimum orbits of the functional p. 
The Jacobian of the reduced bifurcation equations can 
be calculated and its eigenvalues determined. We omit 
the details, but the eigenvalues in both cases are 
[3,3, - 1,0, 0]. Again, both orbits are axisymmetric. 
Due to the presence of the zero eigenvalues the implicit 
function theorem cannot be used directly here, but there 
is an alternative method. Let us restrict ourselves to 
solutions with the reflection symmetry property z_m 
= (_1)m zm . Then all solutions have real values zm' 
Under those conditions the last two equations of (6.4) 
are identical with the first two. More generally, 

Theorem 7.1: Let the general bifurcation equations 
F m(z_I> ..• z!) = 0 be restricted to the subclass of solu
tions with the symmetry property 

zm=(_1)mz _m' (7.7) 

Then F_m(z_p' •• Zl) = (_1)m F m(z_p, •• zz) and the bifur
cation equations to (1 + 1) real equations in (1 + 1) real 
unknowns. 

Proal: The reality condition zm = (- 1 )mz_m and (7.7) 
imply that zm is reaL Furthermore, the bifurcation 
equations satisfy 

Fm(z_p ... ,ZI)= (-1)mF_m(z_p ••• ,Zl)' 

F m(z_I" .. ,z!) = F m(Z:;-' ..• ,;;). 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

The property (7.8) following from the reality condition 
(3.6) and (7.9) being a consequence of the fact that all 
coupling coefficients are real. (They are obtainable by 
the Lie algebra methods outlined in Sec, 3.) Combining 
(7.7), (7.8), and (7.9), we obtain 
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F_.,(· •• z., .•• ) = (-l)mF m(' •• zm ••• ) 

=(-1)mFm(···zm···)· 

Therefore, the last 1 equations coincide with the first 
1 when z_m is replaced by (-1)'"z_m' 

We omit the details, but if one computes the Jacobian 
of the first three equations of (7.4) at the special 
solutions (7. 5) and (7. 6) he obtains an invertible 
operator. Therefore, all solutions of the bifurcations 
can be obtained by solving the reduced bifurcation 
equations and applying the implicit function theorem 
when the restriction (7.7) is in force. A similar situa
tion prevails in the case 1 = 4. I conjecture that it is 
valid for all even l. 

For I = 3 there are two distinct covariant terms. 
They are obtained as follows. We must take F3 to be 

F3 = az~z_3 + bZ SZ 2Z_2 + CZ 3Z1Z_1 

+ dz 3z; + ez2z1z0 + IZ~Z_1 + gz~. 

Applying the condition J.F3 =O, we are led to the system 
of five equations in seven unknowns: 

f3-s f3z 0 0 0 0 0 a 

0 f3-z f3 1 0 0 2f32 0 b 

0 0 f3_1 2f31 f32 0 0 C 

0 0 0 0 f31 f3_1 0 d =0, 

0 0 0 0 f30 0 3f31 e 

I 
g 

where 13m = v' (3 - m )(3 + m + 1). 

One solution is obtained by taking g = 0 and d = 1. Then 
e = 1=0 and we get 

Fs = Z3(Z~ - 2z 1z_ 1 + 2z2z_2 - 2zSz_3)· 

The quantity in parentheses is the second order invar
ant, and so is annihilated by the application of any of 
the J operators. Therefore, one mapping is 

F., = Z.,(z~ - 2z 1z_1 + 2z2z_2 - 2z3z_3). 

A second choice is g"* 0, d = O. The choice g = 17 leads 
to 

G3 = 9v60/7z~z_s - 9.f60/7z sZ2Z_2 

+ 3v60z3Z 1Z_1 - 3v'TOZ2Z1Z 0 

+ (30/J7)Z~Z_1 + 17 z~. 
The lower weight polynomials are obtained by 
successively applying the lowering operator J_. 

The general reduced bifurcation equations in this case 
take the form 

AZm =AF m + BGm, 

where the parameters A and B depend on the external 
physical parameters of the problem. Such a situation 
occurs in the BEmard problem and gives rise to 
mechanisms for pattern selection. 14 

1 = 4: The quadratic terms in this case are 
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F4 = (1/ v5)Z4Z0 - (1/ v'2)Z3Z1 + (3/2m)z~, 

F3 = (1/12 )Z4Z_1 - (3/2 v5 )Z3Z0 + (1/ fi4)Z2Z U 

F 2 = (3/v'14)Z4Z_2 - (1/v'14)z3z_1 - (1l/14v5)z2zo 

+ (3/7v'2 )z~, 

Fl = (1/ l2)z4z_3 + (1/ v'TI)Z3Z_2 - (6/712)z2z _1 

+ (9/7V20)z l zo, 

Fo= (1/f5)z4z_4 + (3/2v5)Z3 Z_3 - (1l/14!5)z2 z _2 

- (9/14v5)Z l Z_1 + (9/14v5)z~. 

The remaining polynomials are found from those above 
by the relationship F_m(Z_4' ••• ,Z"4) = (- l)m F m(Z-4' ••• , 
z4)=(-l)mFm(· .• (_l)mz _m···)' There are many possible , 

0 0 0 0 v5/14 0 
0 - 5/2 0 0 0 5/n 
0 0 - 25/14 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 5/14 0 0 

J-I= v5/14 0 0 0 2/7 0 
0 5/217 0 0 0 - 5/14 
0 0 15/14 0 0 0 
0 0 0 5/217 0 0 
0 0 ° ° v5/14 0 

The eigenvalues of this matrix can be determined by 
restricting the matrix to certain invariant subspaces 
(determined by inspection), as follows. Let e i denote 
the column vector with a 1 in the ith row and zeros 
everywhere else. The subspaces {ae 3 + be7} , {e1 + eg}, 
{ael + bes + ceg}, {ae2 + be6}, {ae4 + beg} are all invariant, 
and one has to calculate the eigenvalues at most of a 
3 x 3 matrix. The complete set of eigenvalues is 

{0,0,0,-20/7, -20/7, -20/7, -5/7, -5/7,1}. 

Since only one eigenvalue is positive, this octahedral 
solution is a possible candidate for the maximum of the 
extremal problem. The axisymmetric solution above, 
however, is definitely a saddle point of the variational 
problem; the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are 

{O, 0, 20/9,20/9, 10/3, 10/3, - 5/9, - 5/9, -I}. 

Busse's article also contains a discussion of the situa
tion for higher values of l, and spec ial solutions are 
given for l = 6, 8. His special solutions belong to one of 
two classes (besides the axisymmetric solutions): 

Zm=O otherwise; 

zo*O, zn*O for a single n>l/2, 

zm = 0 otherwise. 

(7.10a) 

(7. lOb) 

The axisymmetric solutions never give a maximum 
except in the case l = 2. 

8. APPLICATIONS 

Convection problems in spherical geometries arise 
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solutions to the bifurcation equations in this case. Busse 
has found two special solutions: 

(1) Axisymmetric solutions: z.t=· "=z 4=0, Zo*O; 
and (2) octahedral solutions: Z4 = Z_4 = 5/ ffi, Zo = .f5 , 
Z'I = Z'2= Z.3 = O. Busse conjectures, on the basis of 
numerical work, that the second solution is the one 
which maximizes the third order invariant. An analysis 
of the Jacobian shows that the axisymmetric solution is 
a saddle point and that the octahedral solution is a 
candidate for the maximum. 

The Jacobian of the reduced bifurcation equations (we 
set u= 1 and drop the normalization condition I z I = 1; 
the results are affected only by a possible change of 
scale) at the special solution Zo = .f5, Z4 = Z_4 = 5/ ill, 
ZH = Z.2 = Z.3 = 0 is 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

15/14 0 0 
0 5/217 0 
0 0 15/14 
0 0 0 

- 25/14 0 0 
0 - 5/2 0 
0 0 0 

, 
naturally in geophysical problems and have been dis
cussed by many authors (Chandrasekar, 10 Busse, I 
Chossat19

). Convective phenomena in fluid media are 
generally modeled by the Boussinesq equations, which, 
in dimensionless var iables, take the form 

au A at +u' Vu= Llu - Vp + Ag1(r)8r + EWU xk, (8.1) 

ae 1 
- =-(M + A(3 (r)u· r) -U' VB at Pr 1 , 

divu =0, 

where u is the fluid velocity field, 8 is the temperature 
perturbation, p is the hydrodynamic pressure, and 
r == xi + yJ + zk is the position vector. Pr is the Prandtl 
number and A is the Rayleigh number; gl(r) is the gravi
tational field and (31(r) is the steady state temperature 
gradient. The term wu x k is the coriolis term due to 
rotation of the fluid. The operator uXk breaks 0(3) 
symmetry, as it is only invariant under rotations about 
the k axis. 

In geophysical applications these equations are con
sidered on a spherical shell N < r < 1 with appropriate 
boundary conditions. When both surfaces are free, the 
kernel of the linearized equations contains the space 
Vi (which transforms as Dl) (Chossat, 19 p. 19). When 
both surfaces are rigid and N is in the vicinity of 0.3 the 
kernel of L~ for the critical value of A transforms as 
D2; but, as N - 1, the kernel of L~c tr;nsforms as DI 
for higher and higher values of l (Chossat, personal 
communication). Chossat's thesis contains an extensive 
discussion of the linearized eigenvalue problem for the 
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Boussinesq equations (7.1) in a spherical shell, and 
also discusses the effect of the symmetry breaking term 
wu x k on the bifurcation point. Depending on the sign of 
w, one gets either a bifurcation of stationary solutions 
or time periodic solutions. 

The buckling of perfectly spherical shells has also 
been the subject of much investigation, (See esp. 
Sather. 9,12) Many of the investigations have been limited 
to Axisymmetric buckling, as in Bauer, Keller and 
Reiss, 11 This restriction is certainly justified if 
kerG.(O,O) transforms as D' for l=I,2; but already in 
the case l = 4 Busse's result shows that the axisym
metric solutions are generally not the relevant bifurca
ting solutions, If the equations of elasticity exhibit the 
same behavior as is supposed for the convection 
equations-that is, if kerGu(O, 0) transforms D' for 
higher and higher l as N- I-then the bifurcation prob
lem for higher values of l is also of interest in buck
ling problems. Actually, experiments on the buckling of 
very thin spherical shells indicates that this is precisely 
the case, 

Finally, the symmetry breaking problems studied by 
Michel and Radicati7

,8 also lead directly to the analog 
of the reduced bifurcation equations (5,1) but with 
SO(3) [or SU(2)] replaced by SU(3). 

APPENDIX 

Let us derive the expression (4.3) for the generating 
function for the characters Xn(g) of (r0n)s. Fix the 
group element g and let the eigenvectors of r on V be 
e1, ... , er with eigenvalues Au' •• , As' The vector space 
(vI2in)s is spanned by the vectors (ei1iSl" .iSleir)s, which 
we may represent as 

W=6 ei(1(l)iSI' . 'iSlei(1(r)' 
crEST 

The action of r0n on w is simply r(Sn w = iI.~l ••• iI.;"W, 
where m 1 + ... + my = n. Thus a vector in (vI2in)s may 
be represented by its occupation numbers mu ... , mr 

(where m
1 

= times e 1 occurs, and so forth). The trace 
of riSl n is therefore 

x( )(g)=trrlSln(g)= L: A~l···A~r. 
n mi + ••• +m,=n 

Multiplying by zn and summing, we get 

f,znx (g)-'t L: (zil.)m1···(ZA)mr 
~ (n) - . 1 r 
n=O n;::O mt.··· +m,=n 
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Systems of differential inequalities and stochastic differential 
equations. Iva) 
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Consider the system of stochastic functional differential equations 

x'(t,w)=f(t,x(t,w), x,(w),w), XtO(w) = <fJo(w), 

where f(t,x(t,w), x,(w),w) is a product measurable n-dimensional random vector functional whenever 
x (t ,w) is a product measurable random function, and it satisfies the desired regularity conditions to 
assure the existence of solution process. By developing systems of random differential inequalities, very 
general comparison theorems, in the framework of a vector Lyapunov function are obtained, and, 
furthermore. sufficient conditions are given for the stability of solutions in probability, in the mean and 
with probability one. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The stability analysis of stochastic fUnctional 
differential systems has been the subject of many 
investigations. 1-10 Most of the stability analysis of 
stochastic functional differential system is centered 
around the stability analysis of stochastic functional 
differential systems of Ito type2 ,6,7 and functional dif
ferential sytems with Markov coefficients l - 4 ,9,lo in the 
context of single or scalar Lyapunov functionals or 
functions. However, the stability analysis of stochastic 
functional differential systems with nonwhite excitations 
is remained unattempted. 

Very recently ~ by developing very general compari
theorems for Ito type stochastic ordinaryll,12 

and functional8
,13 differential systems, and for 

ordinary14 and functional4
,9 differential systems with 

Markov coefficients in the context of deterministic 
differential inequalities, and for stochastic ordinary 
differential systems with nonwhite noise coefficients15 

in the context of random differential inequalities, 
sufficient conditions are given for stability and 
boundedness of these stochastic differential systems, 
Moreover ~ it has been demonstrated that the concept 
of vector Lyapunov functions and the theory of differen
tial inequalities are promising tools for undertaking the 
stability analysis of deterministic nonhereditary, 16 

deterministic hereditary, 17 and random nonhereditary18 

competitive-cooperative processes in biological, 
physical, and social sciences, 

In this paper, we initiate the stability analYSis of 
stochastic functional differential systems with random 
coefficients and random delay, We develop the theory 
of systems of random functional differential inequalities, 
and obtain a very general comparison theorem in the 
framework of a random vector Lyapunov function and 
systems of random functional differential inequalities. 

The paper is organized as follows: 

In Sec, 2, depending on the convergence concepts 

a)The research reported herein was supported by SUNY Re
search Foundation Faculty Fellowship. 

in probabilistic analysis, we define various notions of 
stability, In Sec, 3, we develop the theory of systems of 
random functional differential inequalities, The obtained 
results extend the deterministic 19

,2o and random non
hereditary15 results to random hereditary, In Sec. 4, 
by employing the concept of random vector Lyapunov 
function, a very general comparison theorem in the 
context of the systems of random functional differential 
inequalities is developed, Furthermore, a general 
comparison theorem that is based on a random vector 
Lyapunov function and a minimal class of functions is 
also developed, All of these results extend the deter
ministic 19

,21 and random nonhereditary 15 results to 
stochastic hereditary. In Sec. 5, we apply the com
parison theorems that are developed in Sec. 4, to 
study stability analySiS of random functional differential 
systems. Finally, in Sec, 6, some examples are given 
to show the usefulness of our results. 

2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

Let R" denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space with 
a convenient norm ", II, We also denote by the same 
symbol II 0 II the corresponding norm of a matrix. Let 
R. denote the nonnegative real line while R will be 
used for real line, Let (n,] ,P) be a complete probabi
lity space. Let S(Rft) denote the set of random vectors 
defined on (n,],p) intoRft. For XE:S(R"), theqth 
moment of x is defined by E(llxllq)=f"llx(w)llqjJ(dw), 
O<q<oo. ForO<p""oo, D=D(O,p,R")={xcR": Ilxll<pL 

and D{S(Rn» = D(O,p,S(R'») = {x E: S(R"):IIX(w )11 < P 
with probability one}. Given T > 0, let C" = e[[ - T, 0], 
R"l denote the space of continuous functions defined on 
[- T,O] into Rn, and let S(C") = e[[ - T, 0], S(Rn)l denote 
the space of almost sure sample continuous random 
functions with domain [- T,O] and range in Rn. For 
¢ E: Cn, we define II <PII 0 = sUP...,.",,,,oll <p(s )11. Let (. )T 
stand for the transpose of a vector or a matrix. 
Suppose that e([ - T ,00), Rn]. For t> 0, we shall let x t 
denote the translation of the restriction of x to the 
interval [t- T,t]; more speCifically, x t is an element 
ofCn defined by xt(s)=x(t+s), - T<SS <S O. e[[- T,oo), 

S(Rn)] can be defined, similarly, and xt(w)E: s(Cn) is 
defined by xt(w) =x(l +s ,w), - T<S s"" O. C~= C[[ - T, 0], 
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R~], S(C:), C=C(O,p)={¢EC": 11¢llo<p}andS(C)= 
=S(C(O,p)) = {¢ c=: S(C"): II ¢AI 0 < P with probability one}. 
AC[R., S(R")] denote the set of all almost surely 
absolutely sample continuous random functions defined 
on R. into R". We shall mean by M[R.x DXC, S(R')] 
the class of random functionals f(t, x ,x t' w) defined on 
R.xDXC into R" such thatf(t,x(t,w),Xt(w),w) is product 
measurable whenever x(t, w) is product measurable. 

Consider the system of stochastic functional 
differential equations of the type 

x'(t, w) = f(t ,x(t, w), x)w), w), x/o(w) = ¢o(w), (2.1) 

where fE 2V1[R. XD xC, S(R")], and f is smooth enough to 
guarantee the existence of a sample solution process 
x(t,w)=x(to, ¢o)(t,w) of (2.1) for t>to' For existence 
and uniqueness theorems, see Refs. 1 and 20 

We shall assume that f(t, 0,0, w) := 0 with probability 
one, so that the system (2. 1) possesses the trivial 
solution process x(t, w) '" 0 with probability one (w. p. 1). 

Depending on the mode of convergence in the pro
babilistic analysis and stability definitions for ordinary 
stochastic differential systems, 15 we shall formulate 
some definitions of stability 0 

Definition 2,1: The trivial solution of (201) is said 
to be: 

(SP1 ) stable in probability, if for each E > 0, 1) > 0, 
to E R., there exists a 13 = 6(to, E, 1)) > 0 such that 

P{w: sup II¢o(s ,w)11 '> o}< 1) 
"T::$.$~n 

implies 

p{w:llx(to,¢o)(t,w)II~E}<1), bto: 

(SP 2 ) asymtoticaZZy in jJroliabilit}', if it is stable in 
probability and, if for any E> 0, 1) > 0, to E R., there 
exist °0 = l3 o(to) > 0 and 0 < T = T(t o ,E, 1)) such that 

p{w: sup 11¢0(s,w)II>l3o}<17 
-T:SiiS ~o 

implies 

p{w.llxCto, ¢o)(t,w)lI~,E}<1), t?:tn+T: 

(SM1) stable in the mean, if for each E> 0, to E R., 
there exists a 0 < 13= l3(t o,E) such that the inequality 

sup [ 
-Hs"O E II 4>o(s, w)lI] <:: {) 

implies 

E[llx(to, ¢o)(t,w)II]< E, t?: to: 

(SM2 ) asymptotically stable in the mean, if it is stable 
in the mean and, if for any E> 0, to(~ R., there exist 
positive numbers I3 n= 13(,(tn) and T= T(to,E) such that the 
inequality 

sup E[iI¢n(s,w)II]"" on 
""1":!OS:!.iO 

implies 

E[ilx(tn,¢o)(t,w)111<f, te; to+T: 

(88,) stable with probability one (or almost surely 
sample stable), if for E ~ 0, /0 cR., there exists a 
positive number {) = (; (tn, E) such that the inequality 
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sup II¢o(s,w)II!S13 w.p.l 
-TEs.:EO 

implies 

Ilx(lo, ¢o)(t,wlll < E, t?: to w.p.l; 

(88 2 ) asymptotically stable with probability one (or 
almost surely sample asymptotically stable), if it is 
stable with probability one and, if for any E> 0, to ('C. R., 
there exist positive numbers 0o = Do(to) and T = T(ln, E) 
such that the inequality 

sup II¢o(s,wlll!Sl3o w.p.l 
"":!!is~O 

implies 

Ilx(to,¢o)(t,wlll<€, t?:to+T w.p.1. 

Definition 2,2: The trivial solution of (2 0 1) is said to 
be: 

(USP1 ) uniformly stable in probability, (USM1 ) 

uniformly stable in the mean, and (USS l ) uniformly 
stable with probability one, if the (; 's in Definition 201, 
(SP 1), (SM1), and (SSI)' are independent of to, 
respectively; 

(USP2) uniformly asymptotically stable in probability, 
(USM2) uniformly asymptotically stable in the mean, and 
(USS2) uniformly asymptotically stable w, p, 1, if (SP 1)' 
(SM 1 ) and (SSJ hold, and the corresponding l3's and T's 
in Definition 2,1, (SP2 ), (SM2 ), and (SS2)' are indepen
dent of to, respectively, 

Based on Defintions 2,1 and 2,2, one can formulate 
other definitions of stability and boundedness, 11.12 

analogously 

Consider now the follow ing stochastic auxiliary 
functional and ordinary differential systems: 

ll'(t,w)=g-(t ,U(t,W),lIt(W),W), II to (W)=cro(w) (2.2) 

and 

1/' (t, w) = ,I{(t , 11 (t , w), w), u (to, w) = 110 (w) , (2, 3) 

respectively, where gin (202) belongs to LC[R. x Rrn 
XCm, S(Rm)], LC[R+XRmxCm, S(Rm)] stands for the class 
of random functionals g(t, cr (0), cr, w) defined on R. x Rm 
xCm into R m such that g(t, 0'(0), cr, w) satisfies the 
Caratheodory condition in (t,cr(O),cr) for all most all 
wCeQ, Le" g(t,cr(O),cr,w) is continuous in (cr(O),cr) for 
each t E R. and Lebesgue measurable in / for each 
fixed (cr(O),a), with probability one, and there exists a 
product measurable random function K: R+ x Q ~ R. 
which is summable on R. wop.1 such that I'g(t, cr(O), cr, 
W)II '.·K(t,w) for cr~~ C(O,p), O<p<cxo w,p,l; g(t,a(O), 
cr, w) is quasimonotone nondecreasing in cr(O) and 
nondecreasing in a for each t c. R+ w. p, 1; g in (2,3) 
belongs to LC[R.xR rn , S(Rm)], and g satisfies the 
Caratheodory condition in (t, 11) w. p. 1; g(t, II, w) is 
quasimonotone nondecreasing in /I for each t',e R. 
w. p. 1. Under these conditions, existence of maximal 
and minimal solutions w. p. 1 can be shown analogous 
to the deterministic case 21 with simple modifications. 
Let 1I(I,W)=II(to,CJo)(t,w) and II(L,J)) =1I(t,t,,,lI n , J)) be any 
solutions of (2 2) and (2,3), respectively. 

Relative to auxiliary differential systems (2.2) and 
(203), we need to define the corresponding stability 
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definitions in our discussion, that may be defined, 
analogously. For example, we state the definition 
of stable in probability (SPt) with respect to (2.2) and 
(2.3), respectively. 

Definition 2.3: The trivial solution of (2.2) is said to 
be stable in probability, ifgivene>O, 1]>0, toER., 
there exists a positive number 0 =o(to,e,1]) such that 

m 

p{w: sup Baol(s ,w) > o} < 1] 
-1';e;:.sco ,_I 

implies 
m 

p{w ::0uj (to,a)(t, w) ~ e} < 1], t ~ to. 
I=! 

Definition 2,4: The trivial solution of (2,3) is said to 
be stable in probability, ifgivene>O, 1]>0, toER., 
there exists 0 =O{to,E,1]) such that 

m 

p{w::0ujo (w) > o} <1] 
i=d 

implies 
m 

p{w: :0u j (t ,w) ~ e} < 1], t? to' 
j=1 

Definition 2.5: A function b(r) is said to belong to the 
classf\ if bE C[R.,R.], b(O)=O, b(r) is strictly 
increasing in r. 

Definition 2.6: A function b(r) is said to belong to the 
class VK if bEC[R.,R.], b(O)=O, b(r) is convex and 
strictly increasing in r. 

Definition 2.7: A function a(t, r) is said to belong to 
the Cf\if aE C[R.XR.,R.l, a(t,O)=O, and a(t,r) is 
concave and increasing in r for each fixed tE R •• 

Definition 2.8: Let G be a function defined on Rn into 
Rm, The function G is said to convex if each component 
G j of G is convex for 1,,:; i,,:; m, and G is said to be 
concave if - Gj is convex. 

In order to avoid monotonicity, hereafter, it will be 
understood unless otherwise specified, that all 
equalities, inequalities, and relations that involve the 
random processes will hold with probability one, 

3. RANDOM FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL 
INEQUALITIES 

In this section, we shall establish the result that will 
be widely useful in the qualitative analysis of random 
functional differential systems of the type (2.1). 

Theorem 3.1: Assume that: 

(i) gE LC[R.XRm xCm, S(Rm)], g(t,u(O),u ,w) is 
quasimonotone nondecreasing in u(O) and nondecreasing 
in a for each fixed t E R. w .p. 1, and r(t, w) = r(to,uo)(t ,w) 
is the maximal solution process of the system of random 
functional differential equations (2.2) existing for 
t ~ to w.p.l; 

(ii) mE AC[[-T,oO), S(Rm)] , and m(t,w) satisfies the 
inequality 

m'(t ,w),,:; g(t, m(t ,w), mt(w),w) 

almost everywhere on (t, w) E (to, 00) x n. 
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(3.1) 

Then, 

m t (w),,:;uo(w) w.p,l 
o 

implies 

m(t,w)":; r(to,uo)(t,w), t? to w.p,l, 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Proof: For any i E 1=1,2, • , , ,m, we define a func
tional 

(3.4) 

where aECm, mt(w),,:;iJ(w), and for jEI, SE[-T,O] 

-( )_{aJ(s,w), ifmJ(s,w),,:;aj(s), (3.5) 
IYJ s,w - mj(s,w), if mj(s,w»aj(s). 

It is easy to see that j(t, IY(O), a, w k LC[R.R m XCm, 
S(Rm)] and g:(t, a(O), a, w) is quasimonotone nondecreasing 
in a(O) and nondecreasing in u for each l E R. w. p, 1. 
Now, the rest of the proof follows by following the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 in Ref. 15 with slight modifications. 

Remark 3,1: Theorem 3, 1 is analogous to the 
deterministic Corollary 4 in Ref, 20 in the context of 
Remark 3 in ReL 20, Furthermore, it is a direct 
extension of Theorem 3, 1 in Ref. 15, 

Remark 3,2: If, m Theorem 3,1, the inequalities 
(3.1) and (3.2) are reversed, then the conclusion (3.3) 
is to be replaced by 

m(t,w)? p(to,ao)(t,w), l?:- to w.p.l, 

where p(Lo, ao)(t, w) is the minimal solution process of 
(2.2) existing for t? to w, p, L 

4. COMPARISON THEOREMS 

In this section by employing the concept of random 
vector function, 15 the systems of ordinary random 
differential inequalities15 and the systems of random 
functional differential inequalities, we develop com
parison theorems for the system of random functional 
differential equations (2. 1). These results are not only 
useful in studying the qualitative properties of (2.1), 
but also useful for obtaining qualitative information 
of hereditary competitive-cooperative processes in 
biological, physical, medical, and social sciences, 
under random environmental as well as structural 
perturbations 0 

Let the function VEL[[-7,oo)XD, S(Rm)L where 
L[[-T,,,,)XD, S(Rm)] stands for the collection of random 
functions V(t,x,w) defined on [-7,oo)XD X n into Rm 
such that V(t,x,w) is locally Lipschitzian in (l,x) 
ER.xD w.p.1. We define a vector 

D:2ol) V(t, ¢(O), ¢, w) 

1 
= lim sup-;-[ V(j + h, ¢(O) + hf(t, ¢(O), d), cc'), w) 

h~ 0+ rl 

- V(t,¢(O),w)) (4.1) 

for (L,dJ)(~R+xC. We note that, because of the assump
tions on V 9 D:2 ,1) V(t, ¢(O), ¢, w) is a product measurable 
random vector. 

Here and after, we shall assume that g in (202), g 
in (203), and the functions VandD72.1)V(I,¢(0),<;b,w) 
satisfy the following hypotheses: 
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(HI) gE LC[R,XRm XCm, S(Rm)], g(t,a(O),a,w) is 
quasimonotone nondecreasing in a(O) and nondecreasing 
in a for each fixed tER, w.p.l. 

(H2 ) Let r(t,w)~r(ta,aa)(t,w) be the maximal 
solution process of the auxiliary random functional 
differential system (2,2) existing for t ~ to. 

(H3 ) Assume thatg(t,O,O,w)=O almost everywhere 
(a. e.) on R,xn. 

(H4 ) VEL[[-T,OO)xD, S(Rml], and for each (t,¢) 
E R, XC, it satisfies the relation 

D;2.l) V(t, ¢(O), ¢, w)~ g(t, V(t, ¢(O), w), Vt(w), w) (4. 2) 

w.p.l, where Vt(w)=V(t+S,¢(S),w) for SE[-T,O]. 

(H5 ) Assume that the hypothesis (H4 ) holds except that 
the inequality (4.2) is replaced by 

A(t, W)D;2,I) V(t, ¢(o), ¢, w) + A'(t, w)V(t, ¢(O), w) 

"" g(t,A(t, w)V(t, ¢(O),w), (AV)t(w), w), (4.3) 

where A(t, w) is m x m random matrix function whose 
elements ajj(t,w) belong to L[L- T,oo), S(R.)];A-1(t,w) 
exists, w.p.l, and A-1(t,w)A'(t,w) is product measur
able and its off-diagonal elements are nonpositive wop. 1 
onR,; (AV)t(w)=A(l+s,w)V(t+s,¢(s),w) for SE[-T,O]. 

(H6) gE C[R,xR~, S(R:')], g(t,u,w) is quasimonotone 
nondecreasing in u for each fixed t E R, w. p. 1, and it 
satisfies the relation IIg(t, u, w)11 "" K(f, w), where K(f, w) 
is a sample continuous random function. 

(H7 ) Let r(t,w)=r(t,to,uo,w) be the maximal solution 
process of the auxiliary random ordinary differential 
system (2 0 3) existing for t?- to' 

(Hs) Assume that get, 0, w)= ° on R,x n w. p.l. 

(H9 ) VEL[[- T,oo)xD, S(R~)} and for each icc I and 
(t, ¢) E R+ x C such that ¢ E n jA , it satisfies the relation 

Aj(t, W)D~2,l) V(t, ¢(o), ¢, w) + A;(t, w)V(t, ¢(O), w) 

e(gi(t, A(t,w)V(t, ¢(o),w),w) (4.4) 

w. p.1, where A(t,w) is as defined in (H5); n iA is defined 
by 

n iA = {¢ E C: I (AjV)t(w) lo=Aj(t,w)V(t, ¢(O),w)}, 

and Ai (t, w) denotes the ith row of the random matrix 
A(t, w). 

(H IO ) For (t,X)E[-T,oo)xD 

b(llxll) e( B Vj(t,x,w) ~ art, Ilxll), 
iEI 

where /), (l (t, . ) (C 1<. 

(4.5) 

(Hu) For (t,xh=:[ - T,oo)xD, (4.5) holds with bE VK, 
nECK. 

(HI2 ) In addition to hypothesis (HlO), we assume that 
a(t, r) = a(r). 

(HI~) Assume that (Hu) holds with n(t,r)=a(r). 

On the basis of the result developed in the preceding 
section, we now prove the following comparison 
theorem which plays an important role in the qualitative 
analysis of solutions of random functional differential 
systems. 
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Theorem 4.1: Let the hypotheses (HI), (H2), and (H
4

) 

be satisfied, Further assume that for any sample solu
tion process x(to, ¢o)(t,w)=x(t,w) of (2.1) with ¢aE S(C) 
and 

Vta(w)~ aa(w). (4.6) 

Then 

V(t ,x(ta, ¢a)(t, w), w) ~ r(ta, ao)(t, w) (4.7) 

as long as x(ta, ¢a)(t, w k D(S(R"» w. p. 1 for t? t". 

Proof: Let x(to, ¢a)(t, w) be any solution of (2.1) 
satisfying (4,6), and xt(to, ¢a)(w) E S(C) w. p. 1 as long 
as x(ta, ¢a)(t, w) E D(S(R") w. p. 1 for t?:- to. Set ¢(w) 
=xt(to,¢a)(w), which implies that ¢(O,w)=x(to,¢o)(t,w). 
Define m(l, w) = Vet ,x(t, w), w) so that mt(w) = Vet + s, 
¢(s),w). Since (4.6) holds, we have mto(w)~ao(wL 
For sufficiently small h> 0, we have 

met +h,w) - m(t,w)= Vet + h,x(t + h,w),w) - V(t,x(t,w),w) 

= Vet + h, ¢(O) + hf(t, ¢(O), ¢, w) 

- V (t , <I> (0, w), w) 

+ V(t + h,x(t +h,w),w) 

- Vet + h, ¢(O) + hf(t, ¢(o), <b, w), w). 

This together with the hypotheses and the argument used 
in Theorem 4.1 in ReL 15 yields the inequality 

m'(t, w) ~ g(t, m(t, wi, mt(w), w) (4.8) 

almost everywhere in (t, w). From the application of 
Theorem 3.1, we deduce that 

Vet ,x(to, ¢o)(t, w), w) ~ r(to, ao)(t, w) 

as long as x(t, w) E D(S(R")) to the right of 1
0

, The proof 
is complete. 

The following variant of Theorem 4. 1 is often more 
useful in applications, 

Theore m 4.2: Let the hypotheses of Theorem 40 1 hold 
except (H4 ) is replaced by (H5 )0 Then, Vta(w),,; an(w) 
implies 

(4.9) 

as long as x(t,w)ED(S(R'», where R{to,z/!o)(t,w) is the 
maximal solution process of the auxiliary random 
functional differential system 

V'(t, w) = A-I(t, w)[ -ACt, w )v(t, w) 

+ g(t ,A(t, w )v(t, w), (Av )t(w), w)], 

VI (w) = ~;o(w) (4.10) 
o 

existing for t?:- ta. 

Proof: By following the argument used in Theorem 2 
in Ref. 19 and Theorem 4. 1; the proof of the theorem 
can be constructed, analogously" 

Remark 4,1: Theorems 401 and 4.2 are analogous 
to Theorems 1 and 219 for deterministic functional 
differential systems, and are similar to Theorems 4~ 1 
and 4,215 for nonhereditary random differential systems, 

Now, we formulate a comparison theorem that is 
based on a random vector Lyapunov function and a 
minimal subset of Cn, 
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Theorem 4.3: Assume that the hypotheses (H6 ), (H7), 

and (Hg) hold. Further assume that x(to, 4>o)(t, w} = x(t, w) 
be any solution process of (2.1) such that 4>0 E S(C} and 

sup A(to + s, w)V(to + s, ¢o(s, w), w),.; Uo(w). 
""'''-3.0 

Then, 

A(t, w )V(t,x(to, ¢o)(t, w), w),.; r(t, to, uo, w), 

as long as x(t, w)E D(S(R"» w. p. 1 for t", to' 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

Proof: Let x(t, w) = x(ta, ¢o)(t, w) be any solution pro
cess of (2.1) satisfying (4.11) and ¢oES(C). Define the 
random vector function 

met, w) =A(t, w)V(t, x(t, w),w). 

From (4.11) and (4.13), it is obvious that 

!(AjV)ta(w)!a";uja(w) for iEi, 

where u ja is the ith component of u a• 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

For sufficiently small E> 0, consider the system of 
random differential equations 

uj(t, w) =gj(t,u(t, w), w) +E, uj(ta, w) =uja(w) +E. 
(4.15) 

Let U(t,E, w) be a solution of (4.15) existing as far as 
r(t,w) exists to the right of ta, where r(t,w) is maxi
mal solution of (2.3). Since 

limu(t ,E,W) =r(t ,w) w .p.l, 
<-0 

the validity of the inequality 

A(t, w)V(t,x(t, w}, w),.; r(t, w) 

is immediate as long as x(t, w) E D(S (R"» and 

m(t,w),.;u(t,E,W). 

Our objective is to show that (4.17) is true. If we 
assume that (4.17) is false, then 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

is nonempty. Let tl = inf z. Arguing as in Theorem 
1.5.121 there exists an index i, t1 > to and 01 c ° with 
P(Ol) > 0 such that 

(i) m j(tllw)=U j (tl,E,W), WE nu 
(ii) mj(t,w)< Uj(t,E,W), tE [to,t1 ) and WE 01' 

(iii)m,(t,w).; UJ(t,E,W) w.p.l, tE [ta,tJ, i*j. 

Therefore 

D+mj(t" w) '" ~j(t, E, w) =gj(t 1 ,UU"E, w), w) + E. (4.18) 

Since g(t,u,w)", 0 w.p.l, U(t,E,W) is nondecreasing in t 
with probability one. Consequently, it follows from (i), 
(ii), and (iii) that 

and 

sup mj (tl + s ,w) = mj(t" w) = u j (t ,E, w), 
-TES.:=sO 

sup mJ(t1 +s,w)';UJUl>E,W), i"'j. 
""'Tl!IiSEO 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

Setting ¢(W)=Xf1 (tO' ¢a)(w) and noting that ¢(O,w)= 
=x(tl>w), we have 
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(4.21) 

This implies that ¢(W)ES(OiA). Hence, using the 
Lipschitzian nature of V(t,x,w} in x, the relation (4.4), 
the quasimonotone property of g(t,u,w) in u, and the 
inequalities (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21), we have the 
following inequality: 

D+m j Ctu w).; gjCtr. u(tr. E, w), w). 

This inequality is incompatible with (4.18), and hence 
the set z is emply, which in turn proves the validity 
of inequality (4.17). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

Remark 4.2: We observe that comparison Theorems 
4.1 and 4.3 differ in the following sense. Theorem 4.1 
gives the estimate for the solutions of (2.1) with respect 
to the maximal solution of its auxiliarly random 
functional differential system (2.2). On the other hand, 
Theorem 4.3 gives the estimate for the solutions of 
(2.1) with respect to the maximal solution of its 
auxiliary random ordinary differential system. 

Remark 4.3: We note that estimate (4.12) is equi
valent to 

Vet ,xCto, ¢o)(t, w), w) .. R(t, to, Va' w), 

where R(t,ta,vo,w) is the maximal solution of the 
auxiliary differential system 

v'(t, w) =A-I(t, w)[ -A'(t, w)v(t, w) + g(t,A(t, w) 

(4.22) 

xv(t,w),w)] v(to,w)=vo(w) (4.23) 

existing for t", to, and moreover 

ACt ,w )R(t, to, va' w) = r(t, to, uo, w) 

with uo(w)=A(to,w)vo(w). 

5. STABILITY RESULTS 

(4.24) 

In this section, we employ the comparison theorems 
that are developed in the preceding section, to study 
stability properties of the trivial solution process of 
(2.1). 

In the following) we present a few main results which 
are based on Theorem 4.1, The following result estab 
establishes the stability properties of (2.1) in the sense 
of probability and in the sense of probability one. 

Theorem 5. 1. Let the hypotheses (HI)' (H2 ), (H3 ), 

(H4 ), and (HlO) be satisfied. Assume that f(t, 0,0, w) = 0, 
Then, 

(1) (SPi> of (2.2) implies (SP I ), 

(ii) (SPi> of (2.2) implies (SP2 ), 

(iii) (SS!) of (2. 2) implies (SS!), 

(iv) (SS!) of (2.2) implies (SS2)' 

Proof: Let us prove the statement (iL Let T/ > 0, 
0< £ < p, and to E R' be given. Assume that (SPt) of 
(2.2) holds. Then b(E), T/ > 0 and 10 c R', there exists a 
positive number 01 =Ol(to,E, 7]) such that 

(5.1) 

whenever 
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p{w: sup 1.0 O"o(s, w) 1 > 61}< 1). (5.2) 
-T .. ~ .. O lEI 

We choose 0'0 such that V(to+s,<Po(s,w),w) .. O"o(s) and 

.0 0"01 (s, w) == a(to + s, II <Po(s, w)ll). (5.3) 
IE! 

Since a(t,') E K, for fixed s E [to, - T, to], we can find 
6 (to + s ,€, 1) == 6 s > 0 such that 

p{w: a (to + s, II <Po(s, w )11) > 6J= p{w:II<po(s , w)ll > 6.}< 1). 

(5.4) 

Our aim is to choose 6 which is independent of 
s E [- T,O]. From the sample continutity of II <Po(s ,w)11 
is 5 for each 5 E [- T, 0], we can find 1). such that 

P{w:ll<Po(9,w)II > 0.}<1) for9E(-1).+S,1).+s) 

n[-T,O] 

This is true for each S E [- T, 0]. Consider the collection 
of open sets in [- T, 0] defined by 

U == {O~: 0. = (-1). + 5, 1). + s) n [- T, 0] for s E [ - T, OJ} . 

It is easy to verify that it is an open covering of [- T, 0] 
and hence by Heine-Borel theorem, we can extract a 
finite subcover corresponding to S10 52"" ,Sk for some 
fixed integer k. Take the corresponding numbers 
6~I' 6'2' ... ,6'k and set 

6==min{6.,0. , ... ,6.} 
12k 

Then, we have 

p{w: sup a(to+s, II<P0(s,w)ll,w»6 1} 

""''''s*'O 

= p{w: sup II<Po(s,wlil > 6}< T/. 
'""1 tE S.:!l5iO 

(5.4) 

NOW, we claim that (SP1 ) holds o Suppose that this is 
£lase. Then there would exist a solution process 
x(t,w) of (2 0 1) with 

P{w: sup lI<Po(s,w)II>6}<T/andt I >to 
...,."'s~o 

such that 

P{w:llx(t1Ow)lI~e}==1), (5.5) 

and x(t, w) E D(S(R"» w. p. 1 for t e [to, tIl. On the other 
hand, by Theorem 4.1, the inequality 

V(t,x(t,w),w)" r(t,w) (5.6) 

is valid as long as x(t,w)ED(S(R"» w. p.l. From (4.5) 
and (5.6), we have 

b(llx(t, w )11) .. .0 VI(t ,x(t, w), w) 
£01 

.. .:0 rj(t,w). (5.7) 
leI 

The relations (5.1), (5. 5), and (5.7) lead us to the 
contradiction 

1)"P{w:.0 VI(t1O X(tHW),W)~ b(e)} 
leI 

.. p{w:.:0 ri(tu w) ~ b(e)}< T/. 
iEI 

This proves the statement (iL 

The proof of statement (ii) can be constructed by 
following the proof of statement (0 and the proof of 
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Theorem 5.1 in Ref. 15 0 The proofs of statements 
(iii) and (v) can be formulated by following the argument 
used in proofs of statements (i) and (ii), and the deter
ministic version19 of the theorems o To avoid monotone, 
we omit the details. 

Corollary 5.1: Assume that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.1 hold except that (HIo) is replaced by 

(Hio) for (t,x) E [- T, 00] XD, 

b(llxll)".0 Vi(t,x,w)"a(t,llxll,w), 
leI 

where b, a(t,·, w) E K and a(t, r, w) is sample continuous 
random function in (t,r). Under this modification, the 
conclusions of Theorem 50 1 remain true. 

Proof: The proof or the corollary follows by following 
the proof of Theorem 50 1 directly. 

The following result establishes the stability proper
ties of (2.1) in the sense of first momenL 

Theorem 502: Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 
50 1 hold except that (HIo) is replaced by (Hu ). Then 

(i) (SM!) of (2.2) implies (SMl ), 

(ii) (SM!) of (202) implies (SM2 ). 

Proof: Let us prove the statement (i). Let p > E > 0, 
toe R. be given. Assume that (SMt) holds. Then b(e) > ° 
and to e R., there exists 61 = 01 (to, e) such that 

sup .:0 E[O"Oi(S,w)]" 61 (5.8) 
-TESIiEOiEI 

implies 

.:0E[ui (to,O"o)(t,w)]<b(e), t~to' 
ieI 

(5.9) 

We choose 0"0 such that V(to+s, ¢o(s,w),w);;;O"o(s,w) and 

B E[O"Oi(s,w)]=a(to+s,E[II¢o(s,w)IIj). (5.10) 
ieI 

Now by following the argument used in the proof of 
Theorem 50 1 or more precisely, the argument similar 
to the argument used in Theorem 4.1 in ReI. 8, one 
can find a positive number 6 == 6(to,E) such that 

sup E[lI¢o(s,w)II];;; 0 
-rEiSEiQ 

implies 

a(to+s,E[II¢o(s,w)II]< 0 1 

for s e [- T, 0]0 Now the rest of the proof of the theorem 
can be completed by using the argument that is used in 
the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Ref. 15 0 Thus completing 
the proof of the statement (i) . 

The proof of statement (ii) can be constructed by 
using the arguments that are used in the proofs of 
Theorem 4.1 in Ref. 8 and Theorem 5.1 in Ref. 15. 

In general, we may not be able to find the auxiliary 
random functional differential system (2 0 2) whose 
trivial solution has (SP*), (SM*), and (SS*) properties . 
In such case, the comparison Theorem 402 is useful in 
discussing the stability properties of (2. 1). In the 
following, we state the results whose proofs can be 
constructed by following proofs of theorems in Refs. 8 
and 15. 
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Theorem 5.3: Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 
5.1 hold except that (H4 ) is replaced by (Hs)' Then, 

(i) (SPt) of (4.10) implies (SP l ), 

(ii) (Spn of (4.10) implies (SP2), 

(iii) (Sst) of (4.10) implies (SSI)' 

(iv) (SS~) of (4.10) implies (SS2)' 

Theorem 5.4: Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 
5.3 hold except that (HI0) is replaced by (Hll). Then, 

(i) (SMi') of (4.10) implies (SMl ), 

(ii) (SM~) of (4.10) implies (SM2). 

In the following, we present two main stability results 
which are based on Theorem 4,3. 

Theorem 5.5: Let the hypotheses (H6), (H7), (Ha), 
(Hg), and (HlO) be satisfied, Further assume that I in 
(2,1) satisfies I(t, 0, O,w) = 0. Then, 

(i) (SPt) of (4.23) implies (SP l ), 

(ii) (SP:) of (4.23) implies (SP2), 

(iii) (SSt) of (4.23) implies (SSI)' 

(iv) (SSn of (4.23) implies (SS2)' 

Prool: Let us prove statement (i). Let p > E > 0, 1) > 0, 
and toER. be given. Assume that (Spn of (4.23) holds, 
Then b (E) > 0, 1) > 0, and to E R., there exists a positive 
number 51 = 51 (to, e, 1) such that 

P{W:6 UOi(w) > 5J< 1] (5.11) 
lEI 

impoiles 

P{W:6Ui(t,W)~b(E)}<1], t~to' 
lEI 

We choose uo(w) such that 

sup A(to + s, w)V(to + s, ¢o(s, w), w) ~ uo(w) 
-1"CSEQ 

and 

6 UOI(w)=a(to, sup lI¢o(s,w)ll). 
iEI -T"'S", 0 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

Since a(to,') E K, we can find a positive number Ii = 5(to, 
e,1]) such that 

p{w: a(to, sup II ¢o(s, w )11) > 51} 
-T4li:SCQ 

=p{w: sup 11¢0(s,w)II>5}<1]. (5.14) 
-TlliltS<1l!iO 

Now the remaining proof of (SP l ) of (2,1) follows from 
the proof of statement (i) in Theorem 5,1, Therefore, 
we omit the details. The proofs of statements (ii)-(iv) 
can constructed by following the proof of statement (i) 
and the proofs of statements (ii)-(iv) in Theorem 5,1, 

Theorem 5. 6: Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 
5,5 hold except that (HlO ) is replaced by (H

ll
), Then, 

(i) (SMt) of (4.23) implies (SMl ) 

(ii) (S~) of (4.23) implies (SM2 ). 

Prool: The proof of the theorem can be constructed 
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from the proofs of Theorems 5.2 and 5.5, To avoid 
monotony, we leave the details to the reader, 

Remark 5.1: We observe that in Theorems 5.5 and 
5.6 the a(t,r)'s in hypotheses (HI0) and (Hn ), 

respectively, need not have to be defined on [ - T, co) 
XR., instead, it is enough to be defined on R.xR •. 
Furthermore, a corollary to Theorem 5,5, similar 
to Corollary 5,1 can be stated, analogously, 

Remark 5,2: Note that one can formulate the results 
corresponding to uniform notions under the hypotheses 
of the previous results except that (H lO ) and (Hu) are 
replaced by (HI2) and (H13), respectively, and the 
corresponding notions relative to auxiliary equations 
(2,2), (4,10), and (4,23) are uniform, 

Remark 5,3: Theorems 5,1 and 5.2 are extensions of 
Theorems 5.1, 5,2, and 5,3 in Ref. 15, and are 
natural extensions of deterministic results in Ref. 19, 
Theorems 5,5 and 5,6 are extensions and generaliza
tions of deterministic results in Ref. 21. 

Remark 5,4: We also note that our stability results 
are local in nature, If, p=co, thenD=R", and the 
previous stability results would be of global character, 

Remark 5.5: We further note that our preceding dis
cussion includes the discussion of random functional 
differential systems of the type 

x'(t,w)=F(t,x/w),w), x t (w)=¢o(w), 
o 

wherext(w)=x(t+s,w), y(t)~s~O, -T~y(t)~O, and 
{y(t):tER.} is a random process defined on (n,F,p) 
into [ - T, 0], that is, systems with time-varying random 
delays. 

6. EXAMPLES 

In this section, we shall present some examples that 
demonstrate the scope of our results, 

Example 6.1: Consider the system of random func
tional differential equations 

x'(t,w) =I(t ,w)x(t,w) + F(t, x(t - T, w), w), 

where 

X=[Xl] l(t,w)= [-/l(t,W) ° ] 
x2 , ° -/2(t,W) , 

(6,0 

Ii E M[R., S(R.}] for i = 1,2 and locally sample Lebesque 
integrable on R.; 

it satisfies 
2 

IFi(t,X(t-T,W)I~>.(t,w)B Ixi(t-T),wl w.p.1. (6.2) 
i=l 

and F(t,O,w)=O w.p.l, where AE M[R.,S(R.}]. Take 
m=2 and 

[
IXll] V(t,x,w)= 
IX2l • 

In view of the assumptions on (6,0, we have 
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D+V(t, </>(0), </» 

", f(t, w )V(t, </>(0), w)+ A(t, w )V(t, </>(- T), w). (6.3) 

where ~(t,W) A(t,W)]. 
A(t,w)= 

A(t, w) A(t, w) 

The auxiliary system is u'(t, w) = f(t, w )u(t, w) 
+A(t, w)u(t - T, w). The trivial solution process u;;; 0 is 

(0 stable in probability, if 

lim p{w :U
t

t 
(2A(S, w) exp[t f* (u, w )du] 

t-- 0 "-T 

- f* (s , w) ds ] ~ k} = 0, 

where k = k(to) is some positive real number ~ and 
f* = min{ju f2}; 

(ii) asymptotically stable in probability ~ if 

limP{w:[t (2A(s,w)exp[t f*(u,u)du] t-- to 8-1' 

- f* (s, w »ds];. O}= 0; 

(iii) stable with probability one, if 

p{w: limct (2A(S, w) exp[t f* (u, w) du] 
t • ., to S-T 

- f * (s , w ) ) ds] ", k} = 1 , 

where k = k(to) is some positive real number; 

(iv) asymptotically stable with probability one, if 

p{w: lim[~t f\2A(S,W) exp[j' f*(u,w)du ) 
t~~ t~to\ to • ..,. 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

-f*(s,W)ds)]",-a}=I, (6.7) 

where a is some positive real number, and f* 

= min{jl' f2}; 

Hence by Theorem 5.1, it follows that (6.4) implies 
(SP 1 ) of (6.1), (6.5) implies (SP2) of (6.1), (6.6) 
implies (SS1) of (6.1), and (6.7) implies (SS2) of (6. I}. 

The following example illustrates the use of 
Comparision Theorem 4,3, 

Example 6.2: Consider the system random functional 
1ifferential equations 

x'(t,w)=L(t,xt(w),w) (6.8) 

where x e. R", L e. e[R. x e", S(R")] and L(t, </>, w) is 
almost surely linear functional in </>. By Riesz 
Theorem,22 we have 

x'(t,w)= t d.Tj(t,w,s)(t+s,w), (6.9) ..,. 

where Tj(t,w,s) is an nXn random matrix whose 
elements Tj IJ = Tj iJ (t, w, s) are almost surely sample 
continuous random functions in t e. R+ and are almost 
surely sample functions of bounded variation on [- T,O]; 
the integral is almost surely sample Stieltjes integral 
on [- T, 0]. For t;. to + T, (6.9) can be written as 

x'(t,w)= L>. 7J(t,s)(t,w) - J:d.Tj(t,s) 

[ft [fo deTj(u,e)(u+e)]du]. (6.10) 
tts -T 

Take V(t ,x, w) =L;=1lxI I. From (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10), 
for h > 0 and t ~ to + t, we have 
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V(t +h, x + hL(t,xpw),w) 

n non n 

", ~ [ IXI + hJ;i J..,. d.Tj ilh 1+ h Ilj [J~ J~ d.Tjlk 

x [(.U: deTjkJxJ (u + e)] dU]] I]. (6.11) 

The first and second terms in the right-hand side of the 
inequality (6,11) can be written as 

(6.12) 

and 

x ( sup Ix J (t + s) I )], (6.13) 
-2T"'S4iQ 

respectively, From (11), (12), and (13), one obtains 

D+V(t, </>(0), </>,w) 

n 

", sup[akk(t, T,W) +6aik(t, T,W)]V(t, </>(O),w) 
k 1=1 

I~k 

n n 

+ T66b ikU,T,w) sup V(t+S,</>(S),W) (6.14) 
i=l k=l -2"'~S~o 

where aIJ(t, T,W), bij(t, T,W) are defined by 

~
fTd,TjjJ(t,w,s), i=j, 

alJ (t, T, w) = 0 

I LT d.7J ii (t , w , s) " i * j; 

bli (t, T) is the entry in the ith row and jth column of the 
n xn matrix T(Tj(t, w, s» 'S(T(Tj(t + u, w, s», T(Tj(t ,w ,s» 
= (T(7J iJ (t, w, s») and S(T(7J(t + u, w ,s» = (suP",,"u<lJ 
T(7J IJ (t + u, w, s»), T(7J Ii (t, w, s» is the total variation 
of the ith andjth entry Tjii(t,w) of the matrix 7J(t,w) on 
the interval [- T, 0]. 

We assume that 

a IJ (t , T, w) < 0 w. p. " 
and 

(6.15) 

n n n 

laIJ(l, T,W) 1-6aiJ (t, T,W) - r[~ '0bi,(t, T,W)]~ k 
,=1 ,-1,=1 
i" (6.16) 

for some j = 1,2, ... ,n and some positive real number 
k, 

For any QI e. [0,00), then the function 
n 

F(a) = a + syp[aiJ(t, T, w) + f;taii(t, T, w}} + T exp(2aT) 

n n 

~~ [;tbiJ(t, T,W)] 

defined and continuous on [0,00). From (6.15) and (6.16), 
and the definition of F, we have F(O) < O. Moreover, 
F(a) is increasing on [0,00), therefore we can find a 
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positive number ;\ such that 

F(~).;; O. 

We take A (t, w) exp[;\t], and define 

flA ={CPE en: sup A(t+s,w)V(t+s,CP(s),w) 
-rcs.s;:o 

=A(t, w)V(cp(O»} 

From (6.14), (6.17), the definition of V, and 

sup Icpj(s)I'" sup /ICP(s)/I"'/Icp(O)lIexp(2}..t), 
-2TCSC) -2'fCSEO 

we have 

(6.17) 

A(t,w )D+V(t, CP(O), cP, w) + A '(t, w)V(t, CP(O), w) '" 0 
(6.18) 

whenever cP E flA • The comparison equation (4.23) 
reduces to u I (t , w) = - Au (t, w). It is obvious that the 
trivial solution of this is almost surely sample 
asymptotically stable. Therefore, by the application of 
Theorem 5.5, the trivial solution of (6.8) is almost 
surely sample asymptotically stable. 

To illustrate the usefulness of comparison theorems 
relative to the system (2.1), one can construct examples 
similar to Example 6.3 in Ref. 13. In addition, to show 
an advantage of a vector Lyapunov function, an example 
similar to Example 5.3 in Ref. 17 can be given, 
analogously. To avoid repetition, we do not want to 
present further details. 
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The Feynman maps and the Wiener integral 
Aubrey Truman 

Mathematics Department, Heriot- Watt University, Edinburgh, Scotland 
(Received 21 October 1977) 

By introducing the family of Feynman maps J', we show that our earlier definition of the Feynman path 
integral J = Jl can be obtained as the analytic continuation of the Wiener integral E = J- i • This leads to 
some new results for the Wiener and Feynman integrals. We establish a translation and Cameron-Martin 
formula for the Feynman maps J', having applications to nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. We also 
estalish a (weak) dominated convergence theorem for J I = J. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers we have given a new definition of 
the Feynman path integral] in non- relativistic quantum 
mechanics. Unlike most eXisting definitions of the path 
integral our formulation is based on the piecewise lin
ear polygonal paths introduced to the subject by 
Feynman. 1 Apart from its physical appeal, the simpli
city of our definition makes it very easy in principle to 
evaluate Feynman integrals. In spite of the naivety of 
this definition it has some nontrival applications to 
quantum theory. 2 

We have seen for instance that the wavefunction solu
tion of the Cauchy problem for the Schrodinger equa
tion, for harmonic oscillator potentials V(x) =Ax2 + Ex 
+ C, A"" 0, and continuous bounded potentials V(x) 
= J exp(iax) dfJ.(a), where fJ. is a measure of bounded 
absolute variation, can be expressed as a Feynman 
integral. 3 For these potentials this validates the 
Feynman-Dirac conjecture expressing the quantum 
mechanical amplitude as a "sum over paths y' of 
exp{iS[yl!n}, where S[y] is the classical action corre
sponding to the path y and n is Planck's constant di
vided by 27T. 

We have also seen that, using the quasiclassical rep
resentation which we introduced in an earlier publica
tion, the Feynman path integral] gives a simple way 
of obtaining classical mechanics as the limiting case 
of quantum mechanics when n- 0. 3 Hence] fulfils one 
of the early hopes of Feynman and Dirac that the path 
integral approach to quantum mechanics should give the 
classical mechanical limit in a straightforward way. 

To extend the applicability of the Feynman path inte
gral J, it is necessary now to establish a body of theo
rems to simplify the evaluation of Feynman integrals, 
or to reduce their evaluation to more or less standard 
mathematical procedures. This task is undertaken in 
the present paper. 

We define here a family of Feynman maps] 8 and 
show that the Feynman path integral J = J 1 can be ob
tained as the analytic continuation of the Wiener inte
gral E = J -i. This leads to new results for both the 
Feynman and Wiener integrals, summarized in Theo
rems 3 and 4. The main content of the present paper is 
the proof of a Cameron-Martin formula for the Feyn
man maps] 8 and a (weak) dominated convergence theo
rem for]. These are given in Theorems 6 and 7. Both 
these results extend the applicability of J. We shall 

discuss their applications to nonrelativistic quantum 
mechanics in a future paper, Paralleling the develop
ment of the Wiener integral, we also establish a transla
tion formula for the Feynman maps]8 in Theorem 5. 
Because of the simplicity of our definitions, all these 
results are fairly easy to establish. We feel that this 
is one of the strong points in favor of our treatment. 

In writing this paper we have been strongly influ
enced by the papers of Nelson4 and Albeverio and 
Hpegh-Krohn. 5 It seems appropriate at this stage to 
list one or two other references. For early work on 
the rigorous definition of the Feynman integral we re
fer the reader to Cameron's papers whose approach 
is similar in spirit to ours, but whose results demand 
analytic potentials. 6 The aforementioned paper of Nelson 
gives a rigorous definition of a Feynman path integral 
with extensive applications to the Schrodinger equation, 
but it does not define the Feynman integral of general 
functionals on path space. 

More recently ltd has defined a path integral as a 
limit of certain Gaussian measures on a Hilbert path 
space, 7 Tarski has written on this formulation and 
given a number of applications. 8 Although there are 
close connections with our work, we feel that Ito's ap
proach is less intuitive and more difficult to handle than 
the one which we advocate, 

The above work of Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn de
fines a very elegant path integral by means of infinite
dimensional oscillatory integrals, 9 This definition 
makes great use of the Fourier transform on path 
space, the idea for which also appeared in the earlier 
distribution-theoretic work of DeWitt-Morette. 10 In 
some ways our work can be regarded as a synthesis of 
the ideas of Cameron and Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn. 
This synthesis is possible because of the simple con
nection between the reproducing kernel of the under
lying Hilbert path space and the piecewise linear poly
gonal paths. The reproducing kernel is an important 
ingredient in simplifying most of our proofs. For a 
review of work on the Feynman path integral until 1974 
we cite Tarski and for an earlier review Gel'fand and 
Yaglom,ll 

Finally we add that, to make our exposition as sim
ple as possible, we have restricted our attention to 
one-dimensional path integrals, It is a simple matter 
to generalize our results to Jl-dimensional flat- space 
path integrals. 12 To make the paper as self-contained 
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as possible, we have included one or two of our earlier 
results-most notably Theorems 1 and 2. 

2. THE FEYNMAN MAPS 

In this section we establish what we feel is an im
portant connection between the polygonal path formula
tion of Feynman integralsG and the more recent path
space Fourier transform approach to the subject. 5,10 

This connection is crucial for our subsequent results. 

The Hilbert space of paths H will be fundamental in 
all that follows. H is the space of continuous functions 
1': (0, t) -lR with weak derivative dy /dr E L2(0, f), norm
alized so that y(f) = 0, endowed with inner product 
( , ) 

, [t dy dy' 
(1', I' ) = J 0 dr dr dr. 

We recapitulate the main properties of H in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1: H is a real separable Hilbert space in 
inner product norm topolog~. I' E H iff ::I constants 
Q/o, Q/n> (3n E lR with Z:i(Q/~ + (3n) < "" such that 

"" Q/ t . (27Tnr) y(r) = Q/o(r - t) + B -=zz::..2 sm -t-
n=l 7Tn 

:.. (3 t [ (27TnT)] + ~12~n 1 - cos -t - , r E (0, f), 

and 

(2) 

(3) 

H has a reproducing kernel C(a, r) =t - a¥r, where a¥r 
= sup[a, r}, the reproducing property being, Y I' E H, 
YaE[O,t], 

(C(a, .), 1'( • )) = y(aL 

Proof: See Theorem 1 of Ref. 2(bL 

The paths I' E H can be thought of as the paths which 
a quantum mechanical particle, in one space dimen
sion, might actually describe in an experiment, but 
this point of view is far from mandatory. 

We also require the linear maps P n : H - H, defined 
forn=1,2,"', by 

(Pny)(r) =B [c(i: 1t, r) - c(~, T)] 

X[Yj+1-Yj]T' 

where Yj =y(jt/n), j = 0,1, ... , n, Evidently we have 

(4) 

(5) 

n-1 
(1", P nY) =E (1';+1 - 1';) (Yj+1 - YJ) T = (P ny', 1'), (6) 

where 1'; =y'(jt/n), j = 0,1'0' ., no Substitution of C(a, T) 
= f - a ¥r gives 

(7) 

j = 0, 1,2, ... ,n - 1. It follows that P~ =P n and P~ =P n' 

Hence P n : H - H is a proj ectiono 
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The paths Pny are just the usual piecewise linear 
polygonal paths. The next theorem shows how numerous 
they are in H. 

Theorem 2: Pn : H is a projection. If I: H - H denotes 
the identity, then P n tends to I in the strong operator 
topology on L (H, H), Pn.&. I. 

Proof: We must show that if V={YEHlIIPny- 1'11-0 

as n-""}, then V=H. We include here the proof which 
we first gave in Ref. 2(a). First V is a closed subspace 
of H. V is a subspace because P n is linear. Let {I'm I m 
= 1, 2,··0}c V with IIYm - 1'11- 0, as m -"", for some 
I' E H. We show that necessarily I' E V. Observe that 

liP nY- I'll = IIPny - I' - PnYm + I'm +PnYm - Ymll 

~ liP n(Y - ym)11 + III' - Ymll + liP nYm - ymll. 

(8) 

Hence, 

(9) 

Given E > 0, ::I N. such that 111'- Ymll < E/4 when m =N •• 
Also, ::IN(m,E) such that IIPnYm -Ym ll<E/2, n?N(m,E). 
From the above inequality then, for n? N(N., E), liP nY 
- I'll < E. Thus, IIPny- 1'11- ° as Il-"", so V is a closed 
subspace of H. 

Now let I' E H. Then ::I Q/o, Q/n' (3n E lR such that 

Ildy/dr -SN II L2 -O, as N-"", 

where 

f-.. (27T11T) If: (27TnT) SN(T)=Q/o+yQ/nCOS -,- +y(3n sin -t- . 

Hence, integrating the above Fourier series term by 
term and defining TN(T) = - f/ SN(T') dT', we have 

III' - TNII = Ildy/dT - SNllLz - 0, as N - "". 

It is not difficult to show that, for each N, TN E V, 
Thus, Y E V. 

We now introduce the complex Gaussian e 8: H - <I: 
defined by 

e8 [y] = exp[(i/2s)llylj2], s E <1:, 

with Ims ~ 0, 8 *- 0. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Let f: H - <I: be a complex-valued functional. The Feyn
man map] 8 is defined below. 

Definition: For Il= 1, 2,"', we denote by]~ 

where 0 denotes composition, d"y = dyo dY1 ..• dYn_1, 
each integration being from - "" to + 00, and Ims '" 0. 
(The normalization is chosen so that, for the functional 
1, ]~[1]=1.) 

We define ]8[J], when Ims ~ 0, by 

] 8[f] = lim] ![J], s *- 0, (15) 

whenever the limit exists. We say that f E] 8(p."H) iff 
the above limit exists. 
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When s = 1, the above definition reduces to that for 
J given in Ref. 2(b), where its physical content can be 
elucidated. Naturally it is important to ascertain for 
just how wide a class of functionals the above limit 
exists. 

The first result in this direction is given in Theorem 
3. First we require another definition. 13 

Definition: J (H) is the space of functionals f: H - ([; 
with.t1y]=JH exp[i(y', y)]dlJ./Y'), where IJ.fEM(H), the 
space of complex-valued measures of bounded absolute 
variation on (H,B a), Ba being the Borel a-field on H gen
erated by open subsets of H. 

Theorem 3: When Ims ~ 0, J (H) C J S(p.Jl) and if f EJ (H) 
is given by 

.t1y]= J exp[i(y', y)]dlJ.f(Y'), IJ.fEM(H), 

JS(j]= J exp[- (is/2)llyI12]dlJ.f(Y)' 

Hence, for lms ~ 0, we have 

(16) 

(17) 

110 is a norm on the Banach function algebra J (H) with 
identity 1. J S :J (H) - ([; is a continuous linear map, 
lms ~ 0, normalized so that J S[1] = 1. 

Proof: When lms < 0, the proof of the first part of 
the theorem is straightforward. Expressing P n in terms 
of the reproducing kernel gives 

(18) 

where t::.Yj = (Yj+1 - Yj), t::.yJ = (YJ+1 - yJ), j = 0, 1,2, .. 0' 
n-l and t::.l=l/n. 

Therefore, we obtain, for lms ~ 0, s '" 0, 

x fex p (iE t::.Y;t::.yjt::.r1) dlJ.f(Y'). (19) 

Interchanging orders of integration by Fubini's theorem, 
for lms < 0, 

J~IJ]= !dlJ.f(Y')(2Tfist::.t)-n/2!d"Y 

x exp (2S
i
t::.tRa (t::.y; + 2st::.y; t::. y j») . (20) 

Completing the square in the exponential and evaluating 
the integral by contour integration, we obtain 

J~(j]= fdlJ.f(Y') exp(;~: B t::. y?) 
= ! dlJ.f(y') exp (-2

iS 
(y', PnY'») ' (21) 

lms < 0. 

The result now follows from the last theorem and the 
dominated convergence theorem for IJ.f' 

When lms = 0, s '" 0, changing the orders of integra
tion is slightly more delicate. 
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The argument which enables the orders of integration 
to be reversed was first given in Ref. 2(b). There, 
however, we did not give all the details of the proof 
that 

x fR-l''o ... fR-l':-lexp(~~t::.y;2t::.l_1)d"Y" 
-(R"''o) _(R"'n_1) joO 

satisfies IfR[Y'] I ~ M, independent of Rand y', the 
reason being that the details are somewhat tedious, 
depending upon repeatedly rotating and reflecting the 
region of integration. Here we avoid this technical de
tail altogether by a more careful definition of J _: ••• 
L:d"y. We take L:o .. L:d"y=limR_~f.:k··· f~d"t::.y, 
where the limits of integration - Rand + R now refer 
to the integration variables t::.yo, t::.Yl> ••. , t::.Yn_1 not 
Yo, Y1, . 0., Yn-l> as previously. These are the natural 
integration variables in our later results too. 

Fubini's theorem implies that, for real s, s '" 0, 

(2Tfis t::.t)-n/2 fR ... fR exp (~~ t::.y] t::.t-1\ 
..R ..R 2s joO I 

x [foPn][Y]d" t::.y = jdlJ. f(yl)fR[y l], 

where fR[ y l
] is now given by 

fR[Y'] = (2Tfis t::.t)-n/2 exp (-2
iSB t::.y? t::.r1) 

j R+SAYO fR+SAr~_l 
X 0" 

-R+s~"o -R+s~r~_l 

X exp(~E t::.YJ'2 t::.t-1) dn t::.y", 
2s joO 

(19 /) 

(20') 

Yj" being defined by yf =Yj + Sy;, j = 0, 1,2, ... , n - 1 and 
d" t::.y" =dt::.y; 0 • 0 dt::.y~/_1' 

However, in Lemma 1 of Ref. 2(b), we establish that, 
for b>O, lIo· exp(ibt2)dll ~C(b), uniformlyaE(O,oo). 
Hence, expressing the integral as a product, it follows 
that IfR[Y'] I < M, where M is independent of Rand r'. 
What is more, we easily see that fR[Y'] - exp[ - (is/2) 
x (y', P ny/ )] as R - 00 0 Applying the dominated conver
gence theorem for the measure IJ.fEM(H) in Eq. (19 /) 

then yields, for real s, s '" ° 

(21/) 

as required to change the orders of integration. The 
result follows letting n - 00 as above. 

We now observe that M(H) is a commutative Banach 
algebra in absolute variation II II, under the convolution 
of measures *. For by Fubini's theorem, for any bound
ed continuous functional f, 

J.t1y]d(1J. * v)(y) = J f[y + y'] dlJ.(Y) dv(y '). (22) 
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Hence we obtain 

(23) 

The associativity of * follows from Fubini's theorem. 
Completeness follows by standard arguments. 

We must now show that J (H) is the isometric isomor
phic image of M(H). The only difficult part of this re
sult follows by putting/[y]=exp[i(y, 0)] in above to 
obtain 

J exp[i(Y, 0)] d(J..L* v)(y) 

= J exp[i(Y, o)]dll(y) J exp[i(y', o)]dV(Y'). (24) 

If the entire function E(z) = ~ ;=0 anzn, then E(f) = Z; ;;'oanfn 
is the Fourier transform of Z;;;'o an(llf * Ilf * ... * Ilf) 
E M(H), as can be seen by repeated application of Eqs. 
(23) and (24). The separability of H implies that Ilf 
E M(H) (if it exists) is uniquely determined by I and by 
definition lifllo = Illlf II. Thus, under multiplication and 
additionJ (H) equipped with II "0 is the isometric iso
morphic image of the Banach algebra M(H) and J (H) is 
a Banach algebra. 

The continuity of J' follows trivially from above. 
Finally 1 EJ (H) is the Fourier transform of 00 E M(H), 
where for Borel A C H, 

0o(A) = 1, if ° EA, (25) 

= 0, otherwise. 

Needless to say, the first term of Z;;;'o an(llf * Ilf * ... 
* Ilf) is understood to be (aooo). 00 is just the identity 
in the Banach algebra M(H) and 1 is the corresponding 
identity in the Banach algebra J (H). This completes the 
proof. 

Corollary 1:'fI/EJ(H), lim._oJ4:/]=j[O], where s-O 
in the region Ims ~ 0. 

Prool: Apply the dominated convergence theorem in 
Eq. (16). Henceforth, for any functional/:H-a; we 
define Y[j] =j[0]. 14 

The relationship in Theorem 3 is the promised con
nection between the" sum over polygonal paths" defini
tion of the Feynman integral and the definition via 
"Fourier transform on path space" (see Ref. 2(b)]. 

3. THE WIENER INTEGRAL 

In this section we explain the connection between the 
Feynman maps and the Wiener integral. We prove, in 
fact, that the F eynman path integral J = J 1 can be 
realized as an analytic continuation of the Wiener inte
gral. This leads to new results for Wiener integrals as 
well as for Feynman path integrals. 

First there is no a Priori reason to restrict the path 
space to be H. Indeed since any y E H is necessarily 
the integral of dy/dT E L2(0, t) and hence is absolutely 
continuous with a.e. derivative dy/dT, the patAs YEH 
may well be too smooth to be consistent with Heisen
berg's uncertainty principle. In the foregoing definition 
of the Feynman maps]' we merely require that r, the 
path space, be such that it contains the polygonal paths, 
so that PnHC r, for n = 1, 2, .. '. The space H is not 
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compact and so there is no Riesz-Markov theorem 
giving a 1-1 correspondence between regular Borel 
measures on H and positive functionals on the putative 
commutative Banach algebra of continuous functions 
on H. 15 The following way of obtaining a compact model 
for the path space r is due to Nelson. 4 A priori, it 
makes minimum smoothness assumptions on the paths. 
It leads to our construction of Wiener measure, which 
in part copies Nelson. 

Let R be the 1 point compactification of 1R; then we 
put r = xo",.,. <t JR, with the (weak) product topology. 
Tychonoff's theorem asserts that r is a compact 
Hausdorff space. The elements y E r can be thought of 
as arbitrary functions y: [0, t) - R u{ oo}. C(r) denotes 
the Banach algebra of continuous functions defined on 
r. The Riesz-Markov theorem asserts that there is 
a 1-1 correspondence between positive functionals on 
c]R(r}, the real-valued continuous functions defined on 
r, and regular Borel measures on r. This is basic in 
what follows. 

We denote the space of functionals J (H) n C(r) by J o. 
Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 1: Jo is dense in C(r). 

Prool: The proof is an easy application of the Stone
Weierstrass theorem. 15 Firstly J ° is closed under mul
tiplication, because M(H) is closed under convolution. 
Secondly IEJo=>lEJo, the overbar being complex con
jugate. Thirdly, if Y'" y', y, y' E r, 3 0 E [0, t} such that 
y(o) '" y'(o}. Hence, 3 CJI E R with a{y(o) - y'(o)])Ii ° (mod 
27T) => exp[iCJIY(o}] '" exp[iCJIY'(o)]. But j[y] = exp[iCJIY(o)] 
EJ 0 and so J 0 separates points of r. Finally we have 
already seen that 1 E J o. 

Denote by J'[/, J'f/ =J-1 IJo. Then we also have Lem
ma 2. 

Lemma 2: Jr/ has a continuous extension E to C(r) 
such that, 'fI IE C(r ), 

IE[j]I~ll/lIoo=sup lj[y]l. 
YEr 

E is positive and so there is a unique regular Borel 
measure Ilw such that, 'fI IE C(r), 

(26) 

Ilw is just the Wiener measure with sUPPllw C Co(O, t), 
the space of continuous functions y: (0, t) - R with y(t) 
=0. A posteriori, E=J-1 and 

lJ"i[j] I ~ sup lj[y]l, (28) 
Y EC 0 (O,t) 

'fI continuous functionals I: C 0(0, t) - a;. 

Proof: By definition] oi is positive in the sense that 
IEJ 0 with 

j[y]", 0, 'fI YEr, =>Joi[t]", O. 

SinceJiil [I]= 1, it follows that, 'fI real-valuedjE]o, 

(29) 

Since Re]iii[j]=]oi[Rej], we obtain for any jEJo (pos-
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sibly complex-valued) withJ-ilf]= exp(icp)r, cp real and 
r real and positive, 

IJ ii I If] I =ReJiii[exp(- icp)f] = J iii[Re[exp(- icp)fll 

,,; sup I Re[exp(- icp)j[y III ,,; sup IAy]l. (30) 
YEr YEr 

Hence Jr/ has a unique positive extension E to the whole 
of C(r). As r is compact, the Riesz-Markov theorem 
asserts that corresponding to E there is a unique re
gular Borel measure f.J. on r such that 

Elf] = J AY]df.J.(Y). 
r 

(31) 

This proves the existence of the path-space measure 
f.J. in the case corresponding to s = - i. Of course, the 
same argument works for any negative imaginary value 
of s. As we shall see there is no path-space measure 
for other values of so 

One can now show in a number of different ways that 
suppf.J. c Co(O, t). 16 The fact that f.J. = f.J. w , the usual Wiener 
measure with suppf.J.w C Co(O, f), and that E = J -I follows 
from the observation 

(32) 

andfEC(r)=;>(j°Pn)-f, a.e. w.r.t. Wiener measure 
f.J. w, as n - 00. Letting n - 00 and using the dominated con
vergence theorem proves the result. 

We have gone out of our way to show that E = J -I is 
determined by its values on the apparently small space 
of functionals J o. Since it turns out that f.J. w is supported 
by Co(O, t), the functionals in J 0 need only be continuous 
on Co(O,t). We observe that iffEJ(H) is a continous 
functionalf: Co(O, t) - a:, we have the Parseval identity 

This seems to be a new result for Wiener integrals. 
It is basic to Theorem 4. 

(33) 

Theorem 4: LetfEJ(H); then JS[f] is a regular an
alytic function of s in Ims < 0, continuous in Ims ,,; 0. 
If f EJ (H) is a continuous functional f: Co(O, t) - a:, then 

J [f] = limJ 1-1' [f], E(f] = limJ -I .... (f]. (34) 
,-0+ .-0 

Interpolation gives 

0,,; o!,,; 11/2, s > 0, (35) 

where lifll ~ = SUPY EC 0 (0 ,I> lAy ]1. 
Proof: First, V Y E H, exp[ - (is/2)llyI1 2]- exp[ - (is'l 

2)llyII2] as s-s' Ea: and lexp[- (is/2)llyI12]1,,; 1, V YEH, 
Ims"; 0. Thus, the dominated convergence theorem for 
the measure f.J., in Theorem 3 gives the continuity result. 

Let C be any simple closed contour in Ims < 0. Then, 
interchanging orders of integration by Fubini's theorem, 
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Hence, for f EJ (H), Morera's theorem implies that 
J s[f] is regular in Ims < 0. 

Since IJ s[f] I,,; lif11o, when s is real, and IJ s(f]1 
,,; lifll .. , when s is negative pure imaginary, the last 
part of the theorem follows by interpolation. 

(36) 

We showed in Lemma 2 that there was a path-space 
measure f.J. w corresponding to J 5 when s is a negative 
pure imaginary. The next lemma shows that this does 
not occur for any other value of s. The idea of the proof 
is, in essence, due to Cameron. 17 

Lemma 3: There is no path-space measure (of finite 
absolute variation) corresponding to J 5 unless s is nega
tive pure imaginary. 

Proof: Let s =Sl- is2, s2 > 0, Sl real. Assume that 
corresponding toJs there is a path-space measure f.J.s 
defined on r. For fixed nand Ima < 0, consider the 
functional fn : r - a: 

f.[y] = exp (;!~B ~YJ) 

= (211ia~t)-n /2 J d"y' exp ~ B ~Yf ~Yj 6.t-1 

+i... E ~y;Z 6.1-1
) , (37) 

2a j=O 

where ~YJ = YJ+1 - Yj and Yj = y(jtln), j = 0, 1,2, ... ,n. 
We assert that, for Ima< 0, fnEJ(H). To see this, let 
l1n: JRn - H be defined by 

7Tn (YO, "',Yn_1)='l] rG(j+lt,) -G(~,)] 6.y jD.t-1. 
J~ r n n 

(38) 

Define the measure II on JRn by 

II(B)=(27Tia~t)-n/2 r d"Y'exp (i...'B6.y;26.r1) , JB 2a J=O 
(39) 

for any Borel set Be JRn• Then, for Ima <:: 0, f.J.ln E M(H) 
is given by 

f.J.'n(A) = 1I(7T~1A), (40) 

for any Borel set A C H, and 

Then, from Theorem 3 and the hypothesis we obtain 

jfn[Y]df.J.s(Y) =]"[In] 

= jexp (-2iS 
IIYI1 2) df.J.'n(Y) 

= (27Tia~o-n/2 jexP(-2
iS L:~Y; ~r1 

(41) 

+2iaL:6.Y;~t_1)d"Y. (42) 

Explicitly calculating the integral gives 

We now put a= (81- iE)/ls 12, so Ima --: ° when E" O. 
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Then 1(1- as)-1 1 = I s I /(S2 + E). When Sl * 0, we can 
choose E > ° sufficiently small so that p = I (1- as )_11 > 10 
Since sUPYEr IflY] 1 ~ 1, we arrive at 

Jr dl I1sl~ 1 JrfJY]dl1s(Y) 1 =pn/2, with p> 1, (44) 

and n can be made arbitrarily large. Thus, when Sl 

'* 0, I1s must have infinite absolute variation, proving 
the resulL 

We reiterate here that there is no need to assume 
that the path space r is the Hilbert space H. All 
that is required by our definition is that the path_ 
space r:::l PnH, 11 = 1,2, .... We remark here that for 
the Wiener integral, when r = Co(O, t), the Hilbert 
space H has measure zero. This partly overcomes our 
earlier objections to the paths in H being too smooth. 
It is a general feature of abstract Wiener spaces18 that 
the analog of H has canonical Gaussian measure zero. 
In the future to simplify domain considerations we shall 
assume r = Co(O, t) or r = H, it being clear from the 
context what the appropriate path space should be. 

4. TRANSLATION AND CAMERON-MARTIN 
FORMULAS FOR FEYNMAN MAPS 

The translation formula giving the transformation 
law for Wiener integrals under the change of integra
tion variables Y - Y + a, fixed a E H, and the correspond
ing Cameron-Martin formula giving the transforma
tion law for Wiener integrals under the linear change 
of variables y-(I+K)y, with KCo(O,t)cH, (I+K) 18 
being a linear injection and K trace class, are well 
known. 19 In this section we establish the corresponding 
results for the Feynman maps. This, incidentally, en
ables us to prove in Corollary 3 that the class of inte
grable functionals J S(P.J/) includes a much wider class 
of functionals than J (H). We shall show in a future pa
per that the new integrable functionals have important 
applications to nonrelativistic quantum mechaniCS. Our 
results include as a special case the Cameron-Martin 
and translation formulas for Wiener integrals. 

The translation formula is the content of Theorem 5. 

Theorem 5: Let a E H and denote by ga: H - a:, gJy] 
=g{y + a], where g{.] EJ (H). Then, iflms ~ 0, 

J s[exp[(i/s)(a, • )]gJ .]] = exp[- (i/2s)llaI1 2J] s[g]. 

Proof: By definition we have 

Js[exp[(i/s)(a, .)]gJ.]] 

=limJ~[exp[(i/s)(a, . )]ga[ .]] 
n-" 

(45) 

=limNn J exp[(i/2s)(y,Pny) + (i/s)(a,Pny)]ga[PnY]d"Y, 
n ~ .. 

(46) 

where Nn = (27Tis.lt)-n 12, d"y = dyO ..• dYn_1 and each inte
gration is from - 00 to + 00. Observing that Yj = - L:~:} 
x .lYn we change integration variables to .lYj = Yj+1 - Yj, 
j = 0,1,2, ... , n - 1. We now simply complete the square 
in the exponential to give, withj(· ]=exp[(i/s)(a, .)] 
Xga[ . ], 

J s(f] = limNn J exp[(i/2s)IIPn(y + a)W]ga[p nY] 
n ~ .. 
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(47) 

where d(PnY) =d.lyo d6.Y1 ... d.lYn_1. Changing integration 
variables now from d(PnY) to d(Pny+ a), in an obvious 
notation with y' = Y + a, 

Js(f]=limNn J exp[(i/2s)(y',Pny')]ga[Pny'-Pna] 
n- ~ 

(48) 

Writing hn[Y] =ga[ Y - Pna] =g( Y + (1- Pn)a], we see that 
h'[' ] EJ (H) and 

hn[Y] = J exp[i(Y', y)] exp[i(y', I-Pna)]dI1K (Y'). (49) 

Hence, from the first part of Theorem 3 we obtain 

J s[f] = lim exp[ - (i/2s)(a, P na)J] ~[hn] 

= lim exp[ - (i/2s)(a, Pna)] J exp[ - (is/2)(y, Pny)] 

(50) 

The result follows from Theorem 2 and the dominated 
convergence theorem for 11,. 

Theorem 5 has a corollary: 

Corollary 2: Let E denote expectation w. r. t. the 
Wiener measure I1w' Then, for fixed a E H, with a of 
bounded absolute variation, 

E[exp[ - (a, .) ]gal • ]] = exp(llal12 /2)E[g], (51) 

when g: Co(O, t) - a: is a continuous bounded functional. 

Proof: Firstly when a is of bounded absolute variation 
(a, .) is defined a. e. w. r. t. Wiener measure I1w as a 
Stieltjes integral. If a E H is such that a is of bounded 
absolute variation and g is a continuous bounded func
tional integrand on the Ihs is a continuous bounded 
functional mapping Co(O, t) - «;. Putting s = - i in Theo
rem 5, with a of bounded absolute variation, the above 
result is true for gEJo. AsJo is dense in C(r), the 
result follows. 

The Cameron-Martin formula is the content of the 
next theorem. 

Theorem 6: Let (1 + K) : H - H be a linear injection 
with K trace class and det(1 + K) * 0. Let g: H - a: and 
define gl+K :H-a: by gl+K[y]=g((1 +K)Y]. It is conve
nient to denote by ~gl<K 

[~gl+K ][y] = exp[(i/s)(Ky, y) + (i/2s)(Ky, Ky)]g1+K[Y], 

(52) 

so that (~gl+K) :H-a:. Then, if gE]"(P.J/), (~gl+K) 
EJ S(P .J/), and 

] S[~gl+K] = 1 det(1 + K)I-1] s[g]. (53) 

Proof: By definition we have 

] S[~gl+K] = lim ]~[~gl+K] 

= limNn J exp[(i/2s) 11(1 +K)PnyI12] 
n~ .. 
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In this integral the variables of integration d(P nY) 
denote 

dAYj=d[y(j+1l/n)-y(jt/n)], j=O, 1,2, ... ,n-1. 

We shall change integration variables to Ay; = [y'(j + 1t/ 
n) - y'(jl /n)], j = 0, 1,2, ... ,11 - 1, where 

(55) 

To carry out this change of integration variables, we 
must calculate the Jacobian determinant by using the 
reproducing kerneL 

We denote by ei(') =[G(j + 1t/l1, .) - G(jt/n, . )](n/t)1/2, 
j = 0, 1,2, ' .. , n - 1. It is simple to check from the re
produc ing property that eo, e'l, ... , e~_1 is an orthonormal 
system of vectors in H. (We return to this point later.) 

We have 

~ (n)1/2 n 
Pny =ko (AYj) t ej (56) 

and from reproducing property, for k = 0,1,2, .. ,,11 - 1, 

AY:(Tr /2 

=(e~,y'l= (e~, E(1+K)AYj(Tr
/2 

ej) 

n~ (n)1/2 
= ~o AYj T (e~, (1 + K)ej). (57) 

If we denote the (nXn) identity by In' the Jacobian de
terminant for the change of integration variables is 
just 

d(P nY ) [ ]-1 I 1-1 
d(Pny,)=detIn+p,KPn = J" , (58) 

ButPn.!Iandso 1J"I-det(l+K)*-O, asn- oo • Thus, 
for sufficiently large n, IJ" I *- 0, and we can change the 
variables of integration to d(Pny'). 

The circumstance 1 J" I*-O is also just the condition 
for (1 - P n)KP n = 0. To see this, we write (1 + K)P fl 
as an orthogonal sum 

Evidently dim{ (1 + K)P nH}.,;; dim(P nH) = 11. We now show 
that, if In*-O, dim{Pn(1 +K)PnH} =11. This is a simple 
consequence of Eq. (57). 

LetPny'EOPn(l+K)PnH, wherey'=(1+K)Pny, YEOH. 
Then we can write 

(60) 

where we are using (ej, e~) = I5jk, j, k = 0, 1,2, ... ,n - 1, 
P:=P., and Pnej =e j , j=0,1,2, .. "n-i. 

However, we have already seen that 
n_1 

Ay;=~J'J/AYI' j=O, 1, .. . ,n-1, (61) 
1.0 

where PnY=2:~:tAYI(I1/t)1/2el' 

We now fix m and choose PnY so that AYI = (J")i~, 
1=0, 1, ... , n - 1. Then we obtain from above AyJ = I5 jm, 
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j=0,1,2, ... ,n-1, OrPny'=(n/t)1/2 em • Lettingm 
= 0, 1, ... ,n - 1, in turn, proves that if 1 J" I *- 0, 
dim[Pn(1 +K)Pn] =11 and (l-Pn)KPn =0. 

Thus far we have seen that det(l + K) *- ° ~ 1 J" I *- 0, 
for sufficiently large n, => (1 - P n)KP n = 0. Choosing 
n sufficiently large so that IJ" I*-O and changing inte
gration variables to d(Pny'), we obtain 

J~(e:g1+K]=IJ~1INn J exp(i/2s)IIPnY'11 2} 

xg(Pny']d(Pny'). 

Letting n - 00, the result follows. 

(62) 

If we accept one or two probabilistic technicalities, 
we can prove the Cameron-Martin formula for Wiener 
integrals. 

Corollary 3: Let (1 + K) : ColO, t) - Co(O, t) with 
K[Co(O,t)]CH. Let (I+K) IH :H-Hbe a linear injection 
with K IH trace class and det(1 + K) *- 0. Let g: ColO, t) 
- cr be a bounded continuous functional and denote by E 
the expectation w. r. t. Wiener measure J.J. w ' Then 

E[ exp[ - (K " .) - t (K . , K . ) ]g 1+K [ . ]] 

= [det(1 +K)]-1E[g]. (63) 

Proof: Here (K', .) is defined as a random variable 
according to Kuo and (KP n . , P n • ) - (K·, .) in proba
bility as Pn.!l, because PnHC Ct(O, t), n= 1, 2,," 
(see Ref. 18, p. 142). The proof follows as in Corollary 
2. 

The next corollary has important applications to 
quantum mechanics. 

Corollary 4: 

]'(P Ji):::J U ~[J (H) ]l+K (Ims.,;; 0, s *- 0), 
K 

(64) 

where the union is over all trace class K with (1 + K) : 
H - H an injection, det(1 + K) *- O. 

Proo/: The result follows from the last theorem and 
the fact that J (H) C JS(? Ji), when Ims";; 0. 

To see the power of the last corollary, we observe 
that 1 EO J (H). This enables us to integrate an enormous 
number of quadratic exponentials occurring in non
relativistic quantum mechanics. We shall discuss some 
applications of these results in a future publication. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have shown that the Feynman path 
integral J 1 can be obtained as the analytic continuation 
of the Wiener integral J -I by introducing the Feynman 
maps J s. We have seen that a number of basic prop
erties of the Wiener integral generalise for the Feynman 
maps JS. In particular we have seen that the Feynman 
maps J S have analogs of the translation and Cameron
Martin formulas. On the negative side we have shown 
that there is no path-space measure corresponding to 
the Feynman maps J S

, when Res *- 0. This makes it 
rather difficult to prove any sort of dominated conver
gence theorem for the Feynman path integral J1. There 
is, however, a rather weak dominated convergence the-
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orem for ]1, which we include here for the sake of com
pleteness. In some ways this theorem is an extension 
of Theorem 4. 

Theorem 7: Let {fn} be a sequence of continuous func
tionals, fn E] (H), fn: CoCO, t) - <1:, uniformly bounded in 
II 1100 Let f be a continuous functional such that g(- is) 
= ] -is[J], s > 0, is the restriction to the negative imagi
nary axis of the function g(s), which is regular analy
tic23 in lms < 0, with lif. - fll ~ - ° as n - 00, Then, if f is 
such that If oPn) E] (H) and {fo P n} is uniformly bounded 
in 1111 0' for a.eo real s, fE]S(Pfi) and 

] sU] = lim] sUn] =g(s), (65) 

i. eo, with probability one the Feynman integral of f is 
equal to the analytic continuation of the Wiener integral 
of f and the Feynman integral of the limit of a sequence 
of functions uniformly bounded in II 110 is equal to the 
limit of the corresponding sequence of Feynman 
integrals 0 

The proof depends upon two elementary lemmas. 

Lemma 4: Let {f J be a sequence of continuous func
tionals fn E] (H) uniformly bounded in II 11 0, Let l!fn - fll ~ 
- 0, as n - 00, where f is a continuous functional with 
the property that g(- is) =] -is[J], s > 0, is the restric
tion to the negative imaginary axis of the function g(s), 
which is regular analytic in lms < 0. Then, if the limit 
exists, for a. e. s > 0, 

(66) 

Proof: {hn I hn(s) =] Afn}} is a uniformly bounded se
quence of regular analytic functions in the domain lms 
< 0. Hence, {hn} is a normal family of regular analytic 
functions. 20 Thus, as {s Is =- is', s' > O} is a determin
ing set in lms < 0, h~(s) = lim n_oo] sUn] exists 'fI lms < ° 
and is a bounded regular function of s in this regiono 
However, h~(s)=g(s), s=-is', s'>O=>hoo(s)=g(s), 
'fI lms < 0. The Fatou-Privaloff theorem21 for h ... (s)='> if 
the limit exists, fora.e. s>O, limn_~]s(fnJ=g(s). 

Lemma 5: Letfbe a continuous functionalf:Co(O,t) 
- <I: such that g( - is) =] -is(f], s > 0, is the restriction 
to the negative imaginary axis of the function g(s), which 
is regular analytic in lms < 0. Then, if If oPn) E] (H), 
for each n, and {fop n} is uniformly bounded in II 11 0, 
for a. eo s > 0, fE]S(P fi) and 

(67) 

Proof: First (foPn) E](H) =>]~(f] =] s[foPn]' To 
see this, we let I1jOP = I1n E M(H). Then [foPn][Y] 
=Jexp[i(Y',y)]dl1n(Y'L SinceP~=Pn, we obtain [foPn] 
x[y] = J exp[i(Y',Pny)] dl1n(Y')' Hence, [foPn][Y] 
= J exp[i(y"', y)] dJ..Ln(P;V') =>] s[foPn] = J exp[- (is/2) 
x lIy112] dJ..Ln(p~ly)o 

From the first part of Theorem 3 we obtain22 

=J~[f]. (68) 
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Thus, {In} ={f 0 P n} satisfies the conditions of the last 
lemma and so, for a. eo s > 0, 

g(s) = lim] s(foPn] = lim]~[f] =] s[f], (69) 

proving the result. 

To prove Theorem 7, we now simply combine Lem
mas 5 and 6 to give, for a. eo s > 0, 

lim] 8[fn] = g(s) =] s[f], (70) 

so, with probability one, the Feynman integral is the 
analytic continuation of the Wiener integral, even when 
f i] (H). Theorem 7 partly explains the many tantaliz
ing identities between the Feynman and Wiener inte
grals. When f E] (H), it can be considered as a special 
case of Theorem 4. 

The above work and the results of previous papers 
suggest that] =] 1 is a good candidate for a workable 
definition of the Feynman path integral in nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics. Certainly it is easier to work with 
] than with most previous definitions and, as we have 
seen, it enables us to integrate a fairly wide class of 
functionals. Associated with] there is a sufficiently 
substantial body of theorems to make it a reliable and 
efficient calculational tool. We shall discuss some 
applications of the above results in a future paper. Be
fore concluding this section, however, we wish to indi
cate a connection between some of Ol,lr ideas and some 
elementary probabilistic notions. 

It is clear that in the above we have made repeated 
use of the fact that Pn:H -H is a projection. This fact 
is due to the property that {eo, el, 0 •• , e~_l} is an ortho
normal system in H. There is an a priori probabilistic 
reason for this to be so-namely that the Wiener pro
cess had independent normally distributed random in
crements flYj with variance fll. 

It is a simple matter to deduce this orthonormality 
of {eo, el, ... , e~_l} from the well-known property of 
Wiener measure that 'fI a, bE H, 

E[(a, y)(b, y)]= (a, b), (71) 

by putting a = e'j, b = e~, using the reproducing kernel 
property and the independence of the normally distribut
ed fly}. It is interesting to note that, when we put a(· ) 
= G(a, .), b(·) = G(T, .), we arrive at the intriguing 
identity for the reproducing kernel 

E[y(a)Y(T)]=G(a, T), 

a,TE[O,t]. 

(72) 

Thus, there are a priori probabilistic reasons why 
Feynman's polygonal paths are so well-suited for de
fining a path integral. We feel that, bearing in mind 
Feynman's original ideas on the path integral, our de
finition of the path integral is the most natural to make. 
It is reassuring that, with this definition, despite the 
absence of a path- space measure most results of the 
Wiener integral generalize quite easily by using the 
reproduc ing kernel. 
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We begin here the rigorous construction of new superselection sectors for the free quantum 
electromagnetic field by exhibiting a wide class of inequivalent irreducible *-representations of the 
canonical commutation relations of the electromagnetic field. The *-representations constructed here 
satisfy all the axioms of Haag and Kastler, except possibly Poincare covariance. In a forthcoming paper, 
the construction of the new superselection sectors is completed with the study of the spectrum condition 
for the *-representations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the first part of a two part compre
hensive study of the theory of superselection rules for 
the free quantum electromagnetic field,1 along the 
C*-algebraic lines of Haag and Kastler2 and of 
Doplicher, Haag, and Roberts 0

3
-

5 In this first part, 
we construct a wide class of inequivalent, irreducible 
*-representations of the canonical commutation 
relations of the free quantum electromagnetic field, 
The *-representations satisfy all the axioms of ReL 2, 
except possibly Poincare covariance. It is well known" 
that for the free quantum electromagnetic field, be
cause of infrared problems, Poincare covariant 
*- representations are hard to come by, But it is, of 
course, desirable to know under what conditions each 
of the *- representations satisfies the spectrum condi
tion. In ReL 7, we study the conditions under which 
space-time automorphisms of the C* -algebra of quasi
local observables for each of the *-representations 
are implemented by a strongly continuous unitary 
representation of Minkowski space, an additive group, 
such that the infinitesimal generator, the energy
momentum operator, of the unitary representation 
has spectrum in the closed forward light cone, Such 
a *-representation, in the terminology of Borchers, 8 

is called positive, A superselection sector is an equiva
lence class of positive *-representations, and each 
sector carries labels called superselection quantum 
numbers. The exercise is to provide a construction 
which predicts all the supers election quantum numbers. 
The sectors whose construction we begin here and 
complete in ReI, 7 are labeled by continuous real 
numbers. In the two-dimensional (space-time) models 
of Streater and Wilde9 and of Bonnard and Streater, 10 

the superselection sectors have also been found to be 
labeled by continuous real numbers, This explains why 
the recent work of Frohlichll which gives models of 
interacting fields, also in two dimensions, whose 
superselection sectors are labeled by nonnegative 
integers, is of much interest. However, it has also 
been pointed out in Ref. 11 that the construction under
taken in ReL 11 would fail in four-dimensional 
Minkowski space, where we carry out our own analysis, 
except possibly for non-Abelian Yang-Mills theories. 
Our construction leans heavily on the theory of simplec
tic transformations due to SegaL 12,13 

2. FOCK SPACE AND THE FREE QUANTUM 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

Let (\ 4 be the 4-fold Cartesian product of (\, the 
real line, with itselI, If convenient, we sometimes 
consider (\4 as represented in the form (\ 4 = (\ x (\ 3. 

Then, each x E (\4 is of the form x = (xa,x) with XoE(\ 
and XE'" (\ 3. 

Let M4 denote Minkowski space, Then ~ is the 
couple ((\ 4, [".]) where [',' ] is the bilinear mapping: 

3 

[',' ]:(\4X(\4_ 

(x,y)1- [x, y ]=xoYo - f.{xiYi' 

The bilinear pairing [, , .] is an indefinite inner product 
on M4. Let (111'4)* denote the topological dual of M4 and 
let V c (1114)* be the cone 

V= {p= (Po,p) E (~)*: [p, p]=O with Po> O}. 

It is well known that the Lorentz-invariant measure 
on V is 

1 1 
m(dp) = - dp= p dp. 

Po IP I 

In the displayed expression for m(dp), we have implicitly 
chosen p = (PI> P2' P3) as a global coordinate system 
for V. 

Let LO(V) be the equivalence class of all Lebesgue 
measurable complex-valued four-component vector 
functions f = (fo, flO f2' f3) on V which satisfy the 
following four conditions: 

(0 f(- p) = j(p) (reality condition), 

(ii) [P,f(P)]=Pof(P)- "bPJi(P) =0, ,=1 
(Lorentz gauge condition) 

(iii) IlfW= Jvm(dP)[j(P).l(P)] < cO, 
(iv) 1, m(dP)t 1 fi(P) 12 < 00. 

Y i=O 

In view of (iv), for fE L°(V) 

h(x)=!v m(dp)f(P)e- i1p,xl, XE(\4, 

exists as a four-component vector tempered distribu
tion on (\4. 

The quotient space LO(V)/(Kernelll'll) is a real 
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Hilbert space J~ with norm lI·lI}~=II·H. Let J1 be 
the complexification of J { and set J a = a:, the complex 
numbers. LetJn, n=1, 2, ••• , denote the n-fold 
symmetric tensor product of J 1 with itself. Then the 
Hilbert space 

}=n'fVn 

is the Fock space for the free quantum electromagnetic 
field, which we introduce nexL 

Let FE L2(R. \ dp) and l}l EJ, Then 

a,,(F): J n - In-1 

is the operator 

(a" (F)'V)n-1" " ,,(Pu P2' , , . , p ) 
12. 000

, "-1 n ... l 

= [il J dp F(p) ¥n)" "1"2'" "n-1 (p, Pu • , , , Pn-1)' 

The operator a,,(F) annihilates the vacuum vector in 
J. 

Next, a~(F): In- In+1 is the operator 

(a~(F)l}lyn)"1 "2'" "n(Pl' P2' ..• , Pn+1) 

where g"v is the usual Minkowskian metric tensor with 
signature (1,-1,-1,-1) and /1, v=0,1,2,3, 

Each of the operators a" (F) and a~(F) is unbounded 
and has J alo' the algebraic direct sum of the J n' as 
dense domain in J . 

Before defining the field operator <I>" and its canonical 
conjugate 1T '" /1 = 0, 1, 2, 3, recall that the potential <I> " 
is neither unique nor observable but the field strength 
<I> "v = o <I>/axl' - o <I> ,,/(Jxv is. Therefore, since this is 
a theory of observables, we are constrained to 
employ a specially defined space of functions as index 
space for <I>", 

Let D (R. 3) be the real Schwartz space of C' functions 
with compact support inR. 3 , and letL)4(R.3) denote the 
4-fold Cartesian product ofL) (R. 3) with itself, LetD6(R. 3) 
be the subspace ofD4(R. 3) consisting of all f= 
(fa, fll f2' f3) ED4(R. 3) such that each component fl' of 
f is of the form 

f - ~ (Jf"v ° 1 2 3 ,,-LJ ~ , /1="" 
v=o uXv 

where f"vED (R. 3) andf,," + fv" =0, Each fED~(R.3) 
satisfies 1(0) =0, where J is the Fourier transform 
of /. Let ll. denote the Laplace operator in three varia
bles and set (_ll.)1/4=C. 

Let H* be the completion of D ~(R. 3) in the topology 
derived from the norm 

Similarly, H will denote the completion of D~(R. 3) 
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in the topology derived from the norm 

1I·IIII .D6(R. 3)-R.+=[O,oo) 

/= (fa, /11 /2' /3)1-11/11 11 

=[ &oj dx I (C/,,)(x) 12} /2, 

The Hilbert space H* is the dual of the Hilbert space 
H in the pairing 

(', ,> :H* XH - R. 

where (, , , >0 is the inner product of L2(R. 3, dx). 

Then, the field operators <1>" and 1T", at time zero, are 
defined as follows: 

<I> " (f,,) = [2 (21T)3]-1/2 [a~(F~-» + a" (F~»], 

1T" (g,,) = (2(21T)3 ]~1/2 [a~(G ~-» - a" (G~+»], 

where 

/= (fa, fll f2' f3) EH*, g= (go, gu g2' g3) EH 
and, as usual, Ii denotes the Fourier transform of h, 

Let (f, g) EH* xH and set 

t<I>,,(f ,,) = <I> (f) , t1T,,(g,,) = 1T (g) , 
"=0 ,,=0 

It is well knownl4
• 15 that each of <I>(j) and 1T(g) is 

essentially self-adjoint on J ala' We denote again by <I>(f) 
and 1T(g) the closure of <I>(f) and of 1T(g) respectively. 
The corresponding field operators for arbitrary time 
fER. will be denoted by <I>(f, f) and 1T(g, f), These latter 
may be written symbolically as follows: 

1T(g, f)=tJdx1T,,(X, f)g,,(x), 
".0 

where <I>,,(',') and 1T,,(','), /1 =0, 1, 2, 3, are 
operator-valued distributions. 

Finally, we remark that there is a unitary repre
sentation U of P;, the Poincare group, on J such that 

U(a, A ) <I> " (x )U(a, A )-1 = t (A)-1 ,,"<I>v( A x + a) 
11=0 

where x, aER. 3 XR., and (a, A) EP;, The unitary 
operator (a, A)I- U(a, A) satisfies the spectrum condi
tion in the usual sense, and it leaves fixed the vacuum 
vector in J, We note also that those elements of the 
homogeneous subgroup of P! corresponding to time 
reversal are represented on J by antiunitary operators. 

3. THE ALGEBRA OF QUASI LOCAL OBSERVABLES 

Let K denote the complex Hilbert space of four
component vector complex-valued functions z of the 
form z = f + ig, f EH*, gEH, equipped with the inner 
product 
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(·,·).:KXK-<J: 

(Z, Zl) I- (Z, Zl). = (j, /') * + (g, g') 
.'I H 

+i«j', g)- (/, g'», 

where z = / + ig, Zl = f' + ig' and as usual, (".) 
denotes the bilinear pairing of H* and H. One sees 
immediately that (z, Zl) - Im(z, Z/). is a simplectic 
form on K. As substitutes for the usual canonical 
commutation relations for the operators iJl(j) and 1T(g), 
(t, g) EH* xH, there are the Weyl relations, 12,13 

W(Z)W(Z') = exp(- ~ 1m (z, Z')k)W(Z + Zl), 

(z, Z')EKXK. 

Here W is a continuous map from K to the group U (J) 
of all unitary operators on J such that the map t - W(tz) 
of p.. into U (J), is strongly continuous for each fixed 
z E K. As a consequence of the last property of the map 
W, we have, by stone's theorem, 16 that W(z) 
=exp[iR(z)], where R(z) is an unbounded densely de
fined self-adjoint operator on J for each z E K. It is 
well known17 that the operators iJl(j) and 1T(g) are 
related to R(z) as follows, 

iJl(j) = R(C·1j) , 1T(g) = R(iCg), 

where z = / + ig E K with (j, g) EH* xH: For us, the 
Weyl operators {W(z): Z E K} will playa significant 
role in the sequel. 

Next, recall that the free quantum electromagnetic 
field comes equipped with a one-parameter group 
{v t: t E p.. } of automorphisms which mediate the time 
evolution of the theory-thanks to Lorentz covariance. 
On {W(z): Z E K}, the automorphism Vt, t EP", reduces 
to the following transformation, 

v t(W(z)) = W«Z(t, • »), 
where 

Z(t, x) =F(t, x) + iG(t, x) 
and 

(t, x) I-- F(t, x), (t, x) \- GU, x) 

are the unique solutions of the equations 

aF =G ?£ =ilF 
at 'at 

with Cauchy data F(O,x)=/(x), G(O, x)=g(x), (j, g) 
EH*xH, 

The algebra ~ of quasilocal observables can now be 
introduced. To this end, let C = {O j};=l be a covering 
of M4 with closed double cones (in ~L Then for 
o E C, let ~ (Q) denote the W* -algebra generated 
by {W(Z(',·): supp Z(',·) cO}. The assignment 0 
- ~ (Q) has the following properties: 

(i) IfOl> 02EC with 0 1 cO2, then ~(Q2):::::J~(Q1); 
(ii) If 0 U O2 E C are mutually spacelike separated, 

then [~(Q1)' ~(Q2)]=0, where [A, B]=AB-BA. Then 
~ is the C* -algebra defined as the closure in the 
uniform topology of UOEC ~(Q), i.e., ~ =OOEc t{(O). 

(iii) The Poincare group P; is represented by 
automorphisms TL of~, LEP!, and we have TL(~(Q)) 
= ~(LO) where LO= {x = (Xa, x) E ~: L -1x EO}. 
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(iv) As mentioned in Sec. 2, Fock space J carries a 
strongly continuous unitary representation U of P: which 
implements T L' L E P;; furthermore, U satisfies the 
spectrum condition. 

(v) ~ acts irreducibly on J. 
Remark: In the next section, by conSidering ~ as an 

abstract C*·algebra, we construct some inequivalent 
irreducible *-representations of ~ which possess most 
of the properties (i)-(v) listed above, 

4. *-REPRESENTATIONS OF ~ 

In this section, we consider a wide class of *-auto
morphisms of ~ which lead to inequivalent irreducible 
*-representations of~, regarded as an abstract 
C*-algebra. But first, we begin with some notation. 

Let {<Pn= (<pn",: IJ. =0, 1, 2, 3)}:cl be a complete 
orthogonal set from H *. Then, given any set {an 
= (an",: IJ. =0, 1, 2, 3)}:::'1 of infinite sequences of non
vanishing real numbers, we can find, by the Riesz 
representation theorem, a dual complete orthogonal 
set {~n=(~n"':IJ.=O, 1, 2, 3)};=1 fromH such that 

(<Pn",' ~"",)a=on",o",van'" =on",o",va"", 

where, as before (. , ')0 denotes the inner product of 
L 2 (P" 3 , dx). 

For 0 E C, the class of all closed double cones in 
~, let <p~ and ~~ be defined on 0 as follows: 

<p~(Xo, x) = <pn(x), (xo, x)EO, 

~~(XO, x)==~n(x), (xa, x) EO. 

Let {c~ = (c~",: IJ. =0, 1, 2, 3)}:'1 and {d~= (dno", : IJ. 
=0, 1, 2, 3)}:::'1 be two sets of infinite sequences 
of nonvanishing real numbers, depending on 0 EC, 
such that 

n=l, 2, ••• ,00, IJ. =0,1, 2, 3, exist. 

In the sequel, we are interested only in the class 
®(H*, H) of sequences {({in}:.u {dn~;'1) :OEC} such 
that the following two assumptions are satisfied: 

Assumption (A) 

where c~'<p~== (C~'" <p~",: IJ. =0, 1, 2, 3) and similarly for 
ct,? ~ ~, 0 E C. This assumption is readily satisfied. 
See Ref. 18 and also below, for example. As emerges 
below, this assumption ensures the essential self
adjointness of a certain operator sum with an infinite 
number of operator summands, 

Assumption (8) 

Remark: It is perhaps instructive to exhibit a choice 
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of the sets of real numbers {e~};=l>{d~};=l ,and {a.}.=j which 
belong to Ii5(H*, H). To this end, let J denote the set 
of all infinite sequences {A.};=] such that max.IAnl<oo, 
min. I A.I < 00. It is clear that J is in fact a linear space 
under the usual notions of addition and scalar multi
plication, For {e'I"};;',,! and {d'I"};.j, J.!- =0,1,2,3 be
longing to J, set 

( 
(3n

2
) e,vI"=e'I"exp -1+ 1012 ,e'I"*O, {3>0, 

o (exn2 

) d'I" = d'I" exp - 1 + 10 12 , dnl" *0, ex> 0, 

(_I)n71 
fll"=2 ' • enl" d'I" 

where 10 I denotes the Lebesgue measure of 0 E C 0 

Clearly, ~im e~I" = enl"' lim d~ .. = d'I" and it is easy to 
~_M4 D,.M4 

check that 

hence Assumption (A) is satisfied, Assumption (B) is 
also satisfied, for 

sin c ... dn .. an .. = sin(- 1)' ; = (- 1)' sin; = (- l)n 0 

Hence 

Remark: We shall now introduce certain linear 
operators on, and between, the spaces H* and H. 
We need the operators in connection with the construc
tion of a class of *-automorphisms of ?l which we 
define below. Thus, let 

A:H*-H, B :H*-H, T:H-H, L:H-H* 

be defined as follows: 

(A ) =t <J .. ,~ ... )o(cos28n .. -l) 'q; 
f I" 1 a .1" n. n~ 

=AI"f .. , fEH*, J.!-=O, 1, 2, 3, 

(8f) = f: (fl"'~nl")osin28nl" .~ 
~;1 a

nu 
n#J. 

= TjJ.gjJ., gEH, J.!- =0,1,2,3, 

(L ) - ~ (q;.jJ., gjJ.)O sin 28n jJ. , 
g jJ.- L;!1 a q;.jJ. 

n_ nlJ. 

= LjJ.gjJ., gEH, J.!-=O, 1,2,3. 

The operators A, B, T and L are bounded and we have 
the following trivially verifiable estimates 

IIAfll!*~ 2I1fll~*, fEH*, 

IIBfll! ~ 2bllfll~ *, fEH*, b> 0, 

II T gl~ ~ 21Igll~I' gEH, 

II Lg1l71'" ~ 2ellgll~, gEH, e>O, 
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Denote again by €5 (H*, H) the class of all operators 
(A, B, T, L) obtained by employing different choices 
of ({cR};=l> {d~};;:'I}: OE()E Ii5(H*,H) in the definition, 
as above, of these operators. In the sequel, we 
utilize the following assertion: 

Theorem 1: The bounded linear operator 

Yll : L 2 (R. 3
, dx) - L 2(fe, dx) 

given by 

Yll = e 1A 1 c + cAfel + cAfC2A 1 c + C 1 LfB 1C, 

(A, B, T, L) EIi5(H*, H), is not of the Hilbert-Schmidt 
class, [Here At denotes the transpose of A and C 
= (_ ~)1/4,] 

Proof: The bounded linear transformation Y ll is an 
integral operator which acts as follows in L 2 (R. 3

, dx), 

Y h =~(COs2e'I-1)[(h Ct ) C-1 
11 "=i a ' C;.1 0 q; .1 

11_ 111 

+ (h, C-1 q;nl)O qnl + (cos 28'1 - 1 11 q; W 
ani .1 -1 

where hEL2 (R. 3
, dx)and 117]lIk=ilCkl1 II L 2(R. 3 , dx), 

k ER.. Hence, Y 11 has a kernel whose Fourier trans
form Y11 (',') is 

Yll (p, q) = ~ Yu •• (p, q) 

where 

Yu• n(P. q) 

= (COS~8.-1) /pl-1/2qi'1(p) )qI1/2~nl(q) 
nl 

+ (cos ~~.j. - 1 )2 11q; '111~1 I p 11/2 t'l (p) I q 11/2 t'1 (q) 
n1 

sin
2

28n11 1-1/2 - ()I 11/ 2 t () - a p q; n! P q S.l q , 
.1 

Hence 

f dp dq I Yll .• (p, q) 12 

= + [(2 sin28 nl + 4 sin2 8.1 cos2 8.)2 + 12 sin4 8,1 
a' l 

+ 4 sin2 8.1 cos2 8n1 ) sin2 B.1 

48 sin4B cos4 e 112 II 112 16 sinS e'l II 114 = ).1 n1 II q; n! -1 ~ n1 +1 + 4 q;'1 -1 
n! an! 

xll t 11141+8sin4e +16sin4 B 1cos2 e l' Sn + n1 n n 

Next, since anI = (q;.l' ~n)O' it follows that 
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Hence 

J dp dq I Yll,"(p, qW ~ 
~ 48 sin4 e"1 cos4 e"1 + sins e"1 + 8 sin4 e"1 

Thus 

J dp dq I Yll(p, q) 12 

=0 t J dp dql I'll "(p, q) 12 
71=1 t 

~ 8 t sin4 e"1 ==00, 
11=1 

by Assumption (B). Hence, the operator Y ll is not of 
Hilbert-Schmidt class. This concludes the proof. 

Remark: We are now in a position to discuss a cer
tain class of *-automorphisms of ~ constructed by 
means of the operators (A, B, T, DE ®(H*, H). We 
begin with the following assertion: 

Theorem 2: The transformation 

{f, g)EH*xH, (A,B, T, [)E (H*,H), preserves 
the canonical commutation relations between .p and 7T, 

Proof: The assertion is readily verified by formal 
manipulations of the canonical commutation relations 
between the field operators .p and 7T. 

Remark: It is well known that an automorphism is 
uniquely determined on all of ~ if its action on the 
time zero algebra ~o, which is the C*-algebra of 
quasilocal observables generated by {W(z): z E K}, 
is known, The transformation Y of the last theorem 
induces and is induced by a *-automorphism Y T of 
~ described in the next theorem. The *-automorphisms 
YT lead to inequivalent irreducible *-representations of 
~. 

Theorem 3: The transformation Y indicated in the 
last theorem is not unitarily implementable, 

Proof: As remarked above, the transformation y 
is the induced action of a certain *-automorphism YT 
which acts as follows, 

YT: W(z) - W(Tz) 

on elements of ~ of the form W(z), z E K, where Tis 
some simplectic transformation, 12 Next, we compute 
YT and hence also T, 

Since .p{f)==R(C-1f), 7T(g)==R(iCg), (f, g)EH*xH, 
then under the action of y, 

.p{f) ==R(C-1f)f- .pr{f) == R(C"1(I+ AU) + R(iCBf) 

or 

R{f)1- R(C-1(I + A)Cf) + R(iCB Cf). 
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Similarly, 

7T(g) ==R(iCg) f- 7T/g) == R(iC(I + T)g) + R(C"1Lg) 

or 

R(ig) r- R(iC(I + T)c-1g) + R(C-1 L C-1g). 

Thus, there is the following transformation 

R{f + ig) t- R(C"1(I + A)Cf + C-1 LC-1g 

+ iC!3 Cf + i C(I + T)C"lg). 

Hence, we can identify the mappings: 

f i- C-1(I + A)Cf + C"1LC-1g, 

gl- CB Cf+ C(I+ T)C"1g , 

These may be viewed concisely as a transformation of 
H* (£J H onto itself, as follows: 

fo fo 

T: f3 -T f3 

g3 g3 

f== (fo, f1' f2' f3) E H*, g== (go, gl> g2' g3) E H, 
where T is the following matrix whose entries are 
operators: 

Ml 0 0 0 Q1 0 0 0 

0 M 2 0 0 0 Q2 0 0 

0 0 M3 0 0 0 Q3 0 

T= 
0 0 0 M4 0 0 0 Q4 

P 1 0 0 0 N1 0 0 0 

0 P 2 0 0 0 N2 0 0 

0 0 P 3 0 0 0 N3 0 

0 0 0 P 4 0 0 0 N4 

and 

M" == c 1(I + A ,,)C, N" == C(I + T ,,)C"1, 

P"=CB,,C, Q"=C"1L,,C"1, 11.=0,1,2,3, 

Let Tt denote the matrix of operators obtained from 
T by replacing each entry of T with its transpose, 
Then, by Shale's theorem, 19 Yn and hence y, is 
unitarily implementable if and only if Y = Tt T - I is 
of Hilbert-Schmidt class, in the sense that each entry 
of Y is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, Writing Y = (Y1J), 

where YiJ is an operator for i, j=O, 1, "" 7, we have, 
for example, that 

Y ll = C"tA1 C + CArC"1 + CA~C-2A1C 

+ c"1LfB 1e 
By theorem 1, Y ll is not of Hilbert-Schmidt class, 
Thus the entries of the matrix Y do not all consist of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Hence, y is not unitarily 
implementable, This completes the proof . 

Remark: It is useful to know whether or not the 
automorphism YT' or equivalently y, is locally 
unitarily implementable. To this end, we have 
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Theorem 4: The transformation Y, or equivalently 
Y T' is locally unitarily implementable, 

Proof: We shall prove the claim by exhibiting a 
unitary operator which implements Y locally, 

Let 0 FC and set 

t t [(c~,Y(<l>" (IP;,,)2 + (d~" )2(7T" (~~,,))2] 
n.l~;::O 

Then for each m, Q m (0) is a symmetric operator 
which is essentially self-adjoint on a dense invariant 
domain in J. The strong limit Q(O) of Qm(O) as m 
tends to infinity exists, is symmetric and is also 
essentially self-adjoint on a dense invariant domain 
in J, thanks to Assumption (A). We denote again by 
Q(O) the closure of Q(O). 

Let r(O), 0 EC, be the unitary operator 

r(O) = exp[iQ(oll, 

Let AO
, 8'), TO, LU , be the operators defined in the 

same way as the operators A, B, T, L but using the 
sequences {rp,;= (rp~", Jl =0, 1, 2, 3l};" and {~~ 
= (~~,,: Jl =0,1, 2, 3)}~=1 which belong to H* andH 
respectively and the numbers {c~=(c;,,:Jl=O, 1, 2, 3)} 
and {d~ = (d~,,: Jl = 0, 1, 2, 3)}, Define f and g on 0 EC 
as follows: 

{fO(x o, x)=f(x), (x a, x)E: 0, 

{gO (Xa, x) =g(x), (xa, x) F 0, 

with (J, g) F H* xH, Then the following results may 
be readily checked by means of the canonical commu
tation relations between the operators <l> and 7T, and 
by a careful use of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula: 

<l>((I+AO)fo)+7T(BG fO)=<l>1(O)(J°) 

= r(O)<l> (fo)r(O)-' , 

7T((I + TJ)grJ) + <l>(LD gO) = 7Tr ( 0) (gO) 

= r(O)7T(gO)r(O)-'. 

This concludes the proof. 

Remark: The preceding theorem has the interpreta
tion that the *-automorphism 'YT of ~ is locally uni
tarily implementable, Indeed, the local transformation 

1'(0) : (<l>(JO)\ _ (<l>rco) (J0)\ , 

7T(gO)) 7T1(O)(gO») 

with the operators <l>1(O)(J°) and 7T1<o)(gO) as indicated 
in the last theorem, induces and is induced by a local 
*-automorphism YT(O), 0 EC and one has that 'YT(02) 
extends 'YT(OI) if0 2 :::JO P 

Hence 'YT is the inductive limit of the net {YT(O): 0 E B} 
of local *-automorphisms of ~. 

Definition: An automorphism P of 0 is said to be 
localized4 in 0 c=: C if the restriction of P to ~ (0 ') is 
the identity automorphism, where 0' is here, and 
hereafter, the causal complement of 0 F C, 
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Theorem 5: The *-automorphism YT(O) of 0 is not 
localized in 0 FC, 

Proof: Let T(O) be the Simplectic transformation 
determined by (Ao, B 0, TO, L 0), 0 E C. Then for 
zO' = fO' + igO' E K, we have 

But T(O), 0 FC, is pseudolocal17 and it is readily 
checked from the explicit expression [which involves 
the pseudodifferential operators (_ll)·1/4] for T(O) 
that T(O) is not the identity operator on the subspace 
of K spanned by vector functions of the form zO' = fO' 
+ ig 0'. Hence YT(O) I ~(O') is not the identity automor
phism. Hence 'YT(~) is not localized in 0 EC. This 
completes the proof. 

Remark: The preceding result is as one would expect, 
for, here, we are dealing with a theory which exhibits 
long range forces and therefore automorphisms of ~ 
cannot be localized to bounded regions of AfI. This 
is in contradistinction to the situation in strong interac
tion theories, where short range forces operate and 
there are localized automorphisms, We refer to the 
Introduction of Ref. 5 for further comments on this 
subject. 

Remark: We recall that each simplectic transforma
tion T is determined by a quadruple (A, B, T, L) 
E ifO(H*, H). We denote now by @3 o(H*, H) the collection 
of all simplectic transformations obtainable by making 
different choices of the quadrupule (A, B, T, L) from 
@3 (H*, H), 

Next, regard ~ now as an abstract C*-algebra and 
let Po be the representation of ~ by itself. We obtain 
new *-representations PT of ~ by forming the 
composition 

PT= POQ YT' T E ifOa(H*, H)' 

The new *-representations {PT: TEifOo(H*,H)} satisfy 
all the axioms in Ref. 2, except possibly Poincare 
covariance. In Ref, 7, we study the question of 
Poincare covariance of the *-representations 
{PT: T F ifOo(H *, Hl}. If P TO T EifOo(H*, H), satisfies 
the spectrum condition, i. e., if space-time 
automorphisms are implemented in PT by a strongly 
continuous unitary representation (of.JW4) whose in
finitesimal generator has spectrum contained in 
{p F (AfI)*: [p, p] '" 0, Po'" O}, then PT is said to be 
positive, By Shale's theorem, we have that for 
T" T2 EifOo(H*, H), the *-representations PT and pz; 

1 2 
of ~ are unitarily implementable if and only if y(2) 

_ y(l) is Hilbert-Schmidt, where y(O = TiT; - J, By 
a superselection sector, we mean a unitary equivalence 
class PT of positive *-representations of ~. As 
remarked in the Introduction, we defer to Ref. 7 the 
complete characterization of the subclass of the class 
of *-representations constructed above which consists 
of positive *-representations of ~. In our analysis, in 
this regard, we employ certain results of Refs. 8 
and 20. 

This author is grateful to Professor R. F. Streater 
for introducing him to the theory of superselection 
rules, 
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The optical group and its subgroups8) 
G. Burdetb), c) J. Patera, M. Perrin,C) and P. Winternitz 
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The optical group Opt(3,1) is a ten-dimensional maximal subgroup of the conformal group of space-time, 
characterized by the fact that it leaves a Iightlike vector subspace in Minkowski space invariant. Thus it 
is the group underlying the symmetry structure of the parton model in particle physics. The present article 
is devoted to a complete classification of all closed connected subgroups of Opt(3, I). A list of 
representatives of all Lie subalgebras of the algebra opt(3,1) is given in the form of tables and many of 
their properties are established (their invariants, normalizers, isomorphism classes, etc.). Most of the 
subalgebras of opt(3,1) are also contained in the similitude algebra sim(3,1). We discuss a method for 
extracting the "new" subalgebras of opt(3, I) from the list; these will go over into a future list of 
subalgebras of the conformal Lie algrebra itself. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to provide a complete 

classification of all closed continuous subgroups of a 
certain physically interesting ten-dimensional Lie 
group which we shall call the "optical group" Opt(3, 1)0 

The group Opt(3, 1) can be characterized as being the 
maximal subgroup of the conformal group of space-time 
leaving a lightlike one-dimensional vector subspace 
of Minkowski space invariant. According to our 
opinion this group is of considerable phySical and 
mathematical interest and has so far not received the 
attention it deserves. Indeed, this group should make 
its appearance, at least implicitly, in any physical 
theory in which conformal invariance and lightlike 
particle states have a role to play 0 Much of the simpli
city and attractiveness of the "parton" model in high 
energy physics l

-
3 is related to the fact that in an 

infinite momentum frame4 hadrons appear as static 
collections of partons and many aspects of their kine
matics become nonrelativistic. From the group 
theoretical point of view this is related to the fact 
that an eight-dimensional subgroup of the Poincar~ 
group (generated by L3,K3,L2 +KlI L1 -K2 , Po, P 1, P 2, 
and P 3 , where L; generate rotations, K; Lorentz 
boosts, and P u translations) is associated with the 
lightlike vector determining the infinite momentum 
frame. This group in turn contains a subgroup iso
morphic to the Galilei group in two space dimensions 
(generated by L 3 , L2 +KlI L1 -K2 , P lI P 2 , and Po -P3 ), 

and this provides the nonrelativistic kinematics (in 
the "transverse" plane). 3 If the conformal group of 
space time is taken as the fundamental kinematic group 
instead of the Poincar~ group, then the above eight
dimensional group is enlarged to the optical group 
Opt(3,1). The Galilei group will be replaced by a 
nine-dimensional group, namely the so-called extended 
Schrodinger group Sch2, leaving the time-dependent 
free SChrodinger equation in two dimensions invariant. 

a)Work supported in part by the National Research Council of 
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b) Department of Mathematics, UniversiM de Montr~al, 
Qullbec. 

c)Qu~bec-Fra.nce exchange visitors. Members of the CNRS, 
France. Present address: Universit~ de Dijon, Physique 
Math~matique, Dijon, France. 

In a previous pUblicationS we have classified all 
continuous subgroups of Sch2 into conjugacy classes 
and also gave references to earlier work (e. g., Refs. 
6 and 7) on the Schrodinger group. 

In a relativistic context Opt(3, I) as a subgroup of the 
conformal group has been used by Domokos8 when 
constructing lightlike particle states" These were 
used in the formulation of a field theory in terms of 
"lightlike" components, the aim of which is to provide 
a theoretical basis for the quark-parton model. 
Implicitly the group Opt(3, 1) has been used in attempts 
to 'mify dual models with light cone physics9 [explicitly, 
Del Giudice et al. use the five-dimensional 
"homogeneous" factor group Opt(3, I)/W 2, where W 2 

is the five-dimensional Weyl group]. Explicitly, 
Opt(3, 1) and its nonrelativistic implications in the 
context of c'onformal invariance and "Schrodinger 
invariance" were studied elsewhere o 10,n This group 
can also be used to introduce a consistent definition 
of a pOSition operator for a massless particle. 12 

From the mathematical point of view, it is interesting 
to note that Opt(3, 1) contains all maximal solvable 
subgroups of SU(2, 2) except the compact Cartan sub
group. 13 It has the structure of a semidirect product 
with a five-dimensional non-Abelian invariant subgroup. 
A classification of its closed continuous subgroups is 
hence a quite nontrivial application of a previously pro
posed classification algorithm. 14 

This article can be considered to be part of a 
general program, the aim of which is to provide a 
complete classification of all subgroups of all groups 
of interest in physics. On a more modest level, it 
completes the classification of the Lie subgroups of the 
most interesting maximal subgroups of the conformal 
group of space time (those of the Poincar~ group,14,1S 
similitude group, 14,16 de Sitter groups, 17,18 and extended 
Schrodinger groupS have already been obtained). 

The motivation for a study of the subgroup structure 
of a given Lie group has been discussed earlier. 13-18 
We would only like to reiterate its importance for a 
systematic study of symmetry breaking, 19,20 its relation 
to the construction of group representations and bases 
for group representations, 21,22 and speCially its relation 
to special function theory. 21-26 
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2. THE OPTICAL GROUP 
A. The group Opt(3,1 ) as a subgroup of the conformal group 

Let us consider the conformal group C(3, 1) of 
(compactified) Minkowski space. It is generated by 
infinitesimal rotations Lp proper Lorentz transforma
tions K i' translations P", the dilation D, and proper 
conformal transformations C" (i=1, 2, 3, jJ.==0, 1, 2, 3). 
These operators satisfy the commutation relations 

[L" L.l=E ... L" [L" K.l =E,.IK" [K" K.l = -€jkIL I' 

[L" P.l=E'kIP" [K" p.l=o,.po, [K" pol=P, ' 

[Lp Pol=O, [pu,p.l=O, [D, pul= -PI" 

[L" C.l=E"IC I, [K" c.l=o,.co, [K" col=C" 

[L" col=O, [C U , c.l=O, [D, C..]=c u, 

[po, Col=2D, [P" C.l=-215 .. D-2£ .. IL I, [D, L,l=O, 

[po, cil= 2Ki [Pi' Col = - 2K j , [D, K,]=O. (1 ) 

N ow let us consider a lightlike vector I, write it as a 
difference between two otherwise arbitrary vectors 
x and y, and find the maximal subgroup of C(3, 1) 
leaving the vector space spanned by I invariant. Thus 
we have 

I=x-y, I2=1~_12=(x_y)2=0, (2) 

and we put I = (w, 0, 0, - w). Let us first consider 
subgroups of the similitude group Sim(3, 1) (Poincar~ 
extended by dilations). Clearly all four translations 
P" leave I invariant, as does its little group E(2), 
generated by L 3 , L2 +Kll and Ll -K20 The boost 
exp(aK3 ) will transform I into eal, the dilation eoD will 
transform it into e-·l. Thus (K3 - D) will generate 
transformations leaving I invariant. Now let us consider 
proper conformal transformations; exp(cC) will trans
form the component I" as in: 

(3) 

where u(x) is the usual conformal factor 

u(x) = 1 + 2cx + C 2
X

2
• (4) 

The requirement x; - y~ = 0 for i = 1, 2 implies that 
C

O
=-c3 , C1 =C2 =0 in (3). We thus obtain the transfor

mation generated by Co - C 3 that leaves I invariant. 
Thus, requiring that the vector space I remain invariant, 
i. e. , 

we obtain the group Opt(3, 1) and its algebra opt(3, 1) 
(we shall use capital letters for Lie groups and 
noncapital ones for the corresponding Lie algebras) 
spanned by the following C (3,1) generators: 

(5 ) 

{L 3 , K 3 , L2 +K1 , Ll - K 2 , Po, P ll P 2,P3 ,D, Co - C3 } • (6) 

If we require that the vector I itself be invariant, i. e. , 
p=O in (5), then we must omit D+K3 from (6) and this 
leads us from Opt(3, 1) to the extended Schrodinger group 
group Sch2 , leaving the nonrelativistic Schrodinger 
equation 

1 ( 0
2 

0
2 

) . il~ '2 ilx2 + ily2 i/!=zai (7) 

invariant. 

In this article, as in a previous one, 5 we shall use a 
different basis for opt(3, 1), making its nonrelativistic 
aspects more evident, namely 

In these notations Pi generate translations, k i Galilei 
boosts (i = 1, 2), m corresponds to the mass, t, c, and 
d together generate an SL(2, R) group, and j generates 
0(2) rotations. These nine operators provide a basis 
for sch2 , the extended Schrodinger algebra. Among 
themp p kp m,j, and the time translation t generate 

TABLE 1. Action of Opt (3,1) on Minkowski space in light cone coordinates: x. = Xo ± x3: ai' Vi' K, 
T, (3, y, </>, and A are real parameters; a(x)=1+{3x, x2=x+x_-xl-x~. 

T 

Transformation x x Xl + -

Pi x x x
1

+a
1
6i1 + -

k. x -2v.x.-v.x x xl +v
l

x_6il 1 + J J J - -

m x +x x I Xl + -

t x X +" Xl + -

x++Sx 
2 x Xl -

C cr(x) cr (x) cr (x) 

d x e
2y

x eYx 
+ - 1 

j x + x cos¢xl+sin¢x2 -

-n -).. 
5 e x x e Xl + -

I 
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the extended Galilei group. The dilation operator d 
and the "conformal" transformation (or "expansion") c 
were first introduced by Hagen" in the context of a 
nonrelativistic field theory. Finally, the additional 
dilation s is external to the Schro'dinger group. 

The nonrelativistic meaning of the group Opt(3, 1) 
is further demonstrated by considering its action on 
Minkowski space, making use of "light cone 
coordinates": x~=XO±X3' xl> x 2 • The action of the 
individual transformations is demonstrated in Table I. 
The group Sch2 can be seen to act explicitly as the 
Galilei group, extended by dilations d and expansions 
c on a Newtonian 2 + 1 space-time, namely the hyper
plane t¥_, xl> x 2 }. Here {xJ' X 2 } is the "transverse plane" 
of the infinite momentum frame, and X_ plays the role 
of time. 

An alternative manner of characterizing the optical 
algebra opt(3, 1) is to identify m = (Po - P2)/2 with a 
"color" operator8 (here "color" is used in the sense of 
the frequency of a massless particle). The algebra 
opt(3,1) can be characterized as the normalizer of m in 
the conformal Lie algebra c (3,1), i. e. , it satisfies 

[opt(3,1),m]=Am, (9) 

where A is a constant. More specifically, we have A = 0 
for the subalgebra sch2 C opt(3, 1) and A* 0 for the dila
tion s; thus sch2 is the centralizer of m in c (3,1). 

B. The optical group in 0(4,2) and SU(2,2) and its relation 
to the similitude group 

In view of the local isomorphism 

C(3,1)==SOo(4,2)/Z2==SU(2,2)/Z4> 

where the centers are Z2 = {I, - I} and Z4 = {i, - 1, 

(10) 

- i, I}, respectively, we can also realize Opt(3, 1) as 
a maximal subgroup of SOo(4, 2) [the identity component 
of 0(4,2)] or SU(2,2). 

Indeed, let us first consider the algebra 0(4,2) 
realized by 6 x 6 real matrices X, satisfying 

XK+KXT=O, (11) 

where XT is X transposed. We shall use a realization in 
which 

[

0 0 J
2
] 

K= 0 12 0 , 12=(~ ~), J 2 =G ~) 
J 2 0 0 

(12) 

[rather than the usual one in which K is diagonal with 
eigenvalues (1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1)]. The matrix X can then 
be written as 

a b c d e 0 

f g h j 0 -e 

m 0 n -h -c 
X= 

0 -j -d P q -n 
(13) 

k 0 -m -q -g -b 

0 -k -l -P -f -a 
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The group Opt(3, 1) can now be characterized as the 
maximal subgroup of 800 (4,2), leaving a two-dimen
sional isotropic (completely lightlike) subspace of the 
pseudo-Euclidean space E 4 ,2 invarianL Indeed, such a 
subspace can in the realization (11) be written as (the 
superscript T indicates transposition) 

.f' = (x, Y , 0, 0, 0, 0) , 

and the requirement 

Xf=!', 

where f' is a vector of the type (14), implies 

l=m=p=q=k=O 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

in (13). Let us now use capital letters for a basis of 
0(4,2), namely, e.g., A will be the element X of (13) 
with a = 1 and all other entries b = c = ... = O. The 
generators of the conformal group and in particular of 
Opt(3, 1) [according to (8)] can be identified as 

L J=(H-M)/f2, L2 = (J - Q)/.f"2 , L3=-N, 

K J=(J+Q)/f2, K2=(-H -M)/fi, K3=-G, 

P J =.f"2D, P 2=-V2C, P 3 = - E - B, (17) 

Po=E -B, Co=F-K, D=-A, 

cJ=fip, C2 =-i2L, C3=-F-K. 

A different maximal subalgebra of 0(4,2) is obtained 
by requiring that a one-dimensional E 4 ,2 lightlike vector 
space be left invariant 

Xg=g', (18) 

where g and g' are of the form (14) with y = O. This is 
the similitude algebra sim(3, 1). 

In this article we are simply interested in classifying 
the subgroups of Opt(3, 1) into conjugacy classes under 
the group Opt(3, 1) itself. The list of subgroups will, 
however, constitute a part of a larger list, namely 
that of the subgroups of C(3, 1) itself. We will hence 
be interested in establishing (and eventually eliminating) 
the very significant overlap between subalgebras of 
sim(3,1) and opt(3, 1). Obviously a subalgebra of opt(3, 1) 
will also be contained in sim(3, 1) if it leaves a lightlike 
vector invariant. Taking X in the form (13) and using 
(16), we see that an opt(3, 1) matrix has a lightlike eigen
vector (corresponding to a real eigenvalue), if the 
equation 

has real eigenvalues A. This always happens unless 

(a - g)2 + 4bf< 0, 

which requires that 

bf< O. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Hence an algebra that is contained in opt(3, 1) and not in 
sim(3,1) must contain at least one element with a 
nonreal eigenvalue in the {A, B, F, G} subalgebrao The 
elements of this type can be written as B - F + K (A + G), 
where" is an arbitrary real number. In terms of the 
opt(3, 1) generators (8) such an element is 

c + t +I(S. (22) 
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In other words, a subalgebra of opt(3, 1) is not contained 
in sim(3, 1) [i. e. , not conjugate under the conformal 
group to one contained in sim(3, 1)] if and only if it 
contains a rotation c + t or a mixture of a rotation and 
dilation c + t + KS (with K real) in its {c, t, d, s} part. 

The su(2, 2) algebra can be realized by complex 
4 x 4 matrices Y satisfying 

YJ+JY+=O, 

where y+ is the Hermitian conjugate of Y. For our 
purposes it is convenient to choose J in the form 

=(0 J~ J J 0 
2 

rather than as a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 
(1, 1, - 1, - 1). The matrix Y can then be written as 

+ it O! Y ia 

y= f3 u - it ib -y* 

0 ic -u - it - O!* 

id - 0* - f3* -s + it 

where tre Latin entries are real, the Greek ones 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

are complex, and the star denotes complex conjugation. 

The algebra opt(3, 1) is this time obtained as the 
maximal subalgebra of su(2, 2) leaving a lightlike 
complex vector invariant, In the realization (23) the 
vector f satisfying 

;r = (z, 0, 0, 0) 

is lightlike since FJ f = 0 and the condition 

Yf=f', 

where f' is also of the form (26) implies 

f3= o=id=O. 

The sim(3, 1) algebra in this realization leaves a 
two-dimensional isotropic vector space 

(u,v,O,O) 

invariant and hence satisfies () = c = d = O. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

The generators of opt(3, 1) can in this realization be 
chosen to be 

1761 

[

0 1 0 

k = ° ° ° 1 000 
000 -:J 
o 0 0 i 

[
0 0 i OJ 

Pl= ° 0 0 ° ' ° 0 0 0 

t=[g g ~ gl, 
o ° ° ~J 

° -1 d=~O _°1 ~ ~] .=~[~ o 0 1 0 ,) 2 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 0 

~ ~ ~], 
000 

-1 OJ o 1 
o 0 ' 

° 0 

o 
o 
-1 

° 
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m=[~ n ~l,,~[~ ~ ~ ~]. 
o 0 ° ~J 0 0 ° -1 (29) 

Let us comment here that all maximal snbalgebras 
of the conformal Lie algebra c(3, 1) have been listed in 
an article devoted to a classification of Abelian sub
algebras of semisimple Lie algebras. 27 

C. General comments on the optical group 

The commutation relations for the basis elements (8) 
of opt(3, 1) are given in Table II. Notice that Wz = 
{Pl' Pz, k" k2' m} is a nilpotent ideal and is iso
morphic to a Weyl-Heisenberg algebra, where Pl and 
P2 are identified with momenta, kl and k2 with the 
canonically conjugate coordinates, and m is a constant 
(the Planck constant). The factor algebra opt(3, 1)/w2 

- {t, c, d, j, s} has the form sl(2, r) EB 0(2) EB 0(1, lL 
The Schrodinger group Sch2 generated by {Pu P2' 

ku k2' m, t, c, d,j} has three Casimir operators, 
namely, 5 

C(1)=m, C(2)=jm- k1P2+ k.jJl 

C(4) = 2(2mt - p~ - p;)(2mc - k~ - k;) + 2(2mc - k~ - k~) 

x (2mt - pi - p;) - (2md + kJll + plkl 

+ k.jJ2 + P~2)2 (30) 

(for notations see also the caption of Table III). 

None of these commute with the additional dilation s 
and indeed opt(3 ,1) has no CaSimir operators. It does, 
however, have two rational invariants, 28 lying in the 
quotient field of the enveloping algebra, namely 

Rl = (jm-ktP2 +k.jJl)/m=CC2)/m, R z=C(4)/mz• (31) 

These invariants can be used to characterize irreducible 
representations of Opt(3, 1) in the same manner as 
Casimir operators (polynomial invariants), for 
instance, the zero-mass discrete spin representations 
of the Poincare group extended to the conformal group, 
when restricted to the optical group, are characterized 
by the eigenvalue zero of R2 and the eigenvalues of Rl 
which correspond exactly to helicity. 

3. SUBALGEBRA CLASSIFICATION METHOD 

We could classify the subalgebras of opt(3, 1) into 
Opt(3, 1) conjugacy classes directly, making use of the 
fact that opt(3, 1) has a five-dimensional invariant 
subalgebra W z - {Pu Pz, kl' kz, m} with the factor algebra 
F;opt(3,1)/wz-{s,j,c,d,t}. Instead we shall profit 
from the fact that the subalgebras of the (extended) 
Schrodinger algebra schz -{j,c,d,t,PuP2,k"kz,m} 
have already been classified5 into conjugacy classes 
under the (extended) Schrodinger group Schz and 
extend schz and the group Sch2 by the additional 
dilation s. The classification both in this article and 
the previous one5 is performed with respect to the 
identity component of the corresponding group Opt(3, 1) 
or Schz (no reflections are included). 
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TABLE II. Commutation relations for opt(3, 1). 

--,--
kl k2 PI P2 m 

kl 0 0 m 0 0 -k2 

k 2 0 0 0 m 0 kl 

PI -m 0 0 0 0 -P2 

P2 0 -m 0 0 0 PI 

m 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- - - - - - - - - - ~ - _. 

k 
2 

-k l P2 -Pl 0 0 

t -PI -P2 
0 0 0 0 

c 0 0 kl k 2 
0 0 

d k I k 
2 -PI -P2 

0 0 

s kl k 
" PI P2 

2m 0 

The subalgebras of sch2 were classified uSing a 
straightforward algorithm, consisting of several 
steps. The algorithm has already been described, 14 

as has its application5 to sch2, and we shall not go 

t 

PI 

P2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-d 

-2t 

0 

into it here. Let us just state that a list of representa
tives of Sch2 conjugacy classes of subalgebras of schz 
will contain two types of subalgebras-"splitting" and 
"nonsplitting" ones. For the splitting subalgebras, 
it is always possible to choose a basis consisting 
entirely of elements B i contained in the factor algebra 
F and elements X

d
, contained in the ideal w 2 • A 

nonsplitting subalgebra, on the other hand, is not con
jugate under Schz to a splitting one and any basis for a 
non splitting subalgebra will contain at least one element 
of the type B + X with B E: F and X E: w 2 (B"* 0, X"* 0). 

The list of representatives of all Schz conjugacy 
classes of subalgebras of sch2 is given in Table 2 of 
Ref. 5. For the purposes of the present article we shall 
denote the splitting subalgebras in that list S J,k' the 
non splitting ones SJ,k' Here j denotes the dimension of 
the subalgebra and k enumerates the subalgebras of a 
given dimension. To obtain a complete list of 
representatives of Opt(3, 1) classes of subalgebras of 
opt(3, 1) we proceed as follows. 

1. Take all splitting subalgebras S J,k of the above list. 
Without any modification they will go over into the 
opt(3, 1) list. 

2. Take all nonsplitting subalgebras SJ,k from the 
sch2 list. Those that do not depend on a continuous 
parameter, e.g., {t+k 1,P1;m}or {t+em,puP2;e=±1} 
will go over directly into the opt(3, 1) list. If a 
non splitting sch2 subalgebra depends on one or more 
continuous parameters, contained in the "nonsplitting 
generators," and connecting the F and w2 parts of these 
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--

c d s 
_I 

0 -k I -k l 

0 -k2 -k2 

-k I Pl -PI 

-k2 P2 -P2 

0 0 -2m 

- -- -- -- .-- - - --

0 0 0 

d 2t 0 

0 -2c 0 

2c 0 0 

0 0 0 

generators, then the dilation exps must be used to 
scale a nonzero parameter of this type to some specific 
chosen value (we usually chose it to be equal to ± 1). 
An example of this type is the algebra {j -e(c + t) 
+ C/(k2 - ep), kl + eP2;m} with E = ± 1 and C/"* 0. The opera
tor exps dilates ki' Pi' and m but commutes with 
j, c, t and d. Hence in opt(3,1) we can scale C/ to 
C/ = ± 1. If more than one parameter is involved, e. go, 
{j + C/m, c + t + 13m} then only one parameter can be 
scaled. Thus, the subalgebra {j + C/m, c + t + 13m} in the 
sch2 list contributes the subalgebra {j + Em, c + t + 13m}, 
{j, c + t + Em}, and {j, c + t} (with E= ±1, C/ and (:J 
arbitrary real numbers) in the opt(3, 1) list. All 
algebras obtained from S',k by such a scaling must be 
included in the opt(3, 1) lisL 

3. Construct all subalgebras of opt(3, 1) containing the 
generator s (in some basis). We obtain representatives 
of all of these by taking all splitting subalgebras from 
the sch2 list and adding the generator s to them. Thus, 
e.g., the sch2 subalgebra {d;kl>k2,pl>P2,m} provides 
the opt(3, 1) subalgebra {s,d;k u k2, Pl , P2,m}. 

4. Construct all subalgebras of opt(3, 1) containing 
a nontrivial "coupling" between the dilation s and an 
element of sch2, i. e., a generator of the type 

s+C/B+{3X, BE:F, XE:W 2 , C/,{3E:IR, (\12+ 132*°. 

(32) 
To obtain representatives of all of these algebras, 
we once more run through the list of all subalgebras 
SJ,k and S',k of sch2. For each one of them we construct 
its normlaizer in opt(3, 1): 

norsjk={XIXE: opt(3, 1), [X,s',kl<:s',k}' (33) 

A new subalgebra to be included in the opt(3, 1) list will 
be obtained in one of two cases: 
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(a) The normalizer norsj,k contains S and some other 
nonzero element or elements Xj of sch2, not contained 
in SJ,k' The new algebra is then obtained by taking SJk' 
adding S + ajx j to it (a; are real constants) and then 
using NorsJ,k=exp(norsJ,k) to simplify the element 
S + a/x; as much as possible [Norsj,~ is a subgroup of 
Opt(3,1)]. 

As an example consider the sch2 subalgebra 
{PI> P2, m}. Its normalizer in opt(3, 1) is {s, d, j, t, kl) 
k 2 , Pu P2 , m}. Thus we obtain the set of subalgebras 

{s = S + aId + aJ + Ci 3 t + a 4k l + a 5k2, PI' P2, m}. (34) 

We now use the normalizer of {PH P2 , m} in the group 
Opt(3, 1) to simplify the element s. The transformation 
exp(-a3t/2a l ) will eliminate a 3t if 1l'1*O. If al=O, 
then expad will scale a 3 to any chosen number of the 
same sign as a 3 and hence we need only consider 
a 3 = ° or a3 '= E = ± 1. The transformation exp(xkl + yk2 ) 

with an appropriate choice of x and y will eliminate 
ku and k 2 , unless we have a 2 = 0, a l = -1, In this last 
case exp¢j with an appropriate choice of ¢ will rotate 
a 4k l + a 5k2 into 13k 1 with f3= {(a! + a~) ~ ° and expys will 
scale f3 into 1 (for f3 > 0. ) We thus obtain the 
subalgebras: 

{s +aj+{3d, PI>P2' m}, a 2+,82*O, 

{s+aj+€.t, PUP2,m} 

{s-d+k u PUP2,m}, 

a E JR, E = ± 1, (35) 

and these are the only subalgebras of opt(3, 1) provided 
by the sch2 subalgebra PI' P2' m and having a nontrivial 
"coupling" with s. 

(b) The normalizer of SJ,k may not contain S itself but 
some combination of the type S + j, jE sch2 , jisi,k' We 
take the element, add to it an arbitrary linear combina
tion of all the elements of nor S i, k' not contained in S J, k' 

and then proceed to simplify by NorsJ,k as in case (a). 

As an example consider the algebra {t+k l ,P2' m}. 
Its normalizer is {s - td, t +k l , k2' Pu P2' m}. Thus we 
obtain the algebras 

{s - td + a l k2 + a~u t + kl' P2 , m}. 

The transformation exp(1 a l k 2 + t a 2PI) will eliminate 
the a l k 2 + a 2 PI terms, and we obtain the opt(3, 1) 
subalgebra 

{s -d/3; t+k l ,P2' m}. 

The above algorithm provides an exhaustive and non
overlapping list of representatives of all Opt(3, 1) 
classes of subalgebras of opt(3, 1 L Hence, any sub
algebra of opt(3, 1) is conjugate to one in the list, and 
no two members in the list are mutually conjugate, 

4. SUBALGEBRAS OF THE OPTICAL ALGEBRA 

A systematic application of the algorithm presented 
in Sec. 3 provides us with the complete list of 
representatives of Opt(3, 1) classes of subalgebras 
of opt(3, 0, summarized in Tables III-VIII (see end of 
text). 

In Table III we list all subalgebras of dimension 
10 ~ d ~ 6. Column 1 provides a name for each algebra. 
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The first subscript denotes the dimension, the second 
one enumerates different algebras of the same dimen
sion. The ordering is such that we first list separable 
algebras (they only occur for d = 6), then nilpotent 
nonseparable ones and finally nonseparable and non
nilpotent ones. These are so ordered that the dimension 
of the derived algebra increases as we proceed along the 
list: perfect Lie algebras, e.g., rB,B are thus at the 
end of the list for any given dimension, Superscripts, 
e. g. , r~,5 or r~:13 indicate that the entry actually 
represents a set of algebras, different (and mutually 
nonconjugate) for each value of the parameters. 
Throughout we have E'= ± 1; the ranges of all other 
parameters are given in column 3, where we also give 
a basis for each algebra. If the range of a parameter 
is not specified, then it is allowed to run through all 
real numbers (a E R). The generators to the right of 
a semicolon in column 3 span the derived algebra. The 
normalizer norr

J 
,k in opt(3, 1) of each algebra is given 

in column 4 and the invariants are listed in column 5. 
The invariants were calculated by solving a certain set 
of partial differential equations, 2B and we include 
nonpolynomial invariants as well as polynomial ones 
(Casimir operators). Isomorphisms between different 
algebras in the list are indicated in column 2, Thu s, 
e.g., r~,3 and r;~3 (a*O) are isomorphic to each other 
[but not conjugate under Opt(3, I); if they were we would 
have stipulated a? 0). Similarly, r;,:U' and r~:lo5 are 
isomorphic to each other for any fixed a * 0, 

In Tables IV -VI, we present all subalgebras with 
d = 5, 4, and 3 respectively. In column 1 we introduce 
a name for each subalgebra. In column 2 we list its 
isomorphism class, using notations introduced earlier2B 

(they follow a classification of low dimensional Lie 
algebras, essentially due to Mubarakzyanov29 ). No such 
classification is available for dimension d ~ 6. Columns 
3, 4, and 5 have the same meaning as in Table II and the 
same comments apply. The two dimensional subalgebras 
are listed in Table VII. Column 1 introduces a name, 
column 2 gives the isomorphism class (Abelian 2AI 
and non-Abelian A 2 ). Column 3 lists the generators and 
range of parameters (if any), and column 4 gives the 
normalizers. Algebras A2 have no invariants; both 
generators are invariants of the 2AI algebras. 

The one-dimensional subalgebras are listed in Table 
VIIL This has only three columns-the name, the 
generators, and the normalizers, 

This completes the classification of all subalgebras 
of opt(3, 1), Subgroups of Opt(3, 1) will in general be 
obtained from these subalgebras by exponentiation, The 
algebra opt(3, 1) contains two commuting rotation 
operators: j and c + t, The exponentiation of a 
generator of the type j + a(c + t) with a irrational does 
not lead to a closed connected subgroup (its closure is 
a two-dimensional subgroup, rather than a one-dimen
sionalone). Thus, to obtain representatives of all 
closed connected subgroups of Opt(3, 1), we proceed as 
follows. If a considered algebra contains the element 
j+a(c+t) [orj+a(c+t)+ull, orj+a(c+t)+j3s], we 
allow the parameter a to be rational only and then 
exponentiate the algebra. All other subalgebras we 
exponentiate directly. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The main result of this paper is a complete 
classification of all subalgebras of the algebra opt(3, 1) 
and of all closed connected subgroups of the group 
Opt(3,1). These results are summarized in Tables 
III-VIII. 

Several applications of this subgroup classification 
are in preparation. The first is the completion of a 
series of articles on the "Subgroups of the Fundamental 
Groups of PhYSiCS, ,,14,18 namely a classification of the 
subgroups of the conformal group of space-time C(3, 1). 
Only subalgebras of opt(3, 1), not contained in sim(3, 1) 
will be relevant for an over-all list of subalgebras of 
c (3,1). These can be directly picked out from Tables 
III-VIII. Indeed, these "new" subalgebras are charac
terized by the fact that they contain an element of the 
type c + t + ctS + [3j +y;k. + DiP; + ~m, where ct, [3, )Ii' 

01> and ~ are abritrary real numbers. 

A second application is a study of symmetry breaking 
for the two dimensional time dependent SchrlJdinger 
equation. Indeed, we are presently investigating the 
equation 

_.!.(02W ~) _ .ol/J_ 
2 a? + oy2 tot - F, (36) 

where F is an arbitrary function of say (x, y, t, I/J, lj!*) 
or more generally of (x, y, t, I/J, lj!*, lj!x' lj!:, lj!y, I/J:, I/J p 

I/Ji). For each subgroup of the extended Schr6dinger 
group Sch(2) we are looking for the most general 
"interaction" F, such that (36) should be invariant 
under the chosen subgroup. A similar problem has 
already been solved in the one dimensional case. 20 

This type of study is relevant, e. g. , for parton models 
involving interacting partons. 

The third application is the construction of tensors 
(electromagnetic potentials and field, metric tensors, 
etc. ) that are invariant under different subgroups of the 
conformal group. 
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TABLE III. Subalgegras of opt(3, 1) with dimension d= 10, 9, 8, 7, 6. The notations used for the invariants: fl = 2(jm - kJ12 
+k2Pl)' T=2mt-pl-p~, C=2mc-kl-k~, f)=2md+kJ>1+p1k1+k2P2+P2k2' p2=2TC+2CT-D2 • 

NAME ISO~!ORPHISM GENERATORS 1 
NOR~IAL I ZE~-' INVARIANTS 

CLASS ; , 

i 
RZ/mZ 

rlO,l opt (3,1) s,j;c,d,t,kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m self Jim, , 

r9,1 s,j,d;t,kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m self Jim 

rg,Z sChZ j;c,d,t,k1,kZ,P l ,PZ,m rlO,l m,J,RZ 

a 
(a)~( -a) s+aj;c,d,t,kl,kz,Pl,PZ,m rlO,l RZ/mZ 

r 9 ,3 

rS,l s,j,d;kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m self Jlm,Vlm 

r S,2 s,j,t+c;k l ,k2 ,P l ,PZ,m self Jim, (T+C) 1m 

rS,3 s,j,t;kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m r 9,1 J/m,T 1m 

r S,4 j,d;t,kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m r9,1 m,J 

a s+ad,j;t,kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m r9,1 Jim, rna-IT 
rS,S 

Ct 
(Ct)~( -a) s+aj,d;t,kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m r9,1 none r a ,6 

a/3 
rS,7 (a, /3)~( -a, -/3) s+aj,j+13d;t,kl ,kZ,P l ,PZ,m r 9,1 none 

(/3;<0) 

ra,s ;c,d,t,kl,kZ,Pl,PZ,m rlO,l m,RZ 

Z Z 
r 7,1 s,j,d;t,Pl,PZ,m self mt/(Pl+PZ) 

r 7 ,Z s-d,k l ,kz;t,P1 ,P2,m r 9 •l 
TlmZ 

s,d;t,kl ,PI ,PZ,m 
Z Z 

r 7,3 self (Zmt -PI) IPZ 
. -----_._---------
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NAME ISOMORPHISM GENERATORS NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 
CLASS 

r 7,4 j,d;kl ,k2,PI ,P2,m rS,1 m,J,V 

r 7,5 j,c+t;k l ,kZ,P I ,P2,m r S,2 m,J,C+T I 

r 7,6 j,t;kl ,k2,P I ,P2,m r9,1 m,J,T 

a8 (a ,8)~( -a, -8) s+8j,j+a(c+t);k l ,k2,PI ,P2 ,m r S,2 [J+a(C+T)] 1m r 7,7 

(a;<O) 

r 7,S s,j;k l ,k2,PI,P2,m rlO,l Jim 

£ 
(£=l)~(£=-l) s+£t,j;k l ,k2,P l ,P2,m Jim r 7,g r S,3 

I 

a I 
r 7,10 s+ad,j;k l ,k2,PI ,P2,m (a >0) rS,1 Jim 

I 
a 

(a)~( -a) s+aj,c+t;k l ,k2,P l ,P2,m (C+T)/m I r 7,11 r S,2 
! 

a 
(a)~( -a) s+aj,t;k l ,k2,P l ,P2,m Tim I r 7,12 r9,1 i 

I a£ 
(a,£)~(-a,£) s+aj,j+£t;k l ,k2,P l ,P

2
,m I (J+£T) 1m r 7,13 r a ,3 

! 
I a8 I i 

(a, 8)~( -0.,8) s+aj,d+8j;k l ,k2,P l ,P
2

,m (8<!0): (V+8T) 1m I r 7,l4 ra,l : 
i 

a 
(o.)~( -a) d+aj;t,k l ,k2,PI ,P2,m I r 7,15 r9,1 m 

I 

I 
I 

as 
(a, 8)~( -a, 8) s+aj+Bd;t,k l ,k2,P l ,P2,m mB-IT I 

r 7,16 r9,1 

(13;<0;13;<-1 if a=O) 

r 7,17 s;c,d,t,kl,Pl,m self 2 2 2 2 - [ (2 (2mt-Pl) (2mc-k l ) +2 (2mc-k l ) (2mt-P l ). 

-(2md+Pl kl +k lPI ))/m 

r 6 ,1 Al +A2+A3,8 (j )iI(S ;m)'f'(;c,d, t) self j,(c+t)2_(c_t)2_d2 

° (P2)d>(s+d;t,k l ,PI ,m) P2,2mt-p 
2 

r 6 ,2 Al +AS,30 r 7,3 

A AO,2 (t)dl(s,j ;Pl ,P2 ,m) 2 2 I r 6 ,3 1+ 5,35 I r 7,1 t, (PI +P 2) 1m 

! 
A AO,2 

I 
2 2 

(m)~(d,j;t'Pl'P2) 
I I 

r 6 ,4 1+ 5,35 I r 7,l m, (P l +P2)/t I 

£ 
Al +AS,37 {j-£(c+t)}~s,j+£(c+t); 

! self j-£(c+t),(C+T+£J)/m r 6 ,5 , 
I , 

kl +£P2,k2-£PI ,m} I 

I I 
! 

r 6 ,6 A2+A4 ,12 {s+d:t}~j,d;Pl,P2} self none 

r 6 ,7 A2+A4 ,12 {s+d;m}ffi{j,d;Pl ,P2} self none 

A3 ,4+A3,6 {s+d;t,m}!ll{j ;P l ,P2} 2 2 
r 6 ,8 r 7,1 tm, PI +P 2 

I 1 
t,k l ,k2;PI ,PZ,m I m, T r 6 ,g A6 ,14 r g, I , 

£ 
s-d,P l ,P2;k l ,k2,m i 

r 6 ,10 r 8,1 none 
I 

£ 
(£=l)~(£=-l) j+£(c+t),k1-£P2,k2+£P l ; r S,2 m,-J+£ (C+T) r 6,ll 

kl +£P2,k2-£PI,m 

CI I 

I 
tma., 2 2 a-I 

r 6 ,12 I s+ad,j;t ,PI ,P2 ,m (a;<O,l) r 7 ,1 (PI +P2) m 

I I 
I 
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N~IE I SOMORPflI SM GENERATORS NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 
CLASS 

r 6 ,13 s-d,k1;t,P1 ,P2 ,m ° 2 2 
! r a,6 p/m, (2mt -PI) 1m 

r 6 ,14 s-d+k1 ,k2;t,P1 ,P
2

,m r 7 ,2 T/m2, mexp( -2pz!m) 

as -l/a a,O 2 2 P tip i 
r 6 ,15 r 6 ,14 "'1"6,15 s+Sj,d+a j ;t,P1,P2,m r 7 ,1 (PI +P 2) /mt, (~) ( 2+ 2)a/ma+S 

P -lP PI P2 
I 

1 2 
2 2 

r 6 ,16 s,t;k1 ,PI ,P2,m r 7 ,2 I p/m, (2mt-P1)/m 

r 6 ,17 I s ,d;k1 ,PI 'P2 ,m 
I 

self none 
i I 
I 

£ 
(£=1 H£=-l) s,j+£(c+t);k1+£P2,k2,P1 ,m 

I 

r 6 , IS self (k2+sP1)/m, (C+T+£J)/m 
I 

i 

r 6 ,19 s,d;t,k1,P1,m self i none 

d;t,k1,P1,P2 ,m I 
2 2 

r 6 ,20 i r 7,3 m, (2mt-P1)/P2 

a 
s+ad;t,k1 ,P1,P2,m (a;tO,£) 2 a-I 2 a-I 

r 6 ,21 r 7,3 P2m , (2mt -P1)m 

r 6 ,22 j ;k1 ,k2,P1 ,P2,m m,J I 

r1O,1 I 
i 

r 6 ,23 d;k1,k2,P1,P2,m rS,l m,V 
I 
I 

I I r 6 ,24 I 
c+t;k1 ,k2 ,P1 ,P2 ,m 

, 

r S,2 m,C+T 

I I 
a 

j+a(c+t);k1,k2,P1,P2,m 
I m,J+a(C+T) r 6 ,25 I r S ,2 

(a;tO,s) 
£ 

(s= 1 )~( £ = -1) ! j+£t;k1,k2,Pl,P2,m , m,Jt£T r 6 ,26 I r S,3 

I 
a j+ad;k1 ,k2 ,P1,P2,m (a>O) m,JtaV r 6 ,27 r 8 ,1 

, 

r 6 ,2S s+aj;k1 ,k2 ,P1,P2,m r1O,1 none , 

a,S s+ajtSd;k1 ,k2,P1 ,P2,m r 8 ,1 none r 6 ,29 i 

(S>0;8;tl if a=O) I 

I 
a,8 s+ajtS(ctt);k1,k2 ,P1,P2,m 

I r S ,2 none r 6 ,30 I ! 

) 

(6;t0) I I I 

a,s 
I s+ajt£t;k1 ,k2,P1 ,P2 ,m ° r 6 ,31 r S,4 : none 
I 

I 1 I self r 6 ,32 s-1d;t+k1 ,k2 ,PI ,P2 ,m I none 

! 
I I 2 2 2 2 

I r 6 ,33 I 
I 

;e,d,t,k1,P1,m I r 7 ,17 m,2(2mt-P1) (2mc-k1)t2(2me-k1) (2mt-P 1) 
I 

I 2 
I I -(2md+P1k1+k1P1) ~ -_. __ .. _-

~-..- .--- ---- ----- --.. - -.--

TABLE IV. Five-dimensional subalgebras. 

! 
I NORMALI ZER I I 

N~IE ISO~IORPHISM GENERATORS INVARIANTS I CLASS 

I 

rS,l 2A1+A3 ,4 (p 1 )tlJ(p2) <ll(s+d; t ,m) r 7 ,1 PI 'Pz' tm ! 

2A1tA3,6 (m)tll(t)W(j ;P1 ,P2) 
2 2 

r 5 ,2 r 7 ,1 m,t,P 1+P 2 

r S,3 2A1+A3 ,8 (s)<ll(j )>fl(; c,d, t) self s, j , (ett) 2 _ (c -t) 2 -d 2 

r 5 ,4 2A1+A3,S (j) "'(m) Hl(; c, d, t) r 6 ,1 j ,m(ctt) 2 _ (c-t) 2 _d 2 
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NAME 

rs,zs 

1767 

ISO~ORPHISM 

CLASS 

A AZlal,lal 
1+ 4,6 

o 
A1+A4 ,9 

1 
A1+A4 ,9 

AS,S 

A1,1,1 
5,7 

AX,x,z 
5,7 

GENERATORS 

(j)~(s;m)fB(d;t) 

(a;<O) 

(s+aj;m)W(;c,d,t) 

(a;<O) 

(j -£ (c+t))W 

(j+£(c+t);k1+£PZ,kZ-£P1,m) 

(kZ'£P1)\:Il 

(j +£ (c+t) ; kl +£PZ' k Z -£P1 ,m) 

(j -£ (c+t))ffl 

(j+as;k1 +£PZ,kZ-£P1 ,m) (a;<O) 

(s+d)f1l(s,j ;P1 ,PZ) 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 19, No.8, August 1978 

NORMALIZER 

self 

self 

r10,1 

0,-1/3 
r 7,16 

P/P2 

2 2 
P1+P2 

Z Z 
PI +P2 

INVARIANTS 

2 Z P1+ip2)ia 
(PI +P z ) (PI -ip

z 

Z Z P1-iP Z ia 
(PI +Pz ) (PI +iP2) 

(c+t)z_(c_t)Z_dz 

Z Z 
m,(P1+Pz)/t,P1/P z 

Z Z 
t,P1/m,p/m 

Z Z P1-ipz ia Z Z 
t, (PI +Pz)(p +ip) , m/(P1 +Pz ) 

1 Z 

Z Z Z Z P1+iPZ ia 
m, tl (PI +Pz) , (PI +Pz ) (p -ip ) 

1 Z 

Pz 
j -£(c+t) 

j-£(c+t),m,C+T+£J 

j -£(c+t) 

s+d 

m 

t 

m 

m 
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NAME ISOMORPHISM 
CLASS 

GENERATORS NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 

-----r-----------~--------------------_r--------r_----------------~~~----------~ 
a 8 2 Z a 8-a P1-IPZ ia a,S 

r 5 ,30 

£: 
r 5 ,38 

a,E 
r 5 ,39 

r 5 ,49 

£ 

r 5 ,33 

£,a 
r 5 ,55 

1768 

AX,y,z 
5,13 

A2,l 
5,19 

A2,l 
5,19 

A3/2 ,l 
5,19 

A1,l 
5,19 

AO,l 
5,19 

AX,y 
5,19 

1 
A5 ,20 

1 
A5 ,23 

A1£1/2,l a 1/2 
5,25 

AO,l 
5,26 

2 
A5 ,30 

1 
As,30 

° As ,30 

° A5 ,30 

-1 
a5 ,30 

1 1 A2 ,2 
5,33 

AO,l 
5,33 

A-1,l 
5,33 

AO,2 
5,35 

AO,2 
5,35 

AO,2 
5,35 

AO,2 
5,35 

AO,2 
5,35 

j+as+8d;t,P1,P2 ,m (a8~0) 

[

a 8-a 1 . I I I I x=-S' y=Ts' z=2TST If a :s; a 

8 a-8 I . I I I I x=-(l" Y=2(l" Z='2]CtT If a > 8 

s+ad;k1,PI ,P2,m (a~O,£) 

2 I-a 
x=l+a ' Y=I+a if O<a 

2 y=1 x=l=(l , if a< ° 

j+£(c+t)+as;k
l

+£P2,k2,P I ,m 
(111"0) 

j+£(c+t)tkl -£P2,k
2

+£P1 ; 

k1 +£P2,k2-£PI ,m 

I 
s-~;t+kl,k2,p2,m 

s+ad;t,k1,PI ,m 

(a"£ ; x = (l-a)/(I+a)) 

s,d;t,PI,m 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 19, No.8, August 1978 

self 

0,0 
r 7 ,14 

self 

self 

self 

self 

t m ,(P1+P2) m , m(p +ip ) 
1 Z 

2 
(k2+£:P

I
) 1m 

2 
pzlm 

3 2 
P2/ m 

m 

21' 
mexp (_.:2) 

m 

m 

2 3 4 [p2-2m(t+k1)) 1m 

2 
(PI -2mt) 1m 

2 
Pl -2mt 

2 Pl -2mt 

m 

2 a-I (P I -2tm)m 

2 2 
(P I -2mt) 1m 

2 
tm/Pl 

klPzlm 

2 2 
(PI +P 2 )/m 

2 2 
(PI +P2) 1m 

2 2 
(PI +P 2) 1m 

2 2 
(PI +P2)/t 

2 2 
(P l +P2) It 
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I 

NAME ISOMORPHISM GENERATORS NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 
CLASS 

E AO,Z Z Z 
rS,S6 S,35 d,j+£m;P1,PZ,t r 6 ,4 (PI +P Z) It 

£ AO,l self 2 Z Z 
rS,S7 S,35 

s-d,jjt+£m,P1,P2 (PI +P Z) I (t+£m) 

E AO,Z/(l-a) s+ad,j;P1 ,PZ,m (a"O,l) 
Z Z a-I 

r S,58 5,35 T 6 ,7 (PI +PZ)m 

a AO, Za /(l-a) s+ad,j ;P1 'P2' t (a"O,l) 
2 2 a I-a 

T 5 ,59 5,35 T 6 ,6 (PI +PZ) t 

a A21a l,0 
PI -iP2 ia 

r 5 ,60 5,35 j +as,d ;P1 ,PZ,m (a"O) T 6 ,7 m(P
I 
+ip} 

a AZlal,z 
Z 2 P1-iPZ · ia 

r 5 ,61 j +as ,d;P1 ,PZ' t (a"O) T 6 ,6 [t/(P1+P2)](p +ip ) 5,35 1 Z 
P +ip . 

a,S AX'Y s+ad,j+S(s+d);P1,P2,m T 6 ,7 
a-1( 2 Z) (1 2)1(1-a)S 

r 5,6Z 
m P1+P 2 --.-

5,35 P1-1P2 
(a"l,S"O; x=zlal, 

2 
y=y:-~) 

P +ip . 
a,S AX'y s+ad,j+6(s+d);P1,P2,t 

(a-I) (Z Z) -a( 1 Z)l(a-l) 6 
T 5 ,63 T 6 ,6 t P1+P2 --.-

5,35 P1-1P2 
(a"1,6"0; x=2ISI,y= 2~) a-

a 
A5,36 s,d;k1 ,P1+ap2 ,m self (k1 (P1+aP 2)+(Pl+ap2)k1+2md)/m r 5 ,64 

0',£ 
A5,37 

E 2 Z 
TS,65 s+a(c+t),j;k1+£PZ,kZ-EP1,m T6 ,S ((k1+£PZ) +(k2-EP1) -4Emj)/m 

(l 

S,c~t;kl~apz,p1-ak2,m(O$lal<1) self 2 2 Z 
1"5,66 AS,37 ((k 1+ap 2) +(P1-akZ) -2(1+0. )m(c+t))/m 

a,E 
A5,37 

E I Z 2 
TS,67 s+a],c+t,k1+£PZ,P1-Ek 2,m I T 6 ,5 ((k1+EP Z) +(p1-Ek2) -4m(c+t))/m 

a,S 
AS,37 s+aj,j+S(C+t);k1+EP2,k2-EP1) 

E 2 2 '4Em . 
rS,68 r 6 ,5 ((k1+EP 2) +(kZ- EP1) -1+ES(]+6(c+t)))lm 

(~"O -E) \ \ 

TABLE V. Four-dimensional subalgebras. 

i NA~lE I I SQ,)OJ(PfII Sri ! GENERATOi<S i l\ORMALIZi::R· If;VARIAl\TS 
I CLASS 

\ I I i I \ T4 ,1 4A1 t,m,P1,PZ T 9 ,1 t,m,P 1,P2 

I 
i I 
I i 

I I 

i 
T4 ,Z I ZA1+AZ (P1)$(PZ)~(s+d;t) ! 

T6 ,6 P1,P2 

I 

I 'I 

i 
I 

T4 ,3 I ZA1+A
2 ! (PI )tiJ(pZ)$(s+d;m) T6 ,7 P1 ,P2 

I 

T4 ,4 2A1+A2 (j)f!l(m)ftl(d;t) j ,m I TS,S 
I 

, I 

i T4 ,S ZA1+A2 ; (j )ti1(t)tB(s ;m) rS,S I 
j,t 

; 

I 
i I I 

! I 
I 

ZA1+A
2 T4 ,6 , 

I 
(j)Q:l(s)tiJ(d; t) self I j , s 

I I 

T 4 ,7 
I 

2A1+A
Z 

i 
(j )lll(t+c)fll(s ;m) I self 

I 
j , t+c 

I 

! 

I 
I 

I 
j r 4 ,8 2A1+A2 (j )tiJ(d)\B(s ;m) 

I self j,d 

I I I 

! a 
2A2 

I (d;t}tl(s+aj ;m) 
I 

I 
r 4 ,9 I ! T5,S none 

, I I 
I 
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·-.~.-.--- ~ -

r-;OR,lAL I ZER I NAME ISO~10RPJiJ91 I GENERATO;{S i INVARIANTS 
CLASS I I I 

a 
2A2 I (j +ad; t)Eil(s+Sj ;m) (a;OO) 

I r 4 ,10 rS,S none 
1 

i I 

r 4 ,1l 2A2 
I 

(d+s;t)<1l(s;P
l

) 
I 

self none 

1 I 

r 4 ,12 2A2 I (d+s;k
2
)$(d-s;P

l
) ! self none 

I 

-- .. ----I- t------ _ ... _ ... ---- .- _ ... J I - -

r 4 13 1 

I 
2A2 

I 

(d+s;m)<fl(d;P
l

) self none 
, I 

I 'I 

r 4 ,14 I Al +A3 ,1 i (P2)iiJ(k l ,PI ;m) 
0 ! 

r 8 ,6 , P2 ,m 

i I 
I I 

! Al +A3 ,1 
I 

(P2)t!l(t+k l ,PI; m) 
0,-1/3 I r 4 ,lS i r 7 ,16 PZ,m 

I 
i 

£,0 ! 

r 4 ,16 I Al +A3 ,1 : (kZ+£Pl)~(kl+£PZ,kZ-£Pl;m) r 7 ,7 i kZ+£Pl,m 
, 

1 
I I I , I £ £ 

! 
r 4,17 i \+A3 ,1 

, 
(j-£(e+t))(fJ(kl+£PZ,kZ-£Pl;m) , r 6 ,S j -de t),m I 

I I 
i 

I 

! Al +A3 ,Z 
I 

(pz)~(s+d+Pl;kl,m) 
, 

I 
P2,m exp(Zkl/m) r 4 ,18 I i I r S ,17 

J 

I 
, 

: I I 
r 4 ,19 Al +A3 ,3 (t)<tj(s ;P

l 
,P

z
) I 

r 6 ,6 
I 

t,p/Pz 
I 

I 

r 4 ,ZO -~1+A3,3 
. 

(m)ltJ(d;P
l 

,Pz ) r 6 ,7 
! m,p/Pz ! , , 
I 

r 4 ,2l i Al +A3 ,3 (pz)'~(s+d;kl ,m) 
I 

P2 ,k/m r 6 ,17 

r 4 ,22 I Al +A3 ,3 ! (j)ftl(s-d;t,m) rs,s 
I j,t/m 

I I 
I 

A1+A3 ,3 (s+d)ffl(d;P
l 

,P
z

) 
I , 

s+d,p/PZ r 4 ,Z3 
! 

I 
rs,ZZ : 

I , 

Al +A3 ,4 i (Pl)~(s+d;t,m) 
, 0 

PI' tm r 4 ,Z4 I , r 6 ,14 
i I --_ .. I : -

I 
, 

r 4 ,2S Al +A3 ,4 (PI )<+)(s+d+PZ; t ,m) rS,l : P1 ,tm 

: 

r 4 ,Z6 A1+A3 ,4 (j )ftl(s+d; t ,m) I 
rS,S j , tm 

, 

r 4 ,27 AI +A3 ,4 (m)ll(d;k l ,PZ) rS,SO m,k 1PZ 

i A +AI / Z 
! 

Z 
r 4 ,28 

I (m)U(d;t ,PI) r S ,48 m,PI/t , 
! I 3,S I 

I I ! , 

I A +AI/2 I Z 
r 4 ,29 I I 3,S I (t)ftl(s;P

1
,m) I r S ,48 ! 

t,p/m 

i I 

£ A +AI / Z 
! I j-c(e+t), 

2 
r 4 ,20 (j -c (e+t) y~(s; kl +cP 2 ,m) self (k l +£P1) /m 

I 1 3,S I I 
i I I i 

I a x I 

j,tm
a 

A1+A3 ,S (j)ftl(s+ad; t ,m) (x=a if r S ,5 
I 

I r 4 ,31 I 

O<lal<l, x=l/a if lal>l) I i I 
I I 

I I , 
A1+A3 ,6 (t)m(j ;P 1 ,P 2) 

! 
r 7 ,1 

2+ 2 
r 4 ,32 I 

I 
t'P l P2 

r 4 ,33 
I 

(m)H(j ;P 1 ,P 2) I 
2 2 

A1+A3 ,6 r 7 ,1 m,P 1+P 2 

i 

£ , 
(m),tl(j+ct ;P

1 
,P

Z
) ! I 2 2 

r 4 ,34 A1+A3 ,6 r 6 ,3 m,P 1+P 2 
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NAME ISO~IOJ(PIIISM GENERATORS \ NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 
CLASS ! 

E (t}1l(j+Em;P I ,P2 
I 2 2 

r 4 ,3S Al +A3,6 
I 

r 6 ,4 t,P I +P2 

E (t+Em) (j ;PI,P2) I -1 2+ 2 
r 4 36 Al +A3 ,6 ! r 6 ,12 t+Em,Pl P2 

r--" ~ - -... ----+-.. _---- - - ---:r 2------------------- - -E 
(t+Em)~(j+~m;Pl'p2) (~=±l ) 

, 

r 4 ,37 A1+A3,6 ! r S,2 t+Em,P l P2 , 

A1+A3,6 (s+d)\!J(j ;Pl 'P2) I 
2 2 

I 
r 4 ,38 r S,22 

I 
s+d,Pl+P2 

A +Alal 
I 2 2 Pl -iP2 ia a 

(t)Ei!(j+as;P l ,P2) (a,oO) I 
r 4 ,39 1 3,7 ! r 6 ,6 t,(Pl P2)(Pl+ iP2) 

! 

a A +A lal (m)tB(j +ad;P l ,P2) (a,oO) I 2 2 PI +iP 2 ia 
r 4 ,40 I 3,7 1 r 6 ,7 m, (P l +P2) (P

l
-iP

2
) 

a lal (s+d)~(j+ad;Pl,p2) (a,oO) i 2 2 PI+iP2 ia 
r 4 ,4l Al +A3,7 ! r S,22 s+d, (P l ... P2) (--.- ) 

! Pl-1P2 
I 

r 4 ,42 Al +A3 ,8 (j)lB(;c,d,t) r 6 ,l j,(c+t)2-(c-t)2_d2 

I 
, 

m,(c+t)2-(c-t)2-d2 r 4 ,43 Al +A3,8 (m)lB(;c,d,t) 
I r 6 ,l 
I 

a 
Al +A3 ,8 (s+aj)$(;c,d,t) I s+aj,(c+t)2-(c-t)2-d2 , r 4 ,44 

I 
r S,3 

i 
I 

E 
Al +A3,8 (j +Em) l1l(; c, d, t) 

, 
j+Em,(c+t)2-c- t )2-d2 r 4 ,3S 

I[ 
r S,4 

I 

A4,l ,I kl,t;Pl,m 2 
r 4 ,46 r 7 ,3 m,Pl-2mt 

, 

:1 I 
E 

A4,l il kl +EP2,t;Pl ,m 
, 2 

r 4 ,47 r 6 ,16 i m,Pl-2mt 
" ~ 

I 

A4 ,l Ii t+k1,k2;P2,m I i 2 
I r 4 ,48 

:1 

r 6,32 m,P2- 2m (t+k1) 
, , I 

, 
A4,l ,I t+k l ,k2+EPl;P2,m I 

2 
I r 4 ,49 I r S,26 m,(p2- Em) -2m(t+k l ) 

! I 
1 s-d+kl ;P l ,P2 ,m 

0,-1 I m exp(-2P l /m) r 4 ,SO A4 ,2 , r 6 ,29 
I: I 

! 

A4 ,4 s-d+kl;t,P1,m ! 
i 

2 2 
r 4 ,Sl 1 r S,47 m exp(-2P l /m) , (P l -2mt)/m 

I 
Al / 3,2/3 s-¥;t+kl ,P2 ,m i self 

332 
r 4,S2 4,5 

I 

(t+k l ) /m,p/m 

Al / 2 ,1/2 d;t,P l ,P2 
! 2 2 

i r 4 ,S3 4,5 r 7,1 p/t,p/t 

J 
Al / 2,1/2 

i 
! 2 2 

r 4 ,S4 4,S s;P l ,P2,m r 7,1 
I 

Pl/m,p/m 

E Al / 2 ,1/2 i 2 2 
r 4 ,SS 4,S I s+Et;P l ,P2,m r 

6,3 p/m,p/m 

E Al / 2,1/2 d+Em;t,P l ,P2 
2 2 

r 4,S6 4,S r 6 ,4 Pl/t ,p/t 

r 4 ,S7 
Al,l s-d;P l ,P2,m 

1 r 8 ,1 p/m, p/m 4,S ! 
I 

r 4 ,S8 
Al,l s-d;t,Pl,m I r 6 ,19 p/m 4,S , 

E 

I 
Al,l , 

r 4 ,S9 4,S s-d;t+Em,Pl ,P2 I rS,S7 (t+Em) /P l ,p/P l , -- , 
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NAME i ISO.\IORPIlISM I 
GENERATORS NOlt\lALI ZER \ I lNVARIANTS 

I CLI\SS 
I I 

a T AX'y i 2at l-a 2at l-a I s+ad;t,P1 ,P2 (a;tO,I) 
I r 4 ,60 I 4,5 I r 6 ,6 PI ' P2 I 

I a-I a-I i (x,y)=(~ ,~) if as-I or 

l<a 
I 3 -

I I 2a if 1 i I 

I 
i 

(x,y) = (c;:y ,1) -1<a<3" ! I 

i 
i 

I I 
I a I 

AX'y 
i 

2 I-a 2 I-a I 
r 4 ,61 s+ad;P1 ,P2,m (a;tO,±I) ; 

r 6 ,7 P1m ,P2m I I 4,5 I I I I-a I-a I 

i ! (x'Y)=(-2-'-2- ) if -lS as: 3 
I 

I I I 
I 2 if a<-1 or 3<a : I I (x'Y)=(l=""CX,I) i 

I I I , I 

I a AX'y I ! a 2 I-a 
r 4 ,62 s+ad; t ,PI ,m (a;tO) ; 

r 5 ,48 I tm ,P1m 
i 4,5 I 

I 1 a-I I I 
if a<-1 

I 
I (x,y)=(- 0:'-2-) or I I 
I l<a I 

i 
I-a 

if -l<a<1 ! 
I (x,y)=(-a,-Z) 

I 
I ! 

I 
I 

I I 

Cl 
! AX'y I 2 a-I k2/ l+a 

r 4 ,63 s+ad;k1 ,P2,m (a;tl) r 5 ,50 i P2m '1 m 
I 4,5 I 

I-a l+a 
(x'Y)=(-2-'Z) if Qs:a<1 

! I-a 2 
if l<a 

I 
(x'Y)=(I+a'l+a) 

i 
I 

A2lal,lal 
I 

I 2 2 P1+iP 2 ia a I 
r 4 ,64 j+ad;t,P1 ,P2 

(a;tO) r 7,1 t/ (PI +P2), t (--. -) 
I 4,6 P1-1P2 I i I 

I a ! A21 ai, lal 2 2 P1-iP2 ia 
r 4 ,65 I 

j+as;P1 ,P2 ,m (a;tO) r 7,1 
! m/ (PI P2), m(p +ip ) 4,6 

1 2 
I I 

a,E i A21 ai, lal I 
: 2 2 P1- iP 2 ia 

r4 ,66 I j+as+Et;P1 ,P2,m (a;tO) r 6 ,3 m/ (PI +P 2) ,m(--. -) 4,6 PI +lP 2 : 

A2lal,lal 
, 

I 2 2 PI +iP2 ia a,E 
j+ad+Em;t,PI ,P2 

(a;tO) I I 
r 4 ,67 r 6 ,4 t/ (PI P2), t (--. -) 

I 4,6 
I PI -IP2 , 

A2lal,lal 
I 2 2 2 PI -iP2 ia a,E 

j+a(s-d);t+Em,PI ,P2 (a;tO) E 
r 4 ,68 r 5 ,57 (t+Em) / (PI P2), t (--. -) 4,6 ! PI +IP2 

I 

a,S 
! ! P ip . S 

i AX'y j+as+Sd;t,PI ,P2 r 6 ,6 t a - S( 2 2)S t(~/ r 4 ,69 4,6 i PI P2 ' PI -IP2 (a;tO, S;tO) I 

[(X,y)=(-2S,a-S) if a~S ) 
I 

i 
I 

I I (x,y)=(2S,S-a) if a<S I 
I 

! 
I 

a,S AX'Y j+as+Sd;PI 'P2 ,m 
I S-a 2 2 a PI -iP2 ia 

r 4 ,70 r 6 ,7 m (Pl+P2) ,m(--.-) 4,6 
(a"O, S;tO) 

PI +lP2 
I I 

i [(X,y)=(2a,a-S) if a~s] I I 

I 

, (x,y)=(-2a,S-a) if a<S I 

I 

a I E I 

r 4 ,71 I A4,7 s+at;k l +EP 2,PI,m (a;tO) I r 5 ,42 none 

E 
A4 ,7 s+Et;k1 ,PI ,m 0 

r 4 ,72 i r 5 ,46 none 
I 

I I 
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I ---- , 
;-;ORMALIZERI ;-<AME 

( 
f S O;vlCJR PI I I S~I I (;ENERATOI<S I INVARIANTS 

i CLASS 
i I I 

a I I d;k1 ,P1+aP 2,m 
! a m,Zmd+k1(p l aP Z)+(PI +aP Z)k1 r 4 ,73 A4 ,8 I r S ,64 I I I 

I l 

r~, 74 : 
0 : s+d;k1,P1+aP 2,m ! I none A4,9 r 6 ,17 

I i I 
a , 0 

: s+d+PZ; kl ,PI +apZ ,m i r 4 ,75 
, 

A4 ,9 r 5 ,17 none , , 
i 

, a 
A1/ Z 

I 11· self i I r 4 ,76 4,9 : s-3 ' t+kl ,PI +cY.PZ,m I 
none 

; i 
1 1 ! s;k1 ,PI,m I I ; r 4 77 I A4,9 r 7,17 none 
I ' i I 

, I 

I a,e: ! 1 i s+aCj-dc+t));kl+e:Pz,k2-e:P1,ml 
e: J none r 4 ,78 I A4 ,9 r 6 ,S 

i I 
I I 

e: 1 1 
Is; ki +e:P2 ,pl'm 

I e: 
I r 4 ,79 A4,9 1 r S ,4Z none 

I 
i j 

, cY. 1 I s;k1+aPZ,P1-akZ,m (O<lal<l) I a ! I r 4 ,80 I A4,9 I r 5 ,66 none , 
j 

I a tl x 
I s+ad; kl ,PI +tlPZ,m 

I B I r ' A4 ,9 r S,64 none : 4,81 I 
I I 

I I (ao:£, a~O; if 8=0, a.8"'O) I 

i 
i 

a > C 1 ! I-a 
I x=- if I 

1 a I 
I i I i 1 a , 

I 
x- if a C J I 

I I-a 
! 

I e: 1 A , j+e:(c+t);k +e:p ,k -e:p i m,(k +e:p )Z+ek -ep )2_2m (j+e:(c+t)) r ,m r 4,8Z 4,10 Z 2 8,2 2 Z 

a,e: I 
A4 ,10 . j+~(c+t);kl+EPZ,k2-Epl,m I E 

I 
m,(kl+EPz)2+(kz-EP1)2-~(j+a(c+t)) I r 4 ,83 I r 6 ,S 

I ! (I a 10:1) i 
i r:,84 

; 
A4 ,10 c+t;k1+EP Z,P1-Ek 2,m r 

(: 

I 
Z 2 

i I ) r 6,S m,(k 1+e:P2) +(PI-e:k2) -4m(c+t) 
i I I 

e: , 
A4 ,10 , j+e:(c+t)+k1-e:P~; 

E 

I m,(k1+e:pz)2+ek2-EPl)Z-ZmEej+e:(c+t)+k1-EPZ) r 4,85 I r 6 ,1l 
I 

! k1+EPZ,kZ-e:Pl' ; 
I 

a ; 

A4 ,10 ' c+t;kl+aP2,P1-ak2,m (I al <1) r~a~6 i Z 2 Z 
r4 ,86 : , I 

m,(k 1+apZ) +(Pl-akZ) -Z{l+a )m(c+t) 

I 
, ra,B,€: x 

s+aj+B(c+t);kl+e:P2,kZ-e:Pl,m e: i 4,87 i A4 ,11 r 6 ,5 none 

i 
(a+£SO:O) 

1 i 
i (x = 1a+E:S\) , 
I I i i I 

a a 
: c+t+as;k1 +aPZ,P1-ak2,m a 

; r 4 ,88 A4 ,11 (0<a<1) rS,66 I none 
I ! I I 

I r 4 ,89 A4 ,12 ! s ,j; Pl'P2 r 6 ,6 I none I 

I 

r 4 ,90 A4 ,12 d,j;P1,P2 r 6 ,7 I none 
r 

I a 
r 4 ,91 A4 ,12 s+ad,j ;P1 'P2 (ao:O,l) rS ,2Z I none 

I 
I I 
I a,.8 

i j +as ,d+Sj ;P1 'P2 
I 

r 4 ,9Z A4,IZ (a130:0) , 
rS,Z2 none 

, 
, I 

I £: I 
I 

r 4 ,93 I A4 ,12 ; d,j+e:m;P1 ,P2 I r S,23 I none , 

I 

! a,e: 
A4 ,12 ! d+e:m,j+am;P1 ,PZ I r 4 ,94 I r S,23 none 
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_. -------.-~.----- i 
NAME ISO~IORPJlISM GENERATORS I' NORMALI ZER i INVARIANTS 

CLASS 
I 'I 

e 
A4 ,lZ i s+ct,j;pl,PZ I I 

r4 ,9S r S,24 
\ 

none 
I 

I I 

a,£ 
A4 ,12 

I . I r 4 ,96 S+Clt ,J +et ;Pl ,Pz r S,Z4 I none 
I I I 

TABLE VI. Three-dimensional sub algebras. 

"--- - I I , NMlE i ISO:,jOI\Pi iI SM GENERATOHS , NORMALIZERi INVARIANTS 
CLASS 

; 
I 

I 
I 

i r 3Al I Pl,PZ,m I r 9 ,1 PI,P2,m I 3,1 I 

i 1 
I i I PI ,P2,t 

I 

I 

I 
r 3,2 3Al 

I 
r 7,1 PI,PZ,t 

I \ ! I 
I 

r 3,3 I 3A1 ! PI,m,t r 7,3 I PI,m,t 
I i , I 

I i I I 

I 

3Al 
0,0 I kl ,P2,m r 3 ,4 I I kl ,PZ ,m r 7 ,14 I I 

; , I 
I e -1 i I 3Al ! PI 'P2 ' Hem 

I PI ,P2 ,t+£m r 3 ,S r 6 ,12 I I I 
\ I I 

I I 

i 
I a ! 

r 3 ,6 3Al i Pz ,m, t+kl I, r 6,32 i pz,m,t+k1 
I I I I 
i I I I 

I r 3 ,7 ! 3Al i j ,t,m TS,S 
I 

j,t,m 

I I I 

I 

! e I £ 
i j-e:(c+t),k1+e:P2,m T3 ,8 3Al ! j -£ (c+t) ,kl +e:P2 ,m 

" 
TS ,18 

i I 

I I I 
r 3,9 i 3Al i s+d,P1 ,Pz i TS,ZZ s+d,PI,PZ ! I 

I ; l I ! 

I 
3AI I s,j, t ! J 

S Jj J t T3,lO , r 4,6 I 
I i I 

i I I 

I I I I ! I r 3,1l I 3AI I j ,c+t,m j T 4 ,7 j,c+t,m 

\ 

I i I 
i I I 

r 3,lZ I 3Al i j ,d,m I r 4 ,8 I j,d,m 

I I I i 
I 

; 
" 

I 
I 

T3 ,l3 3Al ! s,j,c+t self s,j ,c+t , ! 

, 

I 
T 3 ,14 3Al ! s,j ,d I self s,j ,d 

'I 

j 
I r 3 ,lS Al+A2 I (j )ffi(s ;m) r 6 ,1 j 

I I 
I I 

, 

I I I I 
I ! 

r 3,l6 I A1+AZ (j)ltl(d;t) I rs,s 
1 

j 
! ! 

I 

r~,17 I Al+A2 ! (m)tfJ(d+aj; t) 
I 1m I rs,s 

I 

! 
I 

j I 

a , 

i (t)$(s+aj ;m) ! I 

r 3,18 
, 

Al +A2 TS ,5 t 

I I , 
I I I I 

I It 
Al+Az I (j )\l;(s+e:t ;m) I j 

I r 3,l9 I ! 
r 4,S : 

I I i I 

I r 3,ZO AI+AZ ! 
(PI J<I)(s+d;m) TS,6 i PI 

I 
I 

T3,ZI I AI+AZ , (PI)\!l(s+d;t) r S,49 I PI 

I I I 
I 
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---_._-
NA,IIE I SO~IORPIII S~1 GENERATORS NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 

CLASS 

r AI+A2 (PI)~(s+d+p2;m) r 4 ,S PI S,22 
I 

E 
AI+A2 I (j)(\l(d+Em;t) r 4 ,4 I j 

r S ,2S 

a,E 
r S,24 AI+A2 (j +e:m)aJ( d+am; t) r 4 ,4 j+e:m 

a,e: 
AI+A2 (j+e:t)aJ(s+aj ;m) r 4 ,5 \ j +e:t r S ,25 

1 
a 

AI+A2 l (j )'i1(d+as;t) (a"O) r 4 ,6 ! j r S ,26 I 

a,6 " 

AI+A2 (s+aj )Hl(d+6s; t) I r 4 ,6 s+aj r S,27 i 

a,6 
r S • 2S AI+A2 (j +a (c+t) )'~(s+6j ;m) (a"O) r 4 ,7 j+a(c+t) 

i 
a 

AI+A2 
:1 (j )(B(s+a(c+t) ;m) j r 3 ,29 r 4 ,7 

a 
AI+A2 (c+t)8l(s+aj ;m) c+t r 3 ,SO r 4 ,7 

r 3 ,31 AI+A2 (PI )l8(s+d+P 2 ; t) r 4 ,2 PI 

a,6 
r 3 ,32 AI+A2 

I 
(j +ad)$(s+6j ;m) (a>O) r 4 ,S j +ad 

a 
AI+A2 (d)"l(s+aj ;m) d , rS,SS r 4 ,S 

rS,S4 AI+A2 (t)S(s;P
l

) r 4 ,1l t 

r 3 ,35 AI+A2 ! (Pl)Ul(s+d;k2) r 4 ,12 P2 
! 

AI+A2 
I 

(m)<iJ( d; PI) r 3 ,36 ! r 4 ,13 m 
I I 

c I AI+A2 
! 

(j )~'(s-d; t+Em) self j r 3 ,37 i 
i 

~ 
e: 

AI+A2 (j+e:(c+t))Hl(s;k
l

-e:P
2

) self j+E (c+t) r 3 ,SS 
, i 

r 3 ,39 AI+A2 
I 

(s+d)',,(s-d;PI) self s+d 

e: 
AS,I ki ,PI;m 

0 
r 3 ,40 r 9 ,S m 

E 
A3 ,1 r 3 ,4I k1 +EP 2 ,k2-e:Pl;m r S ,2 m 

a 
A3 ,1 ki +aP2 ,P I -ak2 ;m (O<ial<l) 

0 
r S ,42 r 7 ,11 m 

E 
A3 ,1 PI+Ek2 ,P2;m 

0 
r 3 ,43 r 7 ,12 m 

a 
A3 ,1 k1 ,P2+aP1 ;m (O<a) 0,0 

r S ,44 r 7 ,14 m 

I 

a 
AS,l k 2+a(t+k

l
),P2 ;m (a"O) r S,45 r 6 ,32 m 

c 
AS,I j-E(c+t)+k

l
+e:P2,k

2
-e:P

I
;m 

E 
r 3 ,46 r 4 ,17 m 
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NAt-IE ISO~10RPIlISM 

:1 

GENERATORS I NORMALIZER INVARIANTS 
CLASS 

I 
cx 

A3,2 s+d+P
l

+cxP2 ;kl ,m m exp (-2k l /m) r 3,47 rS ,17 I 

! 

r 3,4S A3,3 s;Pl,P2 r 6 ,6 I P/P2 i 
I 

I 

r 3,49 A3,3 d;Pl,P2 r 6 ,7 
I 

Pl /P2 

A3,3 s+d; kl,m 
I 

kl/m r 3,SO , r 6 ,17 
I I I 

cx 
A3 ,3 

, 
s-d-t-cxj;t,m I tim r 3,Sl I 

I 
rs,s 

I 

I 

r 3,S2 A3,3 
I 

s+d-t-P 2;k l ,m r S,17 k/m 

cx 
A3 ,3 s+cxd;P l ,P2 (cx;tO, 1) p/P2 r 3,S3 r S,22 I 

i
l 

e: 
A3,3 d+e:m;P l ,P2 

! Pl /P2 r 3,S4 rS ,23 
I, 

e: 
A3,3 

, 

P/P2 r 3,SS s+e:t;Pl ,P2 r S,24 I 

, 

r 3,S6 A3,3 s-d;Pl,t r 4 ,1l 
I, p/t 
I 

r 3,S7 A3,3 s;k l ,P2 r 4 ,12 
I 

k/P2 

! e: 
A3,3 s-d;t+e:m,Pl self (t +Em) /P l r 3,S8 

, 

A3,4 s+d;t,m i I 

r 3,S9 r 7,1 ! tm 

I I 

I r 3,60 A3,4 s+d+Pl;t,m I rS,l tm 
I 
I 

cx I I 

r 3,61 A3,4 i s+d-t-cxj;t,m ( cx;tO) rS,S : tm 

I ! J 
r 3 ,62 A3,4 I d;k l ,P2 i rS,SO I kl P2 

j I ! 
: 

r 3,63 \ 
. 1 

1 A3,4 I s+¥;t'Pl r 4 ,1l I tP l 
I ! i 

, I s+3d;P l ,m I r 3,64 A3 ,4 T 4,13 I Plm 

I 
. I \ 

e: I I 
I r 3,6S A3,4 i d+e:m;k l ,P2 

I 
T 4 ,27 kl P2 

i i I I 

Al / 3 I s-¥;t+kl,m ! self I 3 
T 3 ,66 3,5 I (t+k l ) /m 

I , 

Al/2 2 
T 3 ,67 3,5 d;t,P l T5 ,48 p/t 

Al/2 
i 

2 
T 3 ,68 3,5 s;Pl~m TS,48 p/m 

e: Al/2 
, 2 

r 3,69 3,5 d+e:m;t,Pl T4 ,28 p/t 
! 

e: Al/2 2 
T 3 ,70 3,5 I s+e:t;Pl,m T 4 ,29 

I 

Pl/m 

cx,e: Al/2 e: I 2 
r 3,71 3,5 s+cx(j-e:(c-t-t));k l -t-e:P2,m T4 ,30 

I 
(k l Te:P2) /m 
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NAME \' ISOMORPIIISM 
CLASS 

AI/2 
3,5 

a,a I AX 
r3 73 t 3,5 , i 

a 
r 3 ,76 I 

I 

! r 3 ,77 ! 
L i 
i E: I~ 
I r 3 ,78 I 

I E: I 

i r 3 ,79 ! 

t,x 
I r 3 ,80 ' 

I 

a , 
r 3,81 

I I i a . 

I 
I 

r 3,82 : 

, 

a,a I 
, r 3 ,84 

a,E: I 
r 3,85 I 

I 
a,e: I 

r 3 ,86 . 

! 

I GENERATORS 

I 

i s+ad+Sj; t ,m 

: (x=-a if o<lal<I;) 
I x=-l/a if 1<lal 

I NORMALIZER! 

II 

I self 

! 

I 

I s[+ad; ~~ PI . f I I 0 1 ! 
: X= a-I 1 - <a<"3' a"; , 

a-I I 
: X= 2a if a<-l or ~a,a"l , 

s·cad;k l ,P2 
t 

[

x= i~; if O<a,a .. l; I 
! l+a· f 0 I ! X= y:a 1 a< ,a"-
I 

s+ad;PI,m 

[ 

I-a 
x= -2-

x= _2_ 
I-a 

if -I<a<3,a"O,I; I 
if a<-l or 3<a 

I 
j+E:t+xm;PI ,P2 

! j+ad+e:m;PI ,P2 

i 
" j+as+e:t;PI ,P2 
i 
, 

;c,d,t 

(x=±l) 

(a .. O) 

(a"O) 

(a .. O) 

(a .. O) 

I 
I 

I 

I 
t 

TABLE Vll. Two-dimensional sub algebras. 

NAME ISOMORPHISM GENERATORS 
CLASS 

r 2 ,l 2AI Pl,m 
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II ka - l pa+l 
I 2 

a-I 2 

I m PI 

i 
! 
I 2 2 
i PI +P2 
I 

\ pi+p; 

INVARIANTS 

[ 
2+ 2)[PI-~P21ia 

PI P2 P +Ip 
I 2) 

t 

L 

( 
2+ 2) fPI+iP2)ia 

PI P2 P -lP 
l I 2 

[ 
2 2] [PI-iP2)i(a-a) 

Pl+P2 p +ip 
1 2 

i [ 2+ 2) [PI +~P2J ia 
I PI P2 PI -1P2 i 

I (c+t)2_(c_t)2_d2 

I 

NORMALIZER 

0 
r 8,6 
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NAME ISOMORPHISM GENERATORS NORMALIZER 
CLASS 

T2 ,2 2A. P1 ,P2 T7 ,1 1 

T2 ,3 2Al t , m 
T7 ,1 

E 
2Al k2+EP1 ,m E,O 

T2 ,4 T7 ,7 

T2 ,S 2Al j,m 
T6 ,1 

E 
2Al j-E(C+t) ,m e: 

T 2 ,6 T6 ,S 

TZ,7 2Al t'P1 
0 

T6 ,14 

T2 ,8 2A1 s, j 
TS,3 

T2 ,9 2A1 j , t TS,S 

E 
2Al T2 ,10 t+Em,P1 TS,27 

T2 ,11 2A1 t+k
1

,m 
TS,33 

T2 ,12 2A1 k1 ,P2 TS ,50 

E 
2A1 j +Em, t T2 ,13 T4 ,4 

E 
2A1 j+Et,m T 2 ,14 T4 ,S 

E 
2A1 s+aj , t T2 ,lS T4 ,6 

T2 ,16 2Al j ,c+t 
T4 ,7 

a 
2A1 c+t+aj ,m (a"'e:) T 2 ,17 T4 ,7 

T 2 ,18 2A1 j,d 
T4 ,8 

a 
2Al d+aj ,m (1l<!:0) T 2 ,19 T4 ,8 

E 
2Al j-E(c+t)+k1+EP2 ,m E 

T2 ,20 T4 ,17 

E 
2A1 j,t+Em T 2 ,21 T4 ,22 

T 2 ,22 2A1 s+d,P1 T4 ,23 

E 
2Al j -E(c+t) , k1+EP2 

E 
T 2 ,23 T4 ,30 

T 2 ,24 2A1 t+k1 ,P 2 T4 ,S2 

E,X 
T2 ,2S 2A1 j+xm, t+Em (x=±l ) T 3 ,7 

e:,x 
T 2 ,26 2A1 j-E(c+t)+xm,k1+EP2 (x=±l) T 3 ,8 

T 2 ,27 2A1 s+d+P2,P1 T 3 ,9 

E 
2Al S+Et,j T3 ,10 T2 ,28 

a,E 
T 2 ,29 2Al s+aj,j +Et T 3 ,10 

e:,a 
T 2 ,30 2Al j +Em, c +t +am T3,1l 

E 
2A1 j ,c+t+Em T3 ,1l T2 ,31 
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NAME ISOMORPHISM GENERATORS NORMALIZER 
CLASS 

£,a 
TZ,32 ZA1 

j +£m,d+am (a~O) T 3 ,12 

TZ,33 ZA1 j ,d+m T 3,lZ 

a ZA1 s+a(c+t) ,j (a;OO) T 3 ,13 TZ,34 

a,S 
TZ,35 ZA1 s+aj ,c+t+8j 

T 3,13 

a ZA1 s+ad ,j (a>O) T3 ,14 TZ,36 

a 
2A1 s+aj,d T3 ,14 TZ,37 

a,S 
TZ,38 ZA1 s+aj ,j +Sd (S>O) T 3 ,14 

a AZ s+aj ;m T6 ,1 T 2 ,39 

TZ ,40 A2 s+d;t T 6 ,6 

TZ,41 AZ s+d;m T 6 ,7 

a 
A2 d+aj;t T 2 ,42 T 5 ,5 

TZ ,43 AZ s+d+P1;t T4 ,Z 

T2 ,44 A2 s+d+P1;m T 4 ,3 

£,a 
T 2 ,45 Az d+aj+£m;t T4 ,4 

£,a 
T2 ,46 A2 s+aj+£t;m T4 ,5 

a,S 
A2 d+as+Sj;t (a;OO;a;Ol if S=O) T 4 ,6 T2 ,47 

a,S 
A2 s+aj+S(c+t);m (S;OO) T4 ,7 T 2 ,48 

a,S 
T 2 ,49 A2 s+aj+Sd;m (S>O;S;Ol if a=O) T4 ,8 

T2 ,50 A2 s;P1 T4 ,1l 

T2,51 A2 s-d;P2 T4 ,12 

T2 ,5Z A2 d;P1 T4 ,13 

£ 
A2 s+£t ;P1 T 2 ,53 T 3 ,34 

T 2 ,54 A2 s+d+P1 ,k2 T 3 ,35 

£ 
A2 d+£m;P1 TZ,55 T 3 ,36 

£,a 
A2 s-d+aj;t+£m £ 

T 2 ,56 T 3 ,37 

£,a 
A2 s+aj (j+£ (c+t)) ;k1- £ 

T2 ,57 £P2 T 3 ,38 

E 
A2 s+ad;P1 (a;OO,£) T2 ,58 T 3 ,39 

T 2 ,59 A2 
1 

s-¥;t+k1 self 
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TABLE VIII. One-dimensional subalgebras. 
- ._----------

NAME GENERATORS NORW,LI ZER 
f-. ~.- --.~--~---- --" ~-------

r 1,1 m r 1O ,1 

r 1 ,2 t r 7 ,1 

r 1 ,3 PI r 7,3 

r 1 ,4 j r 6 ,1 

£ j-£(c+t) £ 
r 1 ,S r 6 ,S 

£ t+£m 
-1 

r 1 ,6 r 6 ,12 

£ 
k2+£P1 

£ 
r 1 ,7 r 6 ,18 

a s+aj r 1 ,8 rS,3 

£ 
r 1 ,9 j +£m r S ,4 

£,x j-£(c+t)+xm (x=±l) £ 
r1,lO r S ,19 

r 1 ,11 s+d r S ,22 

£ 
r 1 ,12 j +£t r 4 ,S 

a c+t+aj (a>'£) r 1 ,13 r 4 ,7 

a d+aj r 1 ,14 (a"O) r 4 ,8 

r1,lS t+kl r 4 ,S2 

£,x 
r 1 ,16 j +£t+xm (x=±1) r 3 ,7 

£ j -£ (c+t)+k1 +£P2 
£ 

r 1 ,17 r 3 ,8 

r 1 ,18 s+d+P1 r 3 ,9 

£,a 
r 1 ,19 s+aj+£t r 3 ,10 

£,a 
r 1 ,20 c+t+aj +£m (a>'±l) r 3 ,1l 

£,a 
r 1 ,21 d+aj+£m (a20) r 3 ,12 

a,S 
r 1 ,22 s+aj+S(c+t) {S>'O) r 3 ,13 

a,S 
r 1 ,23 s+aj + Sd (8)0),(8>'1 if a=O) r 3 ,14 
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The gradient formula for the 0(5) ~0(3) chain of groups 
o. CastaFlos, A. Frank, and M. Moshinskya) 

Instituto de Fisica. Universidad de Mexico (U.N.A.M.J. Mexico D. F.. Mexico 
and Centre de Recherches Mathematiques. Universite de Montreal. Quebec. Canada 
(Received 22 December 1977) 

It is well known how to expand in spherical harmonics the gradient of a radial function in turn multiplied 
by a spherical harmonic. This expansion involves the use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the familiar 
0(3)::)0(2) chain of groups, and leads to Wigner coefficients in the formula together with reduced matrix 
elements which are simple first order differential operators in the radial variable. In the present paper we 
extend the above analysis to the application of the momentum operator 1T m to functions of the collective 
coordinates Um' m = 2,1,0,-1,-2 associated with quadrupole vibrations. The spherical harmonics are 
now replaced by the complete but non orthonormal set of functions )(~LM' characterized by the irreducible 
representations l\.,L,M of the 0(5)::)0(3)::)0(2) chain of groups as well as by an extra labelling index s, 
that were derived in a previous publication. The application of the gradient to a product of a function 
F(f3), f32 = 2mUmUm, by )(~LM requires an extension of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the 
nonorthonormal basis. Results similar to the ones mentioned in the previous paragraph are obtained, 
though, of course, now we will have Wigner coefficients in the 0(5)::)0(3)::)0(2) chain which have already 
been derived and programmed. With the help of the gradient formula we discuss the effect of the 
operators [1TX1T];', L =0,2,4, [UX1T];', L= 1,3 on basis of the 0(5)::)0(3) chain of groups and indicate 
some of their applications. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent publications1• 2 a systematic analysis was 
given of the group theory underlying the collective 
model of the nucleus introduced originally by Bohr 
and Mottelson. 3 As is well known this model was 
fundamental in the understanding of many features 
of nuclear structure. 

The chain of groups involved is U(5)::)O(5) ::)0(3) as 
the basic problem is a five-dimensional oscillator 
related with the quadrupole vibrations of the nucleus, 
whose states are characterized by a definite angular 
momentum. These states were explicitly determined 
in Ref. 2, and with the help of them the concept of 
reduced 3j-symbol in the 0(5)::)0(3) chain of groups 
was defined and then computed numerically for some 
cases of interest. 4 

As shown in Ref. 2, all matrix elements of poly
nomial functions of the collective coordinates am' 
rn =2,1,0, - 1, - 2, with respect to the states mentioned 
above, can be obtained with the help of the reduced 
3j-symbol in the 0(5)::) 0(3) chain. There remains, 
though, the question of how to calculate matrix elements 
of polynomials in the momentum 'lTm' conjugate to am, 
i. e. , 

(1.1) 

Of course, the existence of the reduced 3j-symbol just 
mentioned suggests the use of the Wigner- Eckart 
theorem as applied to the 0(5)::) 0(3) chain of groups. 
Some caution has to be used from the fact that our 
basic states, though complete and characterized by 
irreducible representations A of 0(5), L of 0(3), and 
M of 0(2), have still another label not associated with 

a)Member of the Instituto Nacional de Energ(a Nuclear and 
El Colegio Nacional, Mexico. 

a Hermitian operator and therefore are not orthonor
mal. Thus for the expansions we require not only these 
states but also those dual to them whose scalar product 
with the original ones gives Kronecker deltas in all the 
indices involved. This leads to the concept of Wigner 
coefficient in the 0(5)::) 0(3) chain rather than the 
reduced 3j-symbol, where the latter, of course, has 
more symmetry properties. 

We shall show that with the help of the Wigner co
efficients and their appropriately defined duals, the 
derivation of the matrix elements of 'IT"" as well as of 
some simple functions of them, is straightforward. 

To make the method more transport, we shall start 
by implementing it in the 0(3)::) 0(2) chain of groups in 
which one gets the familiar gradient formula of Rose's 
book. 5 

The explicit calculation of the matrix elements of the 
operators [1TX1T]~, L=0,2,4, are relevant to the evalua
tion of eigenstates and eigenvalues of the collective 
Hamiltonians H(a"" 1T"") proposed recently by Greiner 
and his collaborators. 6 Furthermore, these operators, 
together with [a x 'IT ]~, L = 1, 3, will allow us to discuss 
the effect of the generators of U(5) on states charac
terized by the irreducible representation of the 
0(5)::) 0(3) chain of groups. These are some of the 
motivations for the present analysis. 

2. THE GRADIENT FORMULA FOR THE 
0(3) ::> 0(2) CHAIN 

For the 0(3)::) 0(2) chain the states that are basis for 
irreducible representations are the spherical harmonics 
YI",(8, cp), and the gradient formula refers to the deter
mination of 

p",f(r) Y 1,,,,,(8, cp), 

P'" = - i(- 1)'" a/ ax_m , 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(where m' = 1', .. , ,-l', rn = 1, 0, - 1) as a combination 
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of spherical harmonics multiplied by a first order dif
ferential operator in r acting on f(r), 5 

To begin with, we note that the integral over three 
spherical harmonics 

{l11l, l'm' Il"m"} 

j ' 2, 

= f ytHm,,(e, <p) Y,m(e, <p) Y,·m·(e, <p) sineded<p 
o 0 

[
12l + 1)(2l' + 1~ 1/2 
-' ----- (ZO 1'0Il"0)(lm l'm'll"ln") 47T(2l" + 1) , , 

(2.2) 

carries already the same dependence on the indices 
m, m', m" as the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
(lm, l'm' Il"111"), because the other factors in (2.2) are 
independent of them. It is important to stress, though, 
that the coefficients (2.2) vanish when l + l' + l" is odd 
as in that case5 (ZO,l'Oll"O)=O. Thus we can replace 
(lm,l'm'll"m") by (2.2) only if l+l'+l" is even, We 
note, though, that the momentum Pm of (2.1b) has the 
same properties as the position operator X m , i. e., both 
of them are polar vectors and thus Pm transforms under 
the full group 0(3), including inversions, as Y 1m(e, <pl. 
Thus in the application of Pm to some function of r multi
plied by Y,."..(e, <p), we can use the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem where the usual Wigner coefficients are re
placed by (2.2), i. e. , 

(2.3) 

where all the dependence on the indices m, m', m" is 
carried by the coefficient {lm,l'm'll"m"}. The reduced 
matrix element (Z" lip Ill') depends only on l', l" and, 
from the differential form (2.1b) of the operator Pm' it 
must be a function of r, d/dr of first order in the 
laUer. 

To determine this reduced matrix element, let us con
sider the particular case when m = - 1, m' = l', i. e. , 

p.d(r) Y ",.(8, <p) 

=i-a-{f(r) [(2l
l

+1)!!] 1/2(xrl) "} 
aXI 47Tl'! 

=_ .{( I' ~ "'f) ~ [2l'+I)1 !] 1/2 (Xrl) I' 
t r dr r r 47Tl'! 

_l'f [2l
l
+11

112
[(2l' -I)! !JI/2( XI)"'I} 

r l' 47T{l'-1)! r . (2.4) 

We note, though, from the explicit form of YII given 
in (2.4) and from the fact that x.tlr = (47T/3)1/ 2Y 1•1 (e, <p) 
that we may write 
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p.tf(r)Y I • , • (e, <p) 

=-i{[d~ - ~]f 
X.0 [(47T) 1/2 

I" 3 

x {I, - 1; l'l' Iz", I' - l}Y ,,,,, '1(8, <P)] 

- [l'(2l' + 1)]1/2(f/r)Y
"

_1,z'.1(e, <p)}. (2,5) 

Before comparing (2.5) with (2.3) to determine the 
reduced matrix elements, we note that l" is restricted, 
by the laws of composition of representations of the 
0(3) group, to Il' - 11 "" Z" "" l' + 1 and that, furthermore, 
parity considerations mentioned above forbid In =l'. 
Thus we have l"=l'±I, and for the case l"=l'+1 we 
immediately obtain 

(
4 ) 1/2 _1. (_d __ ll) . 

(Z'+IIIP11l')= -i- 1 dr r (2.6a) 

For the case l" = l' - 1 we require the explicit value of 

{1,-I;l',z'lz'-I,Z'-l} 

(2.7) 

where we used the relation Y1,.1 =- Yfl' 

The last expression is very easy to obtain from the 
explicit form of Y ,•

" 
appearing in (2.4), and thus we 

have 

[
3 l' J1/2 

{1,-I;l',l'll'-I,l'-I}=- 47T 21'+1 (2.8) 

From this result we see, when comparing the coef
ficients of Y

"
• l • I '-1 in (2.3) and (2.5), that 

(
47T\1/21(d l'+I) (l'-lllplll')= 3/ i dr+-r- • (2.6b) 

We did this elementary analysis in such detail be
cause we want to follow it step by step in the derivation 
of the gradient formula for the 0(5) =:J 0(3) chain of 
groups. As a first consideration in the implementation 
of this program, we discuss in the next section the 
basis for irreducible representations of the 0(5) =:J 0(3) 
chain of groups which are the equivalent ones for this 
problem to the spherical harmoniCS for 0(3)=:J0(2). 

The basis mentioned was derived explicitly in Ref. 2, 
but besides establishing its properties and notation we 
shall also discuss one dual to it which shall prove use
ful in the derivation of the new gradient formula. 

3. BASIS FOR IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE 0(5) J 0(3) CHAIN OF GROUPS 

In Ref. 2 we obtained explicitly the polynomials 
PX/.IL(a m) of the collective coordinates am' m 
=2,1,0, -1, - 2 which are eigenstates of the Casimir 
operators A2, L2 of the 0(5), 0(3) groups with eigen
values A(A + 3), L(L + 1), These polynomials have maxi
mum projection in the angular momentum, i. e., M = L 
and besides are also characterized by a missing label 
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index jJ. which is restricted to nonnegative integer values 
in the rangel • 2 

A - L <'; 3jJ. <'; A - (L/2), if Leven, (3.1a) 

A _ L <'; 3 jJ. <'; A _ (L; 3) , if L odd. (3.1b) 

For a fixed X, L the relations (3.1) indicate that if 
there are jJ.' s that satisfy them, they will take all possi
ble integer values between a minimum one jJ.o and a 
maximum one Ilo ~ jJ.o. Thus instead of the index jJ. we 
could use an index s defined by 

S==jJ.-jJ.o+l, (3.2a) 

where 

s=1,2, ••• ,d(A,L), d(A,L)=llo-jJ.o+l, (3.2b) 

with d(A, L) being the number of irreducible represen
tations L of 0(3) contained in a given irreducible rep
resentation A of 0(5). 

As indicated in Ref. 2, we can pass from the collec
tive coordinates O!m in the reference frame fixed in 
space to those am fixed in the body through the 
transformation 

(3.3a) 

where3 

a2 = a_2 == (1/f2) 13 siny, at == a_I == 0, ao = 13 cosy. 

(3.3b) 

In (3.3) .9" i==1,2, 3, are the Euler angles, i3,y the 
remaining coordinates, and D~m'({)') the Wigner function 
associated with the irreducible representations of 0(3). 
In these new coordinates the polynomial P A ... L(O! m) takes 
the form 

P).I'L(O!m) =li6 ¢~L(Y)DH(''l,), (3.4) 
K 

where again the functions ¢~L{y) were explicitly given 
in Ref. 2. Clearly states of arbitrary projection M of 
the angular momentum could be obtained just by re
plaCing in (3.4) the lower index L in DfHs,) by M. 

As 132 = Zm O! mO! m is an invariant not only of 0(3) but 
also of 0(5), it is clear that a complete, though not 
orthonormal, basis of the 0(5)::J 0(3)::J 0(2) chain of 
groups, corresponding to the Ylm(8, <p) in the 0(3)::J0(2) 
chain, is given by 

X!LM(Y' .9,) =7T5/ 4 2-X
/ 26 ¢~L(y)DZW:l,). (3.5) 

K 

The relation between sand Jl is given in (3.2) and the 
factor 7T5/4 2-)./2 with 7T=3.1416 is introduced to elimi
nate irrelevant terms of the same form in the defini
tion of P).I'L(O!m)' 

Besides the complete set of states (3.5) we shall re
quire a dual one which is orthonormal to it in all the 
indices. For this purpose let us first note that as 
X~LM is an eigenstate of the Hermitian operators A2, 

L2, L e , we get 

f X~tM(Y' ,9,) X!:L'M'(Y' .9,) dT 

= oxx' OLL.OMM.2 3-
x

7T 9 / 2(2L + 1)-1 
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X Jr 6 ",X"L*(y) ¢). ... ·L(y) sin3ydy o K 'i'K K 

== °X).·OLL·OMM·Mss'(A,L), 

where in (3.6a) the volume element dT is 

dT = sin3y dy sin-92 d31 d-92 d.9 3 , 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

and the ranges of integration of the angles are given by 

(3.6c) 

where in formula (3.6) [and also (3.11), (3.13)] the 7T is 
3.1416 and not the momentum operator. 

The coefficients Mss'(A, L) have been calculated 
numerically as they are in fact particular reduced 3j
symbols in the 0(5)::J 0(3) chain. 4 

The d(X,L)xd(A,L) Hermitian matrix 

M(X,L)= IIMss'(A,L) II (3.7) 

can be inverted, and we shall denote the components of 
the latter as M;~'(A, L). 

We proceed to denote the set of states dual to the 
X~LM(Y'S" of (3.5) by the same symbol but with a bar 
above it and define them as 

(3.8) 

Clearly we have then that 

fx~tM(Y','I, )x~:L'M'(Y' -9,) dT = 0).).. oU' 0LL' 0MM" (3.9) 

With the help of the relation (3.9) we can immediately 
find out the coefficients in the expansion of an arbitrary 
function of the Y,.9, in terms of the X!LM(Y"'l,). In par
ticular we see that a product of two functions of the 
type (3.5) can be expanded as 

X~LM(Y' .9,) X~:L'M'(Y' .9,) 

=6 6 {XsLM,A'S'L'M'IA"s"L"M"h;=L",v,,(y,-9,), 
).11 s"L"M" 

where 

{XsLM, A's'L'M' IA"s"L"M"} 

= fx~::; .. M" (y, 3,) X~L,v(Y, .9,) X~L' ,v.(Y, -9,) dT 

= 7T23 / 4 2(6-;>'-A·-).") 12 (LM, L'M' I L"M") 

x (2L" + lr1l2(_ 1)L+L'+L" 6 M;l." (A", L") 
i" 

(3.10) 

X(A,S + jJ.o-l, L;A', s' + jJ.O-l,L'; A",S" + jJ.~ -l,L"), 

(3.11) 

and in turn the last parenthesis in (3. 11) is the reduced 
3j-symbol in the 0(5)::J 0(3) chain of groups defined bt 

(AjJ.L, A'jJ.'L', A"jJ."L") 

=f" ~,,(;;: ;:) ¢~L(y) ¢~f'L'(y) 
o K.K.K 

x¢~"."'''L''(y)sin3ydy, (3.12) 

where, using (3. 2a), we have replaced the jJ. 's by 
s+jJ.o-l. 

The coefficient (3.11) will be called the Wigner co-
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efficient for the 0(5):::J 0(3) chain of groups, as its 
definition parallels the one given by (202) for the 
0(3):::J 0(2) chain. 

In view of the fact that certain important cases of 
(3.12) have already been programmed numerically, 4 

we see from (3.11) that the corresponding Wigner coef
ficients are also available. These coefficients, together 
with their duals defined by 

{:l.sLM, :I.'s'L'M'IA"S"L"M"} 

'" J X;::L- ~f" (y, D/) X;LM(Y' ,'1/) X~:L'M'(Y',9/) dT 

= 7T23/4 2 (6_X_X'_XH) 12 (L M, L'M' I L" M") 

x (2L" + 1)"1I2(_1)L+L'+L" ~ M;HA, L)M;!.,(A', L') 
is' 

X(:I.,S+llo-1,Lj:l.',S'+1l6-1,L'; A",S"+11'6- 1,L") 

(3.13) 

will be required in the derivation of the gradient formu
la for the 0(5):::J 0(3) chain of groups and in the composi
tion of products of states corresponding to given irre
ducible representations of the same chain. 

4. THE GRADIENT FORMULA 

Weare now interested in developing 

7T m F({3) X~:L'M' (y, .'l{), (4.1 ) 

where 7Tm is the operator (1.1), in terms of the X~LM of 
(3 0 5) with coefficients given by first order differential 
operators in (3 acting on F({3)o To achieve this objective, 
we shall make use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for 
states characterized by irreducible representations of 
the 0(5):::J 0(3) chain of groups, a theorem whose 
validity for the states in question we discuss in the 
Appendixo 

We first prove that am' 7Tm transform exactly in the 
same way under arbitrary transformations of 0(5). 
Assuming a linear transformation 

(4.2) 

subject to the condition that 

2:; a,m' a:n, = 6 amQm, (4.3) 
m' m 

we immediately obtain that 

(4.4) 

and thus we have 

(4.5) 

where covariant and contravariant components are re
lated by 

As 

we conclude that 7T m transforms exactly as 

am = (3x12m(Y, I~I)' m = 2,1,0, - 1, - 2, 
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(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

where the last relation follows from the definitions 
(3.5), (3.1), 

In analogy to the gradient formulas (2.3) for the 
0(3):::J 0(2) chain, we conclude from (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), 
that we may now write 

7Tm F({3) X~:L'M'(Y' .9/) 

~ ~ A" ) J-X"* [ , X, 1 = L.J L.J Xs"LHM"(Y,''l/ Xs"L"M" 7T m } ({3) Xs'L'M' dT 
>"" s"L"A!" 

X{112m; :I.'s'L'1VI' IA"s"L"lH"}, 

(4.9) 

where the reduced matrix element (A" 117T II A') is a first 
order differential operator in (3 that depends on the in
dices A', A" of the irreducible representations of 0(5) 
but on none of the others. 

As in section 2 for the 0(3):::J 0(2) chain, we shall 
determine the reduced matrix elements through the 
analysis of a particular case. We shall consider in a 
given representation A' of 0(5) the state with highest 
possible L' and M'=L'. From the inequalities (3.1) 
we conclude that this value is L' = 2A' and for it Il' = 0 
so that from (3 0 2) s' = 1. From the discussion in Ref. 2 
this state has the form 

X~:2X'.2A'(Y''l,)= (~2) x' , (4.10) 

and thus if we apply to it 7T m with m = - 2 we get 

A'F (~) A'.IJ 
+{3 (3 • (4.11) 

We note though from (4.8), (4.10) and the expansion 
(3.10) that the expression (4.11) can be written as 

x {1, 1,2, - 2; A', 1, 2A', 2A' I A"S" L"M"} ] 

A'F({3) A'-I ()} ( ) + -(3- XI.2X'-2.2A'-2 y,,'){ 4012 

Before comparing (4.12) with (4.9) to determine the 
reduced matrix element, we note that in the Wigner 
coefficient appearing in them the irreducible represen
tations A' and 1 of 0(5) are combined to give A". The 
selection rules 7 indicate then that A" = A' ± 1 if, as re
quired in the present case, the resulting representation 
is symmetric. For A" = A' + 1 we immediately obtain 
from comparing (4.9), where we take s'=1, L'=M' 
=2A', with (4.12), that 

(4. 13a) 

For A" = A' - 1 we require the explicit value of 
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Q(X')= {I, 1, 2, - 2; A', 1, 2X', 2X' Ix'- 1,1, 2X' - 2, 2X' - 2} 

=Mjl (A' - 1, 2X' - 2) J X~:-2\~-2, 2~'-2 X1.2,-2X~:2~" 2~' dT 

=MjJ(X'-l, 2X'- 2)[r(X' +%)/2]-1 

(4.14) 

where in the last parenthesis of (4.14) we extended the 
integration to the full volume element of the (lim varia
bles by multiplying and dividing the Wigner coefficient 
by 

(4.15) 

The last integral in (4.14) is then trivial to evaluate and 
a similar trick can be used to calculate Mu (A' - 1, 
2X' - 2) to obtain finally 

Q(A')=X'(2X' +3tl. (4.16) 

Comparing then the coefficients of xt:-A'-2,2~'-2 in (4.9), 
(4.12), we then conclude that 

(A'-II17TlIx?=i (d~ + X';~) • (4. 13b) 

The gradient formula for the 0(5):)0(3) chain of 
groups is then given by (4.9) in which A"=X'±1 and the 
reduced matrix elements have the operator form (4.13). 
In the next section we shall proceed to indicate its use
fulness in the analysis of matrix elements of velocity 
dependent collective Hamiltonians. 

5. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF VELOCITY DEPENDENT 
COLLECTIVE HAMILTONIANS 

In the extensive work of Greiner and his collabora
tors6 they used Hamiltonians of the type H(a m' 7T"") , 
which are, of course, invariant under 0(3). The mo
menta 7Tm appear in them at most to the second order 
so that using the commutation rules (1. 1) we have either 
terms containing only the am's alone, whose matrix 
elements we already discussed in Ref. 2, or terms of 
the form 

where B are arbitrary coefficients. Linear terms in 7T 
cannot remain as the corresponding Hamiltonian would 
not be invariant under time reflection. 

By introducing intermediate states characterized by 
X's'L'M' between the X functions and the momentum de
pendent part appearing in (5.1) we can reduce the eval
uation of the matrix elements to Wigner coefficients 
of the type (3.11) multiplied by the matrix elements 
of [7TX7T]~, which we proceed to analyze here. 

From the discussion of the previous section we can 
write 

[7T X 7T JZ F«(3) X~;L' M'(Y' {I,) 

1785 

6 6 6 X~"S"L"M"(Y' {I,)(2m, 2m'ILM) 
)."o$"L" M" ).-s'''L'''MIII m, m' 

x [{I, 1,2, m; X'"s'" L'" M'" 1 X"S" L"MII} (A" 117T II X',,) 

X{I, 1, 2, m'; X's'L'M'lxlI's'"L"'M"'} 

(5.2) 
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where the reduced matrix element operators (X" 117T II X') 
are given by (4.13) and the Wigner coefficients in the 
0(5):::l 0(3) chain of groups have the form (3.11). 

Clearly L in (5.2) is restricted to L = 0, 2, 4. The 
case L = 0 is trivial as [7T X 7T]~ is proportional to the 
Laplacian which can be expressed in terms of a second 
order differential operator in (3 and the Casimir opera
tor A2 of 0(5) for which the X~LM are eigenstates with 
eigenvalue A(A + 3). Thus we need to consider only the 
case [7T X 7T]Z where L = 2,4, which, from the transfor
mation properties (4.7) of the 7T", and (4.2) of the a"" 
transform in exactly the same way under 0(5) as 
[axa]~, L=2,4. 

We note, though, from the definition (3.5) of X~LM 
and the explicit form of the polynomials P~,",L(a",) given 
in Ref. 2, that 

XhM(Y' {I,) =cL(3-2[a x a]~, L = 2,4, 

where 

C2 = 3n, C4 = 1. 

Thus we conclude that 

CL[7T X7T]Z, L =2, 4, 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 

(5.4) 

transforms in the same way under 0(5) as X~LM so that 
we expect the appearance in (5.2) of the Wigner 
coefficients 

{21LM; X's'L'M'lxlls"LIM"} 

J -X"* -2[ ]L~' = XS"L"M"CL(3 a Xa MX"L'M,dr 

=CL 6 (2m,2m'ILM) 
m.m' 

x 6 [{112m; A"'s"'L'"M'" 1 X"S"L"M"} 
X'·,s'H L '" M'N 

x{112m'; X's'L'M' 1 A"'s'" LHlM"'}]' (5.5) 

where we made use of the fact that from (4.8) 

(3-2[ a x a ]; 

= 6 (2m, 2m' ILM>x12",(y, {I,) x12 ",,(y , {I,), (5.6) 
m,m' 

and we introduced an intermediate state X~~;L"'M'" be
tween the X's appearing in (5.5), (5.6). 

To see that in fact the Wigner coefficients (5.5) are 
present in (5.2) we start by noting that in these equa
tions X"'=A'±1 and X"=X"'±1 so that X"=X'+2, 
X', X' - 2. In the case X" = A' + 2 we can have only one 
intermediate state A'" = X' + 1 both in (5.2) and (5.5) and 
thus there is no summation over the intermediate X'" 
though there may still remain one over Sill LIIIM"'. Thus 
clearly the Wigner coefficient (5.5) appears in (5.2) 
for the case X" = X' + 2 multiplied by the reduced matrix 
operator 

(X' +2!I[7TX7T] \\X') 

=(X'+211 7T llx'+I)(X'+II17Tllx') 

=- (d~ - X';I) (~ - ~) • (5.7a) 

A similar consideration holds for X" = X' - 2 where 
there is only a single XIII = X' - 1 and thus the Wigner 
coefficient (5.5) appears in (5.2) multiplied by the re-
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duced matrix operator 

(5.7b) 

There remains the case A" = A' where both Alii = A' + 1 
and Alii = A' - 1 are possible. We note though that the 
operator 

(A'II[iTXiT]IIA')= (A' II iT IIA' + l)(A' +llliT IIA') 

= _ (1 .!!.. (34 .!!.. _ A'(A' + 3») 
~ d{3 d{3 {3~ 

=(A'lliT IIA'-l)(A'- 111iT IIA') (5.7c) 

has the same value when it is defined with any of the two 
intermediate Alii = A' ± 1. Thus we clearly see that for 
A" = A' the corresponding Wigner coefficient (5.5) ap
pears multiplied by the reduced matrix element opera
tor (5. 7c). Thus we can finally write 

C L[ iT x iT]Z F({3) X;:L'M'(Y' ,')j) 

X{21LM; A's'L'M'IA"S"LIIM"}. (5.8) 

We have obtained a formula for [iTXiT]Z acting on the 
basis states of the 0(5)::) 0(3) chain of groups similar 
to the one for iT", on the same basis. We note that the 
Wigner coefficients appearing in (5.8) are given by (5.5) 
in terms of 

{112m; A'S' L'M' IA"s"L"M"}, (5.9) 

which are also required in the gradient formula (4.9). 
From (3.11) these coefficients can be immediately ob
tained once we have the reduced 3j-symbol 

(102; A'Jl'L'; A"Jl"L"), (5.10) 

where sand Jl are related by (3.2). This 3j-symbol 
has already been programmed by several researchers4 

interested in this field. Thus the matrix elements of 
Hamiltonians of the type H(a"" iT""), where iT"" is not 
higher than second order, can be systematically cal
culated. Furthermore, we plan to program directly the 
reduced 3j-symbol 

(20L; A'Jl'L'; A"Jl"L"). (5.11) 

In fact the analysis of this paper can be extended to 
problems involving several quadrupole collective co
ordinates as happens, for example, when we consider 
the interaction between two even-even nuclei, each one 
with its own collective coordinates a~), a~2), 
m = 2,1,0, - 1, - 2. We require then the construction, 
from products of states in these coordinates charac
terized by given irreducible representations of the 
0(5) =:J 0(3) chain of groups, of composite states charac
terized in the same fashion. We show in the Appendix 
that this objective can be achieved with the help of the 
dual of the Wigner coefficient defined by (3.13). Once 
these composite states are available, the determina
tion of matrix elements of some potential interaction 
such as V(a~j), a~2~ involve recoupling procedures that 
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lead to concepts such as Racah coefficients for the 
0(5) =:J 0(3) chain of groups. 

The observations of the previous paragraph are 
relevant to some considerations, being developed by 
the present authors, for the analysis of fission and 
fussion of heavy nuclei whose internal structure is 
assumed describable in terms of collective quadrupole 
excitations. 

In the present section we discussed the operator 
[1T x 1T]Z because of its relevance for eigenstates and 
eigenvalues of velocity dependent Hamiltonians 
H(a",,1T""). We shall show in the next section that these 
operators, together with others of similar type, are 
also relevant to the application of the generators of 
U(5) to states characterized by irreducible representa
tions of the 0(5) =:J 0(3) chain of groups. 

6. APPLICATION OF THE GENERATORS OF U(5) 
TO THE EIGENSTATES IN THE 0(5) ::> 0(3) CHAIN 

The generators of U(5) are given in terms of the crea
tion and annihilation operators 

1)",=(1/f2)(a",-i1T",), ~",=(1/Y2)(a",+iiT",) (6.1) 

by the expression1
• 2 

[1)x~]:f;= 6 (2m,2m'ILM)1)m~m" L=0,1,2,3,4. (6.2) 
m,m' 

Clearly we can also write them in terms a"" iT"" as 

[1) x ~]:f; = i([ a x a]:f; + [iT X 1T ]:[;)[1 + (- 1)L] 

+h[a XiT]:[;[l- (_l)L]_ (.(5/2) 6Lo ' (6.3) 

The application of the operators [a x a ]:f;, [1T x 1T ]:[;, 
L = 0,2,4, to the states 

F({3) X;:L'M'(Y' ,')j) (6.4) 

was already discussed in the previous section. Thus, 
there remains only the analysis of [a x 1T ]Z, L = 1,3, 
which is associated with the generators!·2 of the 0(5) 
subgroup of U(5). 

For L = 1 we have that! 

(6.5) 

with Lj). being the components of angular momentum, so 
that the application of the operator (6.5) to the states 
(6.4) is trivial. The situation is more interesting for 
the case L=3 where from (4.8), (4.9) we have 

J -X" * .[ ]3 () X' d X."L"MH t a x iT M F {3 X.'L'M' T 

=i6[6 6 (2m,2m'13M) 
),,-, m,m' s'IIL"'M'U 

X{112m; AIIIsIIILIIIMIIIIA"S"L"M"} 

X{112m'; A's' £1M' I A"'sfll L"'MIII}][{3(A'" "1T" A')F({3)] 

(6.6) 

with (Alii 111T IIA') given by (4.13). We note though that as 
[a XiT]1 is a generator of 0(5), it cannot change the index 
AI of the original state and thus the formula (6.6) is of 
interest to us only when A" = A'. Furthermore, from 
(4.13) the formula (6.6) contains a term (3d/d(3 whose 
coefficient must be zero as it is obvious that the gen-
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erators of 0(5) are independent of the radial coordinate 
(3. Thus the terms in the first square bracket of the right 
hand side of (6.6) must be equal and of opposite sign 
when A'" == A' + 1 and A'" == A' - 1. This allows us to write, 
after making use of the expansion (3.11), the following 
expression for the matrix element of the generators of 
0(5) in the 0(5)=:J 0(3) basis: 

J X~::iNMN[i[a x711h~:L'M'ldT 
== 7123 / 2 .f7 (2A' + 3)(L'M', 3M iLffM")(2Lff + 1)-1 /2 26- n' 

x 6 (_1)L
N

'+L'W(32L"L"';2L') 
&"'L'''' 

6 M;l.:;,.. (A' - 1, L"') XM;l.s" (A', L") 
:S'H 5" 

x (102; A', s' + Ilo - 1, L'; A' - 1, S", + Il'~ - 1, L"') 

X(102;A'-1,s"'+llff'-1;A', S"+Il~-l,L"), 

(6.7) 

where W is a Racah coefficient5 and the reduced 3j
symbols at the end of the formula have already been 
programmed. 4 

We see then that we can apply the generators (6.2) of 
U(5) to any state (6.4), which will prove useful in many 
applications. 
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APPENDIX: THE WIGNER-ECKART THEOREM IN 
THE NONORTHONORMAL BASIS OF THE 0(5) ~ 
0(3) CHAIN OF GROUPS 

The derivation of the gradient formula and its exten
sions in Secs. 4 and 5 was carried out in analogy to the 
discussion in Sec. 2 for the familiar 0(3) =:J 0(2) chain. 
In the latter one made use of the Wigner-Eckart theo
rem as discussed, for example, in Rose's5 or Wigner's8 
books. 

To be able to prove a similar theorem for states and 
tensors characterized by irreducible representations of 
the 0(5) =:J 0(3) chain of groups, we need to define a com
plete set of basis states for all irreducible representa
tions 7 A = U'1 A2) of the 0(5) group and not only for the 
symmetric ones A = (AO) that were required in the 
present paper. Furthermore, on these basis states, in 
general not orthonormal, and their duals, we define the 
irreducible representations themselves. With the help 
of the latter we define the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
and their duals that combine two bases of irreducible 
representations of independent systems to give new 
ones that are also irreducible bases with the established 
row characterization. From them the general proper
ties of representations, valid for all compact groups, 
allow the immediate derivation of the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem. 
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The considerations to be developed below will be en
tirely abstract, but when restricted to the symmetric 
representations 7 the basis and the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients mentioned above become the states (3.5) 
and (except for a factor depending only on the irreduci
ble representations A, A', A") the Wigner coeffiCients 
(3.11) and their duals (3.13). Thus the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem will be proved in the form required in Secs. 
4 and 5. 

Let us start with the definition of the basis for irre
dUCible representations in the 0(5) =:J 0(3) =:J 0(2) chain 
though our notation will be kept general enough so that 
the results will be valid for any chain of compact 
groups. 

For 0(5) the most general representation 7 is charac
terized by a partition A == (At. A2), where Al ~ A2 ~ 0 and 
they are integers. The row of the irreducible represen
tation is characterized by the L,M of 0(3), 0(2) and 
also by two missing labels 9 t, s which reduce only to 
the s of (3.2) if the representation is symmetric, i. e. , 
A==(AO). We shall use the following compact notation: 

(AI) 

and x will be the set of parameters on which the basis 
depends. If we consider just the symmetric representa
tions A == (AO), then 

(A2) 

or equivalently am as (32 ==i:mO!mO!m is an invariant of 
0(5), For the general representation A == (A1A2) we will 
need to associate x with two independent variables 
O!~j), 0!~2). 

We shall denote our general basis states for irreduci
ble representations of 0(5) as 

X~(x) (A3) 

and they will clearly be nonorthonormal as t, s are not 
eigenvalues of Hermitian operators. 

We can define a dual basis to the states (A3) by X~ 
with the property 

(A4) 

The orthogonal transformation (4.2) of the 0(5) group 
can then be symbolized by 

x' ==Rx, (A5) 

and following Wigner8 we define the operator P R asso
ciated with the transformation R and acting on X~ as 

(A6) 

In view of the fact that the states X~(x), for a given 
A and all compatible a's, form a complete basis for an 
irreducible representation of 0(5), we can expand 

PRX~(X)=~ X~(x)Do~a(R), (A7a) 
a 

where Do~a(R) will then be a representation of the 0(5) 
group elements on the basis X~. We use the notation Do 
rather than the familiar D as our basis is not orthonor
mal and thus the representation is not unitary. 

In a similar fashion we have for the dual basis 
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P R x~(X) = ~ x~(X) X~o(R), 
a 

and the two representations are related by 

Ilto(R) = jX~*(PRX~) dx 

= j[PR(PR-1X~)]*(PRX~)dx 

=[j X~*(PR-IX~)dx] * =X~*(WI). 

(A7b) 

(A8) 

We now proceed to define the Clebsch-Gordan co
efficients (Aa, A'a' I A"u") for the 0(5) group in an ab
stract fashion. Take the product of two sets of states 
X~(XI)' X~'(X2) associated with independent variables 
XI, x2 and combine them with coefficients such that the 
resulting function of xl> x 2 is a basis for an irreducible 
representation A" of 0(5) with row a", i. e. , 

X~-:'A"(X1>X2)= 6 (Au,A'a'IA"a")x~(xI)x~'(x2), (A9) 
cr, a' 

where 

P R X~::'A" (xl> X2) = 6 X t-f" A" (Xl> X2) Ilt,;'o" (R) . 
0:" 

(AID) 

We also define the dual X~f"A"(Xl>X2) of the function (A9) 
by the property 

jj -AA'A"'*( ) AA'A" ( ) x 0'" x1> X2 Xo" XI,X2 dXl dx2=OA"A'·00"0"" 

(All) 

and the dual Clebsch-Gordan coefficient as 

X~::'A'" (XI' x2) = 6 (Au, A'a' I A"'a"')xt(xI) X:;' (x2). (AI2) 
a,ot (J 

Multiplying both sides of (A9) and (AI2) and integrating 
over XI' x2 , we obtain from (A4) and (All) that 

6 (AU, A'u' I A"'u"')(Aa, A'a' I A"a") = OA"A"' °0"0"" (AI3) 
0, '" 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients could be written in 
matrix element form with the help of the definitions 

(AU, A'a' I A"'a"') = (A"'a'" I}\JAA' I aa'), 

(Aa, A'a' I A"a") = (aa' INIAA'IA"a") , 

so that (AI3) in matrix notation takes the form 

MAA'MAA' =1, 

(AHa) 

(AI4b) 

(AI5) 

where I is the unit matrix of elements OA"A"'Ou"o'''' We 
note that the number of values that a, a' can take, which 
is d(A) d(A') where d(A) is the dimension of the repre
sentation, is the same as that of the values A"a", taking 
into account all resulting representations from the com
bination of A and A' and all values of their rowso Thus 
the matrices in (AI4) are square ones, and, as a left 
inverse is then also a right inverse, we get 

MAA'MAA' =1 

and thus 

6 (Aa, A'a' I A"u")(Aa, A'a' IA"a") = 000 °0'0" 
A#I~# 

From (AI7) we obtain immediately that 

X~(XI)X~:(X2)= 6 <Aa,A'u'IA"a")X~,f"A"(xI,x2)' 
AHa" 

(AI6) 

(AI7) 

(Al8) 

We now proceed to derive the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
when we deal with nonorthonormal bases. Let us con
sider an irreducible tensor T~ defined by the transfor-
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mation properties 

PRT~PR-I =~ T~Il~o(R), 
a 

and consider the evaluation of the integral 

j X~:'*(T~X~,')dx= (A"a" IT~ lA'u'). 

We first look at the auxiliary expression 

j X~,:' *[ TA x X A']~;: dx, 

where 

[TA XXA']~::' = 6 (Aa, A'a' I A"'a"') T~ X~ . 
O't cr ' 

(AI9) 

(A20) 

(A2Ia) 

(A2Ib) 

From (AI9), (A7), (A8) we then have that integral (A21) 
is equal to 

j( -A")*{ [A A']Am} PRXo" P R T Xx a'" dx 

" A" (R-I) A'" ( ) j-A"*[ A A']Am = _0 Ila"o" Ila"'a'" R X1i" T Xx 'ij'" dx. 
o"a'" 

(A22) 

Multiplying then both sides by the volume element dR 

of the group parameters and integrating over it, we 
obtain 

j -A"*[TAx A']A'" d Xa" X am X 

= OA"A",Oa"a,.[d(A,,)]-1 j 6 X~·*[TAXXA']~" dx, (A23) 
o 

where we made use of the relation8 

j A" ( -I) Am ( ) 6. 0 "0" R Acr"'a'" R dR 

(A24) 

which is a consequence of Schur's lemma and indepen
dent of whether the representation is unitary or not. 

Obviously the last integral in (A23) is a function of 
A, A', A" only which we could designate by 

[d(A")tt j 6 X~H*[TAXXA']~· dx= (A" IITA IIA'), (A25) 
u 

so that, using the orthonormality property (AI7) of the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and their duals, we obtain 

j -A"*( A AI) XO" To x'" dx 

= (Au, A'a' I A"u")(A" II TA II A'). (A26) 

This last result is the derivation of the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem by essentially the standard method in which 
we were only careful to note that our basis is not ortho
normal and thus we have to use also the duals of all the 
concepts involved such as bases, representations, and 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

We now particularize all the above results to sym
metric representations of the 0(5) group, i. e., A = (AD) 
so we can replace A by A, a by the p of (AI) and X is 
given by the angles in (A2). We have then 

Ix;:: *(T; x;:) dx = (Ap, A'p' I A" p")(A" II TA II A') , (A27) 

but we still need to determine the Clebsch-Gordan co
efficient in (A27). We note, though, that from (AlS) 

X;(Xt)X;:(X2)= 6 (Ap,A'p' IA"a")x~~,'J('(X1> X2) (A2S) 
A"a" 

and that this relation holds no matter what the X p x2' 
In particular, it is valid if Xl =X2 =x, in which 
case~~'A"(x,x)vanishesunless1A"=(A"0), i.e., we 
have only the symmetric representations. From the 
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transformation properties (AIO) of this last function 
we conclude that 

XX;.:AH(X,X) 

_ {G(AA'A"h:~::(X) if A" = (All, 0), (]ll=p", 
- 0 otherwise, 

(A29) 

where G(AA'A") is so far an undetermined function of 
the indicated variables. Substituting this result in (A28), 
we obtain from the dual property (A4) that 

(A30) 

where the last coefficient is given by (3.11) if we take 
into account the definition of p in (AI). 

Thus (A27), (A30) give the Wigner-Eckart theorem 
in precisely the form we need it in Sees. 4 and 5. 
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The groups of Poincare and Galilei in arbitrary 
dimensional spaces 

E. Elizaldea) and J. Gomis 

Department de Fisica Teorica, Universitat de Barcelolla, Diagonal 647, Barcelona-14. Spain 
(Received 19 September 1977) 

In arbitrary dimensional spaces the Lie algebra of the Poincare group is seen to be a subalgebra of the 
complex Galilei algebra, while the Galilei algebra is a subalgebra of Poincare algebra. The usual 
contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group is seen to be equivalent to a certain coordinate 
transformation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the Galilei group in 2 + 1 dimen

sions is a subgroup ofthat of Poincare, A beautiful way to see 
this is by means of a change of coordinates l which is usually 
called the light-cone transformation, This fact is physically 
understood as the result of an infinite boost of a system in 
some direction of the space, which leads to the loss of the 
spatial dimension in this direction-due to the Lorentz con
traction-and leaves the remaining system with a Galilean 
structure, This method has had several applications, for in
stance, to the study of the internal structure of hadrons at 
very high energies2 and to the connection of relativistic and 
Galilean field equations for arbitrary spin particle,) More
over, with a modification of the light-cone transformation 
involving a continuous parameter" it has been possible to go 
from the (2+ 1 )-dimensional Galilei group to the Poincare 
one in the same dimension, in a procedure inverse to the 
ordinary contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group 
when C-+oo. 

On the other hand, it has recently been shown that the 
ordinary Lie algebra of the Poincare group is a subalgebraS of 
the complex Lie algebra of the Galilei group in 4+ 1 dimen
sions, Also this result has been obtained through an ade
quate change of coordinates, Nevertheless its physical inter
pretation is not so clear. One possible application of this 
connection is the derivation of relativistic equations starting 
with Galilean ones, in just the reciprocal way of the former 
case,6 

Summing up, the complex Galilei algebra in 4+ 1 di
mensions contains the ordinary Poincare algebra, which in 
turn contains a (2+ 1 )-dimensional Galilei algebra, and 
these relations have their parallel counterpart at the level of 
the corresponding wave equations, The generalization of 
this situation to an arbitrary number n of space dimensions is 
one of the objects of the present paper, In this way we shall 
see that for an abstract physical theory the election of one or 
another invariance group (i.e., Poincare or GalileD is not so 
fundamental as one would think, because it is possible to 
obtain a relativiitic theory in (n -1) + 1 dimensions from a 
Galilean one in n + 1 dimensions, and vice-versa. 

Another purpose of this work is to investigate which is 
in the present case the modification of the coordinate trans
formationS which enables us to obtain the ordinary Galilei 

aAddress after I October 1977: II. Institut flir Theoretische Physik der 
Universitiit Hamburg. 

group from the Poincare one in the same dimension, as well 
as the relation of this modificated coordinate transformation 
with the usual contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei 
group. In other words, we want to study the corresponding 
procedure to that of the quasi-light-cone frame' in the pres
ent case. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sec, 2, we 
generalize the coordinate transformation of Ref, 5 and see 
how the Poincare algebra in n space/l time dimensions is a 
subalgebra of the complex Galilei algebra in (n + 1) space/l 
time coordinates. In Sec, 3 we generalize the light-cone 
frame transformation to an arbitrary number of dimensions 
of the space. In Sec. 4 we develop a parametrization of the 
original coordinate transformation which enables us to pass 
from the Poincare to the Galilei group in the same number of 
dimensions. We study its relation with the ordinary contrac
tion C-+ 00. Section 5 is devoted to conclusions. 

2. P n + 1 AS A SUBGROUP OF G(n+ 1)+ 1 

The Lie algebra of the extended Galilei group in (n + I ) 
space/l time dimensions is given by 

[Lrs,Luvl =i(8rJ.su + 8s~rv- 8~sv- 8sJ.rJ, 

[Lrs,Gul = -i(8ruGs-8suGr), 

[Lrs,Pul = -i(8r~s-8s~r)' 

[G,.,Gsl = [P,.,Psl = [Lrs,Hl = [P,.,Hl =0, (2.1) 

[G,.,Hl=iPr , 

[G,.,Psl =i8rs fL 

(r,s,u,v=I,2,.··,n+l) , 

[Lrs'fLl = [P,.,fLl = [G,.,fLl = [H,fLl=O , 

where L rs are the generators of rotations, G r the generators of 
Galilean boosts, Pr those of the space translations, H the 
generator of time translations, and fL is the neutral element 
of the algebra, which is associated with the mass. 

The generalization of the coordinate transformation in
troduced in Ref. 5 to this case is the following. If 
xa=(xo ,xl,. .. ,xn+ I) are the old and x a ~(.X°,xt, ... ,x n+ I)' the 
new coordinates of an arbitrary point in the space-time-xo 
being the time coordinate-they are related by 

xO=ixn+ I, 

Xi=Xi (i= 1,2 .. ·,n), 

xn + 1 =XOy(y arbitrary). 

(2,2) 
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With this transformation the real Lie algebra (2.1) becomes 
a complex algebra of Galilei group. Let us consider the fol
lowing subset of the transformed generators: 

mij -Lij=-Lij' 

K -rOj 'L 
i=LJ = -I n+l.i' 

dj=Pj=P j (ij+l,2, ... ,,fl), 

h _Po= -iP n+I' 

(2.3) 

The reason for the selection of these generators has already 
been discussed in Ref. 6. The commutation relations for 
these generators are the following: 

[mij,mktl = -i(8if1ljk+8j~j[-8i~j1-8jlmilJ, 

[mij,kd =i(8j[kj-8j/k.), 

[mij,dd =i(8j[dj -8jld.), (2.4) 

[kj,kj ] = -imij' 

[dj,dj] = [mij,h] = [dj,h] =0, 

[kj,h] =id;, [k;,dj] =i8jz, 

which constitute the Lie algebra of the Poincare group in n 
space/l time dimensions. 

3. LIGHT-CONE TRANSFORMATION IN ANY 
NUMBER OF DIMENSIONS 

The commutation relations of the (n + 1 ) -dimensional 
Poincare group which we have just obtained can be written 
in the compact form 

[MJ.Lv.Mpo-] = i(gJ.Lo-Mvp+gvpMJ.Lo-
- g J.LpM vo- - g vo-M J.Lp), 

[P J.L.MP<T] =i(g,..~ <T-gJ.La-Pp), 

[P,..,Pv] =0 (IL,v,P,(T=O,I, ... ,n), 

o -(Kl +M1n)!V2 
(K1+M1n)!V2 0 

- (K2 +M2n)!v'Z -M12 
M,..v= 

Let us consider now the following subset of the new 
generators: 

lab=-Mab' 

ga (Ka- M an)/V2, 

h_(Po+Pn)!V2, 

l"J=(Po-Pn)!V2, 

(a.b= 1,2, .. ·,n). 

They satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[lab,led] =i(8aibe+ 8bjad- 8ajbd- 8biaJ, 

[lab,gc1 = -i(8a.Kb- Bb.Ka), 

[lab,de] = -i(8acdb- 8bcda), 

[ga,gb] = [da,db] = [lab,h] = [da,h] =0, 

[ga,h] =ida, [ga,db] =i8abl"J, 

[lab,l"J] = [da,l"J] = [ga,l"J] = [h,l"J] =0 

0.1 ) 

o 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5 ) 

(a,b,c,d = 1,2, ... ,n - 1), 
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where K; = M iO (i = 1 ,2, .. ·,n) are the generators of boosts, M ij 
(ij= 1,2, ... ,n) those of the rotations, P; those of the space 
translations, and H =Po the generator of the time transla
tions. The metric tensor is 

+1 
n 

The generalization of the ordinary light-cone frame 
transformation to the present case is 

xO=(xo+xn)M, 

xa=Xa (a= 1,2,···,n-l) (3.2) 

xn=(xo-xn)Ni 

The metric tensor is transformed into the following: 

o 
-1 

-1 
o 

while the new M,..v and P J.L are given by 

I 

P,.. = «Po+Pn)/V2, Ph ... ,Pn- 1, (Po- Pn)/V2), 

Kn 
(Kl -M1n)!v'Z 
(K2-M2n)!V2 

o 

(3.3 ) 

which constitute the Lie algebra of the Galilei group in 
( n - 1) space/l time dimensions. 

4. THE CONTRACTION c~ 00 AS A 
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

In this section we consider the case n =4 for simplicity, 
but all the results are immediately generalizable to arbitrary 
n. Let us start with the commutation relations (2.1) in the 
particular case n = 4. Consider now the following coordinate 
transformation: 

XO = axO + /3x4
, 

X;=x; (i= 1,2,3), 

x 4 =yxo+8x4
• 

The commutation relations for the generators 

Ij=lj_-!€ijkLjk' dj=d i 
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- 8 y 
do= do- d4, 

a8-/3y a8-/3y 
k; MD;= -(ag;+/3A) 

(iJ,k= 1,2,3) (A; L 4 ), 

are given by 

[I;Jj] =iEijkik' [i;,kj] =iEij0k' 

[i;,dj ] =iEij~k' [k;,kJ =ib1EijJk' 

[d;,dj] = [i;,h] = [d;,h] =0, 

[k;,h] = -i( a8 + /3y ) d;, 
a8-/3y a8-/3y 

[k;,dj] = -i(aJ.L+/3lh +/38d4)8ij' 

(4.2) 

Depending on the values of the constants a, /3, y, 8, these 
relations either constitute the algebra of the Poincare group 
or the algebra of the Galilei group. In fact, for 

a=O, /3=+i, yarbitrary, 8=0. (4.3) 

The relations (4.2) turn out to be the (3.1) in the case n = 3, 
while for 

a=l, /3=0, y and 8 arbitrary. (4.4) 

Equations (4.2) are the same as (2.1) in the casen =2 (with 
gi -k). 

The coordinate transformation can be parametrized in 
order to include these two particular cases for different val
ues of the parameter. In fact, the following transformation: 

(

COShiE 0 sinhiE) 
X=T(E,y)X, T(E,y) ~ ~ g. (4.5) 

reduces to (4.3) when E= +17/2 and to (4.4) when E=O. 

On the other hand, in order to compare this procedure 
with the usual contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei 
group when c-+ 00 , we now confront (4.2) with the commu
tation relations obtained from the Poincare algebra after the 
application of the limiting process, but where the terms up to 
first order in lIc l are still taken into accounC: 

[L;,Lj] =iEij~k' [L;,Kj'] =iEij0~' 

[L;,Pj] =iEij~k' [P;,Pj] = [L;,H'] = [P;,H'] =0, 

[Ki,H'] =iP;, [Ki,K/] = -(i/el)Eij~k' 

[K,:,Pj ] = (i/cl)8;jl' +iJ.L8ij' 

We see that (4.6) can be obtained from (4.2) provided we 
put 

a= 1, /3=+i/C, yarbitrary, 8=0. 

This transformation is also obtained from (4.5) when 
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E = + lIc. Notice that the arbitrarity of 8 in (4.4) is only 
attained when E=O. Therefore it is not restrictive to put 
8 = 0, in general, as we have done in (4.5) to define the 
parametrization. 

Within the parametrization (4.5) we have been able to 
reproduce the usual contraction C-+ 00, both when first-or
der terms in 11 cl are considered and also when the limit is 
fully applied. Observe that the full contraction corresponds 
to a finite jump from ±1T /2 to 0 of the parameteff., while the 
supression of the terms offirst orderin lIc2 (i.e., the last step 
of the full contraction) only amounts to a correspondingly 
infinitesimal change from E= + lie to E=O. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have seen that Poincare algebra is a subalgebra of 

complex Galilei algebra while the Galilei algebra is a subal
gebra of the ordinary Poincare algebra, if we consider them 
in arbitrary dimensional space. And this has been shown by 
means of very simple linear changes of coordinates: the light
cone transformation l in one case and an imaginary coordi
nate transformationS in the other. The physical relevance of 
this result lies in the fact that, whatever be the invariance 
group of the physical theory that we take at the beginning 
(Poincare or Galilei) it is always possible to extract a theory, 
in a space with one dimension less, invariant under the other 
group. 

Making use of a convenient parametrization of the 
imaginary transformation,S we realized that the usua.l proce
dure of contraction of the Poincare to the Galilei group can 
be put into the form of a change of the space-time 
coordinates. 
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For the inverse problem treated here we use the results of an experiment which measures the total angular
dependent column density as compared to the measurement which provides information on the angle 
integrated spatial-dependent angular density (or the specific intensity). We use two methods of approach. 
One. the Legendre expansion method and two a maximal variational principle. In particular we 
demonstrate how the variational principle yields a very convenient representation of the scattering kernel 
(or the phase function) in terms of a basis consisting of Case eigenfunctions for the isotropically scattering 
medium. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of the direct problem of transport theory, 

(e.g., neutron or radiative) the usual problem treated, is to 
find the distribution function for a given scattering function. 
By contrast, the inverse problem involves construction of the 
scattering function from the results of some simple experi
ment which gives some knowledge of the distribution func
tion. For the inverse problem in general, it is usually not 
clear with regard to the nature of the minimal set of measure
ments one needs in order to construct the scattering function 
uniquely. For instance, consider a relatively simple case of 
transport of monoenergetic neutrons in a medium with a 
homogeneous mixture of different nuclear species. If the an
gular scattering differential cross section associated with 
each species is different, then it would appear to be difficult 
to devise an experiment from which any set of measurements 
can lead to a unique conclusion for the shape of the angular 
differential cross section for each nuclear species. If one had 
a medium consisting of only one nuclear species, which is not 
necessarily homogeneously distributed, then certain rela
tively simple measurements will lead to a unique determina
tion of the differential cross section. The reason is simply 
that in that case the secondary production function, which is 
the ratio of the rate at which the neutrons are elastically 
scattered to the rate at which the scattering involves all nu
clear processes, become independent of the density of that 
nuclear species and depends only on its scattering properties. 
Similar considerations apply to problems of radiative trans
fer and, inter alia, the problem of transport ofhyperthermal 
electrons in a plasma containing a substantial amount of 
neutral species of various kinds. 

2. DIRECT INVERSE PROBLEMS 
For our presentation of the direct inverse problems in 

transport theory we consider an infinite medium with a 
plane source at x =Xo emitting one-speed neutrons in a direc
tion whose cosine is J,Lo. For the one-dimensional time-inde
pendent, and azimuthally symmetric case, the standard neu
tron transport equation isl 

"Research sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. 

J,L ~ (x,J.L-J.Lo) + I{I = .E.. JI dJ.L' f(J.L'--+J,L) l{I(x, J.L' -J.Lo) 
ax 2 -I 

+8(x-xo)8(J.L- J.Lo) (1) 

where, e < 1 (nonmultiplying medium), I{I is the distribution 
function andf(J.L'-J.L) is the normalized symmetric scatter
ing function, i.e., } r IdJ,L' j(J,L'-J,L) = 1. (2) 

For the direct problem,f(J,L'-J,L) is given and I{I is to be deter
mined everywhere. For the inverse problem certain results of 
an experiment are given and thenf(J,L'-J,L) is to be construct
ed from those measurements. 

In an earlier paper, 2 Case presents an elegant method of 
solving the inverse problem. The essence of his procedure is 
that, if one expands the scattering function in terms of Le
gendre polynomials so that 

f(J.L'-J.L) = I(21+ llf?AJ.L')PAJ.L), 
/=0 

then for the unit isotropic plane source the expansion 
coefficients 

g(l)= I-elI 

(3) 

(4) 

are determined from the measurement of the density ofneu
trons as a function of x. Therefore, as Case has shown from 
the direct problem, one has the spectral representation of the 
total density [<I> (x )] 

<I>(x) = foo dp(v) e-Wv, (5) 
Jo v 

where p ( v) is the spectral function given by 

dp(v) dv 
v = N(v) , -1.;;;;v.;;;;l 

__ " 8(v-v)dv, 
£.. Ivl>l, 

i Ni 
(6) 

where N( v) and Ni are the normalizations of the eigenfunc
tions of the continuous and discrete spectra, respectively. 
For the inverse problem he states that, given the measure
ment of the total density <I> (x ), one knows quite a bit about 
the spectral density from Eq. (5). We will not give further 
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details here as to how this argument actually leads to the 
determination of the expansion coefficients g(l) and hence 
fl/-L'-/-L) (see Refs. 2 and 3 for a complete discussion). 

We wish to present a different method in the present 
paper for dealing with the inverse problem. In contrast to the 
data used in Case's approach we require the measurement of 
the angular column density Mo(/-L,/-Lo) of neutrons for a unit 
plane source emitting neutrons in one direction /-Lo (mono
directional). In other words, the experiment should provide 
the information on the quantity 

Mo(/-L,/-Lo) = LOOoo dx'll(x,/-L-/-Lo) (7) 

where 'II (x,/-L-/-Lo) is the angular density of neutrons satisfy
ing Eq. (1). 

Clearly Mo(/-L,/-Lo) is the angle-dependent zeroth mo
ment of the distribution function (the angular density) 
which is related to the scattering function. That relation is 
readily obtained from Eq. (1) by integration with respect to 
x. With the appropriate boundary conditions that'll vanish
es at x = + 00, we have from Eq. (1) 

Mo(/-L,/-Lo)=a(/-L-/-Lo)+ ~ fl d/-L' fl/-L'-/-L)Mo(/-L',/-Lo). 
2 -I 

(8) 

This is a Fredholm type of an integral equation for Mo(/-L,/-Lo) 
which involves the scattering function as the kernel. If we let 

So(/-L,/-Lo) = Lld/-L'fl/-L'-/-L)Mo(/-L',/-Lo) (9) 

then So(/-L,/-Lo) ( the emission term) also satisfies a similar type 
of an integral equation. That equation is readily obtained by 
multiplying Eq. (8) by fl/-L-/-Ll) and integrating with respect 
to /-L. With change of names of variables we have 

So(/-L,/-Lo)=fl/-Lo-/-L)+ ~ fl d/-L' fl/-L'-/-L)So(/-L',/-Lo). 
2 -I 

(10) 

For convenience we write Eq. (8) as 

c 
M oCj.L,f."o) = 8(p, - f."o) + 2 S o(p"f."o) . (11) 

Before addressing the Direct Inverse problems, we wish to 
point out that if in the integral equations (8) and ( 10) the 
kernelf( /-L-/-Lo) satisfies certain properties then there is a 
maximal variational principle' which can be used to solve 
such equations. Explicitly, iff( /-L-/-Lo) satisfies the following 
properties: 

(a) f(/-L-/-Lo) is symmetric in /-L,/-Lo, 

(b) f(/-L-/-Lo) ;;;.0, for -1 <; (/-L,/-Lo) <; 1, 

(C)~fl d/-L'fl/-L-/-Lo)<;l, -l<;/-Lo<;l,c<l, 
2 -I 

then the functional 

1794 

Fs[n]= fld/-L n(/-L,/-Lo) [ 2fl/-L,/-Lo)-n(/-L,/-Lo) 

+ ~ fl d/-L' fl/-L'-/-L)n(/-L',/-Lo)] 
2 -I 
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(12) 

is an absolute maximum if and only if n (/-L,/-Lo) is an exact 
solution of the integral equation (10). Or conversely, as in 
the inverse problem, if we consider Eq. (10) as an integral 
equation for f( /-Lo-/-L) so that 

f(/-Lo-/-L) =So(/-L,/-Lo)- ~ fl d/-L'So(/-L',/-Lo}f(/-L'-/-L), 
2 -I 

(13a) 

then the functional 

F.An] = Lld/-L n(/-Lo,/-L) [ 2So(/-L,/-Lo)-n(/-Lo,/-L) 

- ~ fl d/-L'So(/-L',/-Lo)n(/-L',/-L)] (13b) 
2 -I 

is an absolute maximum if and only if n (/-Lo,/-L) = f( /-Lo-/-L) is 
the exact solution of the integral equation (13a). This result 
follows from the fact that So(/-L,/-Lo) is symmetric and the 
operator A corresponding to the integral equation ( 13a), i.e. 

Af=f (13c) 

is positive definite. In two previous papers by Kanal and 
Moses5

•
6 such a variational principle was used to solve the 

problems of inverse scattering and also a demonstration of 
its application to the linear transport theory for the isotropic 
scattering inhomogeneous media was given. Here for the di
rect inverse problems we can proceed in two ways. One is to 
expandf(/-L-/-Lo) in terms of Legendre polynomials and use 
their orthogonality property to relate the expansion coeffi
cients to the Legendre moments of So(/-L,/-Lo). This method 
produces exact solutions. The other way is to use the vari
ational principle. Use of either method will be dictated by the 
kind of an experiment that is required to relate the scattering 
functionf( /-L-f.Lo) to the emission term So (/-L,/-Lo ) or vice 
versa. We shall illustrate both methods. 

A. Inverse Problem by Legendre Expansion 

First we note that ifJ~f.L-f.Lo) is symmetric then so 
is So(f.L,/-Lo)' Let us now expandf(/-L-/-Lo) in terms ofLe
gendre polynomials so that 

f(f.L-f.Lo) = f (2n+ l}f"pn(f.L)P,,(f.Lo). (14) 
n=O 

Insert this expansion in Eq. (10) to obtain 

So(f.L,/-Lo) = f (2n + 1)f "Pn (f.L)Pn (/-Lo). 
,,=0 

(15 ) 

where 

(16) 

Using the orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials 

fl 2 
df.L P,,(/-L)PJ,,/-L) = -- ani, 

-I 2n+ 1 
(17) 

we conclude from Eq. (15) that 

it= qJ"f.Lo) 
2P J"f.Lo) + cq J,,/-Lo) 

(18) 
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Note thatii are independent of /J-o. In consequence one needs 
to make the measurement for anyone direction /J-o to deter
mine all the expansion coefficients II. In particular, for 
/J-o = 1, i.e., for the source emitting neutrons parallel to the x 
axis, we have 

(19) 

This result is really not surprising for a homogeneous medi
um due to the fact that the medium is rotationally invariant. 
However, it is of prime importance for the construction of 
J(JL-JLo). In particular, if the medium is not drastically 
anisotropically scattering, then one needs only a few expan
sion coefficients and this method becomes very useful. 

Now the Legendre moments q/(/J-o) of So(/J-,/J-o) can be 
determined from the measurement of the angular column 
density Mo(JL,/J-o)' In other words, given Mo(JL,JLo), we con
clude from Eq. (11), that 

qA/J-o)= ~ [fl d/J-PA/J-)Mo(/J-,/J-o)-PA/J-o)]. (20) 

The quantity c (the secondary production term) is obtained 
from Eq. (8) [or from Eq. (II)] by integration with respect 
to JL so that 

c=I-[fl d/J-Mo(JL,/J-o)r
l

• (21) 

This is a well-known result (c( Ref. 1). However, from the 
inverse problem point of view we again note that c, being 
independent of /J-o, is determined from the experiment with 
the source emitting neutrons in any arbitrary direction. 

It would be interesting to know the degree of anisotropy 
of the scattering medium. We can estimate that from the 
experiment if q/( /J-o) were calculated for all /J-o, i.e., if we 
calculate all the Legendre moments of the column density 
[see for example Eq. (19)]. For in that case we obtain from 
Eq. (18) the relation 

d P - ':In ani JI 4' 

_I /J- nqAJL)- (2n+I)(I-cfn) . 
(22) 

In other words, (Pn(/J-), qA/J-» form a biorthogonal set, but 
more importantly for 1= n we get 

(2n+I)Tn 
fn= , 

4+c(2n + I)Tn 
(23) 

where 

Tn=fl dJLPn(JL)qn(/J-)· (24) 

The fn 's will give a measure of the degree of anisotropy so 
thatfn=O, for n>N. 

B. Inverse Problem by the Variational Principle 

Expansion in terms of Legendre polynomials is useful 
when the situation is not too anisotropic. When one wishes 
to consider very anisotropic cases, the variational principle 
may be more useful. Thus, consider Eq. (13a) so that 
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Ifn(/J-,/J-o) =J(JL-/J-o) is the exact solution ofEq. (25), then 
the functional defined by ( 13b) is an absolute maximum. 
The value of the functional is 

(26a) 

or 

c 
ftl/J-o-/J-o)~So(/J-o,/J-o) - 2" FfJfN] , (26b) 

wherefNis a class oftrialfunctions. From (26a) we see that 
from the class offunctions UN)' the function which maxi
mizes the functional (13b) is the desired one. From (26b) 
one obtains an upper bound for f( /J-o-/J-o), i.e., forward scat
tering for any fN used.7 

To illustrate the application of the variational principle 
we now give an example. In analogy with the comparison 
potential technique in the inverse scattering theorY,8 we shall 
choose a sequence of trial functions for f( /J--/J-o) which is 
constructed from the complete set of eigenfunctions of the 
transport equation with isotropic scattering. In this way some 
very elegant results are obtained. Thus, we shall expand 
J(/J--/J-o) in terms of those eigenfunctions and find that the 
expansion coefficients satisfy decoupled integral equations 
analogous to Eq. (25) involving the same kernel So(JL,JLo). 

For f( /J--JLo) = I, we have the completeness relation, 

1 a ( JL - JLo) = - [JL<Po+ ( /J- ></>0.( JLo) - JL<Po- ( JL ) <po- ( JLo)] 
No. 

J
I dv 

+ _I N(v) /J-<PV</J-)<PV</J-o), (27) 

where <Po± (/J-), <Pv (JL) are Case's! discrete and continuum 
eigenfunctions, respectively, defined by 

.J.. () CVo 1 
'I'O± /J- =+ -2 ' 

+vo-JL 
cv I 

<PV</J-) = -P-- +A(V)O(V-/J-), 
2 v-/J-

A( v) =![A+( v) +A-( v)], 

A(z) = 1- cz JI ~, 
2 -I z-JL 

A(vo)=O, 

cv6 (C I) 
No±=+ 2 V5- 1 - V5 ' 

N(v)=N(v)A-(v). 

These eigenfunctions are orthogonal so that 

fldJL <Po.(JL)<Po-(JL) =0, 

f I dJLJL <P5±(JL) =No±, 

f I d JLJL <Pv(JL)<p ",'(JL) = N(/J-)o( v - v'). 
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We remark here that this set of eigenfunctions seems to be 
rather natural for the expansion ofj(p,-+p,o) for the reason 
that, as we shall see later, for both extreme cases 
j(p,-+p,o) = 1 (isotropic) andj(p,-+p,o) =28(p,- p,o), the 
variational principle gives exact results. Now consider the 
expansion, 

(30) 

so that 

Bo±(P,o)= L Idp,p,j(p,-+P,ohpo±(p,) (3Ia) 

and 

BvCp,) = L1dP,P,j(P,-+p,o)<Pv(P,). (3Ib) 

Sincej(p,-+p,o) is symmetric, the expansion (30) on the 
right-hand side must also be symmetric in p"p,o. Inserting 
Eq. (30) in the integral equation (25) we get 

1 II dv - [<Po+(p,)BO+(P,o)-<Po-(p,)Bo-(p,o)] + U( ) <pV<p,)Bv(P,o) 
iVo+ ~ll"V 

=So(p"p,o) - ~ II dp,' So(p,',p,o) 
2 ~I 

X {_I [<Po+(p,)Bo+(p,')-<Po-(p,)Bo-(p,')] 
iVo+ 

+ LI ~~) <Pv(P,)Bv(P,')} . (32) 

Upon using the orthogonality properties (29a, b, c) in Eq. 
(32), we obtain 

Bo± =Ao±(p,)-~ II dp,' So(p,',p,)Bo±(p,') (33a) 
2 ~I 

and 

(33b) 

where 

Ao±(p,)= LldP,'p,' <Po±(p,')So(p,',p,) (34a) 

Av(p,) = r Idp,'p,' <Pv(p,')So(p,',p,). (34b) 

By comparing integral equations (33a, b) with Eq. (25) we 
see the obvious parallel and note that variational principles 
analogous to that for Eq. (25) can be set up for Bo± (p,) and 
Bv(p,) to solve the inverse problem. As mentioned earlier the 
advantage of dealing with the integral equations for expan
sion coefficients Bo± and B" is that in both extreme cases of 
isotropic scattering [f(p,-+p,o) = 1] and whenj(p,-+p,o) is 
purely forward peaked [monodirectional, i.e., 
V( p,-+p,o) = [) (p, - p,o)] the variational principle provides 
exact solutions forj(p,-~p,o). We may see that as follows: 
Consider Eq. (33a) for Bo±(P,o) and let the trial function be 

(35) 
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where a o± is a discrete parameter. Also consider the func
tional for (33a) analogous to (l3b) 

Fo±[ct>o±l = LI dp, ct>o±(p,)[ 2Ao±(p,)-ct>o±(p,) 

-~II dp,' So(P,',P,)ct>o±(P,')]' (36) 
2 ~I 

Put ct>o± (p,) = ao±Ao± (p,) in (36) to obtain 

(37) 

where 

Po±= LldP,A6±(P,), (38a) 

Qo±= L1dP,Ao±(P,) LldP,' So(p,',p,)Ao±(p,')· (38b) 

Maximization of the functional Fo± [Ao±], defined by Eq. 
(37), yields 

a o±=(I+ ~ QO±)~I. 
2 Po± 

(39) 

Similarly for the continuum expansion coefficients Bv(p,) of 
Eq. (33b), if we consider the trial function 

ct>v(p,)=avAv(p,), (40) 

then the maximization of the functional 

Fv[ct>v] = LldP, ct>v(p,) [ 2A v(P,)-ct>v(P,)] 

- ~ f IdP,' So(P,',J.I-)ct>v(P,')] 

yields 

-(1 C QV)_I a - +-- , 
v 2 P

v 

where 

(41) 

(42) 

Pv= LldP,A~(P,), (43a) 

Qv= fldP,Av(P,) LldP,' So(p,',p,)Av(J.I-'). (43b) 

Hence, by replacingBo± by ct>o± and Bv by ct>v in Eq. (30), 
we have an approximate representation of the phase func
tion, which is given by 

We may now check the accuracy ofthe representation 
(44) for the two extreme cases when 

{
I isotropic ( 45 ) 

j( p,-+P,o) = 28 (p, - P,o) monodirectional. 
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For the two cases we conclude from Eq. (25) that 

isotropic, 
(46) 

monodirectional. 

From Eqs. (38a, b) and Eqs. (43a, b) we obtain 

Qo± Qv 2 
--=-=--
Po± Pv l-c 

(47) 

for both isotropic and monodirectional phase functions, 
while 

AJI-'-) =V 

and 

isotropic (48) 

monodirectional. ( 49 ) 
2 

Av(I-'-)= l-c I-'-<!>v(I-'-) 

Thus for the isotropic case we conclude from Eqs. (44) and 
(48) that 

1<1-'--1-'-0) =(I-C)( ;: [<!>O+(I-'-o)+<!>o-(I-'-o)] + L I ~~). 
(50) 

But the right-hand side ofEq. (50) is merely a unity. This is 
easily seen by noting that Case's eigenfunctions satisfy the 
following relations: 

Lldl-'-I-'- <!>v=v( I-c), (5Ia) 

L Idl-'-I-'- <!>o± (I-'-) = (±vo) (I-c). (5Ib) 

An integration of the completeness relation (27) with re
spect to I-'- gives 

(I-C)(;: <!>O+(I-'-o) + <!>o-(I-'-o) + LI~~)=1. (52) 

Hence for the isotropic case we obtain in Eq. (50), 
1<1-'--1-'-0) = I (as expected). For the monodirectional phase 
function, substitution ofEqs. (49) and (47) in Eq. (44) 
merely reproduces the completeness relation (27) save for a 
factor of two so that I< 1-'--1-'-0) = 28 (I-'- - 1-'-0); the factor of 
two should be there because of the normalization so that 

! Lldl-'-I<I-'--I-'-o) = 1. 
In conclusion we wish to point out that for the direct 

problem one can actually calculate the coefficients Ao±(I-'-) 
and Av(I-'-) in the approximate eigenfunction representation 
(44) ofl< 1-'--1-'-0). Let us assume that the right-hand side of 
Eq. (44) is an exact representation for some function 
/0(1-'--1-'-0) so that 
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I 
!o(J.t-J.to) = - (t/>O+(J.to)A o+(J.t)ao+-t/>o-(J.to)A o-<J.t)ao-) 

No+ 

f l dv 
+ _I N(v) t/>Jpo)Av(p)a v (53) 

where ao±, a v are defined by (39) and (42) respectively. 
This function then corresponds to a situation in which some 
(abstract) operator is defined to have the spectral density 

dpo(v) = dv -1<v<1 
v N(v)a v 

ao_D(v-vo-)dv 

No+ 
Ivl > 1. 

(54) 
Thus, one may use!o(I-'--I-'-o), in analogy with inverse scat
tering, as a sort of higher order comparison potential. This 
offers an alternate method of dealing with the direct problem 
when the Legendre expansion is not desirable in the main 
transport equation when!(I-'--I-'-o) is highly anisotropic. 

For the purpose of the direct problem we now calculate 
the coefficients Ao±(I-'-) and Av(I-'-)' Thereby we obtain a rela
tion between the basis used by Case2 and the Legendre 
polynomials 

A v{J.t)= L Id,u'J.t' t/> v {J.t')S 0(1':,J.t). (34b) 

From Eq. (16) we have 

So(/L',/L) = f 2n+ I P//L')qn(/L). 
n-O 2 

(55) 

SolvingEq. (I8) forqn(/L) and substituting that in (55) 
yields 

So(I-'-',I-'-)= f (2n+ I) ~Pn(I-'-')Pn(I-'-)' (56) 
n=O I-c!n 

From (34b) and (56), we get 

Av(I-'-)= f (2n+ 1) ~Pn(I-'-)v(Wn(v)-c8no, (57) 
n=O l-c!n 

where 

Wn(V) = Lldl-'- <!>v(/L)P/I-'-) 

and used the fact that 

I-'-<!>J 1-'-) = v<!>v (I-'-) - vc/2. 

(58) 

(59) 

Actually, Wn(v) are a special case of the orthogonal polyno
mials obtained from the transport equation by direct expan
sion of!{J.t'-J.t) in terms of Legendre polynomials. In other 
words, when!n=Dno, we have from (58), (59) and the re
currence relation 

(2n + 1)J.tPn{J.t) =(n + I)Pn+ 1{J.t) +nP n-l{J.t) (60) 

the three-term pure recurrence relation for Wiv): 

(n+ I)Wn+ l(v)+n Wn_ 1(v)=(2n+ 1)(I-c8no)vWn(v), 

n;;o.O (61) 

with Wo(V) = I and W1(v)=0. That Eq. (61) is a pure three
term recurrence relation implies that Wn(v) are orthogonal 
and vice versa. But, more importantly, Wn(v) can be easily 
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calculated either from Eq. (61) or from its explicit represen
tation (58). All these considerations apply for Ao±(IL) by 
merely replacing v by ± Va. where Va is the zero of the disper
sion function (28e). We shall defer any further discussion of 
the direct problem until Part 2, which will be a sequel to this 
paper. 
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'H. E. Moses, "A generalization of the Gel'fand-Levitan equation for the 
one-dimensional Schriidinger equation," 1. Math. Phys. 18, 2243 (1977). 
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Corrigendum to "Covariant inverse problem of the calculus 
of variations" 

Henry F. Ahner and Allan E. Moose 

Adelphi University. Garden City. New York. 11530 
(Received 21 October 1977) 

Our recent work showing how to obtain covariant Lagrangians for certain classes of field equations is 
extended to cases where the field appears to order Am (m ~ - 2) and also to cases where metric variations 
are taken. 

In a recent paperl we demonstrated that the require
ment that the Frechet derivative, FIB </>B' of the expression 

F= f YA f NA(AYB.7T)( _g)112 dA d4x, (1) 

vanishes, implies the Euler-Lagrange equations 

provided NA(y) satisfies the conditions 

aNA = I (-1 )17T+AI (7T+A) 
aYB.7T A A 

X (_g)-112 (_g)-112 aaNB ) 
YA.7TA .A. 

(2) 

(3) 

Following Atherton and Homsy2 we have called such differ
ential operators potential operators. 

It has been brought to our attention3 that there exist 
certain operators, primarily of mathematical interest, for 
which the expression (1) is of order Am, m;;;. -1 and conse
quently the integral diverges. 4 It is our purpose here to show 
how the Lagrangians may be obtained for m;;;. - 2.5 We shall 
consider two cases. First, those in which fields other than the 
metric are varied; second, those in which the metric is varied. 

Consider a potential operator NA(YB.7T) for which one or 
more terms of NA(YB.7T) are of order m h m2, ... ;;;. - 2 in A. 
Referring to the potential conditions, (3), it may be seen that 
terms of differing order m i in A must be individually poten
tial. Thus, for simplicity, and without loss of generality, we 
may consider NA(YB.7T) to consist only of terms of the same 
order. 

Replace Eq. (1) by the more general expression 

F= f YAff(A)NA(AYB)(-g)1l2dAd4X. (4) 

[We note that if NA (AYB. 7T) is entirely of order m>O in A, 
J(A) 1 and the result in Ref. 1 holds.]Ifwe setf(A) =cmAm 

and proceed to compute the Frechet derivative of ( 4 ), 
FIB</> B' as in Ref. (1), we obtain 

FIB</>B= f </>Acm(1-m)NA(YB.7T)( _g)112 d4x, (5) 

Setting cm=(1-mtt, we find that the requirement that 
FIB</>B=O implies the Euler-Lagrange equations 

NA(YB,7T) =0. 

If NA(AYB,7T) is homogeneous in A, 

(6) 

(7) 

When metric variations are considered, questions of 
convergence of the A integral in Eq. (1) may be obviated by 
the appropriate choice of independent variants. We prefer to 
consider glLV as the varied field with covariant (rather than 
contravariant) source terms. This has the merit of making 
the order of all terms in an expression such as 

(8) 

positive. Here TlLv(E) is the electromagnetic stress-energy 
tensor FlLl'vP- !gILJp~O', with FlLv=A v.1L -A IL.v' Note 
that if one took glLv and AIL as independent variants instead, 
the order of TlLv(E) would be A-I and our formalism would 
not be applicable. 

We replace Eq. (1) in these situations by the equally 
acceptable alternative 

F= f yA f NA(AyB'7T)dA( _g)112 d4x. (9) 

It is instructive to obtain the equations of motion for an oper
ator Np.Jgpa '1T) from (9) by requiring that the Frechet de
rivative, FiB'PB, vanish. We assume at the outset that Np.v is 
potential. The Frechet derivative of (9) is 

FIB</>B = f </>lLv {f N ILv(Agaf3)dA 

+ glLV f N ILvI'ApO'</>P<T dA 

- gPO' f NpO'(Agaf3)</>ILVglLv dA}( - g) 112 d4x. 

( 10) 

The last term in ( 10) arises from the presence of ( -g) 1/2 in 
Eq. (9). Following the procedure in Ref. 1 we obtain, after 
several steps, 

FIB</>B = f </>lLv{NlLv-!gIL~PO' f NpO'(Agaf3)} 

X (_g)112 d4x. (11) 

Requiring that flB</>B = 0, we obtain for the equations of mo
tion 

NlLv-!gIL~PO' {NpO'(AgaJl)dA=O. (12) 

N O'iAgaf3) in the second term of Eq. (12) will, in general, 
consist of a sum of source terms of various orders, m, in A 
which we may indicate by writing 
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NPCTCA.g"-/3)= L "A,mN(m)pCT' 
m>O 

We carry out the integration in Eq. (12) and obtain 

N",v-ig",vL(1 +mt1gPCTN(m)pCT=0. ( 13) 
m 

For every ord~r of "A, m we may rewrite N(m)",v in terms of 
its trace free part N(m)",v and its trace to transform Eq. (13) 
into 

where N(m)=gPsN(m)ps' This is equivalent to 

Thus, we obtain from Eq. (9) trace-free equations of motion 
whenever n-2(m+ 1)=0. The stress-energy tensor for the 
electromagnetic field in four dimensions is the simplest ex
ample of a trace free term of this type (with m = 1 ) . 

ERRATA 

H.F. Ahner and A.E. Moose, J. Math Phys.18, 1367 (1977). 
R.W. Atherton and G.M. Homsy, Stud. Appl. Math. 54, 31 (1975). 
We appreciate communications with D. Lovelock, R. Pavelle, I. Anderson, 
G. Homdeski, and S. Aldersley. They pointed out an error in Ref. 1. The 
word "equation" should be replaced by the words "scalar equation" in the 
sentence following Eq. (24). For a tensor equation the potential conditions 
may be satisfied when the field operators are of odd order. A considerable 
body of work exists that we were unaware ofin which results similar to ours 
were derived by other methods. Some of the most pertinent references 
include: D. Lovelock and H. Rund, Tensors, Differential Forms and Vari
ational Principles (Wiley, NewY ork, 1975), Chap. 8 and references there
in; G. W. Homdeski, Tensor 28,309 (1974); 29, 21 (1975); G. W. Hom
deski, J. Math. Phys. 17, 1980 (1976); D. Lovelock, J. Math. Phys. 18. 
1491 ( 1977); I.M. Anderson, "Tensorial Euler-Lagrange Expressions and 
Conservation Laws" to appear in Aequations Mathematicae. For flat space 
considerations see also R.M. Santilli, Ann. Phys. N.Y. 103, 354 (1977); 
103,409 (1977); 105. 227 (1977). For treatment of anti derivatives. of 
variational principles that yield integral equations, and of definitional ques
tions, see E.P.Hamilton (to appear in J. Math. Anal. Appl.); E.P. Hamil
ton and B.E. Goodwin, in Analytic Methods in Mathematical Physics, edit
ed by R.P. Gilbert and R.G. Newton (Gordon and Breach, New York. 
1970); E.P. Hamilton, "A New Definition of Variational Derivative" 
(preprint) . 

'Expression (1) fails also when (1 ) is identically zero. 
'Some m = -1 cases are considered in SJ. Aldersley, "Higher Euler Opera
tors and Some of their Applications" (to appear in J. Math. Phys.). 

Erratum: The electromagnetic field on a simplicial net 
[J. Math. Phys. 16, 2432 (1975)] 

Rafael Sorkin 

Departments of Applied Mathematics and Astronomy, University College. Cardiff, Wales 
(Received 1 March 1978) 

P. 2432: A "1" and an "n" have been transposed in 
Eq. (5), which should read 

P. 2433 (line 14): In place of " .. , its affine com
ponents T{:: :~" read "0 •• its affine components f{:::~." 

_ . 1 ~n:l (eJ e ) = oj := oj - --= 
'k k k n+l -1 

11+1 

if j=k, 

ifjoFk. 

1800 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 19. No.8. August 1978 

The same change should be made in Eq. (9) and Eq. 
(10) (but the "T" on the lhs of (9) should be left as it is J. 

P. 2435 (line 19): In place of " ... since eko eko=O, 

and ... " read " ... since e ko 1\ e ko = 0, and ...... 
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